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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION: GUIDO'S BOOKS OF RHETORIC 

The rhetorical art of engaging an audience a nd con

tro lling its response is a special skill of Robert Browning, 

and his dramatic monologues--with their use of speaker, 

aud i e nce, and occasion--invite rhetorical analysis. With

ou t doubt, Robert Browning is a major exponent of this 

genre , a nd The Rin~ and the Book (1868) , 1 a series of 

twelve orations, stands as the apex of Browning's rhetorical 

skill in the dramatic monologue. 

'I1his epical work 2 centers on an actual murder 

tria l in seventeenth- century Italy. In January 1698, 

·-···-·····-·- ··---- ---
ln'l~he Ring and the Book was published in t o ur 

separate volumes, ~the first appearing on Nobember 21, 1868; 
t h e s econd on December 26; the third on Janua ry 30, 1869; 
and the fourth on February 27." 'l1he publisher was Smith, 
Elde r, & Co ~, London. The original MS is i n the Bri t ish 
Mu s eum. William Clyde Devane, A Browning Ha ndbook (N ew 
York: F. S. Crofts . & Co., 19 35), p. 2 81; rt-~pri nt-·c-~d. (New 
Yo rk: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1955), p. 318. 

2Margaret Frances Vail, in "Religious Symbolism as 
a Unify i ng Principle of Browning's The Ring and the Book," 
DA 27 (1965), p. 487A (Tulane Un1vers1t~beli.eves that 

·Ffie scope, theme, and working out of God's plan, and the 
cha r acte rs are epical. She compares Browning's work to 
Dante's and Mi lton's epics. William Irvine and Park Honan, 
The Book the Ring and the Poet: A Biography (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1974), p. 425, cite the title of the work as 
proof of its epic stature; for The Ring and the Book alludes 
to n the poem IS Central SOUrCe I tO its Circular pattern Of 

mono.log-ues, to its villain's 'round' of dia bolic journeyings, 

1 
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Count Guido Franceschini, an Aretine, · stabbed his wife 

Pompilia and her adopted parents, Pietro and Violante 

and even to Elizabeth--its Muse." Irvine and Honan (p. 425) 
note that Browning had once written his wife--in a letter 
dated February 11, 1845--that he wanted to write an epic 
entitled "R. B., a poem," and the initials of "ring" and 
"book" partially fulfill his desire. Also see Park Hanan's 
"The Murder Poem for Elizabeth," Victorian Poetry 6 
(Autumn-Winter 1968) :215-30. Honan points out that it is 
ironic that Elizabeth is Browning's muse; for when he 
broached his wife on his plans for a new poem, she found 
the subject matter distasteful and inappropriate for poetry. 
The poem was not written until after her death~ William T. 
Going, in "rrhe Ring and the Brownings," Modern Language 
Notes 71 (March 1956) :493-95, states that Elizabeth's short 
Iyrlc "The Ring" is a source for Browning's ring metaphor. 
The Ring and the Book is also considered an epic because of 
its length. But many think the length is excessive. 
1:'hornas Carlyle states that the poem "might have been told 
in ten lines, and only wants forgetting!" Quoted in 
R. Garnett, Life of Carlyle (London: W. Scott, 1887), 
p. 146. Readers are especially censorious of the inclusion 
of the lawyers' speeches, agreeing with R. W. Buchanan in 
The Athenaeum of 20 March 1869, that though the speeches 
are "extraordinarily clever" they are not noble .. Quoted in 
Boyd Litzinger and Donald Smalley, eds., Browning: The 
Critical Heritage (New York: Barnes and Noble Co., 19~7°0), 
r-;:-326-.- In II A Literary Mosaic," Hodell ( 519) defends the 
inclusion of Books VIII and IX. According to Hodell, these 
books grew from the very legal nature of the Old Yellow 
Book. In the process of recreating the facts, Browning 
made the legal mind an integral part of a carefully wrought 
design. See also James F. Loucks II, "'The Filthy Rags of 
Speech': A Study of Robert Browning's Use of Classical 
Rhetoric in Books VIII and IX of The Ring and the Book" 
(M.A. thesis, Ohio State University, 1965)-.-Ches-terfon's 
con@ent (p. 160) is perhaps the most well-known and best 
defense: "But it is exceedingly dangerous to say that 
anything in Browning is irrelevant or unnecessary ••• 
[for one discovers that] the detail that seemed meaning
less springs up as almost the central pillar of the 
structure." 
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Comparini 3 at the Comparini villa just outside of Rome. 4 

That Guido committed the murders was easily established, 

but whether "a Husband may kill an adulterous wife without 

incurring the ordinary penalty"S had not been settled by 

the courts. In The ~ing and the Book, ten different 

speakers, in "a glorified series of pleadings, 11 6 attempt 

to settle this question as they narrate their versions of 

the events preceding and following the murders. Donald S. 

Hair, comparing the structure of the poem to the Ptolemaic 

3rn "Poetry and Crime, 11 Times Literary Supplement_, 
23 February 1951, p. 117, "He [Browning] was ever a puritan, 
but the evil .. ~minded in his dramas have the crime instincts 
of the abnormal, as in the newspaper stories of his early 
reading ••.. The Ring and the Book is possibly the great
est poetical effort of Victorian romanticism; but its place 
is among the stories of distortion and wickedness, not in 
the poetry of moral evil." Thomas Carlyle called The Ring 
and the Book an "Old Bailey Story. II Quoted in Garnett-,--· 
p. 146. According to the British Quarterly Review of March 
1869, the poem "is the newspaper in blank vers-e. rr- Quoted 
in Irvine and Honan, p. 441. Thus, on one level, The Ring 
a.nd the Book is a poetic treatment of a heinous crime. 
Among Browning scholars and critics, it is well known that 
the poet and his father liked detective stories and read 
them avidly. 

4For more information on the role of the setting 
see: Sir Frederick Treves, The Country of The Ring and the 
Book (London: Cassell and Co., 1913); Alfred Hilliam 
Landwehr, "The Sense of Place in Browning's Dramatic Mono
logues" (Ph.D. dis~.;ertation, University of Missouri, 19 70} ; 
J·enny Lind Porter, "Physical Locale in The Rin9 an~ the 
Book." The Personalist 41 (January 1960) :48-59. 

5charles W. Hodell, ed., The Old Yellow Book in 
Complete Photo-R,epr_~duction with Translation, Essay_ and 
Notes (Baltimore: Lord Baltimore Press, 1908}, title page. 

6Frederick Day Goodwin, "He Did the Murder in a 
Dozen Words," Poet-Lore 36 (December 1925) :581. 
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c o ncept of the universe, notes that each part of the story 

is narrated by a character who is part of the whole story 

t h e poet is telling. Moreover, each character presents 

other characters while he himself is presented by the poet 

who acts as the pr2_-~ mobile. 7 In "this babel of conflict

ing testimony, 118 each speaker distorts, emphasizes, sup

presses, selects, abbreviates, and magnifies9 the events 

surrounding the murders; and each monologuist's account 

stresses those phases of the story which best aid his argu

ment.10 Thus, Gilbert K. Chesterton appropriately calls 

'rhe Ri n.51 and the ~ools_ "the epic of · free speech." 11 

That each speaker can temporarily persuade the 

reader attests to Browning's rhetorical skill. But though 

7Browning's Experiment With Genre (Toronto: Uni
versity of Toronto Press, 1972) ~ 18~-

8Richard D. Altick and 
Browning's Roman Murder Story: 
the Book (Chicago: University 
P:-266-.-

James F. Loucks II, 
A Reading of The Ring and 

of Chicago Press, 1968), 

9B. R. McElderry, Jr. notes that the speakers' 
various emphases are what distinguish their characters. The 
speakers of Books II, III, and IV relate the entire narra
tive; whereas Guido (V), Caponsacchi (VI), and Pornpilia 
(VII) recount only the parts in which they participated. 
N~ither the Pope (X) nor the Guido of Book XI is concerned 
with the narrative. See McElderry's article, "The Narra
tive Structure of Browning's The Ring and the Book," 
Research Studies of the State~llege of Washington 11 
(Sep-tember 1943) :193-233-.--

lOAltick and Loucks, pp. 33-34. 

ll"Th~ Ring and the Book," in Robert Browning 
(Lond on: Macmillan & Co., 1936), p. 173. 
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t he reader may accept the viewpoint espoused at the moment, 

he must ultimately arrive at a final judgment. The reader 

must look "beyond the facts" (XII, 1. 866) 12 .in his pursuit 

1 2Robert Browning, The Works of Robert Browning, ed. 
Sir F. G. Kenyon, vols. 5 and 6: The~ing and the~Book (New 
York: AMS Press, Inc., 1966). Allf:uture references to The 
Ring and the Book are from the Kenyon edition; and hereafter 
all quotesfrom the poem will be followed by either the line 
·number(s) in the text in parentheses or the Book number, in 
Roman numerals, and then the line number(s). Although the 
poet of Book I states that what he narrates is "pure crude 
fa.ct" (1. 86), scholars do not agree on how accurately 
Browning followed the Old Yellow Book. This controversy, 
the most written upon matter concerning The Ring and the 
Book, involves Browning Is use of the ring metaphorand tiis 
theory of poetic creation. For some works on Browning's 
source material see Hodell, "A Literary Mosaic," PM.LA 23 
(September 1908) :510-19; Beatrice Corrigan, trans·:-arid ed., 
Curious Annals: New Documents Relating to Brownin9's 
~urder Sto~. (rroronto: University of 1roronto Press, 1956) .. 
Corrigan reproduces documents from the Cortona codex plus a 
document entitled "Sentence of the Criminal Court of 
Florence in the Old Yellow Book." Other Corrigan scholar
ship is found in "Vernon Lee and the Old Yellow Book," Colbx_ 
L~!?rary Quarterly 5 (1960) :116-22; "Browning's Roman Murder 
Story," English Miscellany 11 (1960) :333-38; "New· Documents 
on Browning's Roman Murder Case, 11 Studies in Piloloqy 49 
(lJanuary 1952) : 520-33.. John Marshall Gest, trans. and ed. 
of The Old Yellow Book: Source of Browning's The Ring and 
the Book (Boston: Chipman Law Publishing Co., 1925), is a 
lawyer who insists that Browning completely distorts the 
facts. Gest defends the lawyers and denigrates Pompilia, 
asserting that she probably did commit adultery. One of the 
earliest articles on Browning's source is Hiram Carson's 
"On the Old Yellow Book," Poet Lore 4 (January 1892) :55-56. 
Others include "Browning andtheOld Yellow Book," The 
Christian Advocate 83 (March 1908} :417; William o. Raymond's 
"New Ligrlt on the Genesis of The Rin9: and the Book," Modern 
Language Notes 13 (June 1928) :357-68; Raymond, "Browning's 
First Mention of Documentary Sources of The Ring and the 
Book," Modern Language Notes 43 (November 1928):445=50; 
Raymond;"Browning and the Old Yellow Book," Times Literar:y: 
Supplement, 15 (January 1938), p. 44. Three articles on 
Browning's use of the ring metaphor and its relation to fact 
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of the truth. A detailed rhetorical analysis of the speakers' 

arguments then is one way to discover the truth. And an 

a nalysis of Guido's logos, pathos, and ethos shows his 

unequ ivocal sophistry; for not until such an analysis is made 

is one completely convinced of the perfection of Pompilia's 

virtue , the justness of the Pope's verdict, and the right

ness of the narrator's judgment. 

Of the four main dramatis personae--Count Guido 

Franceschini, Canon Guiseppe Caponsacchi, Pompilia Comparini, 

are A. G. Drachmann, "Alloy and Gold," Studies. in PhiloloSt.Y. 
22 (l1 anuary 1925) :418-24; Paul A .. Cundif f , 11 ·l1he Clarity of 
Browninq ' s Ring Metaphor," PMLA 63 (March 1948) :1276-82: 
George R. Wasserma n, "The Meaning of Brovn:iing' s Rinq-Figure," 
Modern Language Notes 76 (May 1961) :420-26.. Two ~::; ources con
cerning Br own ing '$-concept of art as derived from the ring 
metaphor are: Charles Edwin Nelson, "Creative Consciousness 
in rrhe Ring and the Book" (Ph.D. dissertation, Un iversity of 
Oklahoma, 1963); Gordon W. 11 hompson, "A Spirit Birth Con
c eived of Flesh: Browning's Concept of Art in The Ring and 
the Book," 'T e nnessee Studies in Literature ltl (196.9) :75-86~ 
Finally, four articles by notecf Brownings~choL.:i.rs discuss 
the po~t's use of fact and fiction: Donald Smalley, 
"Browning's View of Fact in The Ring and the Book," 
Victoria{1 Newsletter, no. 16.°(F"aU-r959), pp. l ·-9·; Robert 
Langbaum, " ':C he Importance of Fact in The Ring and the Book," 
Victorian Newsletter, no. 17 (Spring 1960), pp. 11-17; Paul 
Cundiff, "Robert Browning: r Indisputably Fact!' 11 Victorian 
Newsletter, no. 17 (Spring 1960), pp. 7-11; L. J. Swingle, 
11 r.rru th and 'I'he Ring and the Book: A Negative View, " 
~-~torian Poet'ryG(Autumn-Winter 1968): 259-69. Hodell, in 
·'Browning's Old Yellow Book," Atlantic Monthly 101 (March 
1908) :413, asserts that 11 Fidelty [to the facts] conditioned 
and directed the poet [who exhibited the] painstaking integ
rity of an historian." Hodell concedes (p. 411) that "fact 
was intensified and made significant by the play of genius 
upon .it." Goodwin (p. 581) notes that "Browning has tran
slated the arguments hanging on the decisions and statutes 
with the greatest care." 
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and Pope Innocent--Guido is the central character. The fact 

that The Franceschini was considered as a title of the work 

shows the importance of Guido's role.13 It is he, who with 

h is marriage to and murder of Pompilia, initiates the actions 

of the others. Guido's physical and mental abuse of Pompilia 

causes her to flee in order to protect the life of her 

unborn child. His cruelty toward his wife also induces 

Caponsacchi to act. Pompilia becomes his Beatricel4 and he 

her Saint George; 15 and in rescuing her from the dragon-like 

13rrvine and Honan, p. 425. 

14That Browning was impressed with Dante's concept 
of Beatrice as the idealization of love, that Pompilia was 
modeled on the Beatrice of Vita Nuova and The Divine Comedy, 
and that Browning considered his wife Elizabeth as his 
Beatrice are generally acknowledged observations. However, 
though Browning admired Dante, the works of the medieval 
poet were interpreted as Protestant, nationalist, and 
romanticist rather than as Catholic, universalist, and 
class icist. For further information on Dante 1 s influence 
on Browning see: rrhomas E. McCrory, "Browning and Dante" 
(PheD. dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1958); 
also, J. E. Shaw, "The 'Donna Angelica ta' in rrhe Ring and 
the Book," PML~ 41 (March 1926) :55-81. · 

15The Andromeda-St. George Myth is a recurring motif 
throughout the poem. Pompilia and Caponsacchi are also 
compared to Helen and Paris, and Guido's pursuit of the 
couple is likened to Vulcan's pursui ng Mars to get back 
Venus. For a detailed discussion of Browning's use of 
Christian and classical myths see Robert Langbaum, 
"Browning and the Question of Myth," PMLA 81 (December 1966) 
575-84; Devane, "The Virgin and the Dragon," Yale Review, 
n.s., 37 (September 1947) :33-46; rpt. in BoydLitzinger and 
Kenneth Knickerbocker, eds., The Browning Critics, pp. 181-
96 (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 196-5). DeVane 
counts some thirty references to the related St. George
Cleodolinda and Perseus-Andromeda myths of beleaguerment 
and rescue. 
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Guido, Caponsacchi becomes a priest ~orthy to serve God.16 

The Pope, too, must serve God by pronouncing judgment on 

Guido. 

Because the central theme of The Ring and !:_he ~oak 

is the necessity for human judgment, determining the 

speaker's etho_§_ is of paramount importance. For this reason, 

Browning neglects action for character. As a result, he 

failed as a playwright but succeeds, says M. Whitcomb Hess, 

as "a philosopher who wrote like Plato in the dramatic 

form . 11 17 Thus, the dramatic monologue best suited his 

p urpose and abilities; for through this genre, he presents 

16For information on Caponsacchi's conversion see: 
Isobel Armstrong, "A Note on the Conversion of Caponsacchi," 
Victorian Poetr y 6 (Autumn-Winter, 1968) :271-80; Sister Mary 
Richard Boo, "The Ordea.l of Guiseppe Caponsacchi," Victorian 
Po_e try 3 (Summer 1965) :179-88; Roy E. Gridley, 11 Bro\,1ning's 
Caponsacchi: 1 How the Priest Caponsacchi said his say,'" 
Victorian Poe try 6 (Autumn-Winter 1968) :281-95; Dennis R. 
I-I o erner, "Guiseppe Caponsacchi: Man of God or Man of Flesh?" 
Paunch, no. 32 (August 1968), pp. 39-45; Charles T. Phipps, 
s-:-J~ "Browning's Canon Guiseppe Caponsacchi: Warrior, 
Priest, Dantean Lover, Critic of Society," A Journal of 
English Literary History 36 (December 1969):696~718; Michael 
George Yetrna~A Study of the Characterization of 
Caponsacchi in The Ring and the Book" (Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of Notre Dame, 1967); Yetman, "Guiseppe 
Caponsacchi: 'A Very Reputable Priest'?" Baylor Browning 
Interests of the Armstrong Library, no. 21 (Waco, Tx.: 
Baylor University, 1970); also, see Henry Ja1;1es, "The Novel 
in The ~ing and thE:_ Book, 1912," in Notes~ Novelists With 
~ome Other Notes, pp. 385-411 (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons,-r916) 8 In a novel, James would have made Caponsacchi 
the central character because the priest undergoes change. 

17 "Free Will in The Ring and the Book," The Personal
ist 16 (Summer 1935) :249-.~ 
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t he "mental operations" of people who do not reenact plot 

but who "think and talk about it. 11 18 Although Ina Beth 

Sessions, a purist in defining "dramatic monologue," believes 

that the long speech places too much of a strain on the 

monologue form,19 Devane asserts that The Ring an~ ~he Book 

" is the apex of his (Browning's] long development of the 

dramatic monologue, and it must be accounted one of the 

boldest and most successful experiments in literary his

t ory.1120 Samuel Silas Curry concurs with DeVane's 

evaluation. 21 

But Curry, in an elaboration of the differe nces 

between the dramatic monologue and the oration, e r roneously 

c l a ssifies all the speeches of The Rin9 an~ !he Book as 

monologues a nd not as orations. Curry distinguishes between 

the two: in an oration, "There is some purpose at stake; 

the speaker must strengthen convictions and cause decisions 

on some point at issue. But a monologue is not an address 

to an audience; it is a study of character. 022 Further, an 

18rrvine and Honan, p. 429. 

1911 The Dramatic Monologue," PMLA 62 (June 1947) :511. 

20Handbook, p. 29 of 1st ed., p. 30 of 2nd ed. 

21Browning and the Dramatic Monologue: Nature and 
~ n terpretation of an Overlooked Form of Literatu~(Boston: 
Expression Co.,-r908), p. 7. ~~ ~ 

22curry, p. 13. 
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oration is direct; a monologue, indirect. 2 3 The monologue 

has no suggestion of a platform and no conscious presenta

tion for a definite end. 24 Using Curry's own criteria, one 

mus t conclude that Guido's forensic (Book V) and delibera

t ive (Book XI) speeches are orations as well as monologues. 

The "purpose at stake" is to save his life, and Guido's 

arguments are meant to affect the court's decision. Book V 

is especially oratorical as Guido addresses a definite 

audience, the judges of an ecclesiastical court, for a 

definite end, acquittal for three murders. 

Both external and internal evidence prove that 

Browning was c onsciously oratorical. Browning's library 

verifie s that the poet was well-acquainted with formal, 

classical rhetoric, a rhetoric which was oral~ Browning 

sophisticis elenchis; Plato's Works, Dialogues, Re public, - -· ---
and Sophistes; and Isocrates Orationes et epistolae and -- ~ ~~--~-~ 

P~negyric. 25 Honan incidentally points out that Browning 

punctuates according to elocutionary concepts. 26 Another 

2 3cur ry, p. 6 3. 

24curry, p. 20. 

25Altick and Loucks, p. 152n. 

26Browning's Characters: A Study in Poetic Tech
_nique (New Haven: Yale University-Press, 1961), p. 286. 
Honan (pp. 287-88) says that Browning's double punctuation 
(!--;--,) is a legacy of elocutionary pointing, and in The 
R~ and the Book the ratio is one mark of double puncttia
tion per ten lines. 
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indication of Browning's oratorical-rhetorical awareness is 

his apparent use of the classical seven-part arrangement. 

As a whole, The Ring and the Book has this organization27 

a s does each of the five monologues of the four major 

speakers; 28 and though Guido moves from the studiedly 

rhetorical in Book V to a stream-of consciousness defense 

27Book I is the exordium. Books II, III, and IV 
constitute the narratio. The explicatio and partitio are 
combined in Books V, VI, and VII. The arguments of the 
participants are developed and expanded in Books VIII, IX, 
and X; these books are the amplificatio. Guido's second 
monologue, Book XI, is the refutatio; and Book XII is the 
peroratio. Roma King, in The Bow and the Lyre: The Art of 
Robert Browning (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 
1957)~ p. 139, states that "Juxtaposition, irony, a nd para
dox are at once structural and material; diction, sentence 
structure, repetition, rhythm, and imagery are organic." 
Most critics see a triadic structure, with e ach book also 
having a complementary and antithetical counterpar t . Thus, 
Books II, III, and IV- - variously grouped as the spectators, 
general, or the crowd- -form the first triad, Books V, VI, 
and VII--the main charac t ers, the immediately inte rested or 
the participants--constitute the second triad. The third 
and final triad--Books VIII, IX, and X-- is the officially 
interested or the r epresentatives of law. Hegel's anti
thesis, thesis, and synthesis operates within each triad. 
Hair (p. 127) states that the first book of each triad is 
the apex monologue which illumines the me aning of the two 
preceeding ones. Hair (p. 176) sees Tertiurn Quid, Pompilia, 
and the Pope as "detached 11 characters: the first is 
indifferent; the second, dreamlike and unwordly; and the 
third, divinely judgment. Altick and Loucks (p. 40) inter
pret Tertium Quid as representing compromising intellect 
(Reason), Pompilia as repres e nting uncompromised innocence 
(Emotion), and the Pope as representing uncompromising 
justice and surpassing insight. The first, second, and 
third books of each triad respectively complement one another. 
Thus, there are actually six triads. See footnote number 7 
in Chapter V of this paper. 

28caponsacchi's monologue has the following classi
cal arrangement: exordium, 11. 1-219; narratio, 11. 220-392·; 
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in Book XI, both monologues have the classical structure. 

In Book V the structure is exordium, 11. 1-120; narratio, 

11 . 121-412; explicatio, 11. 413-606; partitio,_ 11. 607-753; 

amplif icatio, 11. 754-1738, refutatio, 11. 1739-1939; and 

peroratio, 11. 1940-2058. 29 The classical structure of 

Book XI is exordium, 11. 1-176; narratio, 11. 177-409; 

explicatio, 11. 410 - 848; partitio, 11. 849-919; amplificatio, 

11. 920-1919, refutatio, 11. 1920-2289; and peroratio, 

11. 229 0-2427. 30 

explicatio , 11. 393-434; partitio, 11. 435-510; arnplificatio, 
11. s 11~·1io 6; ref u ta tio, 11. 17 0 7-2 0 6 8; perora tio·-;-i--.r:---z-ob·g .. :; 
2105. 'I1he structure of Pornpilia' s monologue is: exordi um, 
11. 1-267; narratio , 11. 268-583; explicat.io, LL.. s~T4-9 04; 
parti t io , 11. 905-94 1; amplifica tio, 11 .. 947-1481; refuta tio, 
11 . 1 4 82 - 1695; peroratio , 11 .. 1697-1845. In the Pope's mono
logue the s even-part division is: e x.ordium, 11. 1-162; 
n a r r at i o , 11 • 16 3 - 2 8 2 ; e xp 1 i c c:1 ti o ,. 11 .. 2 8 3 -~ 3 4 G ; pa.r t i ti o , 
11. 347-~4 77; amplif i c a t To, 1 1 .. 4 77 -1 8 5 0; refutat1-0"7";-·Tr:·-1ss 1-
2 o 9 s ; p e r o r a tTo, 2 9 oo:-:21Js . ---·- - ----

29 cf. Mary Ro se Sullivan's structm:-al analysis of 
Book V: exordium , 11. 1-120; narratio, llo 121-17]8; re f uta
t i o, 11. l 739=T939; peroratio , - ·1940-2058. Browning's Vo.lee s" 
in -·The Ring and the Book: A Study of Met.hod and .ME:a .n.in~l-
( 1;oronto: University o f Toronto Press , 19 6 9) , p. 144 .---

30william Da vid Shaw, The Dialectical rr ernper : 'l1he 
Rhetorical Art of Robert Browning (Ithaca : Cornell Uni
versity Press, 1968), p. 259, begins the peroratio with 
line 1866 and states that this sect ion includesafl of the 
three parts- ·-summing u p, indignatio (inciting hatred against 
adversary ), and conquestio (arousing pity for oneself)-
suggeste d by Cicero in De Inventione. Also cf. Shaw's 
analys i s o f· Book XI : exordium , 11. 1-139; narratio, 11. 140-
566; partitio, llo 567~69;~firmatio, lla-570-1306; 
E_e £ u t atTo , ·Tr. 13 o 7 -1 s 6 s ; per or a t io , 11 • 18 6 6 - 2 o s 8 • 
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The exordium of each of Guido's monologues is dis

tinct. 31 Browning's use of startling openings is reminis

cent of John Donne, another consciously rhetorical poet who 

ar tfully uses speaker, audience, and occasion. This abrupt 

beginning is characteristic of the monologue which deals 

with the present that reflects the past and future. 32 

Guido 's pre sent concern is to defend his past actions in 

order to have a future life. 

Each of the divisions following the exordium also 

has its distinct purpose. In the narratt.£,- explicatio, 

.2_ar-~i tio , and arnplif icati~. of Book V, Guido :r:- es p c ctive ly 

blames the Church , the Comparini, Pompilia, and God f o ~c his 

act of murde r. After summarizing his argume nts in thE-~ 

refutatio, he avows complete innoce nce in the perora ti;? v 

Because of its different purpose and b e c ause of i .ts stream

of-cons cious ness method, brought about by Guido's thoughts 

of death by mannaia , the division of Book XI is l ess 

31According to A. R. Jones , "Robert Browning and the 
Dramat ic Monologue: The Impersonal Art," Cri tical Qua rterly 
9 (Winter 19 6 7) :320, the opening sente nc es o f both mono
logue s " arrE::!st the reader's attention • .. • by b e ginning in 
the middle of the na.rrative. 11 In this respect, the mono
logues employ the epic convention of in me dias re s. The 
~xor dium to Book Vis especially unique in that it unifies 
the m~otifs o f t o r ture and nobility. Six ty-thr ee lines refer 
to hi s torture : 1-38, 65 -6 6, 7 4- 76, 84 - 86, 94-108, 117-19. 
Twenty-three lines refer to his nobility: 39-54, 67-74, 101. 
Only thirty-four lines of the ~~£~iu~ of Book V do not deal 
wi th either subject. 

32 Curry, p. 7 8. 
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consciously oratorical. Nevertheless, th°- division is 

present . The exordium, narratio, and ~xJlicatio are unified 

by their references to Guido as a fooi. 33 In both the 

amplificatio and refutatio Guido attacks Christianity. 

First , he attempts to destroy Christian dogma and theology 

by denying the need for faith in societyo Then, he refutes 

his need for repentance. Thus, in Book XI, Guido moves from 

defending his actions to defending his values. 
Q 

Throughout both monfogues, Guido argues from logos, 

;eathos, and ethos. Of the ten speakers , he is the only one 

who uses all three modes of persuasion equally.34 He does 

33 rn the last line of the exordium (1. 176) Guido 
mentions the II f ol.ly" for which he ;-;IewPornpilia. The open
ing word of the na.rratio is "Fool" (1. 177). The word "lie " 
is in th t:~ c.:oncl ucH.ng 1.l_ne of this section ( 1. 4 09) a nd a 
form of "lie," i.e .. , "lying," is in the first line 0£ the 
exp licat.i.o (1. 410) which concludes with the " Fool, fool!" 
reference of line 848. This brief analysis provides a 
sampling of how each section is associationally connected 
to the section before and after it. Though this procedure 
is not limited to Book XI, this stream-of-consciousness 
monologue particularly employs transition by association. 
King, in The Bow and the Lyre ( p. 14 7) , notes that :, The 
effect [o f s-uch a method] -rs-tha t of a mind in the act of 
communicating thought--thought that is emotional and 
sensuous." 

34Altick and Loucks (p. 79) distribute the emphasis 
of artificial proofs as follows: Half-Rome, ethos; Other 
Half-·Ron1e, pathos ; Tertium Quid, logos ; Caponsacchi, ethos; 
Pompilia, pathos-; la,:.,,1yers, 1.ogos; -Pope, 2at_0os. Al tick and 
Loucks see this "regular procession o f rhetorical modes" 
(p. 79) as contributing to the "symmetrical ring structure" 
(p. 79) which "p:·covides a useful and revealing pairing of 
characters 11 

( p. 79) • 
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so because he is trying to save his life. He cannot afford 

to persuade by only one approach. In his defense, Guido 

becomes a "special-pleader," a term Donald Smalley uses to 

describe Browningws "method of portraying character based 

upcn what a man might 'say for himself' against the world's 

misrepresentation of his conduct."35 Browning first employed 

this method in his "Essay on Chatterton" (1842), an anony

mously written prose defense of Chatterton ag a inst his 

critics. Smalley believes that his essay is Browning's 

"labora tory experiment in the process of special pleadings, 11 36 

an experiment in which Browning "was fully conscious of try

ing innovations." 37 According to Devane, these ilmovations 

eve ntually became Browning's poetic process, especially in 

The Ring an~ the Book. 38 

The fact that many readers sympathize with Guido 

atte sts to the Count's adept rhetorical ability. Hess con

tends that of the four main monologuists Guido is allowed 

to speak first so that he may be given a fair chance to 

35oonald Smalley, "Special-Pleading in the Labora
tory," in Browning's Essa_x. on Chatterton, with a Foreword by 
Devane (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1948), p. 79; 
rpt. Litzinger and Knickerbocker, pp. 197-217. 

36 smal1ey, "Special-Pleading," p. 80. 

3 7 Smalley, "Special-Pleading," p. 80. 

38Handbook, p. 344n; p. 577 (2nd ed. only). Also 
see DeVane-'s"Foreword," in Essay ~ Chatterton, p. vi. 
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secure sympathy. 39 Robert Langbaum states that the tension 

the reader feels between commiseration and moral judgment 

is "peculiarly the genius of the dramatic monologue. 114 0 

This disequilibrium is best achieved when the speaker is a 

vil lain because his moral perspective is extraordinary.41 

Yet, because the arguments given favor the speaker, the 

reader is induced to sympathize with the defendant. Such 

sympathy, says Langbaum, is a condition of the monologue. 42 

And it is also the reason some people accuse Browning of 

pervers ity, for they find it necessary to pity his repre

hensible characters. Count Guido Franceschini is one such 

character. And a rhetorical analysis of his use of .;!:09os, 

pathos , and ethos enables the reader to judge Guido with a 

clearer perspective, a perspective which should, in turn, 

persuade the reader that the poet's assessment of the char

acters is the right one and that although one is given ten 

viewpoints, Truth is not relative. 

39Hess, 2 .52. 

40The Poetry of Experience: The Dramatic Monologue 
in Modern Erferary-;~fradi tion (New York: - Random House, 
1957), p. 85. 

41Poet~ of ExEe rien~, p. 138. 

42Poetri of Experie]~, p. 86. 



CHAPTER II 

"SUCH WAS THE LOGIC IN THIS HEAD OF MINE": 

GUIDO'S USE OF LOGOS IN BOOK V 

"[W]hat a lawyer the bar lost when Robert Browning 

gave his intellect to the Muse!"l Such is the exclamation 

oi a · Victorlan critic after reading the third volume 

(Books VII, VIII, and IX) of The Ring and the Book ~ Perhaps 

t his comment was unduly affected by the critic's i mmediate 

r eading of the lai.vyers' books. But other critics, both 

Victorian a nd mid-twe ntieth century, echo the s ame o bse rva

t ion, i.e., that The R.i ~ ~_!:d -~-he Book is rich i n pleadir.9 

d e b a t e ma rked by the subtlest power of r e a. s oni.nq with vary

ing shades of the same argume nts. Thus, after r eading the 

second volume (Books IV, V, and VI), R. W. Buchana n, in The 

Athe naeum for 26 December 1868, writes of Browning's ''legal 

jauntiness" and "knitted argumentation .. 112 In Cornhill 

!ia.ga ~ne for Fe bruary, 1869 (the month in which the last of 

the four volumes was published), Frederick Gr eenwood praises 

Bro·vming 's ".intricacies of fact, argument"; 3 and John 

Rickards Mozley, in Quarterly Review of April, 1869, asserts 

l;1 Review of The Ring and the ~ook, II Atlantic Mon__th!_y 
23 (February 1869): 25-9~- --

2Quoted in Litzinger and Smalley, p. 293. 

3Quoted in Litzinger and Smalley, p. 313. 

17 
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t hat "Few poets have been so able to ~eliver arguments and 

j udgments." 4 Even mid...:twentieth-century critics, who rarely 

a gree with a Victorian interpretation or evaluation of 

l iterature, acknowledge Browning's argumentative skill ably 

e videnced in Th~ Ring ~nd the Book. Lloyd N. Jeffrey states 

t hat "Robert Browning's best claim to greatness lies in his 

unusual insight into the manifold and multiform workings of 

t he human mind and in his even more unusual skill at depict

i ng these processes in his poetry •••• If his great dra

matic monologues often seem diffuse and disjointed it is 

b ecause human thinking is so. 115 Richard Altick talks of 

Browning's "mental gymnastics," his "acrobatic mind," and 

his "almost abnormal mental agility which found delight in 

taking an idea and following it, indeed pushing it, through 

all the convolutions and perversions that logic affords. 11 6 

Altick's comment not only verifies Browning's 

delight and skill in the workings of the rationalizing mind 

but also reveals that not all the poet's readers experienced 

the same delight or praised the skill, especially when this 

4Quoted in Litzinger and Smalley, p. 322. 

511 B~:.:- owni 
En3.lish 17 (Marc ,· 

-1s Psychologist: 
)5 6) :345, 348. 

Three Notes," ~allege 

6 i'The Pr.i ·v,:d.: e Life of Robert Browning, 11 Yale Review 
41 (December 1951 ) : 247-62; rpt. in Litzinger and-Knicker
bocker (pp. 247-64), p. 262. 
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ability was used by casuists.? In the nineteenth and early 

twentie th centuries, Browning's poetry was notorious for its 

obscurity. 8 His arcane and erudite allusions,9 convoluted 

syntax , colloquial and sometimes archaic vocabulary, and 

specious logic are usually cited as the elements for the 

source of difficulty. All of these characteristics jarred 

the Victorians' sense of melody, but his speaker's use of 

specious arguments upset their sense of morality as well. 

The po e t's duty was to teach and delight, not to present 

sophis tries with d e light, which is what Browning was accused 

o f doing.lo Even Julia Wedgwood, Browning's one-time friend 

7see Hoxie N. Fairchild, "Browning the Simple
Hear t e d Casuist," Universi!Y of Toront£ Quarte rly 48 (April 
1949) :234-40; rpt. in Litzinger and Knick e rbocker, pp. 218-
2 8; Norton B. Crowe ll, "Browning's Casuists," in 1rhe ~I'riple 
Soul: Browning's_ rrheory of Knowledge (Albuquerque: Uni ·
versity of New Mexico Press, 1963) :194-224ff 

8see "Browning's Defense of His Alleged Obscurity 
of Style," rrhe Dial 41 (October 1906): 231. 1I1he anon:ymous 
commentator· believes Browning's obscurity is no more than 
the poet's lack of imagination. 

9According to A. R. Jones (p. 303), Browning 
"reestablished a poetry of allusion and because he was 
eccentrically educated, he tended to assume that his readers 
were familiar with the sometimes strange and esoteric knowl
edge that he picked up from his father's library, and took 
for granted that odd and obscure areas of knowledge were as 
familiar to his readers as to himself." 

10see B. R. McElderry, Jr., "Victorian Evaluation 
of The Ring and the Book," Research Studies of the State 
College of -Washingt'o~(June 1939) :75-89. - ~ ~-
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a nd correspondent, disliked the casui~tical Guido's having 

two monologues.11 

In the middle of the twentieth century--after such 

poets as T. S. Eliot, Wallace Stevens, Marianne Moore, and 

t he Fugitives--Browning's poetry seems less difficult. 

Indeed , his poetry has been rediscovered. His elliptical 

style , idiomatic language, psychological perceptions, 

i ngenious analogies, and metaphysical logic appeal to many 

twe ntieth-century poets who also write cerebral poetry.12 

11Br~wning defends his giving Guido two monologues. 
He wrote Miss Wedgwood that the Old Yellow Book dictated 
such emphasis. Also, Guido's wickedness must be shown to 
"rise to the limit conceivable." Richard Curle, ed •.. Robert 
Browni~g and Julia Wedgwood: A Broken Friendship as 
Revealed by,Their Letters (New York: Frederick A. Stokes 
Co., 1937~ p:-153. 

12According to Ezra Pou~d, in~ review of T. s. 
Eliot's Prufrock and Some Other Observations (1917), 
"modern poetry begins with Browning: indeed, that without 
his work it would be difficult to see how modern poetry 
could have established itself at all 11 (Quoted in A. R. Jones, 
308). Pound adds that Browning "taught modern poets how the 
demand for 'realism' could be .exploited without relinguishing 
any of poetry's traditional prerogatives; in so many ways, 
modern poetry begins with Browning's dramatic monologues 11 

(Quoted in A. R. Jones, 328). However, Pound, in 11 T. S. 
Eliot, 11 Literary Essays of Ezra Pound, ed. T. s .. Eliot, 
Norfolk, Conn.: A New Directions Book, 1954), P~ 420, also 
states that Browning's ''ratiocination of purely intellectual 
comment" causes many of l).is poems to lose "intensity." 
Ralph Waldo Emerson, in 11 Europe and European Books, The Dial 
3 (April 1843) :518, predicts the rise of the drarnatiCffiono=
logue when he describes .it as a "high class of poetry, 
destined to be the highest, and to be more cultivated in the 
next generation. 11 A. Allen Brockington, in Browning and the 
Twentieth Century: A Story of Robert Browning~nfliienc~ 
and Reputation (New York: Russell and Russell, 1936), 
P:-134-, says that Browning turned soliloquy into colloquy 
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Like Donne, Browning shows the mind in the act as he empha

sizes an intellectual over a musical manner.13 

Though a renewed appreciation of Browning's poetry 

now prevails, not all critics praise the poet's argumenta

tive skill. Curry believes that Browning's transitions are 

too s udden and abrupt; thus the arguments are difficult to 

fo l low.14 Raymond thinks that Browning's casuistic writings 

yet c ould make conventional language sublime. c. N. Wenger, 
"The Masquerade in Browning's Dramatic Monologues, 11 College 
Engli sh 3 (December 1941) :226, states that the drama~6~-~ 
monol6gue stands midway between the soliloquy and aside of 
t raditional drama and the interior dialogue and stream-of
cons ciousness method of modern poetry. Karla Payne Elling, 
in "rrhe Structural Character of Selected Victorian Mono
l ogu e s," DA 36 (1975), p. 1523A (Arizona State University) 
b e lie v e s Browning's intentional ambiguity foreshadows 
t wentieth-century poetry. 

13Jos e ph E. Duncan, "The Intellectual Kinship of 
J·ohn Donne and Robert Browning," Studies .in Philology 50 
(lJanuary 1953) :100. Also see Smalley, "Brmming and Donne," 
Ti me ~ Literary Supplement, 10 October 1935, p. 631: Smalley 
requests any of the volumes of Donne's poetry once possessed 
by Browning or his father. In The Bow and the Lyre Roma 
King (p. 145) states that Browning's openinSJlines-are 
r eminiscent of Donne as one enters as if in the middle of 
a. conversation. Finally, see J.C. Maxwell, 11 A Donne Echo 
in The Ring and the Book," Notes and Queries 214 (June 
1969) :208. Maxwell shows that line 112 of Donne's "The 
Bracelet" of Elegie XI is the source of Browning's gold 
figure. The line inDonne reads: "Gold is Restorative, 
restore it then." In The Ring and the Book (I, 11. 89-90), 
the poet says, "Give it me back! The thing's restorative/ 
I' the touch and sight." 

14curry, p. 90. 
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represent "the nadir of his poetic faculty. 11 15 Raymond 

asser ts that" •• ~ there is much aridness in these casuistic 

monologues and a lack of the concrete elements of poetry. 

There are tracts of 'grey argument' which, although they 

illus trate the fecundity of the poet's mind, make dry and 

t ortuous reading. 11 16 Although Browning's casuistry is less 

abhorrent to a society which believes in a relativist moral

i ty, critics still feel compelled to defend Browning's adept 

use o f sophistical arguments. Some critics affirm 

Browning's use of morality; · others explain his use of 

s ophistries as a part of his poetic theory. Both approaches 

u ltima t e ly merge 
1
in .asserting Browning's moral purpose. 

Langba um's comment that Browning creates 

11 Ma chiavellians who defend themselves by an amoral 

ca s uistry 11 17 not only describes Guido in The ~j ng_ and the 

Book. but also r eveals why critics feel the n e ed to defend 

Browning's view of morality. On the one hand, John Kelman, 

a t heologian, asserts that casuistry is not intrins i cally 

wicked, for it is the "purely intellectual play of argu

ment about a problem apart from all considerations about 

15william o. Raymond, "Browning's Casuists," Studies 
i.n Philology 37 (October 1940) :641-66; rpt. in Raymond, The 
In~ini te Moment and Other Essays in Robert Bro~ning (Toronto: 
Un iversity of Toronto Press, 1950), p. 129. 

l6 11 Browning's Casuists," Infinite Moment, p. 129. 

17Poetry of Experience, p. 86. 
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truth, morality, or consequences. 111 8 · Yet Raymond states 

tha t when Browning is on moral grounds, he is rarely if ever 

entangled in casuistry.19 Nevertheless, says Raymond, 

"deception must be intermixed with truth in order to adapt 

the latter to the imperfect probationary character of man's 

destiny in this world. 112 0 Duncan states that Browning, like 

Donne, took pleasure in setting forth ingenious arguments to 

which he partly subscribed but which he completely tran

scendect.21 Henri Talon believes that there is no danger in 

allowing the reader to hear fallacious arguments if he is 

provided with a ·normative statement to guide him and to open 

up the way to truth through the realm of deceit.22 Such 

guides are the Pope in Book X and the narrator in Books I 

and xrr.23 It seems, then, that though Browning create s 

18"Robert Browning the Greek," Pr o p hets_ o.f Yesterd~ 
a nd The ir Message for To - Day (Cambridge: Harvard Univ E:-~r si ty 
Press~24), pp. r16-77. 

19 11 Browning's Casuists," Infinite ~1._~nt, p. 138. 

2011 Browning's Casuists," Infinite tioment, p. 145. 

21ouncan, p. 89. 

22 111rhe Ring and the Book: Truth and . Fiction in 
Character-painting," Victorian Poetry 6 (Autumn-Hinter 
1968): 360. 

23critics are divided over whether or not the nar
rator's coroxnents are to be interpreted as just another per
son's viewpoint or as a normative guide. This controversy 
is part of the one concerning whether or not the narrator 
is a disguised Browning or another character relating his 
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casuists, such as Guido and the lawyers, who exemplify the 

low and base traits of human nature, the poet, according to 

Raymond, "is impelled to depict them in order to prove that 

evil is 'stuff for transmuting' and to reconcile its exist

ence with the purposes of God for man. 1124 

Other critics interpret Browning's use of casuistry 

as part of his thematic intention. Unlike some of his 

readers, Browning, according to Raymond, "is untroubled by 

the sophistries that beset the intellect. The intuitions 

of the heart are undimmed by the mists of falsehood and 

illusion darkening the mind. Hence love is the solvent of 

casuistry, since its perception of truth and contact with 

reality are instinctive and unerring."25 This idea of the 

heart taking precedence over the head is certainly a major 

theme in The Rin~ and the Book, for it is made quite clear 

that Pompilia's intuitive perceptions derived from her love 

for God are superior even to the Pope's theology. Pornpilia's 

viewpoint. If the speaker of Books I and XII is a p e rsona 
for Browning, it is likely that the narrator serves as a 
guide in the search for truth. For further information on 
this controversy see: K. W. Gransden, "The Uses of Per
sonae, 11 in Browning's Mind a.nd Art, pp. 51-7 4 -, ed. Clarence 
Tracy (Edinburgh: Oliver and -Boyd·, 1968); Gordon W. 
Thompson, "Authorial Detachment and Imagery in The Ring and 
~hE:_ Book," Studies in English Literature, 1500 .. -1900 10 
(Autumn 1970) :669·-86; Roy Wheeler Miller, "Robert Browning as 
Poet-PropheE in The Ring and the Book" (Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of South Carolina, 1968). 

24"Browning's Casuists," Infinite Moment, p. 134. 

25"Browning's Casuists, 11 Infinite Moment, p. 155. 
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persuasiveness rests on her use of pathos and ethos; Guido's, 

on hi s use of pathos and logos. The sharp contrast between 

thei r monologues reveals the falseness and futility of 

s ophistical arguments. Further, a comparison of the 

heroine's and villain's respective monologues shows Browning's 

wedding of romanticism and realism; for, as Donald Smalley 

states , Browning was able "to weave parables of high spiritual 

import from the sordid, tangled minutia of a Holborn suicide 

or a Roman murder case. 11 26 There are those critics, however, 

like Stewart W. Holmes, who believe that Browning never 

wedded the spiritual and the earthly--that he only attempted 

such a union. His ability to be the "poet laureate of 

rationalizers 112 7 made him only a "semantic stutterer" of 

questionable intellectual power who desired ideals he could 

not express.28 

Altick agrees that one Browning theme is the conflict 

between reason and emotion but one occurring more in Browning 

himself than in his works: "He [Brm·ming] was a born 

dialectician, yet he was bidden by his deeper self to deny 

the efficacy of all reason. He admired the workings of the 

rationalizing mind, but since the results of reasoning 

2611 The Essay and The Ring and the Book," Essay on 
Chatterton , p . . 53; rpt .. in Litzinger and Knickerbocker, 
pp. 197-217. 

· 27 11 Browning: Semantic Stutterer," PMLA 60 (March 
1945) :236. 

28 1 Ho mes, p. 252. 
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seemed bound to work against the convictions his soul 

requi red, the only purpose to which he could devote his 

supe rb argumentative gift was to expose the futility of 

argumentation. 1129 Browning exercises this superb talent in 

Th~ Ring and the Book by juxtaposing the arguments of ten 

speakers in twelve monologues. In this epical work, he 

keeps debating certain eternal verities, such as the perfec

tion of God, life as probation, and the mystery of evil. 

Thus, in his use of logos Browning shows the necessity for 

pathos and ethos in discovering truth; for such truth is 

contingent upon good motives and sympathetic responses 

rather than upon laborious rationalizations or conventional 

modes of inquiry. 

I 

Count Guido Franceschini's initial monologue, Book V 

in The Ring and the Book, is, to quote A. C. Cook, "masterly ... 30 

2911 The Private Life of Robert Browning," in Litzinger 
and Knickerbocker, p. 262. Kenneth L. Knickerbocker, in "A 
'l1 entative Apology for Robert Browning," 'I.'ennessee S t.:.udies in 
Literature l (1956): 75-82; rpt. in Litzinger--and--Knickerbocker, 
p. 2i4, refutes Altick's supposition that Browning used the 
monologue form out of fear rather than by choice. Moreover, 
writes Knickerbocker, '' ... by permission of his intellect 
[italics Knickerbocker's], he~[Browning] gingerly sought help 
from what he could feel." 

30A Cor..unentary Upon Browning's The Ring and the Book 
(Hamden, Conn.: Oxford University Press, 1966), p. 93. 
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Becau se his defense is so adroit, one may miss the casuistry 

i n hi s argwnents. In fact, if one read only Book V, he would 

be as inclined to sympathize with Guido as one nearly does 

wi th Satan after reading only Book I of Paradise Lost. But 

as Cook points out and as a careful reader will perceive, 

"the parts are more persuasive than the whole, for the pleas 

wh i c h they advance are often inconsistent. 11 31 Inconsistencies 

pe rmeate Guido's clever and strategic rhetoric, but these 

contradictions are subtly glossed in lengthy speech and 

twisting arguments. Thus, in his appeal before the Court, 

Guido both concedes and denies guilt, accepts and rejects 

the validity of his marriage contract, praises and damns law, 

requests death and pleads for life, and shifts between deny

ing his cruelty toward Pompilia and maintaining his leniency. 

Guido's arguments, besides being inconsistent, are fallacious 

and often absurd.j2 His contention, at one point, that 

Pompilia is responsible for her own death is perhaps one of 

his most ridiculous points. Hence, Roy Gridley's comment 

ably sums up Guido's method of argument in Book V: 

31 k Coo , p. 92. 

32According to Goodwin (p. 580), Guido's 
" •. defence [sic] was built [around] causa honoris of an 
injured husband, being the principal of five absurdities, and 
on this is his defence sustained against a statute forbidding 
t~e use of the saw-toothed blade to prevent internal healing, 
with which the coward wrought his crime (as though death 
could be mitigated by Law), and the precedents against 
employing others to murder. Absurdity against absurdities!" 
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11 Count Guido in Book V has control of his language at all 

time s, using it as a discursive rhetorical instrument to 

prove , casuistically, that his treatment and eventual murder 

of Pompilia and the Comparini were justified."33 In his 

a ttempts at justification, Guido audaciously and eloquently 

presents carefully controlled arguments as he twists the 

truth . 

In Book V Count Guido defends his stabbing of 

Pompilia and the Comparini, murders for which he can be 

executed . As he enters the courtroom, he is given some wine 

and offered a chair. He contrasts this treatment with the 

torture he has recently undergone and s ubsequently argues 

that as a nobleman he should be exempt from the rack. Guido 

opens his e xordium (11. 1-120) by unhesitatingly asserting 

that "I want my head/ To save my neck" (11. 7-8). This 

isocolon (both clauses have four syllables) succinctly states 

Guido's immediate purpose as it combines the reference to his 

possible death sentence with the idea of intellect through 

the subtle use of two types of puns, aste ismus and dis t ir:ctic?}4 

Asteismus (a facetious play on words) is combined with 

3 3 "Browning's Two Guido's," .university of Tor~:m to 
Quarterly 37 (October 1967) :51. 

34Altick and Loucks (p. 282) believe that generally 
Browning's use of puns is more labored t han inspired and that 
he allotted most of the deliberate ones to Bottini whom they 
suited. 
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s ynecdoche to give a double meaning to the word "head." On 

c ne level, "head" is the upper part of the human body which 

is j oined to the trunk by the neck. Guido does not want to 

be beheaded. Thus, to save his neck is also tJ save his 

head . In order to preserve both parts of his anatomy, Guido 

must use his head, that is, his intellect (synecdoche). It 

is for this reason that he refuses more wine; he needs all 

o f his mental faculties intact if he is to prevent decapita

tion. The first clause also puns (distinctio) on the word 

"want ," a word which can mean "desire" or "lack." Guido 

desires full use of his rational ability (his head) so that 

he will not lack his bodily head. Thus in this brief but 

perfectly bala nced and artful expression, Guido states his 

intention and reveals his superb, though misused, mastery of 

language. Indeed, this isocolon is a foreshadowing of 

Guido's rhetorical skill. 

After asserting his need for a "clear head," Guido 

immediately uses his acumen. Although his references to his 

torture are primarily to arouse sympathy, Guido allies his 

physical suffering with the major motif of his defense, causa 

honoris, which is based on argumentum ~d verecundiam, a 

fallacious argument that appeals to reverence for authority 

and/or accepted traditional values, i.e., the privileges of 

noblemen. So the Count uses torture and the law, 
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non-artistic proofs according to Aristotle,35 to emphasize 

hi s noble position which is in turn his justification for 

h is torture and murder of Pompilia and his reason for exemp

tion from the law. Guido shows the injustice of his treat

ment in two syllogisms of only four lines. Needless to say, 

h e uses extensive ellipsis. According to Guido, 

. . Law is law. 
Noblemen were exempt, the vulgar thought, 
From racking; but, since law thinks otherwise, 
I have been put to the rack. (11. 11-14) 

Gu i do begins his argument (1. 11) in what s e ems to be a 

respect for authority as embodied in the law. But one soon 

di s covers that special privileges for noblemen is the law he 

is invoking as he fashions it to his own nefarious ends: 

.MAJOR PREMISE: A) Everyone (even nthe vulgarn) t.hought 
noblemen were exempt from rack i ng. 

MINOR PREMISE: B) "But since the law thinks other .... 
wise," (1. 13) 

CONCLUSION: C) [Therefore] the law puts noblemen 
to the rack. 

The conclusion of this syllogism becomes the first premise 

of the second syllogism which completes Guido's thought: 

MAJOR PREMISE: A) The law puts noblemen to the rack. 
MINOR PRE MI SE: B) I, Count Guido, am a nobleman. 
CONCLUSION: C) Therefore, "I have been put to the 

rack" (1. 14) .36 

York: 

where 

35The Rhetoric of Aristotle, trans. Lane Cooper (New 
Appleton-Century~Crofts, Inc., 1932), 1. 15. 1375b. 

36 Cf. I, 11. 1002-12. Also cf. VIII, 11. 316-21 
Guido's lawyer echoes his defendant's logic: 

"One may dispute, - -as I am bound to do, 
And shall,--validity of process here: 
Inasmuch as a noble is exempt 
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The elliptical nature of his reasoning process is evidenced 

b y the fact that the minor premise of the first syllogism 

(in quotes) is irrunediately followed by the conclusion (in 

quotes) of the second syllogism. Guido further confuses 

the mind with his mock submission to, even gratitude for, 

t he torture as he assures the judges that it is not their 

f ault nor that it hurt him very much. In actuality, Guido 

d oes blame them and does admit pain. The latter is evidenced 

by the hypothetical proposition "If any harm be, it is the 

s houlder blade'' (1. 16) 37 in which the antecedent is not 

really conditional, and the relationship between it and the 

consequent clause is temporal rather than causal (post hoc, 

propter hoc fallacy). This proposition is separated from 

the elliptical syllogisms by only two lines and consequently 

serves to ally once more the references to his torture and 

his noble status. 

Guido's reliance on his noble position inevitably 

leads to fallacious logic. He believes not only that noble

men should be exempt from torture but also that they should 

i]t is 

From torture which plebeians [sic] undergo 
In such a case: for law is lenient, lax, 
Remits the torture to a nobleman." 

37Note the ellipsis: "If any harm [has been done . 
[to] the shoulder blade." 
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be able to break the law with impunity.38 In both instances, 

Guido commits the fallacy of definition. Traditionally, a 

nobleman did receive special privileges because he was 

supposed to be a man of merit who was honorable. He was a 

member of the aristoi. Aristotle's comments concerning 

honor verify this view in his statement that special 

privileges are one of the elements of honor but that honor 

i s " attended by the actual possession of the qualities and 

advantages which the honor or reputation i.rnplies. 1139 

Ari stotle further states that honor and reputation contribute 

to one's ha ppiness and that they are "productive of much else 

that is good. 11 40 Guido presumes that for one in his position, 

we alth is the basis for happiness, but the achi evement of 

this happiness is not dependent upon his practicing virtue. 

He feels his honor is besmirched when he either loses money 

or is publicly ridiculed. He defines "honor" merely as 

special privileges and regards it as a birthright. In short, 

G~ido fails to recognize or, more accurately, refuses to 

38In the ecclesiastical and royal courts of the Italy 
of 1698, the law did respect persons. Tertium Quid, who 
favors Guido, says, 

"It seems unduly harsh to put the man 
To the torture, as I hear the court intends, 
Though readiest way of twisting out the truth; 
He is noble, and he may be innocent." 

(IV, 11. 1621-24) 

39 Rhetoric 1.6. 1362b. 

40 Rhetoric 1.6. 1362b. 
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accept the responsibilities of a nobieman. He is a nobleman 

i n position but certainly not in character, and he should 

thus not receive those privileges originally granted to 

honorable men. Consequently to argue ad verecundiam is 

fa llacious, for the value to which one appeals may not be 

universally accepted. Guido's appeal to the tradition of 

impunity and privileges for noblemen would be denied by an 

eighteenth-century philosophe who judges each man according 

to his guilt or innocence rather than to his social station. 

Nevertheless, Guido continually makes references to 

his noble position; and he concludes the exordium with the 

s a me defense with which he began i t--references to ca~ 

honoris, the law, and his torture. In lines 88-93, Guido 

disparages Pompilia's honor. In the process, he conunits 

the genetic fallacy (1. 90), attributing to the virtuous 

Pompilia the character of her prostitute mother. By using 

this fallacy, Guido raises his own noble stature and empha

sizes that his character has been defamed through his 

marriage. In other words, his honor has been impugned. 

Guido then mentions his torture once more, this time con

tending that it was not necessary. According to Aristotle, 

torture can furnish a kind of testimony which can be used 
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t o affirm or refute a speaker's truthfulness. 41 Guido, who 

s e es torture as "the implements of law" (1. 104), refutes 

its purpose by appealing to natural law. He accomplishes 

this through analogy. One does not need to force a stone to 

roll down hill (1. 96); it will do so naturally. Likewise, 

a man will naturally "ope mouth in his own defence" (1. 98) 

in order to "Show cause for what he has done'' (1. 99), "clear 

hi s fame a little" (1. 101), and stop "Discomfort to his 

f le sh from noose or axe" (1. 103). To this purpose, Guido 

s a ys he will "profusely speak,/ And--fie, they shall not 

call in screws to help" (11. 107-108). However, Guido's logic 

i s again fallacious as he uses non sequitur. A stone may 

naturally roll down hill, but a man does not naturally speak 

the truth. Defending oneself is natural, but what one says 

may not be truthful, and speaking profusely is not speaking 

honestly. 

Immediately after asserting that torture is unneces

sary, Guido admits the truth: "I killed Pompilia 

Franceschini, Sirs;/ Killed too the Comparini" (11. 109-10). 

But his concessio (or epitrope) is not surprising, for 

Pompilia lived long enough to reveal her murderer's identity. 

41 Rhetoric 1.15. 1377a: "Tortures furnish a kind 
of testimony, and people regard this evidence as trustworthy 
because it is given under compulsion .•.• [But a person] 
may [as] readily utter false accusations so as to escape the 
sooner from the ordeal." 
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In addition, Guido was caught on the road in a commoner's 

dress with blood on his hands. The most the Count can do is 

mitigate his guilt and augment others' faults. This method 

becomes his standard procedure throughout both of his 

mono logues. 

In line 100 Guido significantly camouflages his 

admi tted guilt in parentheses: "(Since that he did it, 

s carce dispute can be) • 1142 He also uses litotes in referring 

to his stabbing of Pompilia and the Cornparini as "the 

i rregular deed" (1. 99). He then employs traiectio in aliu~ 

(shi fting blame to others) in his second reference to ''the 

ir r egular d e ed '' (1. 113), for this time he is referring to 

the "notorious lie" (1. 111) of the Comparini "Who called 

themselves, / Her father and mother to ruin me" 

( 11. 111-12) . In his shifting the guilt to others, Guido uses 

Aristotle's topos of comparing by more or less. In lines 55-

64 Guido maintains that Pompilia's adultery is a greater 

crime than his alleged beating of her, the only point the 

judges seem to notice. Guido answers this charge of assault 

and battery through a rhetorical question which, by 

42Note that Guido refers to himself in third person. 
It is as if he were two people, defendant and defender. In 
the parenthetical admission he is his lawyer who must "Show 
cause'' (V, 1. 99) for the act since his doing it cannot be 
denied. 
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i mpl ication, converts favorable testimony for his wife into 

goss i p among the lower classes: 

. Oh, sure he beats her--why says John so else, 
Who is cousin to George who is sib to Tecla's self 
Who cooks the meal and combs the lady's hair. 

(11. 62-64) 

Guido implies that someone of Tecla's social station cannot 

b e tru s t e d to provide accurate evidence. In this way, Guido 

t urns t he charge into an unfounded rumor. 4 3 He n ever, how

ever, d enies the hearsay .. Since the line of thought is 

never lite rally completed, he implies that Pompilia's 

adu ltery, a n unquestioned fact according to Guido , is worse 

than his reported beating of his wife. He uses the s ame 

t echnique in comparing his murder to the Compar i. ni' s d ecep

tion . In lines 111-13, Guido avows that their " notorious 

lie'' (1. 111) about the birthright of Pomp.ilia was worse than 

hi s murder ; in fact, he implies that their conduct jus tified 

his crime. According to Guido's use of the more- or-le ss 

compa r ison, beating--which he does not admit doing--and 

murder- - which he does--are less wrong, r e spectively, than 

his wife's alleged adultery and the Comparini's lie. Shortly 

after referring to their lie, Guido talks about his truth, 

but truth for him is determined by whose wrong is greater. 

And the "right interpretation" (1. 114) is the one favorable 

to himself. 

4 3see Chapter IV, p. 324 of this paper. 
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Self-interest continues to distort Guido's logic in 

the narratio (11. 121-412) where this master rhetorician 

argues from final cause. 44 According to Sister Miriam Joseph, 

n,l,he final cause is the purpose of the agent which leads him 

to undertake the enterprise, that is, to produce the effect. 

H ' t O f , • • ' b 1 t • l ' t ' II 4 5 e nce i is -irst in intention, ut as in rea iza ion. 

Guido employs metalepsis, a type of final cause, defined by 

Sister Joseph as "a figure which signifies a present effect 

by a remote cause.1146 Guido uses this figure in his argument 

that the Church's former treatment of him is the remote cause 

for the murder and his consequent predicament. His train of 

thought is evidenced in the opening lines of the narratio: 

"Weigh well that all this trouble has come on me / 'rhrough 

my persistent treading in the paths/ Where I was trained to 

go'' (11. 123-25). These words introduce the following line 

of argument, one which Guido uses throughout his first mono-

logue: (1) The Church encourages men of my position to enter 

the holy life. (2) I accepted my religious and aristocratic 

duties by entering the Church. (3) While there, I was 

44 11 The causes include whatever contributes in any way 
to produce the effect. Logicians distinguish four causes: 
the efficient, the material, the formal, and the final." 
Sister Miriam Joseph, Rhetoric in Shakespeare's Time (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and World-; 1947; A Harbinger-Book, 
1962), p. 333. 

45Joseph, p. 335. 

46Joseph, p. 336. 
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i ll-used. (4) After years of patient suffering, I returned 

home to poverty. (5) The Church did not care. (6) Because 

o f my poverty I was compelled to marry for money for which I 

o ffered my family name. (7) This marriage brought me no 

money, only humiliation as my wife committed adultery. 

( 8) I killed my wife to save my honor. (9) I have done a 

s ervice for society; but the Church has the audacity to 

punish me. Guido sees points one through five as causing six 

t hrough eight; for if the Church had treated him better, he 

would have remained a clergyman who would not have married 

and, therefore, would not have murdered. Hence, the Church's 

treatment of him is the remote cause for his current situa

tion. By using me!?lepsis Guido is able to renounce any 

responsibility for a crime he cannot deny doing. 

In addition, · Guido's use of ~1etal e psis is combined 

with a metaphor which is meant to arouse sympathy for him. 

Although this combination shows the mutual working of logos 

and pathos, it also shows the nature of metalepsis. Accord

ing to Richard A. Lanham's definition of this figure, "The 

remote cause, because several causal steps intervene between 

it and the result, seems less like a cause than a metaphor 

substituted for a cause. 1147 In Guido's a:r:gument the metaphor 

is his comparison of himself to a beast of burden. He asks 

4 7A Handlist of Rhetoricai Terms (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1969), pp. 65-66. 
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the ecclesiastic court to weigh his guilt (1. 123) as he is 

we ighed down by "that yoke/ My shoulder was predestined to 

receive" (11. 125-26). He is the ox who 

.•. protruded nose 
To halter, bent my back of docile beast, 
And now am whealed, one wide wound all of me, 
For being found at the eleventh hour o' the day 
Padding the mill track, not neck-deep in grass. 

(11. 133-37) 

The metaphor developed in these lines reiterates Guido's 

point that he gave all to the Church and received nothing. 

The inference is that the murder is therefore justified as 

he should receive something, especially wealth, from somebody. 

Guido does not, however, explain why Pompilia should 

suffer for the Church's fault~ Perhaps the reason is two

fold. For one thing, Guido cannot afford to be too critical 

of an institution to which the judges belong. Equally 

important is the fact that Guido occasionally wants to use 

his association with the Church to his advantage. Such is 

his intent in lines 244-47 ~here Guido foreshadows a later 

argument when he shows the hierarchical relationship of law, 

the Church, and God. Guido wants to convince his auditors 

that he supports all three, for he will eventually argue 

that God instructed him to kill Pornpilia to preserve the 

social order. In line 247 he says, "Humbly I helped the 

Church" and thereby helped the publicweal, "the cause my 

lords love the most" (1. 244); for in lines 245-46, Guido, 
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u s ing three devices--anaphora, auxesis, and taxis--shows 

t hat to serve the law, Church, or God is to serve them all. 

He presents the relationship in the following lines: "The 

publicweal, which hangs to the law, which holds/ By the 

Church, which happens to be through God himself'' (11. 245-46). 

'I1 he repetition of "which" (anaphora) provides balance among 

t he elements, and these adjective clauses explain the e x act 

re lationship of one to the other. He thus uses !~~i~, 

defined as distributing to a subject its proper adjuncts. 

The climactic order of law, Church, and God (auxe sj~) shcYws 

t ha t serving the law or the Church is serving God, the 

s upr eme service. Guido's conseque nt r easoning will be that 

because he served God through the Church, the law should 

s upport him. 

In the e x I_?_licatio (11. 413-606) , Guido once more 

t urns to law as his authority, l:.his time relying on the 

marriage contract (non- artistic proof) to justify his tre at-

ment of Pompilia. In discussing this treatment , Guido ~a s 

to be cunning. He anticipates the judges' objections 

(procatalepsis) through a dialogismu~ (11. 425-29) • 48 In 

48oialogismus, also known as prosopoeia or counter
!ait in persona t io~is speaking throu gh an imaginary--~ 
a bsent-perso~n. All the mono l oguists extensively use it , for 
it is necessary in presenting what other individuals are 
saying, did say, or should have said~ But though the 
speaker's words are quoted, they are not what the absent or 
imagined person actually did say; for whoever presents the 
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the form o f f our rhetorical questions which really ask the 

. ·ame thing--i .e., is a wife to be bought?--Guido answers the 

question with two other qu e stions (11. 431-34; 435) in which 

he reminds the Court that whatever he did he l earned from 

them . The net effect of hi s questions is to answer the 

judge s ' questions affirmatively , simultaneously ho lding them 

respons ible f or hi s values and conduct. From here Guid o 

goes on to intertwine law , Church, and honor in two hypo

t hetical propositions whereby he shows the nece ssi ty of 

their saving him if one is to preserv e society. In the first 

proposition , Guido asserts that " society go es to ground , / Its 

rules are idiot ' s-rambling " (11 .. 438 -39) if what he gave in 

the marriage contract--"all t ha t hangs to Franceschini hood " 

(1 . 436 ) --is worthless . In the second proposition , Guido 

becomes more universal when his ref e renc e s move from 

Francesc hinihood to "Honour of birth" (1. 439). But he also 

becomes more dramatic as he threatens disas t er (~atap1:~x is) 

if he is convicted : "I f that thing [honor ] has no 

value , 
• I (then ] / Your social fabric, pinnacle to 

base , / Comes do\vn a-clatter like a house of cards" 

(11. 44 0; 444-45). The onomatopoeia of "a·-clatter" coupled 

~logismus biases the account. Us ing this device is o ne 
way<3f- showing the motif of the conflict between relative 
and absolute truth . According to Joseph (p. 321) this 
figure creates "an illusion of reality." In the Poet ics 
(24. 1460a) Aristot l e indicates that this irni tation- lies 
at the heart of epic and drama. 
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·w" t h the alliteration of "clatter" arid "cards" contributes 

.o the effect of the simile as one hears the catastrophe. 

Moreover , the simile "like a house of cards 11 correlates with 

Guido's earlier description of the Church as a casino where 

the chances for prefe rment are likened to the luck needed 

to win in poker (11. 377-97) .49 In Guido's proposition, the 

gamb ling image s e rves to enforce his dire prediction that 

society is gambling with its own life when it threatens his. 

Fina lly , the simile is in harmoney with the language of the 

marke t p lace which permeates both propositions as well as 

the rest of the ~xp lica tio. The use of monetary l anguage in 

these propos.itions--"barter" (1. 437), "worthless (1. 438), 

"buy" (1. 440 ), and "valu e " (1. 441) -·-further v erif i es what 

the judges suspect, i ~e., that Guido sees a wif e as something 

to b e bought . 

Indeed , Guido has so convinced hims e lf of the 

importanc e of his honor that he freely grants that he "bought11 

Pompilia (11. 460-65). He repeats the fallacies of the 

exordium when he confuses a noble position with honor and 

interprets privileges to me an acting with impunity and 

acqu i ring possessions. In the exordium he has use d these 

49The Church is personified as speaking . The follow
ing wo rds and phras e s allude to the idea of gambl ing: "Break 
up the ring" (1. 376); "pile from play" (1. 378); "chance" 
<l. 379); "when luck turns and the fine throw sweeps all" 
(1. 381); "loser " (1. 383); i'spoils sport" (1. 384) ; 
"fortune" (1. 386) ; "not a penny in poke " (1. 386); and "our 
establishment" (1. 387). 
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mi sconceptions to show the cruelty and injustice of his 

torture ; now Guido refers to the same ideas to vindicate his 

value system. In line 428 the judges hope to show Guido his 

mistreatment of Pompilia by reproachfully asking (epiplexis) 

h im , "'Are flesh and blood a ware?'" But Guido is undis

turbed by the criticism, for he unabashedly uses the s ame 

language when he sees the price of privilege as "Just so with 

this as with all other ware'' (1. 463). He begins his argu

ment by requiring the judges to "Admit that honour is a 

privi lege , / The question follows, privil E-;ge worth \vhat?" 

(11. 46 0-61). He answers his own question (anU~ypophora_): 

"Why, worth the market price" (1. 462). So far Guido has 

established the first two premises of a syllogism: 

MAJ OR PREMISE: A) Honor is a privilege. 
MINOR PREMISE : B) Privileges have a monetary worth . 

The fallacies lie in the validity o f both assertions; neither 

is a unive rsally-accepted idea. Premise A involves a fallacy 

of definition , and premise B needs to be qualified with a 

"maybe " or "perhaps ." Yet, despite the weakness e s of the 

premises, Guido provides a conclusion: 11 Therefore, essay 

the market, sell your name,/ Style and condition to who 

buys them best'' (11. 464-65). Thus, Guido is concerned with 

a marriage contract rather than with a marriage vow, for he 

openly sells his name to receive wealth. 

That Guido regards marriage as a commodity is further 

evidenced through his image of the scales Ul. 466-85), an 
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image first employed in a dialogismus (11. 469-72) of the 

judge to whom Guido has been directing his attention. In a 

d irec t address to one of the judges, Guido asks if his name 

would "pu rchase " (1. 466) the judge's niece (11. 466-67). 

Guido then a nswe rs his own question (anthypop hora) so that 

he not only t oadies to the lord but also, and more impor

t ant ly , lays the groundwork for a favorable acceptance of 

hi s f orthcoming argument. His self-effacement occurs when 

he s ay s , "the re would have been rebuff/ Though courtesy, 

your Lordship cannot e ls e " (11. 467-68). Guido, had he 

"d a r ed inquire " (1. 46 6), appears to accept the inequality 

b etwe en himself and the judge's niece. Of c ourse his 

marriage "bid" for the niece (1. 4 71) would be politely 

r e j e c ted. After all, if the judge is to arrange the bes t 

barga in for his niece , he cannot h a v e Guido marry her. The 

judge cannot have his niece wed Guido because the Count has 

mere r a nk , whereas the judge 's niece has "'wealth beside, 

you--poverty''' (1. 470). The antithesis of her wealth and 

his poverty is what causes Guido's scale to fly up, the 

j udge ' s scale being weighed down by ''Rank t oo and wealth 

too" (1. 472). Guido , who is "Reasoned like yourself" 

(1. 472), attributes his own casuistical reasoning to his 

judges as he a ccepts the judge's logic in order to tip the 

scales for himself. In the marriage bargain with Pompi lia, 

Guido maintains that "This time 't was my scale quietly 
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ki s sed the ground [personification],/ Mere rank against mere 

wea l th" ( 1. 4 7 4) . 

As usual , however, Guido twists the argument. The 

judge says , "'Rank for rank may stand"' (1. 46 9). Guido 

temporari ly presumes that his rank is " heav ier " than 

Pompilia 's wealth . She and her parents should , therefo re , be 

grateful that he agreed t o marry her at all as his gains from 

the c ontract were not enough to balance the scales, even 

t houg h Pompilia a l s o brought " some youth beside , / Some 

beauty too'' (11 . 474-75). But Guido ' s presumption that rank 

supersed e s wealth is ironical when one conside rs that he uses 

mo netary language throughout his argument . It is obvious 

that although he claims honor to be worth more than wealth, 

he values wealth more . Money is dearer to his heart ; his 

rank is to be used in arranging the bargain. 

Guido then assures the judges that he II thought / rro 

deal o ' the square'' (1 1 . 477- 78) and therefore cannot under

stand the Comparini ' s dissatisfaction: "Bargain struck , / 

The y straight grew bilious, wished their money back,/ 

Repented them, no doubt " (11. 483-·85). This statement 

places the blame on the Cornparini (traiectio in aliu~), and 

his next point subtly correlates the Comparini ' s displeasure 

with the marriage to one judge ' s displeasure with a painting. 

Apparently one of the judges was duped into paying a full 

Price for "that piece / By Pietro of Cortona" (11. 487-88 ), 
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which was probably retouched by Pietro's scholar, Ciro 

Ferri (1. 489). Guido further embarrasses the judge by 

revealing that his credulity is gossiped about town (1. 486). 

Guido begins comparing the Comparini's dissatisfaction to 

that of the judge's. He switches, however, to comparing the 

judge 's predicament to his own. The judge is in a situation 

simi lar to Guido's, for both were swindled and the subject 

of town talk. Guido consoles the judge by telling him that 

being tricked is "incident to all the folk who buy" (1. 492). 

The parity of their situations is seen when Guidd says that 

the Comparini were not the only ones who repented of a bad 

bargain : "Why, so did I, / So did your Lordship" 

(11. 485-·86 ). The use o f anaphora (" so , so") emphasizes 

their similitude . In addition , this marks the second time 

in twenty lines that Guido focuses attention on the personal 

lives of the judges, an effective t e chnique because it 

reduces Guido's superiors to his level. 

At this point, Guido, hoping he has humbled the 

judges as well as put them in a sympathetic disposition, 

admits (concessio) that "I falsified and fabricated , wrote/ 

Myself down roughly richer than I prove, / Rendered a wrong 

revenue'' (11. 494 - 96). But Guido's admission is quickly 

passed over. First , he diminishes his guilt (meiosis ) by 

denying that his "gilding fact by fraud" (1. 493) was really 

fraud: 1'Mere grace, coquetry such fraud, I say: / A flourish 
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round the f igures of a sum/ For fashion's sake, that 

dc~c eives no body" (11. 497-99). In lines 500-510, Guido 

r eiterate s tha t despi t e what he might h ave sa id (11. 505-6). 

the Comparini knew t ha t t he "b a c k - bone " (1. 5 00) o f t he c on

trac t was "the exchange o f qual ity f or wealth" (1. 502). 

Guido uses metastasis (turning b a ck a n objection against 

the person who made i t ) whe n, i n a dialogis~us , h e quo tes 

the Cornparini : 

'We bring you riches ; stil l ou r ancestor 
Was hardly the rapscallion folk saw f l ogged , 
But heir to we know who, were rights of force .' 

(1 1 . 507- 9 ) 

They also gilded the facts i n claiming a noble anc es tor . Bu t 

their lie did not bother Gu ido , for "They knew and I knew 

where the b ackbone lurked / I ' the wr i things of the ba:nJai n" 

(11. 510--11 ). Guido conc l udes his argument by restating what 

the backbone of the agreement was. He "paid down all engaged 

for" ( 1 . 512 ) . rr hey wanted " Incorporation w.i th nobi l ity" 

(1 . 515 ), and "for that they gave me wea l th" (1 . 5 1 6 ). Thi s 

forthright declaration is not , howev er , free o f pre j udice ; 

Guido avers that the Compar in i , " their life l o ng " ( 1. 51 3) , 

11 hungered " ( l. 514 ) to acquire a noble name .. Guido then 

begins a long harangue (11. 517 -66 ) in which he reviles t he 

Comparini ' s social statio n . 

Finally , in line 56 7, Guido shifts attention to where 

it has always really been , himself : "So much for them s o 
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f ar : now for myself." He moves from discussing the terms 

of the marriage contract to discussing Pompilia's role in 

t he marriage. His argument characteristically opens by 

r eferring to his "profit or loss i' the matter" (1. 568). 

He makes sure to show his loss. But the odds are against 

him because he has told clergymen that his reason for 

marriage was strictly monetary. Naturally they will ask the 

same question as the "friendly censors" (1. 569) of Arezzo, 

that is, if Guido bartered for money then, how is it that he 

now also expects the bride's soul? (11. 575-77). 

In anticipating and answering this objection (EEO

cata l eps is), Guido uses both the law and the Bible to show 

that Pompilia failed in performing her wifely duties. He 

uses taxis (distributing to every subject its proper and 

natural adjunct) to enumerate these duties. First, he should 

receive "loyalty and obedience" (1. 578); second he should be 

able to mold her "plastic mind" (1. 579); third, she should 

"cleave to the husband, be it for weal or woe" (1. 582). 

The biblical allusion of this third trait adds force to 

Guidci's complaint against Pompilia; for in order to cleave 

to her husband, "Father and mother shall the woman leave" 

(1. 581). When Pompilia escapes to Rome and is put under 

her parents' care, she does the opposite. This third trait 

is further emphasized when Guido refers to the law which 

punishes adulter y, the crime of which Pompilia is accused. 
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I n a rhetorical question Guido asks, "what sets this law 

as ide / In my particular case?" (11. 583-84). 

The fourth wifely duty is sexual, and here Guido 

answers an anticipated objection (procatalepsis) by repri

manding those who do the objecting. In the process, he 

ironically asks his judges for honesty--"Come, cards on 

table !'' (1. 591)--as he candidly justifies (paFrhes ia) his 

belief that he i s not too old f o r Pompilia. If, as his 

critics attest, 11 'Girls must have boys'" (lo 588), then "let 

girls say so" (1. 588) and not c a ll boys and men na mes 

(11. 589-90). From here Guido proceeds to argue from .e.ath?s 

as he begs the question and contradicts himself. Though 

Guido ' s speech may generate sympathy for him, it does not 

re fute the fact that he is " f orty-five y ears old,/ Nor very 

comely even for that age " (11. 586-87). Mo.ceover, after 

d e nigrating "white womanhood" (1. 593), Guido says, "I shall 

still think nobler of the sex" ( 1. 59 8), with "sex" having 

an ambi guous meaning. With this statement Guido s hifts the 

emphasis from his age to a woman's nobility, requiring her 

to marry "for the soul's sake" (1. 601) yet demanding her 

body f or his sake. 

Guido ends this line of reasoning and the ~xplicatio 

by restat ing his point with a simile that betrays f allacious 
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.logic. In line 603, he employs the principle of identity50 

·whe n he once more resorts to law-- ("the law's the law") • 

And in conjunction with the law, he enumerates what a 

hu s band should expect from a wife: 

With a wife I look to find all wifeliness, (taxis) 
As when I buy timber and twig, a tree--(taxis) 
I buy the song o' the nightingale inside. 

(11. 604-606) 

The fallacy is that when one buys a tree, he does not also 

buy t h e nightingale or, consequently, its song. Likewise, 

when one marries , not buys, a woman, one does not own her 

soul. Neither a bird 1 s song nor a person's soul can be pur

chased. But it is appropriate that Guido concludes the 

~xplicatio using monetary language because it has been his 

main concern in a section which deals with the marriage 

contract and marriage vows. 

Throughout the exp1=_icatio Guido blames both the 

Church and Pomp ilia for his actions, and in the p2,rti tio 

(11. 607-753) he continues to shift the responsibility 

( traiec tio in alj.:~) to Pornpilia. Guido must def end his 

cruelty toward her during their brief marriage, and he does 

so by elaborating upon her failure to be a good wife. Her 

failure caused him humiliation and thus gave him the right 

to beat her. He begins the partitio by blaming Pompil ia, 

SOThis is one of the three laws of thought. The other 
two are the principle o f contradiction and the principle of 
exc l uded middle. The principle of identity states that if a 
stateme nt is true, it is t rue. Lanham, p. 79. 
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who . "from the beg.inning day" (1. 608) refused "Either in 

t ody or soul to cleave to mine" (1. 609). She, therefore, 

broke this pact. Moreover, she and her parents "published 

it forthwith to all the world'' (1. 610). Guido proceeds to 

cas tigate Pomp.ilia and the Comparini for humiliating him, 

but he can delay facing the issue of his treatment of her 

for only so long. 

As usual, because he is guilty, he anticipates the 

charges (procataleps is) against him. In a dialogismus , the 

judge s ask him (11. 648-52), if he did not hard en his hate 

against Pomp.ilia because of her parents' actions. His answe r 

(~nthypophora ) is a n admission (co nc e ss!o ) of hi ~:5 hate; but, 

a s usual , his concession is blunted by a rationalization 

which is supposed to be his justification for anything con

c eded. 1I.1he weakness of his argument is evidenced by his 

vociference as he hopes shouting will offset his l a ck of an 

argument. He asks what it is that Pomp.ilia wanted from 

marriage (11 . 665-66), whe reupon the judges, being clergymen, 

naturally suggest love as the a nswer (11. 667-68). 

Certainly, love is the reply that would and does 

occur to the Pope , but Guido answers by belittling love, in 

using systrophe, a type of argument from definition. Lanham 

defines systn_?ph_'::. as "Heaping up descriptions of a thing 

without defining it."51 Henry Peacham, in The ~arden of 

51Lanham, p. 98. 
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Eloquence (London, 1577), states that systrophe "is when [sic] 

t he Orator bringeth in many definitions of one thing, yet not 

such definitions as do declare the substance of a 

t hing .••• 1152 Such is Guido's technique in defining "love." 

Love is "the beating pulse, the rolling eye,/ The frantic 

g e sture'' (11. 670-71). It is wearing roses in one's shoes 

a nd a plume in one's cap (11. 673-74). It is serenading a 

maid e n with a "trio of guitars / At casement" (11 .. 674-75). 

But it is, of course, none of these things. Guido ignores its 

s piritual meaning to concern himself with its outward mani

f e s tations. In the process he blurs the distinction b e tween 

love and romance. 

This blurring is evidenced when he relates that "Ha d 

it been some friend's wife, now, threw her fan/ At my foot" 

(11. 678-79), asking me to "'Come this eve'" (1. 681), "I 

might have fired up, found me ~t my post,/ Ardent from head 

to heel, nor feared catched cough'' (llo 683-84). Or, he 

adds, had some barefooted, bareheaded friend's daughter 

begged me to save her from Duke So-and-So, "then, indeed, / 

The lady had not reached a man of ice'' (11. 691-92). Both 

of these incidents are presented in the form of hypothetical 

propositions, and their suppositional nature heightens their 

romantic quality. In addition, they reveal an artful anti

thesis which also intensifies their melodrama. In the first 

52Quoted in Joseph, p. 313. 
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instance, the reference to "fired up". (1. 683) contrasts 

wi th his possibly catching a cough from standing in the cold. 

I n the second instance, Guido refers to himself as not a man 

of ice, the opposite of the fire alluded to in the first 

example. Other effects that Guido uses are even more subtle. 

He makes it seem silly for a grown man to stand in the cold 

t o woo a lady, and in both cases his ego is inflated by 

t hinking that women desire him. In the second example 1 his 

ego is further bolstered because the fictional daughter 

leaves a fictional duke who happens to be 11 the greatest man 

i n Rome" (1. 689). That Guido sees these hypothetical situa

t ions as foolish is seen in his calling them "dusty crumb- · 

lings of romance'' (1. 696) which he is willing to praise-

"Good things all these are, clearly claimable/ When the fit 

price is paid the proper way" (11. 676-77) .. Guido then 

r eminds the Court that he and Pompilia did not marry for 

love, that theirs was 11 just a marriage, if you ,please/ The 

every-day conditions and no more'' (11. 697-98). For Guido 

there is only silly romance or practical marriage, with love 

not a requisite for either. Love not being part of the con

tract, he was not obligated to give it: 

The obligation I incurred was just 
To practice mastery, prove my mastership:-
Pompilia' s duty was--·submi t herself, 
Afford me pleasure, perhaps cure my bile. 

(11. 716-19) 
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His us~ of monetary language ·here and elsewhere 

r eveals his view of the marriage as a financial arrangement. 

He bought Pompilia "at a hawk's price and carried home/ To 

d o hawk's service" (11. 704-705). In line 70 8, he bluntly 

states that "I have paid my pound, await my penny's worth." 

He fulfilled his part of the bargain: he paid his "name and 

style, my hope / And trust, my all" (11. 711-12); and "'l'hrough 

s pending these amiss/ I am here'' (11. 712-13) ~ With this 

last statement Guido obfuscates the issue as he misuses 

metalepsis (present effect attributed to a remote cause). 

According to his logic, his marriage to Pompilia accounts for 

t he strait he is in now. The cause for his predicament is 

not only remote but also not the real cause. His murder of 

Pompilia, not his marriage to her has brought him before the 

Court. 

As he concludes the partitio, Guido returns to its 

major point--that Pompilia fail e d as a wife and her failure 

justifies his abuse and eventual murder of her. He makes 

this point through an analogy which is fallacious. Guido 

states that "priestliness/ Can find a parallel to the 

marriage-bond '' (11. 724-25). Once again Guido tries to sway 

his auditors by relating his situation to theirs so that they 

feel personally involved. The priest's metaphorical marriage 

to the Church is supposed to parallel the literal marriage 

between a man and a woman. The fact that one is figurative 
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a nd the other is actual shows the weakness of the comparison. 

Nevertheless, Guido . constructs the following syllogisms based 

on that analogy: 

MAJOR PREMISE: 
MINOR PREMISE: 
CONCLUSION: 

Likewise, 

.MA:JOR PREMISE: 
MINOR PREMISE: 
CONCLUSION: 

A) Priests marry the Church. 
B) The Church is master of priests. 
C) Therefore, priests should submit 

to Church authority. 

A) Pompilia married Guido • 
B) Guido is the master in the marriage. 
C) There f ore, Pompilia should submit 

herself to his authority. 

The fallacies in this argument are numerou s . First, a priest 

usually chooses to enter the Chur ch; Pompilia h a d no such 

choice in her marriage. Second, a priest can quit the 

Chu r ch53 more easily than a woman c a n leave he r husband. 

Third, a priest ent ers his vocation knowing that he will have 

t o make sacrifices but also knowing that he does so for the 

love of God. Pompilia sacrifices but with no mar ital love 

as compensation; her love of God enables her to e ndur e Guido's 

cruelty and even initiates her leaving him. 

This third fallacy reveals Guido's inconsistencies 

and a fourth fallacy. Guido advoc a tes sacrifice for others 

-·----·------
53This statement needs qualification. It is not simple 

for an ordained priest to renounce his vows and cons e quently 
leave the priesthood. But one may easily quit pursua n c e of the 
vocation any time before ordination. Guido was never ordained. 
Pompilia's suffering and sacrifice contrast to Guido's 
inability to do either, an inability which is manifested in 
his leaving the clerical life. 
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but not for himself. Also, here is a man who sees marriage 

a s a holy union in his analogy and subsequent syllogisms but 

who actually views his marriage as a financial arrangement. 

Here is a man who belittles love (11. 667-700) yet asserts 

that marriage is ordained by God (11. 720 --22). Apparently 

Guido does not fully understand the sacrament of marriage, 

f or a man is to love and sacrifice for his wife as Christ did 

for man. All of these discrepancies in Guido's thinking help 

explain the fallacy of the conclusion of his second syllogism. 

Ev e n though the male was legally superior to his wife, her 

submission did not condone his maltreatment of her. A child 

submits to parental authority; a citizen, to legal authority. 

But such submission does not give either the parent or the 

state the prerogative to abuse a human being~ The same holds 

true in a marriage. Guido talks of a wife's duty to submit 

to her husband's authority, and her unwillingness to submit 

is his defense for mistreating her. 

In the remainder of the analogy (11. 729-44), Guido 

uses the idea of submission to justify his cruelty. Just as 

the Church may "prescribe the short chain and sharp scourge" 

(1. 741) for the insubordinate monk, so may the husband 

punish the wife. Through a series of four rhetorical ques

tions (11. 729-42), Guido repeats his point that "The Church 

may show her insubordinate,/ As marriage her refractory" 
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(1 1. 728-29). This simi le once more erroneously compares 

pr iestly vows to marriage vows, but it enables Guido to make 

the ultimate point of his defense, i.e .,, 11 'rl1is-- / I take to 

be the Church's mode, a nd mine" (11. 742-43). 

After making this point, Guido gives an incomplete 

hypothetical proposition (an~odoton)---"If I was over-harsh 

(1 . 744)--in which he makes a partial concession of guilt. 

But the hypothe tical proposition is, by its nature , condi

tional; and in Guido's case he chooses to emphasize the if of 

the conditional clause. However , even in admitting that he 

rniq ht have bee n " ovet:---·harsh ," Guido places the blame on 

Pomp ilia for not learning "from harshne ss 2:H:; ~;he ouqht 11 

( 1. 7 45 ) • Pomp ilia should have patiently to 1~-;ra. t c~d his 

abuse (11. 746-47), a s should the hawk when its f ea the rs are 

p lucked ., So, accordinq to Guido ' s logic, his harshness is 

not the flaw; it is Pomp ilia ' s refusal to lea.rn submission . 

Guido ' s s e cond analogy (11. 748-53) provides furthe r 

evidence of his v5.ewpoint. Even in this analogy, Guido 

admits that he mishandle d (1. 747) the bird by plucking an 

unncces ~:;ary five feathers rat.her than one. If Guido acci-

d e ntally plucked one feather , the hawk would react naturally 

by biting and clawing (1. 751 ). Guido, instead of accepting 

his err or, would pluck five more to teach the bird a lesson. 

Some people would argue that this is no way to treat even a 
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hawk, though it is undoubtedly an effective training 

procedure. But Pompilia is a human being, not a hawk. 

Further, she is Guido's wife. These two facts should have 

made a difference as they certainly pinpoint the fallacy of 

h is analogy. 

It is significant that Guido develops his analogy 

through rhetorical questions. It shows the f eebleness of 

his comparison. If one were allowed to answer the question , 

he could refute Guido's contention. Also, by ending the 

partitio with a question, Guido attempts to r educe any sym

pathy which would naturally be given t o Pompilia, she be ing 

the one abused and murdered. 

The amplificati_~ which follows (11. 754-1738) con

sists of Guido's r e telling the events leading up to the 

murder. In the exor_dium, narratio, ~xp l i c a t.io, and par_ti tio, 

Guid o has established the main points of his argume nt; for 

although each part has its distinct purpose, toge ther they 

constitute the introduction which Aristotle calls the 

proem. 54 In the amplificatio the s e introductory arguments 

are repeated and amplified. Thus, Guido's use of ca~ 

honoris continues to be the basis for his def e nse, as he 

e l aborates upon the Church's responsibility and Pompilia's 

guilt. 

54Rhetoric 3.14. 
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References to Pompilia's guilt begin the amplificatio. 

Guido further develops one of the analogies that ended the 

p artitio. The insubordinate monk who found "the claustral 

r e gimen too sharp" (1. 730) "summons a mob/ To make a bon

fi re of the convent'' (11. 756-57) and accuses the Bishop of 

adultery (11. 757-61) "In lieu of taking penance in good 

part'' (1. 755). The monk's behavior is obviously censured 

a s is Pompilia's. Shortly following this analogy is a 

dialogismus by Pompilia (11. 787-831) in which Guido defends 

hi s cruelty by showing "Pompilia's duty" (1. 785). He puts 

i nto her mouth what she should have said and done; and 

a lthough the speech is dominated by pathos, the second half 

of it (11. 808-31) uses logos. The purpose of the speech is 

to praise Guido by showing what his treatment of Pompilia 

would have been had she aided him in securing her wealth. 

The u se of three if clauses to make a periodic sentence 

(hirmus) reveals the hypothetical nature of Guido's treating 

Pompilia differently than he actually did. The gist of the 

argument is that if Pompilia had renounc e d her parents and 

asked Guido to help save her inheritance, he would have been 

her friend. This supposition is prejudic ed towards Guido. 

In the first if clause, he makes sure to mention again that 

the Comparini's deception besmirched his family name, that 

"infectious mistletoe [had been]/Foisted into his stock for 

honest graft'' (11. 813-14). The second if clause couples 
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hi s rank with her wealth as Pompilia wants to preserve her 

~ w-tarnished honor . by using his name (1. 818), an act which 

would, in turn, save her wealth (1. 820). Although Pompilia 

says the wealth is saved for herself, it is obvious that it 

is f or Guido because he ends this clause by referring to 

"our gold" (1. 822). The third and last clause also supports 

Guido by asserting that to help Pompilia recover her honor 

and her wealth is a sacrifice; for he could r emarry, leaving 

her to fight the Comparini alone and leaving him free of the 

trouble she has brought him. A grateful Pompilia concludes 

her speech by overlooking his violent acts toward her. His 

anger is, considering all he has endured, justifiable. 

Havi ng Pornpilia defend him is Guido's new and subtle means 

of vindication. 

Unless one is careful, he forgets that 11 Such protes ta

tion should have been my wife's" (1. 831) [.i ta lics mine]; for 

Guido quickly moves from a hypothetical dialogi smu~ to main

taining that these were Pompilia's exact words which she told 

Abate Paul: "why here's the,--word for word, so much, no 

more,--/ avowal she made (11. 834-35). Nowhere else does 

Guido make such an obvious contradiction. Guido asserts that 

Ere the good impulse had begun to fade: 
So did she make confession for the pair, 
So pour forth praises in her own behalf. 

(11. 837-39) 
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~rhe use of the colon before the sentences with anaehora makes 

fo r a very effective construction, but not a valid contention. 

He is obviously singing his own praises and therefore giving 

a prejudiced account. 

Guido's contradictions and falsehoods continue to 

co lor his arguments. Both are .inherent in lines 840-876 as 

Guido tries to answer the charge of having forged love 

letters between Pompilia and Caponsacchi. Guido uses 

procataleps.is, me tastasis, concessio, and comparat_i<:?_ to 

explain the "simulated writing" (1. 841). This marks the 

f o urth use of procatalepsis and the third concessio. Both 

have been used often and continue to be used because Guido is 

guilty. Thus, he anticipates the charge of forgery and 

admits it, but not without implicating others and thereby 

redirecting the guilt. Guido's concessio is further weakened 

when he later contradicts himself by denying what he now 

concedes. 

In 1ines 840-845 Guido uses procatalepsis and meta

stasis (turning back an objection against the person who made 

it). In another ~ialogisrnus (11. 840-43), Guido has the 

judges "interpose" (1. 840) about the letters, but he chooses 

their words very carefully. They call the letters a trick 

(1 .. 8'11), claiming that Guido "'traced the signs'" (1. 842) 

for her. In his admission of guilt, Guido reproaches the 

Court for also using "the other trick, the torture inside 
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the re" (1. 845). One is reminded of his comments in the 

~xordium concerning the use of torture as a means of extract

ing truth, and the effect here is to indicate that Guido will 

admit the charge if it means escaping torture again. He 

needs "no more impulsion to tell truth" (1. 844) than such a 

threat . This device not only gains sympathy for Guido but 

also accuses the judges of the same tactic of which they 

accuse him (metastasis ). So, when Guido says, "I confess 

all --let it be understood--/ And deny nothing'' (11. 845-47), 

one is aware that a forced confession is not necessarily a 

va lid one. 

Guido's next tactic is similar to the first in his 

u se of a comparatio between the Church's actions and his own. 

However , before the comparatio and after a second admission 

of guilt--"Mine and not hers the letter,--conceded, lords!/ 

Impute t o me that practice '' (11. 852-53)--Guido rationalizes 

that in forging the letters he " taught my wife her duty" 

(1. 854 ). , "He forced her to take the right step" (1. 858). 

He concedes the forgery; then interprets it as a noble act. 

His rhetorical question in line 86 0 further supports this 

idea. He asks, "Why, who finds fault here, say the tale be 

true?" In teaching Pompilia her duty, he "Was marching in 

marital rectitude" (1. 859). He has subtly shif ted the 

attention to her adultery and away from his forgery . In 

short, his wrong led to a right; his end justifies the means. 
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Th is premise, though based on casuistry, is necessary for 

Gu ido's comparatio . . 

Guido compares his tracing the letters to a clergy

ma n's guiding a man's hand to make the sign of the cross 

(11. 861-64) or his answering "for the inarticulate babe/ 

At b apt i srn" ( 11 . 8 6 5 - 6 6 ) • In both instances Guido empha-

s i zes the necessity for the priest to perform each action 

f or the person. In the first example, the person is dying, 

"the critical time" (1. 864); in the second instance, the 

babe's soul is in danger if someone does not profess for him 

at baptism. Likewise, Guido's writing the letters for 

Pompilia were to set her "in the good path 11 (1. 871), "the 

meadow side 11 (1. 87 5) , where "the coppice rang ,,v.i th singing-

birds" (1. 876). Hence Guido once more compares himself to 

a clergyman. Of course, Pornpilia did not tread the "sirnple

straight'' (1. 873), so the forgery was for nought. But Guido 

does not believe he should be responsible for that any more 

than the clergyman is responsible if "the incapable hand" 

(1. 868) rallies or the baptised babe grows up "man and 

Molinist'' (1, 870) . 55 The parallels between these examples 

55Molinism (sometimes called Quietism), a heresy of 
the day, was named after its leader, Miguel de Molinos, not 
to be confused with Luis de Molina, a Jesuit theologian who 
died a generation before and who preached legiti~ate doc
trine . Molinists believed that supreme sanctification lay 
in passivity and a church devoid of such externals as ritual, 
fonnal prayer, confession, and penance. It is thus similar 
to the Protestant rejection of ritual, numerous sacraments, 
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a nd his situation are seen in the words, "And so Pompilia" 

(1 .. 871). The only similarity between Guido's action and the 

Church's is that someone does something for someone else. 

Guido ignores the motive of the act. The priest's act is for 

someone's spiritual welfare; Guido's, for the temporal world. 

1rhe priest's action is a generally accepted symbolic ritual; 

Gu ido's is particular to himself only. The result of this 

comparatio is threefold: Guido's forgery is turned into a 

service comparable to that performed by religion; Pompilia's 

e tho s is disparaged; a~d Guido is not responsible on any 

a ccount. 

Guido has now laid the foundation for the argument 

that he should have been more severe with PompiliaG He forged 

l etters to save her soul; but since that did not work, he 

should h a ve severed her fingers. In line 978 he states that 

if he had done so, she would not be "where Rome shudders now 

to see her lie'' (personification). Guido couches the absurd

ity by belittling his cruelty and by using a biblical analogy. 

a nd ecclesiastical authority. Browning confused Molinism and 
Jansenism, using the t erms synonymously. (See I, 1. 303: 
"those Jansenists, re- nicknamed Molinists.") William Coyle, 
in "Molinas: 'The Subject of the Day' in The Ring and the 
Book," PMLA 67 (June 1952) :308-14, states that the references 
t.(:)Molinisrn are not an anachronistic accident but serve three 
functions: (1) to reveal character (2) to depict a milieu 
permeated with e cc les iastical matters (3) to illustrate the 
the me of infallibility. Marj ox~ ie Ru th Henry, in "The Pope 
and the Ring" (Ph .. D .. dissertiJ. 1

·_ ;_Gn, University of Washington, 
Seattle, 1957), counts thirty· · i .. v e r eference s to Molinism 
and the analogous heresies O L 1n sen and Fenelon. But the 
Pope's references to these b . .: L .i r~ f s are friendly. 
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Guido begins this argument with a question (11. 925-

31 ) which he supposes to be in the judges' minds. He has 

j ust finished stating, with a great amount of pathos, that 

Pompilia committed adultery. The judges, in a dialogismus 

(11. 932-33), then wonder why Guido did not mildly reprimand 

her instead of threatening her life. Guido's immediate 

re sponse is that his cornminations were to no avail. rrhe 

i nference is that if threatening was ineffective, then milder 

treatment would not have been successful either. Apparently, 

Guido does not believe the adage that honey attracts more 

f lies than does vinegar. Nevertheless, Guido's earlier 

admission and justification of his harshness toward Pompilia 

(11. 710; 744-53) is now contradicted by his insistence that 

he was not too severe, especially considering Pompilia's 

actions. In a periodic sentence, called ~irmus (11. 938-67), 

he minimizes what he did and contrasts it with what he should 

have done, thereby arguing from Aristotle's fourth topos, 

degrees of more and less. Using ~eiosi~, Guido says that he 

did not threaten but was merely "talking big" (1. 947). He 

may have threatened her with what looked like poison, but it 

was only a pinch of hair powder in the bottle (1. 948-49). 

He may have wielded a sword at her, but he was only "making 

believe/ At desperate doings with a bauble-sword,/ And 

other bugabbo-and-baby-work" (11. 949-51). 
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Guido goes on to affirm that .if he had "with the 

vulga r e st household implement" (1. 952) cut off "one joint 

of one finger'' (1. 954), Pompilia perhaps would have 

reproached him but also would have reflected upon whether or 

no t to continue committing adultery. The use of the condi

tional cl a use shows Guido to be arguing from probability, 

t hough he gives the impression that the cause and effect are 

u nqu e stionably sequential. With thi s puni s hrnent in mind, 

Guido makes the biblical analogy to Saint Peter's cu tting 

of f Malchus's ear. Guido sta t e s that 11 Malchus was s ore but 

si lenced for his life" (1. 970). Likewise, if Guido had cut 

of f Pornpilia' s finger, she "Might have been tellL~1g b e ads 

wi th a gloved hand;/ Awkward a little at pricking h e arts 

and darts/ On s ampler possibly, but we ll othe rwise" 

(11. 975-77). The net r e sult of Guido's logic is that 

Pompilia is responsible for her own d e a th. This point is 

r e - e nforced when Guido, in a simile, compar e s Pompilia to 

Judas, a man who hanged himself (11. 971-73). Of course, 

the se biblical comparisons are fallacious. Peter severs 

Malchus's ear but spares his life, and Judas commits suicide. 

But Guido not only threatens his wife; he also stabs her; 

she did not, therefore, commit suicide. Deserving to die 

and killing oneself are two different things, though Guido 

wants to blur the distinction. He also wants to win both 
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~i des of the same argument. He mainiains a position advocat

i ng severity while claiming that he was never severe. He 

adopted the latter, the fool's course, and chose 

The lighter remedy, brandished rapier dread 
With cork-ball at the tip, boxed Malchus's ear 
Instead of severing the cartilage, 
Called her a terrible nickname, and the like. 

(11. 981-84) 

Gu ido completes his reasoning with a rhetorical question which 

repeats the point that began the argument: "What was the good 

effect o' the gentle course?" (1. 986). One can answer that 

hi s course was not gentle, and in either case the effect was 

a bloody and vicious murder. Guido, however, answers 

(anthypophora) that the effect was to encourage Pompilia to 

r un away with Caponsacchi. He proceeds to narrate the events 

of the e scape (11. 987-1034), emphasizing his suffering and 

concluding with "So much/ For the terrible effect of 

threatening, Sirs" (11. 1035-36). 

Guido next uses logos to defend his actions at 

Castlenuovo. Using aporia56 (feigned doubt as one deliberates 

56This marks the third time Guido has feigned delibera
tion. The first two concerned his actions with the Church: 
In lines 165-234 Guido p r etends unc e rtainty about his voca- · 
tional choices. Then, in lines 351-412 he supposedly ponders 
upon whether or not he should remain in the Church. Later, 
he will question whether or nor he should kill Pompilia. 
What is ironic and revealing is that contemplation is incom
patible with Guido's nature. He is a man who acts impulsively, 
which is one of the reasons his choices have been unproductive 
and his escape was so inept. 
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w: t h self), Guido proffers two alternatives he could have 

taken at Castlenuovo. Through a dialogismus a personified 

law informs him (11. 1069-73) that then "''Twas requisite to 

slay the couple, 111 (1. 1073), although earlier the Court 

rec ommended a mild reprimand to the errant wii'e. His friends 

agree that then he should have killed "the offending ones" 

(1 . 1076). He chose to call in law instead, and in 

l i nes 1076-1086 he enumerates the reasons for his choice in 

a periodic sentence (hirmus) which ends with a question: 

are 

When crime of theirs, only surmised before, 
Is patent, p rov ed indisputably now,--
When remedy for wrong, untri e d at the time, 
Which l a w professes shall not fail a friend, 
Is thrice trie d now, found thr e efold worse than null,-
When what might turn to trans ient s hade, who knows? 
Solidifies into a blot which breaks 
Hell's black o ff in pale flakes for fear of mine,-
Then, when I claim and take revenge-- 9 So rash?' 
They cry- -'so little reverence for the law?' 

(11. 1077···86) 

Guido has three reasons for waiting, two of which 

feeble 57 . ' The first is Guido's uncertainty about the 

couple's guilt at Castlenuovo. His doubt contradicts his 

previous assertions of indisputable guilt and wiJ.l contradict 

later ones also. Neverthe less, it is to his advantage to 

want a final test and therefore claim uncertainty at 

Castlenuovo. The doubt is, of course, coupled with a 

-··----·---·--------
57The third reason is his respect for law, but 

because he relies on pathos by f lattering his auditors, an 
analysis of this reason can be found in Chapter IV. 
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statement of their actual guilt; hence, "crime of theirs, only 

surmised before" (1. 1077) becomes "proved indisputably now" 

{l. 1078). He elaborates upon the point by unnecessarily 

repeating it (pleonasmus) three times, each avowal being made 

in a n introductory when clause (anaphora). Guido's second 

r eas on for not killing them is related to the first but is no 

more reasonable. He says he had to wait for verification of 

the ir guilt; otherwise, his friends would say he acted rashly 

a nd had no reverence for the law (11. 1085-86). The flaw in 

t his reasoning is that following a friend's advice, no matter 

wha t the advice, is no legal or moral ground for a person's 

ac tion. Their goading Guido is no reason for him to murder. 

Nei ther does their censure of his actions justify his choice. 

It is at this point that Guido returns to the letters, 

prese nting them as evidence of his wife's affair .. Yet one 

feels impelled to ask certain questions before accepting this 

circumstantial evidence. Why would Pompilia and Caponsacchi 

carry such incriminating letters with them? In fact, why did 

they not destroy them? Is it probable, considering the 

hurriedness of their flight, that they would take time to 

hide the letters in a place where Guido would be sure to 

search? Furthermore, in lines 840-871 Guido confesses to 

having forged the letters, an act which he justifies by 

using a religious analogy. Now, 261 lines later, he narrates 
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how he found the letter~ and how thii ~vidence removes any 

doubt as to the couple's guilt. Has Guido forgotten his 

ear lier confession, or is he hoping the judges have? Or 

have Guido's twisting arguments confused if not convinced 

e ven himself? Whatever the answers, Guido is confident 

e nough to make a reference to the forgery in a dia!g3.ismus 

(1 1 . 1150-61) of the couple. Guido imagines Pompilia and 

Ca pons acchi laughing at the Court for believing in their 

a c c usation against Guido. 

Although it is Caponsacchi who had insisted on a 

Roma n Court,58 Guido, letters in hand, avers that he confi

d e ntly had looked to Roman law sinc e "the c ase , [was] so 

complete in fact and proof" (1. 1164). Despite this avowa l, 

going to Rome was contrary to Guido's plans, for he later 

complains that the decision of the Aretine court should have 

been upheld. But as usual Guido suits every occurrence in 

58He rmagoras , it is generally thought, introduced the 
theorizing about the stasis or issues, the subject of a 
debate or the point of contention in a legal action. 
Hermagoras distinguished four type s: conjectural (dispute 
over a fact ), definitional (dispute ov er a definition), 
qualitative (di spute over the value, quality, o r nature of 
an act ), translative (dispute over moving the issue from 
one court o f jurisdiction to another ). Lanham, p. 62. Here 
Guido uses the translative, as he asserts that the trial 
should have been held in Arezzo rather than in Rome, Cf. 
Caponsacchi 's comment in VI, 11. 1575~-77: 

111 1 could refer our cause to our own Court 
In our own country, but prefer appeal 
To the nearer jurisdiction.'" 
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t he series of events to his self-interest, even if it means 

c o ntradicting himself or using fallacious arguments. Conse

quently, he must interpret the Court's decision in his favor, 

wh i ch he begins doing by personifying and confusing the roles 

o f Nature, God, and law. In line 1171 Guido defines Nature 

as God, making them equivalent. Then plagues are a phenome

no n of Nature which "she" (1. 1172), i,,e .. , God, "concocts" 

(1. 1172) and "Curbs" (1. 1173) "for wise ends " (1. 1172). 

The power which can control plagues can likewise raise the 

d ead. But here Guido r e fers to that power as law so that 

11 Law r e novate s even Lazarus,--cures me" (L. 1174). Guido 

thus correlate s natural law with God's power and identifies 

both of these with the law administered in the papa l courts. 

Consequently , -~-in an epexeges.is·--59 Nature, "which is God" 

(1~ 1171), confirms the d ecision of the Roma n law courts, 

thereby giving Guido's interpretation of that decision 

divine sanction. 

In explaining the ruling of the Court, Guido argues 

from the authority of a previous verdict, the eleventh of 

Aristotle's twenty-ei9ht to_poi.60 He both praises and 

c e nsures the previous verdict. At first he supports it, 

arguing that "To every one o' my grievances law gave/ 

59 Defined as adding wo rds or phrases to further 
clarify or spe cify a statement already made. 

60 Rhetoric 2.23. 1398b~ 
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Re dress, could purblind eye but see the point" (11. 1180-81). 

I t is because the Court will not remember this point that 

Gu ido criticizes its ruling. But Guido is the one with the 

pu rblind eye, for his interpretation of the Court's decision 

is presumptuous. Immediately prior to his assertion that the 

law ruled in his favor is the statement that when "both 

weights, [were] cast/ I' the balance" (11. 1177-78) neither 

kicked "the beam" (1. 1178). Through this metaphor Guido 

shows that the Court did not as readily convict Pompilia as 

he did--that though Guido saw her as "a convicted runagate / 

From house and husband'' (11. 1182-83), the Court was inter-

ested in why she was 11 driven to such a. course" 61 (1. 1183). 

The obvious answer is to e s cape from Guido's cruelty 

which he again denies, saying that "what she [Pompilia] some

how took for cruelty, / Oppression and imperilment of life" 

(11. 1184-85) only seemed so to her and was not therefore the 

r e ality. Guido further proceeds to criticize the Court for 

condoning Pompilia's flight, but he does this through 

syllogistic reasoning. Lines 1187 --1190 contain his arg~m1ent: 

Therefore, the end conceded lawful, (since 
To save life there's no risk should stay our leap) 
It follows that all means to the lawful end 
Are lawful likewise,--poison, theft and flight. 

61Their concern is the Pope's as well, for the Pope 
believes that God judges an act by its intention: "For I am 
wa re it is the seed of act,/ God holds appraising in His 
hollow palm" (X, 11. 272-73). 
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From these lines Guido has the Court construct the following 

syl logism which he later refutes as invalid: 

MAJOR PREMISE: A) All means are lawful to save one's 
life. 

MINOR PREMISE: B) Pompilia poisoned, stole, and ran 
away from Guido to save her life. 

CONCLUSION: C) Therefore, Pompilia's acts were 
lawful. 

The crux of the argument is in the universal or main premise, 

i .. e ., that self-defense justifies certain actions which would 

o therwise be illegal. Hence saving one's life is a ''lawful 

e nd '' (1~ 1189). It is highly significant that Guido places 

t h e universal premise in pare ntheses, for he do e s not agree 

t ha t s omeone else's life should take precedence over his 

honor. Af ter placing the main premise in a subordinate 

po s it ion, Guido perve rts the meaning of "the lawful e nd" in 

order to empha siz e Pompilia's illegal means- - "poison, theft, 

and flight'' (1. 1190). Mor eover, h e forgets that the Court 

ref ers to se lf - def e nse as the lawful end; Guido refers to 

any e nd regarded as lawful. The result is that illegal means 

justify any lawful end. Guido attributes such a reading to 

the Court in an effort to und e rmine their sympathy toward 

Pompilia. Such sympathy is not necessary, insists Guido; 

for the syllogism the Court should construct is obvious: 

MAJOR PREMISE: A) Pompilia poisoned, stole, and ran · 
away from me to save her life. 

MI NOR PREMISE: B) But, Pompilia's life was not in 
danger. 

CONCLUSION: C) Therefore, Pompilia's acts were 
not lawful. 
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As his defense progresses, Guido continues to use yet 

censure the Court's verdict. Despite his earlier declaration 

that the Court redressed his grievances (11. 1180-81), he 

bel ieves it also conceded too much to Pompilia and Caponsacchi 

in giving them the benefit of the doubt. He then praises 

himself f or "righteously. • bringing doubts/ For the law 

to s olve'' (11 .. 1212-13); whereupon he eliminates any doubts 

by quoting the Court's judgment (11 .. 1214-25), "Word for 

word'' (epicr~sis) . 62 According to these lines, Pompilia com

mitted "'carnal intercourse'" ( 1. 1219) with Canon Caponsacchi. 

Because of this crime she should have been more severely 

puni shed, and because she was not, Guido's honor was further 

humiliated. Therefo re , . the Court is ultimately responsible 

(metalepsis and traiectio in alium); f or if Guido had been 

satisfied with the Court's treatment of the case, he would 

not have felt the need to vindicate his honor by his own 

means. One cannot trust that the judgment Guido cites is 

truly "Word for word"; he says the same thing about 

Pornpilia's confession in lines 834-839. Besides, this 

earlier judgment should have no bearing on the present case. 

Too much time has intervened for Pompilia's adultery to be a 

motive for murder. 

62oefined as a speaker's quoting a passage and com
menting upon it. 
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Nevertheless, Guido continues to shift attention to 

his wife's alleged adultery, but this time he uses the 

Court's verdict as his authority in a syllogism couched in 

pathetic appeals: 

MAJOR PREMISE: A) Law does not punish the innocent. 
("Why should law banish innocence 
an inch?" [l. 1285] .. ). 

MINOR PREMISE: B) Pompilia and Caponsacchi were 
punished , no matter. 
( "Law has pronounced the.re's punish

ment, l ess or more" [l. 1293] .) 
CONCLUSION: C) Ergo_ , Pompilia and Caponsacchi were 

not innocent. 
("There 's guilt then, what else do 
I car e to know?" [l. 1286].) 

Gu ido naturally dwells on the minor premise, disparaging the 

"adulteres s [who] lies imprisoned" (1. 1287) and "The little 

fillip" (1. 1291) who "Serves as though crab-tree cudgel 

broke his pate '' (1. 1292). This syllogism is quickly fol

lowed by another as Guido's argument changes its thrust. 

Now he atte s ts that the marriage contract is invalid because 

Pompilia is not the real daughter of Pietro and Violante. 63 

rl1h.i s syllogism is clearly stated: 

63 Rhetoric 1.15. 1376b. Aristotle s hows that one 
can argue to uphold or refute a contract's validity. One can 
magnify its importance by arguing that " any one who violates 
or upsets a contract, upsets the laws. Add to this that, 
since most of the dealings between man and man. • are 
matters of contract , then to invalidate contracts is nothing 
less than subverting the customary intercourse of mankind." 
Conversely, one can argue , as Guido does, that one should 
not have to abide by a mistaken contract any more than one 
should abide by ill-formed laws. Moreover, a document made 
by fallible men should be superseded by a higher principle 
of right that cannot be fraudulent. 
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MAJOR PREMISE: A) My contract was to wed/ The 
daughter of Pi e tro and Violante. 

MIN OR PREMISE: B) Both/ Protest they never had a 
child at all. 

CONCLUSION: C) Then I have neve r mad e a contract 
(11. 1296-99). 

Guido then immed iately shouts " g ood" (1, 1299). Now h e shall 

b e " free " (1. 1301 ), f or he is trusting in law to cance l t h e 

contract . 

Guido 's sophistic lawyer s have assured him tha t 

" ' We 'll gain you , . liber ty at l east' " (1 .. 1251 ) . One h as 

b een p repared for this argument in the dialogi_smus of the 

of t he lawyers (11. 1242-54 ). Here Guido has his counselors 

say , 11 'W f~~· 11 enter a new a.ct.ion, cla i m divorce' 11 (1. 1 24 7 ) on 

the grounds tha t 11 1 You erred i I the person , -·-might h a ve 

ma r ried thu s / You r sister o r your dau. 1Jhter unaware " 

(11~ 1249-5 0 ) . In refut i ng this argument, one shou ld e mpha

size tl1 - auxilary verbs might have because the probability of 

mistake nly ma rrying a s i ster or daughter , an incestuous 

marriag e as Guido well knows ,i s remote . But Guido , by impli

c ation , ,·,dants his marriage to be as morally questionab l e as 

marriage to a close family member. rrhis argument i s further 

invalida ted b e cause Guido knew whom he married$ The Roma n 

Court emphasizes this point in its respor.se to Guido's divorc e 

requ e st; and the members, being clergymen , appro priate ly 

0rese nt t heir argument through a biblical ana logy. If Guid o 

had thoucJht he h a d wed Rache l but found h c~r to b e Leah , his 

c-1 J. ~1·0 ~ ld b · t · f · d .... -, rce t)J.ec:1 :,.~'OU _ e J u s ~l i e ~ But he intended to and did 
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wed Rachel, though he thought her father was Lot rather than 

Laban (11. 1310-14). Mistaking her parentage is not the 

same as mistaking herself. In short, "you [Guido] err/ I' 

the person and the quality--nowise / In the individual,-

that 's the case in point'' (11. 1316-18). Guido knew whom he 

married. What he did not know was that his plans would be 

thwarted . 

According to William David Shaw, Rome's response to 

Guido's suit for divorce , as Guido reports it, is incredible 

as no eccles iastic court would t a unt Guido or secretly tell 

him that Caponsacchi was v is iting Pompilia o Shaw p oints out 

tha t Guido fo rge t s Quintilian's a dvice that any fictions 

d e vised must be proba ble~64 In this dialogi s mus (11 . 1309- 73) 

where Rome is personified, Guido hopes to arouse sympathy· and 

to s h.if t blame to the judges (!:raiect.io _in ~.limn). 

The epis tle from Rome wh i ch denied Guido a divorce 

is f ollowed by one informing him of his s on's bi rth (11. 1 4 67-

82). Guido's original plan, before being arrested f or the 

murder , was to secure Pietro's property through Gaetano as his 

heir. With his arrest, however , Gu ido has to . justify the 

murder rather than deny it. Hence, because h is a r gument 

r ests on ~~~a honor is , h e h as to maintain tha·t the child is 

a bastard; for, as A. C, Cook so ab J.y phrases it, "Once 

6 4 Wm . D • Shaw, p .. 2 61 • 
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d etected he had to consult for his life and not for 

fi nance."65 Yet, in the rerora.tio of his monologue Guido 

says he will ac knowledge the boy as his own son, an acknowl~ 

e dqement which Cook views as "a mere rhetorical appeal. 11 66 

In the remainder of the amplifi_catio (11. 1541-1738), 

Gu ido narrates the immediate events before and after the 

murders. He must explain why he, disguised and armed, went 

to Rome ; why four of his own serving people acc ompanied him; 

why he k il1 ed three people; and why he and his four servants 

fled Rome a Justifyi ng these actions is his most difficult 

t ask , one that require f, all the tricks of a soph i s t; and 

Guido reveals himse l f as a master rhetorical magician who 

deceives. He so d istorts the logical process that he l e aves 

h is audience b ewildered. In fact, Guido's logic is so con-

voluted and contradictory that rather than unrav e l his argu

ments one, out o f fatigue, wants to grant Guido his 

conc lus i ons e ven though they have not been proved. At s~veral 

points throughout this section Guido pleads a Lype of 

temporary insanity; but, at times, the re~der attempting to 

analyze the arguments questions his own mental balance. 

Guido begins and ends thi s section of his a rgument 

claiming that all his actions from the time he l ef t for Rome 

65cook, p. 94. 

66 cook, P~ 95. 
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u ntil after the murder were the result o f God's command. 

I n line 1542 h e says , "I appeal to God;" and in lines 1702-

1 703 , he sta t e s, "I did/ God 's bidding. " By denying

h is free will, Guido, who has already bl amed the Clmrch and 

Pompilia f o r his actions, now blames God. But he cloaks his 

acc11 sat ion in a rnaze of inconsistencies. For the second ti.rne, 

Guido muddies the distinction between God a nd Nature 

(11 . 1 542-43 ) becau se he wants to sanctify a man's natural 

des ire for r evenge. Also, he intentionally confuses God with 

Satan , d e pending on whic h e v er power serve s his immediate 

purpose.. Simi lar ly, he f luctuates b E:;tween believing the 

pagan concept that vengeance is justifie d if one ' s honor is 

in qt1e:;st:.ion and professing the Christian principle of forgive·

ness . Guido f u rther contradicts himself when he affirms life, 

d e nies it, and fi nally reaffirms it. rrhu s , in prepar ing his 

audi e nc e to tel l them somethi ng he has done (procatasceue), 

Guido presents a series of incongruous and vacillat ing state

ments whereby h e shifts the responsibility to God ( traiectio 

in ~._1 imn) • 

Following his failure to receive satisf a ction from 

the Court, Guid o abandons t emporal law--"No more of law 11 

(1. 1548)--and appea l s to God. Guido asks, "what says Him

self, / How lessons Nature when I look to learn?'' (11~ 1542-

43) .. He answers his own question (anthyf?ophora), saying he 

:1-s " a man / With brain and heart and tong ue and right-hand 
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t oo" (11. 1544-45). With this reply Guido is merely begging 

t h e question; but his answer serves his immediate purpose of 

arousing sympathy--pathos and logos being inextricable--and 

leading his argument in a predetermined direction. His ques

tion and answer show that despite his failure, his strength 

is renewed in knowing God supports him~ He will not, there

fo re, "rot resigned" (1. 1541) but will affirm living and 

reassert his manhood, which has been dishonored by the action 

of both Pompilia and the Court. In order to recover his 

ho nor, Guido, using S:(necc~oche and po~ysindeton (using 

a c onjunction between each word), enumerates the qualities of 

ma nhood that he possesses--intellect (brain), emotions 

(heart), self-expression (tongue), and righteous militancy 

(right-hand). Because Guido is preparing to excuse three 

murders, he perverts the meaning of this fourth attribute so 

that in using his "right-hand," he "takes the law into his 

own hands" in order to justify his reprisal as if it were a 

holy order. That his cause is God's is. seen in the repeti

tion of the word right. In addition to this reference to 

the right-hand is his comment in line 1547 that he has 

friends "To right me if I fail to take my right." In repeat

ing right at the beginning and end of the clause, Guido uses 

~E_?nalepsis. Using the repeated word as both a verb and a 

noun further emphasizes that Guido is right but has been 

wronged. 
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Because human law has failed ·to recognize the right

ness of his cause, he appeals to "a voice beyond the law" 

(1 . 1548). This voice enters his heart and asks "Qui~ est 

p r o Domino?" (1. 1549). With this allusion Guido again iden

t if ies himself with Saint Peter and therefore as a disciple 

of Christ frorn. Whom he receives explicit comrnands o His first 

order is to disguise himself and go to Rome, an order he 

never questions but to which he impulsively responds as if he 

we re stupified . Thus, ,vithout thinking, he "Donned the first. 

roug h and rural garb I found,/ Took whatsoever weapon came 

to hand " (11 ~ 1565 --66) and " flung ," "ran, 11 or "reeled 11 to 

Rome (1 • 15 6 7) • 

Although Guido has barely begun his narration, the 

weaknesses of his argument are already evident. It is 

unlikely that Guido; a man h{ghly concerned about his noble 

name, would don a "rough and rural garb 11 simply because he 

was in a hurry, e specially when one realizes that there is 

no apparent reason for such rashness. 67 Likewise, one must 

67rn his r e futatio, Caponsacchi refutes Guido's argu· 
m~nt from c au sa ~onori_§.. -by questioning the reason for the 
disguise: 

"Sirs, let us be rational! 
He needs must vindicate his honour,--ay, 
Yet shirks, the coward, in a clown's disguise, 
Away from the scene, endeavours to escape. 
Now, had he done so, slain and left no trace 
O' the slayer,--what were vindicated, pray? 
You had found his wife disfigured or a corpse, 
For what and by whom? It is too palpable." 

(VI, 11~ 1999-2006) 
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a s k not why he grabbed "whatsoever weapon came to hand" but 

why he grabbed any weapon unless he had an intention to use 

i t , an intention that he has freely admitted only six lines 

earlier, relating how his four servants encouraged his taking 

vengeance. Finally, the verbs which describe his steps to 

Rome give the impressi6n that Guido is either inebriated or 

possessed by a supernatural power. 

Of this impetuous flight Guido remembers only that 

hi s conscience vainly sought to do what was right but was 

overpowered by "the cloud / of horror" (11. 1569-70).. His 

i mpulse was "to quench/ The antagonistic spark of h e ll and 

t r ead / Satan and all his malice into dust" (11. 1575-77). 

I n his use of the cloud metaphor Guido indicates t hat the 

voice beyond the law may not necessarily be God's, and it is 

he re that Guido begins the confusion tha t he will later com

plicate as he attributes the na t u re of the act to Satan but 

the source of it to God. Here Guido, in identifying the 

cloud with Satan's malice, shows anger, if not hate, to be 

the motive for his impulsive actions. 'I1he light which 

occasionally glinuners through the cloud reminds him "Of the 

first conscience, the anterior right'' (1. 1574); but though 

Guido insists that he wants to "De clare to the world the one 

l aw , [that ] right is right [principle of identity] / • • tl 

cloud re-encompassed" him (11. 1518-79); and he found- himseL 

in Rome. 
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Guido's use of right in this passage contradicts 

h is earlier usage of the word. Formerly, Guido, with the 

r ight -hand , maintained his right to seek vengeance. God 

approved of his taking that right. Now his definition of 

"r ight" is the Christian one of doing whatever i.s just and 

g ood. Revenqe is contrary to this right. Guido is not, how

e ver , acknowledging any wrong; for in lines 1622-1624 Guido 

again refers to his murder as sanctioned by God. Though ~e 

lacks free will , Guido has " the will / 'To do riqht, and the 

dari ng aught save leave / Right undo ne" (11.. 1622 -24). 68 In 

other words , he can murder knowing that he is fnlfilLi. 119 

God's wil l ~ ~his point is reiterated when he says , bef o re 

si:riking· t.he death b l ows, 11 I pray God that I think aright " 

(1. 1637). Guido ' s one refer e nce to hi~; act not being riqht 

is one more example of his at.tempt to confuse by shiftinq his 

moral stance . 

Another instance o f this technique is seen in his 

interpreting vengeance as a t emptation from Satan and as duty 

to God. Both interpretations are df.-?-scribed as " t he dread 

duty" (11 .. 1597; 1608), implying thereby t:.hat Guid o is 

68 11 To do right" and " Righ t undone " is an effec tive 
structural and semantic antithesis. The reversed position 
of " right " --··onE.~ as an object and o ne as a ~-; ubj ect-.. -with 
the uE;e o{ polyptoton ( ildo " "done") gives the expression 
balance . The--fact that each phrase begins a :new 15..ne 
further emphasizes their antithesi s .. 
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r eluctant to murder and does so only ~hen compelled. The 

f irst reference to this duty (1. 1597) parallels in purpose 

t he reference to "the anterior right" (1. 1574). In both 

p laces he wants to acknowledge as wrong that vengeance which 

h e knows the judges condemn. But at the same time he wants 

t o sanctify this unchristian act. This argument ad absurdum 

i s accomplished by a blatant contradiction, the second refer

ence to the dread duty being God's commandment to seek a 

reprisal . 

These inconsistencies are even more puzzling because 

they are intermixed with another contradiction. As Guido 

fe igns a deliberatio, counterfeit b e cause he has really 

already decided and is not therefore weighing arguments, he 

see s the Holy Infant's and Satan's f a ces, the former strug

gling to cover the latter (11. 1599-1601). But eventually 

111rhe Babe' s face" (1. 1603) "disappe ared" (1 .. 1605), leavi· 

" nothing more to interpose 'twixt me/ And the dread duty" 

(11. 1607-1608). In lines 1596 -- 1597 Guido testifies that hE 

stopped his ears "to the inner call/ Of the dread duty," 

temptation, and listened instead to the s ong "Peac e on 

Earth," a reminder of the "anterior right." Ten lines 1, 

however, ~uido ~ays that the song's louder and louder pe 

is what drove him to shout, "'O Lord, how long, how long 

unavenged?" (1. 1610) . In this erotes is--a rhetorical q\

tion implying strong affirmation or denial--Guido emplo· 
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9-,~e s.is ("O Lord") and epizeux.is ("how long, how long") as he 

implores the Lord to grant him peace. Guido, immediately 

fo l lowing this supplication, again hears a voice, "scratching 

lik e a death-watch-tick'' (1. 1613). One assumes that the 

Lord is speaking through Guido's conscience, encouraging him 

to vindicate his honor. 

In this ~ial<?gismus_ (11. 1615-18) God gives Pompilia 

one more chance, "One more concession" (1. 1615). If Guido 

still doubts her guilt, this "final test" (1. 1626) should 

help him decide and "'thereupon act'" (1. 1618). Using 

parataxis, 69 Guido echoes the Lord's command--'''Now doubt, 

anon decidei' thereupon act'" (1. 1618)--when he resolves to 

wa it no longer--"'I doubt, I will decide, and then act'" 

(1. 1620). Despite his use of God as an authority, Guido's 

testimony is weak. Throughout the monologue Guido has main

tained that Pompilia committed adultery, arguing that in 

punishing her even law acknowledged her crime. Now he states 

that with God's counsel, but "all yet uncertain" (1. 1622), 

he will make a "final test" (1. 1626) as if he too wants con-

firmation of her guilt. This stance contradicts his previous 

assertion and shows that Guido's waiting and deliberation are 

a sham, a ratiortale concocted for the benefit of the Court; 

69oefined as clauses or phrases arranged coordinately 
rather than subordinately and without the customary connec
tives. An example is: 11 I came, I saw, I conquered." 
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fo r prior to administering the final test, Guido resolved to 

ac t. He supposedly .gives the "Ultimate chance that ever was 

to be/ For the wretchedness inside" (11. 1627-28), but in 

ref erring to his victims' 11 wretchedness" he reveals that he 

has already decided the outcome of the test before making it. 

Hi s doubting is merely a conciliatory gesture. Also a sham 

is his use of 11 the predetermined touch for truth" (1. 1629). 

The truth is really a trick, and Guido is the deceivei. It 

is more probable that Guido said he was ·"friend, physician, 

fri ar upon his rounds,/ Traveller belated, [or] beggar lame 

and blind'' (11. 1631-32) than that he was Caponsacchi. And 

i n either case he lied in an attempt to ascertain the truth. 

However, with all his resolve Guido shows a last 

minute hesitancy in a lengthy periodic sentence (11. 1635-48) 

with two conditional clauses. He avers that if Pompilia had 

come to the door (11. 1638-44) or even if Pietro had opened 

it (11. 1644-48)--"Had either of these but opened, I had 

paused . / But it was she • • " ( 11 . 16 4 8 - 4 9 ) , Vi o 1 ante 

Comparini. At this point, Guido returns to his earlier argu

ment that he acted impulsively and angrily. The result is 

that though God dispelled the doubt, encouraged the decision, 

and sanctioned the act, Satan's malice perpetrated the 

murders. Suddenly Guido was "rapt away by the impulse, one/ 

Immeasurable everlasting wave of a need/ To abolish that 
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de t ested life" (11. 1662-64). This impulse to destroy by 

wa t er metaphorically parallels but thematically opposes his 

e a r lier "impulse to quench" (1. 1575) the "spark of hell" 

(1. 1576) by affirming the "anterior right, / The God's ·-gift 

to mankind" (11. 1574-75). Now, only a wave of vengeance can 

quench the fire 70 inside him "that boiled up from heart / rro 

brain and hailed the Fury [personification] gave it birth" 

(11 . 1653-54). One wonders if this fire that came from his 

hear t is from the same source as the voice beyond the law 

which also entered his heart, asking 11 Who is for the Lord?" 

I f one compares the two lines, he is once more confronted 

wi t h a contradiction as both God and Satan are Guido's 

sour c e s of authority under whose impetus he acts. 

Nonetheless, Guido quickly and subtly certifies that 

God is his source. When Guido says, "I was mad,/ Blind, 

stamped on all, the earth-·worms with the asp" (11. 1667-68), 

he admits that he acted wrathfully; but he also maintains 

that his rage was justified, that his taking vengeance was 

fulfilling his dread duty. Guido could argue that his mad

ness resembles that of the visionary, the desert prophet who 

responds to God's commands, and that his blindness is a 

necessary condition for the agent who hears the voice of 

70cf .. 1. 1483: "Then I rose up like fire, and fire
like roared." See page 267 of this paper for an analysis of 
this line. In particular, see footnote 21 in Chapter IV. 
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God. Thus, his being mad and blind release him from any 

responsibility. That God and not Satan is responsible is 

fur ther evidenced when Guido describes the death of Violante. 

She is the asp who "involved the other two/ More or less 

serpent-like" (11. 1666-67). If Violante is associated with 

the serpent, then the person who destroys her is associated 

with God. But Guido does not take the responsibility £or 

Pietro's or Pompilia's death. In perhaps the rnost incr e dibly 

fal lacious logic in the entire monologue, Guido contends that 

Vio lante, "Twisting for help, involved the other two" 

(1 . 1666). Consequently, she is responsible for her hu s band's 

and daughter's deaths. 

With Violante's death, Guido's rage abates as he 

finally feels peace on earth. Now his 11 soul [is] saf e from 

the s e rpents'' (1. 1678). The alliterative s gives a n appro

priate hissing sound to the line, but his use of plural 

"serpents" contradicts his earlier avowal that Pietro and 

Pomp.ilia wer~: innocent earthworms who were unfortunately 

involved in : ,. ·! death of the serpent Violante,. This over

sight reveal s Guido's true opinion and serves as another 

example of his conflicting testimony. This is not Guido's 

intent, however: he says his "soul [is] safe from the 

serpents" to :~:; how that with the deaths of the Cornparini and 

Pompilia hi s ·oul is saved. And saving Guido's soul was 
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God's reason for advocating vengeance; for not until Guido 

h a s revenge can his rage abate, and his being angry is not 

good for his soul. 

Guido describes his former condition as if he were 

s uf fering from a disease of which God cured him. Guido says, 

I heard Himself prescribe, 
That g rea t Physician, and dared lance the core 
Of the b a d ulcer; and the rage abates, 
I am myself and whole now: I prove cured . 

(11~ 1704-1707) 

Through this metaphor Guido restates and therefore emphasizes 

two points. The first is that God prescribed the means for 

the cure; Guido simply followed the Doctor's orders~ The use 

o f "dare d" (1. 1705) echoes "daring 11 (1. 1623) and shows that 

t hough it was difficult to do, Guido met the Lord's cha llenge. 

The second point is that Guido, being cured, now wants to 

live . 

Throughout the monologue Guido has attempted to elicit 

sympathy by saying that he is so miserable that his life is 

valueless. He has consequently argued that· all of his action 

resulted from his indifference to living. In lines 1541-1545 

Guido reverses his position, declaring that he is "alive" 

(1. 1544) and determined not to succumb to defeat. With 

this resolve he calls upon God. In lines 1712-1738 Guido 

insists that not until the deaths of the "guilty three" 

(1. 936) did he desire to live. Here another contradiction 

exists because Guido, as usual, changes his position to suit 
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the a rgument of the moment. If Guido maintains that the 

d eaths of the Comparini and Pompilia cured him, then he must 

i nsist that until their deaths his life was worthless. Now 

he ha s "The willingness to live" (1. 1713) which "urges my 

defence from death" (1. 1712). 

In proving that before this time his life was value

l ess, Guido argues from probability, an argument which 

c l everly though falsely explains his bungles. He begins by 

contras ting the situation then ~ith the one now and iron

i cal l y uses his clumsy handling of the events as his proof. 

He says , "Befor:-e,- - but let the very action speak" (1. 1714). 

He then employs synchoresis~ (speaker gives his questioners 

l eave t o judge him ) when he states , "Judge for yourselve s, 

what life seemed worth to me'' (1. 1715). Encouraging his 

auditors to judge him gives the impression that Guido trusts 

s trongly in h is cause . He then argues syllogistically: 

MAJOR PREMISE : 

MINOR PREMISE : 
CONCLUSION : 

A) "No man [who schemes a murder ] 
omits preca ution," (1. 1720 )-. 

B) I, Guido, omitted prec aution. 
C) Ergo , I did not scheme . 

In other wo rds , Guido 's neg l e cting secrecy and safety 

(1. 1721) prove that the murders were not premeditated . 

From here Guido goes on to prove that he took no such pre

cautions. First , a man who plans a murder would have made 

Provisions for escape , such as s ecuring a horse. Second, a 

man who hires assassins would not likely do the killing 
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h i mself. To do so would be foolish. To show how improbable 

s Lch an act would be Guido compares it to another unlikely 

eve nt. No one would buy gloves and then ''thrust naked hand/ 

I 9 t he thorn-bush'' (11. 1730-31). Through questions Guido 

c ontinue s developing the idea of using assassins. He asks, 

"Hire an assassin yet expose yourself?" (1. 1729). The 

intell igent man stays "At home, [and] when they come back,-

he straight discards/ Or else disowns" (11. 1733-34). 

Gu i d o 's ending this argument with two rhetorical questions is 

supposed to be further proof that the actions he has described 

ar e not the probable ones for a person who has schemed a 

mu rder. 

Guido's emphasis on the word scheme is one of several 

way s in which he biases the preceding argument. Guido uses a 

form of the verb scheme (polyptoton) three times in two 

cons e cutive lines (1721-22). In these same two lines Guido 

also gives the impression of planned military strategy when 

he says that a tactician would scheme how to "retreat" 

(1. 1721) so that "he might advance 11 (1722). He then asks, 

"D'd i I so scheme?" (1. 1722). All of this carefully selected 

language is to stress that the murder was not premeditated. 

Yet, Guid o does not deny hiring assassins, only that hiring 

them and then doing the murder oneself is foolish. One 

should also note that when referring to the foolish man's 
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a ct Guido uses t h e words "assassin" (1. 1729) and "agen t s" 

(1 ., 1 732 ) ; but when refe rring to his own situa tion he t a lk s 

o f "c ompanio ns , - --cal l the m what you please , / S l a v e or 

sti pe ndiary " (11 . 172 6 - 27). Guido i s quibbl i ng ( leptologi~_), 

but h e hopes this ~ei~sis wi l l mitigate the harshness o f his 

ac t. 71 Thus , what Guido actually s ays is , " Yes , I hired 

a ssass ins, but I did not scheme ." He i s therefore contend

ing t hat he planned a nd did no t plan Pompilia's murder , a 

s ta temen t that violates one of the three laws of thought , 

n.1::Ene l y, the principle of c o ntradiction. 

There are other fallacies in Guido' s p l ea tha t the 

murd e rs were not premeditated. He says t ha t if he had planned 

the murder , he would surely have prov ided a swift means of 

escape. He fled on foot and was c onsequ ently caught . Guido 

fails to mention that he had not planned t o leave any sur

vivors ; for if Pompilia had not liv ed t o identify him , he 

could not hc:1ve so c~as i ly been accused o f the murders . If she 

had immediately died , his escape o n f oo t might have succeeded·. 

All Guido h as really shown is that he bungled again. In 

his argument on th.is point and on the one concerning the 

assassins does not flatter his e1=-110S) for in stating tha t 

only a fool would do such actions , Guido calls himself a 

-----------
7lcf. 11. 1550·-63 where Gu i do calls the four "my 

~wn serving people 11 (1 . 1551) , "judges " (1 . 1553 ), and 
Resolute youngsters" ( 1 . 1562 ). 

fact , 
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f ool. It is plain that Guido's attempt to prove that the 

murders were not premeditated is illogical. But what is 

more, this attempt is unnecessary if he believes that in 

ci lling he did God's bidding. Guido, as he notes in the 

~xordium (1. 100) and narrates in the a~plificatio (11. 1661-

69), cannot deny that he did the murders. In lines 1716-

1 737 , in an effort to prove that his life was so valueless 

that he took no precautions to save it, Guido hopes to reduce 

the charge to manslaughter. Yet previous to all this Guido 

ha s argued that, if anything, the killings were justifiable 

homicide from which he should be completely exone rated 

b ecause God planned and encouraged the act. As a r esult of 

these contradictions, Guido's act is interpreted as a heavenly 

punishment of Pompilia who was not castigated severely enough 

by temporal law, as justifiable vengeance for Guido who had 

suffered much, and as simple manslaughtera Thus, what is 

really absurd about Guido's efforts to prove that the murders 

were not planned is that in so doing he makes a major contra

diction in order to prove a minor point, i.e~, that his life 

was "Clearly ... valueless" (1 M 1738). 

In the following refutatio (11. 1739-1939) Guido 

unabashedly returns to the argument which concluded the 

amplifactio--that in stabbing the three serpents he did 

"God's bidding and man's duty" (1. 1703). And just as he 
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exhibited an indifference to living when recounting the 

e vents prior to the murders so now he displays a desire to 

11 live again" (1. 1702), to "breathe free" (1. 1703), after 

the murders have been committed. Guido begins the refutatio 

wi th an assertion: 

. but now 
Health is returned, and sanity of soul 
Nowise indifferent to the body's harm. 
I find the instinct bids me save my life. 

(11. 1739-42) 

His use of "bids" appropriately reverberates "God's bidding" 

(1 . 1703) in the arnplificati~, for in the refutatio Guido 

repeats his point that ".God shall not lose a life/ May do 

Him further service" (11. l 7 '16-4 7) • 

Even though Guido realizes that he is not yet being 

judged by a heavenly tribunal, he argues that since the 

"law/ O' the land is humbly representative" (11 .. 1762-63) of 

"the higher law" (1. 1762), then "human jurists" (1. 1776) 

should ;'mark / ·God's verdict in determinable words 11 

(11. 1774-75). Through the image of forging72 Guido further 

develops the idea that "God's throne·, ends with the tribunal 

here" (1. 1770). When civil courts "solidify [the] / Fluid 

result" (11. 1776-77) of God's decision, the human judges 

should not ignore, 

72 The mataphor ieminds one of the much discussed ring
making process described in Book I. The alloy which is 
removed with the spurt of acid is generally regarded as the 
poet's fancy and parallels the cloud of residue which is 
perceived by the finer sense. 
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the residue [that] escapes in fume, 
Yet hangs aloft, a cloud, as palpable 
To the finer sense as word the legist73 welds. 

(11. 1778-80) 

God will judge Guido's "whole life, not this last act alone" 

(1 . 1786);74 and human jurists should therefore judge his 

li fe "by the light reflected thence" (1. 1787). Earlier in 

the passage Guido audaciously declared: 

I stand 
Acquitted, actually or virtually, 
By every intermediate kind of court 
That takes account of right or wrong in man. 

(11. 1765-68) 

He concludes his lesson to the Court by daring "Society" 

(l. 1788) to refute his innocence. 

Guido spends the r emainder of the refutatio reaffirm-

ing his innocence a C' , :> he summarizes his major arguments 

(synathroismus). First, he.mentions again his service to 

the Church (11. 1792-1803) in an effort to arouse sympathy 

and to remind the Court of their' responsibility for the turn 

of events in his life. He alludes to a possible clerical 

character witness who, being dead, cannot help him. 

· 7311 Legist" is a shortened form for "legislator." To 
omit the last syllable is to use apocope. 

74contrast this to the Pope's interpretation. The 
eighty-year-old Pope perceives that his d e cision concerning 
Guido's life may be his last. He imagines that God tells him: 

"' Since by its fruit a tree is judged, 
Show me thy fruit, the latest act of thine! 
For in the last is summed the first and all,-
Wha t thy life last put heart and soul into, 
·rhere shall I taste thy product'" (X, 11 .. 341-45). 
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Immediately thereafter he erroneously concludes, "So far, 

there's my acquittal'' (1. 1804). He then discusses the 

marriage contract, sarcastically accepting its validity 

(11. 1805-07) yet also averring his "husband's right" 

(1~ 1813) to correct his wife as he denies the charge of 

cruel ty. Reiterating this point leads to his defense of the 

Aretine Archbishop's and Governor's ruling concerning this 

c harge. Both men, "with directest access to the facts" 

(1. 1830), 1'confirmed / Authority in its wholesome 

ex e r c i s e " ( 1 . l 8 2 9 ) • 

Guido expects his auditors to protest (_EEO£at_alepsis) 

by claiming that the Archbishop and Governor ruled in Guido's 

favor because the Cotint b r ibed them (11. 1831-34). Guido 

answers this accusation in a clever manner; he has his 

judges refute their own charge as well as s<..~cure sympathy 

for him. In their d~.9-l?gismus (11. 1836-51), the judges 

feel compelled to defend the Archbishop and Governor because 

an attack on those two personages is an indirect attack on 

all representatives of the clergy and the law; and Guido's 

judges, being members of an ecclesiastic court, represent 

both. Hence Guido maintains that his judges would never 

grant the truth of any accusation against 11 •the spiritual 

head'" (1. 1842) or "'The secular arm o' the body politic'" 

( 1. 1843) . By using antonomasia ·(descriptive quality for 
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proper name) and synedoche, the importance of their roles 

i n society is emphasized, and this emphasis serves Guido's 

d ouble purpose not only to have his own judges deny the 

c harges of bribery against him but also to have them 

i nadvertently criticize themselves. Thus, Guido's auditors 

mi ght not say, 

Such is the nullity of grace and truth, 
Such the corruption of the faith, such lapse 
Of law, such warrant have the Molinists 
For daring repre hend us as they do. 

(11. 1836-39) 

Bu t Guido would say so and does so ind irectly by emphasizi ng, 

through a naphora, each of his complaints against the Court. 

At the same time, however, he praises the Court's ethos when 

they argue f or Guido t hat it is more probable tha t Pompilia 

cou ld successfully bribe the Archbishop and Governor by 

offering them her body than could Guido by offer ing '''his 

watered wine and mouldy crust of bread''' (1. 1847). Further

more, it is not reasonable and therefore unlikely that these 

111 Two dignitaries';' (1. 1841) would accept a bribe from 

Guido "for mere wrongs' love and injustice ' sake" (1. 1841). 

Of course , historical evidence and huma n natur e prove that 

this last statement is definitely probable.75 

If Guido's judges do not agree that such bribe ry is 

improbable, then he has another argument to use in order to 

75The Pope 's account o f his predecessors' judgments 
(X. 11. 31-150) proves that the clergy are fallible and 
subj ect to corruption. 
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try to put the Court on the defensive. He makes this attempt 

thr ough the use of epiplexis, defined as asking a rhetorical 

qu e stion in order to reproach. Guido asks two such ques

tions (11. 1852-54) in which he warns the judges that if 

the y do not support their colleagues, neither will their 

verdicts have any authority; for "what forbids/ Posterity to 

tr e bly blast yourselves?" (11. 1852-53). 

Although the preceding argument relies on pathos when 

he a ccuses the lords of lying (1. 1865), it is essential to 

mention it here if the preceding and following a r guments are 

t o be fully understood. Guido's next step in his defense is 

a brief recapitulation of Pompilia and Caponsacchi's flight , 

his chase, and their eventual me eting at Castlenuovo 

(11. 1867-83). In the course of this narration, Guido 

flagrantly states that the judges "allow so far I have not 

wronged'' Pompilia (1. 1869). No such allowance has been ~ade. 

Also mentioned in this summary is Guido's evidence--h.is non

artistic proof--of the letters, letters which he earlier 

admitted forging but which he now asserts are proof that 

Por.1pilia and Caponsacchi' s "intercourse [was] a long 

established crime'' (1. 1877). Guido refers to these letters 

as "documents with name and plan and date" (1. 1875), and the 

use of poly?yndeton (repetition of and) emphasizes the 

factual nature of the three elements of the "documents," a 
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wor d which is associated with official and legal evidence. 

Gu i do's conclusion that these letters prove the couple's 

cr i me has no basis; for Guido's reference to the "plan" men

tio ned in the letters refers to the plan to escape, not to 

the couple's relatio~ship. Moreover, to write love letters 

do e s not necessarily prove adultery. 

From this point Guido uses the method he has employed 

t h r oughout the monologue: he shifts the attention away from 

h i s crime to the couple's adultery by employing Aristotle's 

s t r atagem of reasoning from relative terms. In lines 1886-

19 24 Guido, arguing from the authority of a past verdict, 

states that if Pompilia was guilty, then he was innocent. If 

Pornp ilia was innocent, then the judges should not have 

punished her .. In either case he is blameless. This argu-

me nt, in the form of an enthymeme, is based on the false 

generalization that if one party in a trial is guilty, then 

the other party is innocent. Guido states that the "'Guilty' 

[was] the decision of the Court'' (1. 1895) concerning the 

behavior of Pomp.ilia and Caponsacchi, "And that I stand in 

consequence untouched,/ One white integrity from head to 

heel'' (11. 1896-97). The only alternative open to the 

judges is his acquittal. 

In this particular case, however, guilt or innocence 

is not an either-or question. Pompilia is guilty of flight 
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bu t not guilty of adultery. Guido does not distinguish 

b e tween the two charges. Moreover, Guido's cruelty is 

be lieved to be the reason for her flight. He is therefore 

not completely innocent of any wrongdoing. Finally, Guido's 

ma in fallacy is that the decision of the Court in this case 

has no bearing on his guilt or innocence in the murder case, 

though Guido hopes that claiming innocence as the plaintiff 

in one case will mean innocence as the defendant in another. 

Guido continues emphasizing Pompilia's guilt , but now 

he d e cides to make his point by contrasting the verdicts of 

the Aretine and Roman courts. By pitting their contrasting 

rulings against each other, Guido shows himself to be the 

victim c aught in the middle .. Another result of this method 

shows that justice is relative, for how one fares depends on 

t he court in which he is tried. After reminding the judges 

that they decided Pompilia was guilty, Guido states that if 

they do not think she was, then they should not have punished 

her. With this point Guido repeats his argument that to be 

punished, no matter how slightly, is to be guilty. Guido 

then elaborates on how "inadequate" (1. 1899) her punishment 

was as he makes his comparison. The Aretine court ruled on 

the robbery, the crime committed in Arezzo. This court 

"adjudged as penalty / To Pompilia" (11. 1909-10) "just 

imprisonment for life/ I' the Stinche .. There was Tuscany's 
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award/ To a wife that robs her husband'' (11. 1912-14). In 

cont rast to this verdict is the Roman court's sentence for 

ad u ltery "in a wife/ And, in a ·priest" (11. 1915-16). The 

greater crime receives the lesser punishment. For adultery 

Pompilia is given "gentle sequestration for a month/ In a 

ma nageable Convent'' (11. 1917-18). Thus, Guido uses the 

t opos of more and less to show the disparities in law. And 

a lthough he avers that "This difference 'twixt their p e nalty 

and yours/ Is immaterial" (11. 1924-25), he dwells on the 

d i s crepa ncy at length as well as continues to maintain 

Pompilia's 11 heinousness" (1. 1930). He concludes this argu

me n t with the same point with which it began- -tha t "punished, 

t hough/ By a pin-point scratch, me ans guilty: guilty means/ 

- - What have I been but innocent hithe rto?'' (11. 1936-38). 

rrherefore, Guido ends the r e f~1tat_io and his use of _!_?gos 

avowing his complete innocence. 

In the p e roratio Guido repeats that his "whole plead

ing proves" (1. 1945) that he committed "No particle of 

wrong" (1. 1946). He once more says he "dared" (1. 2051) to 

meet God's challenge and in so doing both law and God 

"approved of me " (1. 2052). As to be expected, the p e roratio 

relies on pathos to persuade, but in it Guido goes beyond 

claiming innocence as he returns to and concludes with his 

argument that he has served the law and God. 
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Consequently, an analysis of Guido's use of logos 

in Book V reveals a conscious rhetorician who employs 

s ophistical arguments in his defense before the Court. 

Gu ido's appeals to law and to God as authorities for his 

ac tions form the basis of his defense, with repeated 

allusions to the letters and Pompilia's adultery serving as 

points of reference. In soliciting both positive and natural 

law, 76 Guido shows himself to be a conscious rhetorician who 

wi ll use any arguments to save his life. Hence, his use of 

law and God reveals his logos to be sophistical. 

Guido's legal defense rests upon such non-artistic 

proofs as the letters and the contract. In the amplificatio 

Guido concedes yet justifies the forgery, then denies the 

forgery and presents the letters as evidence of his wife's 

guilt. His third reference to the letters is in the 

refutatio, where he again uses them as indisputable proof of 

Pompilia's adultery. By substantiating her adultery, Guido 

plans to divert attention to her crif'.le and thereby show her 

failure to fulfill her marital vows. To accomplish this plan 

76Positive law is the result of human reason and is 
concerned with jurisprudence and legislative bodies. Natural 
law is the law of God as revealed through conscience and 
biblical or church authority. These terms are used by Francis 
Lyman Windolph, Reflections of the Law in Literature (Phila
delphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1956), pp. 71-72. 
Jerome L. Wyant, "The Legal Episodes in The Ring and the Book," 
Vtctorian Poe try 6 (Autumn-Winter 1968): 3IT, agrees-\./itl-i° and
refers to Windolph's terms and definitions. 
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h e uses the topos of more and less which Aristotle describes 

a s "a rhetorical means of magnifying the crime. Thus, the 

speaker may say that the wrong-doer has subverted or trans

g r essed many ties of justice--such as oaths, promises, 

p ledges, ma~~iage vows; so you multiply the one wrong into 

many 11 77 [italics mine]. Th.is procedure describes Guido's 

method; for he claims that the Comparini broke the ir promise 

t o bring him wealth, part of the marriage contract, and that 

Pompi lia broke her marriage vows. Because of the ir guilt, 

the mar riage should be invalidated. Guido uses the validity 

of the contract in claiming his right as a husband to beat 

his wife. However, he also refutes its validity in claiming 

the right of a divorce when he can no longer receive any 

benefits from the marriage. The law's failure to grant him 

a divorce and adequately to punish his wife is his justifi

cation for personally rectifying the law's shortcomings by 

murdering the Comparini and Pompilia, an act he interprets 

as a fulfillment of God's law~ 

In asserting that he served God, and therefore the 

law, Guido continues to use Pompilia's adultery as his point 

of reference. But this time he emphasizes her violation of 

the sixth Commandment rather than of the legal contract. In 

the early part of the monologue Guido states that he was 

77Rhetoric 1.14. 1375a. 
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predestined to enter the Church, which he served for so many 

years without advancement or profit. In the amplificatio 

and refutatio Guido continues to deny his free will, 

rationalizing that his murders were his service to God who 

used Guido to punish Pompilia's adultery. By using such an 

argument Guido is able to concede fraud, forgery, cruelty, 

and murder, yet profess complete innocence. 

Despite his profession of innocence, however, Guido 

i s guilty of all he concedes. Because he is guilty, he 

frequently uses p~ocatalepsis in an attempt to mitigate the 

c harges against him by openly refuting all the objections 

he knows the judges will make. He usually places the accusa

t i ons in rhetorical questions, a device which may leave an 

impression of guilt but which keeps the issue open for proof. 

His response to his own questions (anthypophora) enables him 

to refute the charge immediately in a manner favorable to 

himself. The result is that his rationalizations serve to 

vindicate his actions. Of course his use of p~_ocat_alepsis 

also shows Guido to be a sophist who can argue for either 

side, if not any. 

Guido complements his use of procatalepsis with 

metastasis, for turning the charges made by the Court and 

the Comparini against them is a subtle way to answer the 

indictments. Metastasis also shifts the blame onto others, 

and accusing others, traiectio in ali~, is Guido's favorite 
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method. Guido blames everyone, but never himself. The law, 

a nd thereby the Court; the Church, including such members as 

Abate Paul and Canon Conti; and God, who sometimes seems to 

b e Satan--all are accused of leading Guido astray by incul-

eat ing their values. In using this argument, Guido denies 

h is free will as well as shows his inconsistency, for when

ever necessary he appeals to the law, the Church, and God to 

j usti fy his actions. Guido also blames society. The people 

of Arezz o are faulted for ridiculing him, and the ass a ssins 

h e hired are accused of ineptness. Even the man who would 

not give Guido a horse upon which to escape is criticized. 

funo ng t he people to whom Guido imputes guilt, the Compa rini, 

especially Violante, are the most maligned. Guido accuses 

Pompilia's parents of fraud and s ubs equently attr ibute s the 

failure of his marriage to them. Viola nte is even h e ld 

responsible for the murder of her own husband and daughter. 

Perhaps Guido's most absurd use of traiectio in alium is his 

implicat i on that Pompilia, because of her own actions, is 

responsible for her own death . Thus, because he cannot 

dispute tha.t he corrnnitted certain acts, the _conjectural 

stasis, Guido argues that he is not responsible for his 

behavior, that his actions were justified by virtue of·the 

suffering he endured, and that others' guilt led to their 

punishment. 
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When not arguing that he is blameless, Guido contends 

t hat the end justifies the means, thereby emphasizing the 

na ture and value of his actions, the qualitative stasis. 

Analogy is his most often used approach, and biblical 

a nalogies are the most profuse.78 In comparing himself to 

Jac ob who was duped into marrying Leah instead of Rachel, 

Gu i do hopes to show cause for a divorce. Its not being 

g ranted gives him the prerogative to end the mar r iage by his 

own means. He also compares himself to a good priest and 

Pompilia to the dying man who needs absolutio~ the unba ptized 

infant, and the insubordinate monk. In two ins t ances, Guido 

lik e ns hims elf to Saint Peter. Guido's repres e nting himself 

as a pri e st and a disciple is appropriate for one who avows 

t ha t he me rely fulfilled God's commandments. The end wa s to 

purge society of evil; the means, murder; the authority, Godo 

Whatever his immediate purpose, Guido is always sure 

to control the direction of his argument. One way in which 

he exerts this control is his use of fallacious logic in all 

78Perhaps the best reference for Browning's use of 
the Bible is Minnie Gresham Machen's The Bi ble in Brown~ng, 
with Particu lar Reference to The Ring and the Book (New York: 
Macmillan Co., 1903). This book-rs~-a catalog\le()f biblical 
allusions; and, according to Machen (pp. 1-2j, in many 
Browning poems scriptural quotations or allusions may be 
f ound on almost every page. Also see Joseph E. Baker, 
"Religious Implications in Browning's Poetry," Philological 
Qua r t erly 36 (October 1957) :436-52; James F. Loucks II, 
"'Scr ipt ure for his Purpose': A Study of Robe rt Browning's 
Biblical Allusions in The Ring and the Book'' (Ph.D. disser-
tation, Ohio State University, 1967_) ___ -~-
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o f his syllogisms. In employing the formal fallacies, Guido 

r epeatedly violates the rules for constructing syllogisms, 

e ither by arguing from faulty premises or by arriving at 

c o nclusions which do not follow from the premises. He also 

use s several material fallacies, the major one being the 

fa llacy of false cause. Subsumed under this fallacy is the 

use of final cause, specifically metalepsis, which is, in 

t u r n, complemented by traiectio in alium. Because Guido's 

main defense rests on causa honoris, he relies on argumentum 

ad_ verecundiam as he argues for upholding t he t.radi tional 

va lue and legal right of privileges to noblemen. This 

fallacy is combined with the fallacy of definition, for 

Guido's definitions of "honor," "privileges," "happiness ," 

and "nobleman" are not universally acknowledged. Rather, 

his meanings serve his interests. The fallacy of definition 

is again used when Guido defines Nature as God and when he 

gives contradictory meanings for "right" and "duty." Another 

material fallacy that Guido uses is begging the question, 

which he does in his argument concerning whether or not the 

murders were premeditated. 

Determining how, when, and where these fallacious 

syllogisms occur is complicated by the fact that Guido 

either uses several material fallacies or combines material 

and forma l fallacies in the same syllogism. Moreover, 

although the syllogism is based on one or more fallacies, 
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Guido arrives at a conclusion which he asserts is fact. 

Fina lly, analyzing these sophistical syllogisms is difficult 

b ecau se they are subtly stated and usually combined with 

patho s and ethos and other rhetorical devices. 

One such device is hypothetical propositions. Their 

hypothetical nature allows Guido a certain amount of leeway. 

Thes e p r opositions are, therefore, perfectly suited for one 

who mu s t constantly lead his auditors away from the truth so 

that they will believe his lies. Since the facts of the 

c ase are not f avorable to him, Guido must rely on probability 

to which the hypothetical proposition is naturally suited; 

for the a ccuracy or validity of the main clause depends upon 

the qu a lifications state d in the conditional, or if, 

clause . Guido always makes certain that the qualifications 

lead t o the r e sults he wants. If necessary Guido twists the 

argument to accommodate his purpose. Such distortion is 

evidenced in his use of post hoc, propter hoc, and non 

_§ equitur arguments. When Guido multiplies the number of con

ditional clauses preceding the main clause, he ~akes a 

periodic sente nce (hirrnus) which may be oratorically effec

tive but which so complicates the proposition that an auditor 

is l i k e ly to lose the train of thought. This result is, of 

course, Guido's intent. What is disconcerting is that often

times all of the conditional clauses are actually redundant. 
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Gu i do is not adding conditions but is merely amplifying one. 

Lut because of the lengthiness of the conditional clauses-

s ometimes stretched even longer by short interrupters-

because of their convoluted syntax, and because Guido's 

delivery is oral, his auditors might not readily discern the 

repetition. If the conditions are not favorable to him, 

Guido casts doubt upon the validity of the conclusion by 

making the main clause a rhetorical question. This procedure 

also heightens the probable nature of the main clause and 

g i ves Guido the benefit of the doubt. As a result, 

Count Gu ido Franceschini of Book V of The Ring and the Book 

s eeks to defend the defenseless by employing assorted 

rhetorical devices, all of which are misused or fallacious. 

He exhibits "through tortuous mental processe s 1179 a masterly 

argumentative skill which reveals a loqos that is 

sophistical. 

79 smalley, "Special-Pleading," p. 79. 



CHAPTER III 

"ALL'S BUT A FLOURISH": GUIDO'S USE 

OF LOGOS IN BOOK XI 

Guido continues his use of sophistical arguments in 

Book XI, but he speaks less guardedly as he explores rather 

than masks his experiences. According to John J. Chapman 

(18 9 8), the Guido of Book XI "pour s out his ideas in the 

order in which they occur to him ••• "1 Chapman adds that 

" th is natural Niagara of speech is the only way for the 

t urbu lent mind of man to get complete utte ranc e . 11 2 The 

narrator of Book I accurately describes the change b e tween 

11 Count Guido Franceschini" (Book V) and 11 Guido" (Boo k XI) when 

h e says that the s e cond Guido is "the same man, another 

voice" (I, 1. 1285); "The tiger~cat screams now, that whined 

befo re" (I, 1. 1296). rrhe change is a result of Guido's 

being sentenced to die, and the thought of imminent death 

drives all strategy from his speech. According to 

William D. Shaw, "Appropriately, Guido's language [in 

Book XI] is like a tray of surgical instruments which can 

111 Robert Browning" (1898) in Litzinger and 
Knickerbocker, p. 51. 

2Litzinger and Knickerbocker, p. 51. 

110 
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b e f elt cutting and laying bare the rotten flesh beneath."3 

Thus the Count Guido who used his social station to vindi

c ate his behavior becomes merely Guido who, out of despera

t i o n , finds logic in extremes and who reduces human nature 

t o i t s simplest selfish level. Guido's Hobbesian view of 

the world4 and his atheism masquerade as absolute truth as 

he 11 abandons this complicated rhetorical morality in favor 

o f a new and b lasphemous simplicity. 115 As a result, his 

ma jor a rgument consists of his attacking Christianity and 

it s institutions while simultaneously minimi zing his guilto 

Ironically, Guido overtly maintains his innocence only 

twice, whereas h e a cknowledges guilt eleven times~ 6 Perhaps 

Guido's admissions are related to the fact that though his 

audi tors are clergymen who desire him to repent his real 

audience i s himself. In his desire to live, Guido unde rgoes 

an agonized search for i nne r justification. 

Guido b eg ins his defense by proclaiming his inno

cence, but when he realizes that he really is condemned to 

die at sunset (11. 20-28), he almost egotistically admits 

3wm. D. Shaw, p. 266. 

4Hair, p . 17 2. 

5 Wm. D. Shaw, p. 265. 

6Guido claims innocence in 11~ 28-31, 2276. He 
acknowledges guilt in 11~ 335, 412, 443-45 , 475 , 503, 543, 
555-57, 829-30, 1568 , 1678-85, 2056-59. 
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guilt while placing the blame elsewher _ ~ He particularly 

b lames the Pope who, refusing to gran t him clerical privilege, 

h as ordered the Count's execution. In line 79 the Pope is 

ca lled a "Disinterested Vicar of Our Lord" (antonomasia) , 7 a 

pe jorative epithet from which Guido constructs a syllogism: 

MAJOR PREMISE: A) The Pope, like Christ, is the Vicar 
of the Lord. 

MINOR PREMISE: B) Christ would be interested and 
merciful. 

CONCLUSION: C) Ergo, the Pope should be interested 
and merciful. 

Guido confuses mercy and justice and thereby reveals his com

plete misund e rstanding of Christianity. He interprets 

"interest" to mean "impunity" and "mercy" to me an "acquit tal." 

Once again he uses the fallacy of definition. 

Guido, however, is aware that an acquittal for him 

would b e a special privilege, for he says that the Pope 

"reverts in fine/ To the good and right, in detriment of 

me'' (11. 81-82). Guido does not care about what is good or 

rig ht, but only what is beneficial to himself~ Moreover, he 

sees no relationship between goodness and Christianity. This 

fact is evidenced by Guido's reference to "the good 

Pope! . I Ne ver mind, Christian,--no such stuff 1 s extant" 

(11. 63-64). To him, the Pope's verdict is his one good act 

Which he do e s before his death in order to "do credit to his 

7Defined as a descriptive phrase substituted for a 
proper name. 
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rEdg n" (1. 65). 8 The Pope "hobbling bedward, needs must 

ecse his maw/ Just where I sit o' the door-sill" (11. 85-

8 · ) . In short, Guido sees himself as a victim of the Pope's 

i mpulse to do good. He is merely caught in the wrong place 

a t the wrong time, an argument that reflects his belief in 

a re lativistic morality. 

Failing to win the Pope's favor , Guido appeals to 

the clergymen before him, once again holding the Church and 

soc i ety responsible for his conduct. He asks, 

Were not we put into a beaten path, 
Bid pace the world , we nobles born and bred, 
We body of friends with each his scutcheon full 
Of old achievement and impunity? 

(11. 91-94) 

Guido 's defense of impunity for noblemen is framed by almost 

identically worded references to the sun and the morning as 

he recalls (anamnesis ) his and his friends' "equestrian ~-----
sport over the green'' (1. 97) in their youth. As they rode 

their steeds , Sol saluted them and the morning laughed 

(l. 95), natural signs that all was right with the world for 

those who had no cares.9 His metaphor of the beaten path 

for 
t.he 
for 
11. 

8contrary to Guido's belief, the Pope is merciful; 
he chastises "the avengers" (X, 1. 179) who demand that 
Pope ''' put him [Guido] to death!/ Punish him now! As 
the weal or woe/ Hereafter, God grant mercy'" (X, 
190-92). 

~ . 9By personifying the sun as a friend who smi les, 
Guido emphasi zes that his acts are condoned by Nature, which 
he once more confuses with God. Such a belief is similar to 
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int o which he was bred (1. 91) becomes "the bit of pleasant 

byeway'' (1. 101) from which he and his noble friends occa

s ionally stray. In a hypothetical proposition whose main 

c lause is in the form of a rhetorical question, he asks 

"where was harm" (1. 101) if he deviated "In and out of the 

l eve l and the straight" (1. 100). Guido erroneously con

c lude s that no harm was done because "Still Sol salutes me 

a nd t he morning laughs" (1. 102). 

Guido's assertion that nobles should be exempt from 

pun i s hment is a major argument of Book V; but in reiterating 

it , he r e v e als the ex t ent of his bias. According to him, 

nob l e s should have a license to kill indiscriminately. This 

point is d e velope d through an ana logy in which he compares 

his s itua t ion to his g r andfather's. While riding, this 

grand s.ire "drew rein, slipped [out of his] saddle and stabbed 

knave / For daring throw gibe'' (11. 105-05). The dia z~ugma 

effectively shows the quickness of actions and thereby indi

cate s his readiness to kill. That murdering a knave is 

unimportant is revealed by the fact that after the stabbing, 

the gra ndfather r emounts his horse and proceeds "with the 

cavalcade'' (1. 106). Guido's analogy is especially appro

pria t e, for he also stabbed his three victims. But he 

the Puritan idea that natural occurrences are signs of 
either God's a pproval or wrath~ Also, in calling the sun 
Sol, Guido foreshadows his belief, developed in lines 1919-
2003, that paganism is p r eferable to Christianity. 
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refers to this stabbing as a "prank," the same kind his 

"grandsire played" (1. 111). Calling his committing murder 

a prank (meiosis) parallels his reference to "the irregular 

deed" in the exordium of Book v. The polyptoton of "play" 

and "played" in line 111, the first reference to his prank 

and the second to his grandfather's, indicates that Guido 

sees life as a game. If someone interrupts the hunt, an 

aristocratic game, then chastising or killing that person 

becomes a new game. 

Through this analogy Guido again makes the point 

that justice is relative. He asks why "the law o' the game 

is changed? (1. 116) 10 and warns legislators to "make law 

plain henceforward past mistake'' (1. 119). His grandfather 

killed with impunity. Yet Guido is condemned to die for 

the same action. Hence law's inconsistency is not fair. In 

concluding his weak argument, Guido has the Pope proclaim, 

"'For such a prank, death is the penalty'" (1~ 120). Having 

the Pope use the word "prank" is supposed to prove that 

lOThis marks the first time in Book XI that Guido 
refers to life as a game. However, he repeatedly used the 
language of games hereafter: See lines 285-88, 475-508, 
844, 1073-79, 1526, 1602-4, 1700-3, 1755-63, 1992. These 
references are only one example of how Books V and XI are 
metaphorically linked. According to Harold Hilton Garriot, 
"Characterization Through Metaphor in The Ring and the Book, 
With Special Reference to the Guido .Monologues,"DA~l--
(1960), p. 89 ~. r ~ndiana University), Books V and XI "prove 
t hat relation : t he same action through different metaphors 
,;as a major d e ·. ·:··e for maintaining interest during .the 
.ecessary repe t it ions." 
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Guido is a victim of time and circumstances, and juxtaposing 

"prankn and "death 11 suggests that the punishment is too 

severe for the crime. 

This point contradicts Guido's arguments in Book V. 

rrhere he maintains that if he had punished Pornpilia more 

severely, as by cutting off her finger, her life might have 

been saved. He was a fool to show mercy , yet he pleads for 

mercy now that his life is threatene d. Another example of 

Guido 1 s contradictions is his .in;-;ist.ence in Book V that 

neither Pompilia nor Caponsacc.hi was adequately punished . 

Their all e ged adultery warranted d eath, at lea s t for the 

wife; whereas his stabbing his wife is a "prank," an 

11 ir reg·ular deed ," which s hould be o verlooked. 

The Pope, however , does not reason as Gu ido does and 

consequently orders the Count.'s death by guillotine, a 

machine which Guido refers to as "Represser of the prank

sorne" (1 .. 126). References to the guillotine in Book XI 

replace Guido's references to his torture mentioned through

out Book V. Both evoke sympathy, but his frequent allusions 

to Mannaia are not part of any rhetorical strategy. Rather 

his fear of death prompts them. It is t his fear coupled 

with his realization that his previous arguments have been 

to no avail that cau:::1es Guido to spe ak freely; thereby 

r evealing his true motives a nd values. Thus, he conclucL 
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the exordium avowing a "careless courage as to consequence" 

(1. 172) as he employs "This voluble rhetoric" (1'" 174). 

In the succeeding !larrati~ Guido repeats and devc~lops 

the points made in the exordium .. He recalls his first 

acquaintance with Mannaia (an~!2gsi~), and this recolJ.ection 

leads to another analogical argument which res e:rnb les the one 

concerning his g randfather. In both instances, Guido sup

ports the c a u se of the nobles as he parallels their acts 

with his own. In presenting the case of a poor man named 

Fel ice and an unknown Duke, Guido defends his murder of 

Pompilia. According to Guido's account, the Duke "kidnapped, 

carried away and kept [diaz eu_g_ma ] . / Fe lice's sister" 

(11,. 200 - l); but Felice was the one LehE~aded. With the use 

of ~n~1pl2.o r~ and personification Gui.do' s cornme nt-··- 11 So did the 

Duke, so did Felice, so/ Did Justice, intervening with her 

axe" (11. 205-6)--reveals his approval of t.he law's handling 

of the case. He also approves of the Duke's behavior after 

Felice's execution; for 

a • ere Felice's corpse was cold, 
The Duke, that night, threw wide his palace doors 
Received the compliments 0 1 t he quality 
For Justice done him. 

(11. 266-69) 

Apparently Guido's d ef .in.it.ion of "justice" is a ny act which 

favors the nobility. 

Consequently, he s ees his present predicament as 

unjust, for he repeats his point that legal justice is 
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r eJ_a t ive. He states, "I do the Duke's deed, take Falice's 

p lace " (1. 277) because 11 times change, there's quite another 

Po pe " (1. 276). He reproachfully asks (epiplexis), "Was 

no t a Pope then Pope as much as now? 11 (1. 260). The Pope 

who r ul e d on the Duke's case would have laughed over the 

inc i dent (11. 261-64). Thus Guido, seeing himself as victim 

of t he times, again blames Pope Innocent. 

What Guido refuses to realize is that his analogy is 

no t p rec ise. In fact , the only similarity between his situa

tion a nd the Duke's is that the dramatis personae are a 

nobleman and a young man who come to the rescue of a young 

girl. But these relationships do not coincide in either 

Guido 's case or in his exemplumo Moreover, the crime com

mi tted is not the same . The Duke kidnapped a young man's 

si ster ; Guido killed his wife and her parents. A third 

fall acy in his analogy is his attitude toward using the 

guillotine. He approves of its use for Felice but not for 

hims e l f . He argues that "Such 'loosing' is scarce Mother 

Nature's mode'' (1. 299). She allows a man to live a full 

li fe and die a natural death. The inference is that Guido 

desires to live longer, dying in his sleep (1. 302) when he 

is "threescore y ears and ten" (1. 301). He states that a 

blood clot "Ends one as certainly as Roland's sword 

[simile],--/ One drop of lymph suffused proves Oliver's 
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ma~ e" ( 11 • 3 0 4 · - 5) • The difference is that "Nature's way" 

CL 308) compared to "art's process" (1. 309) is more 

"bear able" (1. 302). Hence Guido contends that as a noble

ma n he should be permitted to die naturally. 

With the guillotine in his thoughts, Guido now lays 

t he f oundation for an argument to attack the justice of the 

Pope's death sentence. The guillotine is a symbol of punish

me nt, and Guido rhetorically asks why is it needed (1. 323). 11 

He an swers his own question (anthypophora) in a conditional 

clause : "Oh, if men we re but good" 12 (1. 324). Because 

"They are not good" (1. 324), guillotines are constructed. 

Al though Guido talks of men, he is indirectly r e ferring to 

hims e lf. However, his subtle acknowledgement of guilt does 

not indicate a change o f heart. It is simply a nec essary 

condition f or the forthcoming argument. 

Guido contrasts the nature of men to Peter's goodness 

by cre ating a fictional situation in which Peter rules on 

Guido's case. Though people thought Peter to be severe 

ll"Why, why must this needs be?" The repeti tion of 
"why" is an example of ep iz eux is and shows Guido is soul
searching f or an a cc e ptable-answer to his own question. 

12cuido's image of man is not flattering. He states 
that men " are not good" (XI, 1 s 32 4) ; and a man's preference 
for evil is hi s "strange conceit/ Of the angel in man's 
likeness" (XI, 11. 59-60) 0 Guido debases the heavenly. 
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(1~ 325), he was merciful. If Guido were to ask the 

Saint 1 3 "'Petrus, quo ~dis?'" (1. 327), Guido imagines 

Peter would say, "'To free the prisoner and forgive his 

faul t' " (1. 328). In using Peter's remarks, Guido employs 

i ndicacio, a compar ison of another's remarks with one's 

c a use . Afte r quoting Peter, Guido addre sse s his clerical 

auditors by aski ng them, "What would cost one such nullify

ing word? '' (1. 331). Thr ough this question Guido shows that 

he mi sses the point as well as discounts the harm already 

done to others. He then constructs a s yllogism based on how 

he supposes Peter wou ld rule if the Saint were in Pope Inno

cent's place : 

MAJOR PREMISE: 
MINOR PREMISE : 

CONCLUSION : 

A ) Pe t er would forgive and free him. 
B) " Innoc ent succeed s to Peter's 

place " (1 . 332). 
C) Therefore, Innocent should f orgive 

and free him. 

The fallac y o f thi s syllogism lies not only in the fact that 

Premise A is deriv e d fr om a hypothe tical situation but also 

in the fact that Guido confuses the man Peter with the posi

tion of pope . According to Guido's reasoning, all popes 

should make the same decisions becau s e the y hold the same 

o.Ef i ce .. 14 Whe n Guido says that Innoc e nt is "bound to 

---- ·---
lJThis line , 326, uses ellipsis and should read : 

"But if, as I left Rome, I spoke [to] t he Saint." 

14The Pope (X, 11. 1-162) refutes this line of 
reasoning when he reads a bout the contradictory decisions 
of former popes . 
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it" (1. 334), the "it" refers to Peter's ruling on Guido's 

case . However, the "it" should refer to the integrity of 

the position of pope. The pope is bound to be obedient to 

God and His precepts. In condemning Guido and encouraging 

his repentance, Pope Innocent acts in the proper manner. 

Immediately following his assertion that the Pope is bound 

to forgive him, i.e., set him free, Guido asks the opinion 

o f his hearers: "friends, how say you?" (1. 334). This use 

o f anacoenosis reveals that Guido thinks he has presented a 

str ong argument, as he is willing to let his audience judge. 

Despite the weakness of his argument, Guido continues 

to be labor the fact that the Pope should be merciful, regard

less of Guido's guilt. He asks, "Concede I be all one blood

gu iltine ss" (1. 335), but "Why should that fact keep the 

Pope's mouth shut fast?'' (1. 337). Because he is guilty, 

God will punish him on Judgment Day, thereby eliminating the 

need of punishment now. Guido elaborates upon this point 

through a fallacious analogy. After a direct address to his 

auditors, he tells them that if he did them any harm, they 

would "require the natural revenge" (1 .. 347). Perhaps they 

would poison his wine with "The paperful of powder that 

clears scores'' (le 350). But before implementing their plan, 

should they discover that their "enemy has the plague" 

(1. 3 3), that he will die anyway, there is "no need for 
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p · ison" (1. 356). Their vengeance is satisfied in watching 

t hei r enemy die in pain. Consequently, the Pope, the Court, 

a nd all of Rome should be content that Guido is damned for 

his act. No other punishment need be administered. 

In addition to this contention that the guilty should 

b e s hown mercy, Guido also argues that the Pope is morally 

bound to save the souls of the sinful. After all, to save 

the one sheep is "Christ's maxim" (1. 359). In a dialogismus 

attributed to Guido's clerical auditors (11. 361-380), Guido 

attacks clergymen for being hypocrites and Christianity for 

being vicious. Law , "being harshness" (1. 372), and Gospel, 

"on ly love" (1. 372), are personified and shown to be indis

tingui s hable in these times when '''Christ's gospel changes 

names not things '" (1. 362) ·.15 rrhus, Guido maintains that 

Old Testament law and a wrathful God still reign in the 

Church. Guido has the clergymen attest that "'Our fire-new 

gospel is re-tinke red law,/ Our mercy, justice,--Jove's 

rechristene d God'n (11. 364-65). The intertwining of Jehovah 

and Jove confuses the issue, for such mixing fails to dis

tinguish between God's justice and Jove's whimsical wrath. 

Also, this argument contends that mercy as embodied in a 

"'b . enignant Gospel'" (1. 369) does not really exist. 

15In his refutatio, Caponsacchi is also critical of 
law and gospel. He reminds the Court that he sacrificed his 
name and freedom to deliver Pompilia safely to Rome, only to 
have "law a nd gospel" (VI, 1. 1781) fail to protect her. 
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Therefore, "'Gospel takes up the rod ·which Law lets fall;/ 

Mercy is vigilant when Justice sleeps''' (11. 374-75) ~ Guido 

sees mercy turned into harshness; he is a "victim" (1. 380) 

thrust "back on Law" (1. 380). Apparently Guido's clerical 

audience protests his interpretation of their acts, for 

Guido says, "Yes, you do say so, else you would forgive/ Me 

whom Law does not touch but tosses you'' (11. 381-82). Guido's 

ma in error is his making justice and mercy polar extremes 

i nstead of realizing that justice may also be merciful. He 

f orgets that Christ was forgiving but also wielded the sword 

of righteousness. Although Guido is the sophist, he iron

i cally calls the clergymen "casuists" (1. 384) whose 11 Each 

nerve must creep, each hair start, sting and stand 

[dia~ugm~], / At such illogical consequence" (11. 385-86). 

Yet inuned.iately following this accusation (inter se 
9ugnanti~) , 16 Guido unflinchingly refers to these casuists 

as "Dear my friends" (1. 387). 

It is Guido, however, who argues illogically as he 

continues to pit Law against Gospel. In lines 387-409 Guido 

states that Law completely acq~itted him, but that the Church 

uncharitably and falsely condemns him. The argument he 

henceforth develops reverses the position he took in Book V. 

In his first monologue, Guido maintains that he abandoned 

16Defined as accusing one of hypocrisy. 
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c ivil law to follow God's orders. In Book XI Guido returns 

t o civil law as his authority. By using metastasis (moving 

rapidly from one point to another), he is able to assert 

opinion as if it were fact. He quickly recounts the chain 

o f events: 

1) "A murder's tried, / 
2) There are two parties to the cause: 
3) I'm one,/ --Defend myself, as somebody must do:/ 
4) I have the best o' the battle: that's a fact,n / 

Simple fact,--fancies find no place just now./ 
5) What though half Rome condemned me? 
6) Half approved:/ And, none disputes, the luck is 

mine at last,/ 
7) All Rome, i' the main, acquitting me." 

(11. 387-94) 

Po ints one through three are indisputable facts, but there

a fter Guido distorts the truth. It is not "simple fact" 

(1~ 391) that Guido's side is obviously correct. If it were, 

the Courts would have settled the case between the Comparini 

and Guido, and Guido would not be pleading for his life. 

The fact is that three people have been murdered. Neverthe

less, Guido proceeds on the assumption that he was clearly 

in the right in all his actions. He must mention that half 

of Rome condemned him, but he places the point, nwnber five, 

in a question, making such condemnation an uncertainty. He 

moves on to attest that half also approved; and because no 

one disputed them, it must mean that all Rome acquits him-

all, that is, except the Pope, who is made to appear eccen

tric as he relies on his judgment rather than on majority 
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r u le in determining Guido's fate. His logic in the statement 

that half of Rome's approval is all Rome's acquittal is not, 

to say the least, mathematically sound as a half and a whole 

a r e not the same. But such computation serves Guido's ends. 

In appealing to law, Guido designates it superior to 

re ligion. He advises the Pope to ask, "'How finds Law?'" 

(1 . 395), making the spiritual defer to the secular. In a 

dialogi~rnus (11. 396 - 400), Law, personified, replies that 

Gu ido is "'No layman'" (1. 398) a nd that though he is under 

the Church's jurisdiction, Law advises the clergy to "'loose 

h i m, you whose will is Christ's''' (1. 399). With this advice 

in mind, Guido reminds the clergy that "this Vicar of our 

Lord, / She pherd o' the flock 11 
( 11. 4 00 -1) gives Guido, the 

bleating sheep, the crumbled rather than the crook's end of 

the staffs In using this metaphor, Guido develops his 

earlier references to Christ's max im that "one soul outweighs 

the world'' (1. 359). Guido is the Pope's charge as is the 

sheep the shepherd's responsibility. But this Pope, who is 

Shepherd, thrusts the point of his staff at Guido, "the 

shuddering sheep" (1. 405), until Guido falls "to where hell 

gapes" (1. 406). Guido fails to realize that he is respon

sible for his soul's state and that if he is destined for 

hell, it is because he is not penitent. Of course Guido is 

not really concerned with his soul. He merely uses religious 

analogies or allusions to save his mortal life. Guido's law 
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pr onounces him "'Guiltless'" (1. 407); but the Pope says, 

n' Guilty'" (1. 407). The fact that the Pope's verdict is 

the final one refutes Guido's contention that natural law is 

subservient to positive law. 

Thus far Guido has argued that a nobleman should be 

able to act with impunity and that if those who condemn him 

were as Christian as they claim to be, they would free him. 

Both arguments are faulty because of Guido's definitions of 

" nobleman" and "Christian~" In the explic~_!:io he further 

attacks Christians and Christianity. As a result, he moves 

from defending a noble's right of impunity to defending his 

atheism by showing the errors and weaknesses of Christianity 

which are embodied in the Church. 

Guido begins his attack by accusing the clergy of 

lying and wanting him to lie also. When he says "That's the 

cause/ Brings you both here'' (11~ 410-11), he rejects any 

good motive for their actions. According to Guido, they 

want him to confess lest the populace censure the Pope's 

verdict. For Guido, to confess guilt would be to "Keep up 

the jest, lie on, lie ever, lie/ I' the latest gasp" 

(11. 414-15). Guido hopes to convince by repeating the word 

"lie" (conduplicatio) as if mere repetition makes a statement 

true. Because the motive which Guido attributes to the 

clergy is rather illogical (The Pope should judge according 

to popular opinion), Guido's clerical auditors ask why they 
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would want Guido to confess to an act of which he is inno

cent. Using sermocinatio, 17 Guido replies: "What reason, 

Sir s? Because . . . I if I stick/ Still to the 

tru th, declare with my last breath,/ I die an innocent and 

mur dered man" (11. 415019) then the "tongue of Rome" 

(s ynecdoche) will doubt the justness of the Pope's verdict. 

If he dies asserting his innocence, he will plant doubts in 

the people's minds, just as he planted the love letters at 

Ca s tlenuovo in order to cause the Court to doubt the couple's 

integrity. On the other hand if he confesses, he admits 

gu ilt and gives sanction to the Pope's verdict. Guido's 

argument against repentance is based on the assumption that 

the clergy are concerned about popular opinion; for a fter 

h a ving the populace speak in a .9;! _alogisrnus (11. 422-30) 

filled with appeals to pathos, Guido deduces that "to sup

press such talk/ You two come here, entreat I tell you lies,/ 

And end, the edifying way" (11. 431-33). T'herefore, he 

ends 18 his argument professing that he is "11 elling the 

truth" (1. 433). 

17Defined as the speaker answering the remarks or 
questions of a pretended interlocuter. 

18Line 433 reads: "And end, t he edifying way. I 
end." The repetition of "end" at the b e ginning and end of 
the line (epanalepsis) has two meanings. Guido ends his 
life and concludes his point. 
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That Guido is innocent is not the truth; but iron

i ca l l y a few lines later he does tell the truth about him

sel f , openly shedding his sheepskin and revealing the wolf 

und e rneath (11. 443-44). His cause not being advanced by 

h i s d i sguise, he curses it. This fact is evidenced by the 

s e ri e s of five rhetorical questions (pysma) which follow 

(11. 44 5-54). 'The gist of all five is seen in the first two 

whe r e Guido asks, "Repent? What good shall follow?" (1. 445). 

Thu s , Guido's second argument against his repenting is that 

to do so will not preserve his mortal life. That he is con

c erned only with t hi s world is proved by the content of his 

next t hree questions. The first of these three concerns 

its e lf with the t emporal as he asks what good will it do him 

to r e pent for twelve hours if, at the thirteenth, he must 

fac e what follows, 11 the horrid dozen 1 s end 11 (1. 447). In 

the second que stion Guido re.iterates his point that repent

ing would be a servile falling at the feet of the clergy 

(1. 448 ) merely to ease the Pope's trouble with the people 

(1. 449) who doubt Guido's guilt. Using diaze ugrn~, he asks 

why he s hould "gnash, tear, / Foam, [and] rave" (11. 448--49) 

only to be executed by the "engine" (1. 450).. He repeats 

his query for the third time when he asks, "Will howling put 

the spectre back t o sleep? 11 (1. 454). Guido's concern for 

only the material is evidenced by his belief that repen ~ance 

consists of outward signs of remorse such as gnashing and 
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howling. One is reminded of his definition of "love" 

(Book V) as rolling eyes and singing serenades. As always, 

only appearances interest him. 

Guido does not, therefore, believe in the soul and 

c onsequently rejects any argument based on its existence. 

I n lines 455-60, Guido states that he knows the clergy will 

s a y they desire his repentance so that his soul may be 

saved. It is clear to him that the authorities are deter

mined he shall die, for the clergy "dare no more than 

death,/ And mean no less" (11. 469-70). The antithesis of 

"no more" and 11 no less" syntactically balances the idea that 

the clergy cannot condemn him to hell, which is more than 

death, t hough the y do not intend to set him free. Therefore, 

the clergy want Guido to be penitent so that their sentencing 

him to death will not also be their sending him to hell. 

Guido refuses to oblige them as he defiantly and erroneously 

compares his impenitence to Pietro's--an inaccurate compari

son because Guido refuses to make a last confession, whereas 

Pietro requested one (11. 473-74). Guido admits that he 

maliciously refused to grant Pietro "respite to confess" 

(1. 473). Then the murderer rhetorically asks, "Why grant 

me respite who deserve my doom?" (1. 475). 

But although Guido has admitted that he is a wolf 

and that he deserves his fate, he also says that truth will 

save his soul "since no lies assist" (1. 461). He interprets 
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ntruth" to mean exposing the hypocrisy and sham of "Civil

i z ation and society" (1. 463), and because he dares to 

ug-rapple ••• with all the world" (1. 464), he portrays 

himself as a martyr. He reasons that if execution is certain, 

he may as well play the muckraker. 

As a muckraker, Guido conflicts with the churchmen 

he exposes. The metaphor of the fencing match (11. 476-

50 8)19 vividly and appropriately describes Guido's battle 

with the Church, the guardian of civilization and society. 

By using this metaphor, Guido again reveals that he views 

life as a game, for he states that he "engaged to play a 

pri ze" (1. 476). Because he is condemned to die, he loses 

the match. But it seems his fo e wants more than "triumph" 

( 
·1 
l... 4 89) in the contest; Guido should "raise my ruined h e ad" 

(1. 491) and admit defeat. He compares such an admission to 

his repenting, believing that the Church should be satisfied 

with his bodily death and not also d ema nd his soul~ Thus, 

Guido still refuses to repent as he grants that "it was 

virtue stood/ Unarmed and awed me'' (11. 501-2). With his 

acknowledgment that it was "Morality and Re ligion (1. 508) 

that conquered him, Guido completes the unmasking of himself 

19sorne of his expressions are: "foil you, trick for 
trick,/ At rapier-fence, your match" (11. 477-78); "you 
would lunge, I would parry" (1. 483); "We cross blades, 
I, • . • break guard" ( 1. 4 85) ; 11 the adroiter swo r dsman" 
(1. 488); 11 Fell on my own sword" (1. 499). 
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a s a wolf who will not allow the thieves, i.e., the Church, 

to steal his prey (11. 439-42). 

The fact that it was Morality and not Law that 

" exposed the Gorgon shield" (1. 507) is emphasized by the 

personified Morality introducing two successive clauses: 

"Morality exposed the Gorgon shield!/ Morality and Religion 

conquer me" (11. 507-08). This use of ~~a12ho!:':a contrasts to 

the use of ~panalepsis in referring to law: "Law had essayed 

t he adventure,--but what's Law?'' (1. 506). Through this ques

t ion and through two more rhetorical questions, Guido queries 

l aw 's efficacy. His second question forms the main clause of 

a hypothetical proposition in which he points out that "If 

Law sufficed'' (1. 509), he would not have had to resort to 

cle rical privilege (1 .. 510). In the third rhetorical ques

tion Guido asks, "Did not the Trial show things plain 

enough?" (1 .. 511). Once more he acknowledges his guilt, a 

guilt plainly evidenced by the trial~ But he will not be 

penitent and therefore "'crown the arch'" (1. 514) of the 

Church. He defiantly shouts, "take the word you want" 

(1. 514), but repentance will not be freely given~ In 

explaining line 514, Cook notes that the word the clergy 

receives will not be the one they want.20 

20 Cook, p. 242. 
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Rather, Guido further defends his impenitence by 

maintaining that legal punishment should be adequate. In 

l ines 515-34 he describes the Lockean concept of the social 

c o ntr act, particularly by explaining the law which states 

that one "must not kill the man whose death would please/ 

And p rofi t you, unl ess his life stop yours'' (11. 519-20). 

One i s reminded of the ~-ialo~~srnus in Book V where the Court 

defends Pompilia's flight from Guido as an act o f self

defense. Pompilia was "driven to such a course" (V, 1. 1183) 

because of " imperilment of life" (V, 1. 1185) • At that time 

Guid o camouflaged i n parentheses (11<» 1187-88 ) the premise 

tha t one can protect hims e lf: ''(since/ To save life there's 

no r isk should stay our leap)." Now he openly acknowledges 

that law and his breaking it. Guido states that "long ago, 

when things began,/ All the world'' (11. 515-16) agreed that 

kill ing for pleasure or profit would henc efor th be " extra

legal" (1. 518). The agreement to resort no longer to 

"private bloodshed" (1. 523) "for the good of every one" 

(1. 524) was made law (1. 525). But Guido, who sees murder 

as a pleasure-giving act, does not interpret the law as good 

for him. In the relativistic argument which follows, Guido 

repeatedly contrasts pleasure (eight times) and pain (two 

times); their antithesis forms the basis of his reasoning. 

Guido argues that anyone who seeks pleasure Hover and above 

the due" (1. 527) allowed by law "must pay forefeit,--pain 
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b e yond his share" ( 1. 52 8) • In other words, pleasure is, 

b y law, a limited commodity for which one can be unduly 

punished. This assertion concludes with a colon, a mark 

t hat indicates that what follows will be an enthymeme which 

c u lminates the points of his argument. Lines 529-31 form 

t h e enthymeme, with a step in the reasoning process being 

d e leted; for, as Cook notes, line 530 does not follow as an 

i mmediate consequence from line 529: 21 

MAJOR PREMISE: A) For, pleasure being the sole 
good in the world, 

MINOR PREMISE: B) Anyone's pleasure turns to some
one's pain, 

CONCLUSION: C) So, law must watch for everyone. 
(11. 529-31) 

Pr emise A is that pleasure is the sole good in the world. 

The use of two puns---" sole" to mean also "soul" ( antanacla.sis) 

and "good" as a commodity and as a virtue ( dis tinctio) ---causes 

the meaning of this supposedly universal premise to be ambig

uous. Hence, "pleasure," defined in Guido's context as kill

ing another, can be the only worthwhile commodity to pursue, 

a commodity that soothes one's soul, the primary ·virtue in 

life, or a virtue of the soul. However, no matter how one 

reads the line, it is a fallacious generalization. Before 

proceeding to Premise Bone must insert the point that anyone 

will do extra-legal acts to achieve this sole good and that 

in giving himself pleasure, he causes someone else pain. 

2lcook, p. 242. 
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1r hus, Premise B states that "Anyone's pleasure turns to 

someone's pain" (1. 530). The conclusion of the enthymeme-

"So, law must watch for everyone" (1. 531)--favors reading 

Pr emise Bas anyone's act of killing causes someone's 

death, with the indefinite pronoun "everyone" including "any

one " and "someone." However, Premise Bis ambiguous; for 

the someone who receives pain could be the same person as 

the anyone who pursues pleasure above his due, his pain 

being his punishment (1. 527-28). Thus, Guido sophistically 

argues that some people "call things wicked that give too 

much joy" (1. 532). Guido calls murder "reprisal" (1. 533), 

and those who are envious of his pleasure mete 11 Punishment" 

(1. 534). Such, he says, is the state of the world. 

It is significant that Guido interprets committing 

murder as a breach of the civil pact ra t.her than as breaking 

the fifth Commandment, for in separating law and gospel, he 

defends his position that an admission of guilt should be 

sufficient without also insisting upon repentance ,; He con

tinues to elaborate this point, ending with a lengthy and 

malicious attack on the hypocrisy of Christians, the Pope, 

and Christianity. In line 535 Guido, in a rare moment, 

acknowledges his free will. He says he was "well aware such 

pact there was" (1. 535) and in "risking law's infringe

ment,--I broke bond,/ And needs must pay price,--wherefore, 
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here's my head,/ Flung with a flourish'' (11. 543-45). He 

b r oke the pact and is suffering the consequences, but must 

t here be "repentance too?" (1. 545), must he feign "sorrow 

f o r law's breach'' (1. 546) when his true feeling is that he 

wi shes he had escaped and that his being caught resulted 

f r om "blunderer's-ineptitude 11
• (1 .. 54 7) ? His fervor is 

revealed when he answers his own questions (anthyro_phora) by 

a direct address to the Cardinal and Abate (1. 548). He 

tells them that his fault is not that he "dared try a fall/ 

With Law" (11. 549 - 50), but that he "failed to see, above 

man's law,/ God's prece pt'' (11. 551-52). Of course, Guido's 

a rguments based on civil law contradict his claim in Book V 

tha t his murder of Pornpilia and the Comparini was his daring 

to respond to that power "above man's law" which he now 

d e n i es~ 

Throughout the remainder of the e xplicatio Guido 

s a nctimoniously attacks Christianity and professes his 

atheism. His first point is that Christianity is merely a 

dead superstition; therefore, he chastises the clergy for 

pr etending it is alive so that they can manipulate people. 

He states that "if ever was such faith at all" (1. 558), 

" 'T is dead of age, now, ludicrously dead'" (.1. 5 61) • Sig

nificant is the fact that the death of Christianity stated 

in the main clause is dependent upon the assumpti6n stated 

in the conditional clause that it ever really existed. Guido 
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c ontends Christianity was "Born in the world" (1. 559) at 

t he behest of the clerical community; and now that they can 

no longer hoodwink the masses, the least they should do is 

11 Honour its ashes, if you be discreet/ In epitaph only" 

(11. 562-63). After asserting the death of Christianity, 

Guido treats faith as superstition. This view is evidenced 

by his reference to the "fabulous epoch" (1. 566) when faith 

could boast incredible feats "in a crazy land" (1. 565). 

One should note that the unexplainable feats are "crazy" 

rather than "miraculous," a distinction in word choice that 

exposes Guido's prejudice. Then, through a simile, he com

pares faith and relics, and in so doing reveals his failure 

to distinguish between theology and dogma. His method is to 

s how the hypocrisy and gree d of those who sell relics to the 

superstitious and to prove by inference that faith is as 

invalid as relics. The Sacristan who holds 11 the s hrine-box 

up, with hands like feet / Because of gout in every finger 

joint" (11. 572-73) ~ "uncrooks fist to catch fee" (1. 576). 

Guido rhetorically asks why the Sacristan does not use the 

relic, "'a scrap of blessed bone'" (lo 568) used to raise 

King Cophetua f rom the dead, to cure his own gout. The 

answer to Guido's inquiry is the one he supposes the 

Sacristan would make: that once used, the relic loses its 

power . Such, concludes Guido, is the state of Christi a nity. 

Just as the relic can no longer cure the body, neither can 
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f aith help the soul. Guido's asking "Do you dispute this?" 

(1. 581) supposedly . clinches his argument, even though he 

d oes not allow anyone to refute him. 

Faith as superstition remains a motif in Guido's 

attack on Christianity, but in lines 587-625 he allies it 

with the assertion that people's behavior would not change 

if they lacked faith. In other words, Christianity has no 

pos itive impact on society. He introduces this point by 

wondering what would happen in Rome if he were to "wave a 

wand and bring to pass'' (1. 587) the now-dead Christian faith 

whic h people "play with as a fancy now" (1. 591). In using 

the words "wand" and "fancy," Guido s hows faith to be 

apocryphal, and his "bring to pass" is a n allusion to the 

biblical expression "And it came to pass." This language 

contr ibute s to hi.s denigration of Chris t ianity ~ After waving 

his wand, Guido imagines Rome to be unaffected by "faith's 

f l ow set free at fountain-head" (1 .. 594). If "unbelief, 

faith's opposite" (1. 599) reigned, there would be "no symp

tom of an outward cha nge'' (1. 601). Being conc e rned only 

with appearances, Guido naturally emphasizes the outward 

change. And this emphasis is seen in his repetition of the 

point three times. First, he asks, "Why should things 

change because men disbelieve?'' (1. 602). His present avowal 

that neither belief nor unbelief changes anything parallels 

his point in the narratio that according to the Church, 
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" 'Christ's gospel changes names, not ·things'" (1. 362). In 

both instances, Guido censures the Church for appearing to 

b ring forth change but not really doing so. His metaphor of 

Christianity as "the whited tomb,/ With bones and rottenness 

o ne inch below'' (11. 603-4) vividly expresses this data and 

s uccinctly summarizes his argument that faith is dead and 

c orrupt, though the clergy pretend otherwise. Guido's second 

repetition employe sarcasmus and antithesis as he contends 

t hat a "saintly act ••• done in Rome to-day [sic] / 

• •• might be prompted by the devil" (11. 605-6). He 

immediately changes the conditional tense of "might" to the 

present tense "is." The switch is further emphasized because 

h e says "'is,'" not "'has been, and again may be'" (1. 607). 

By discounting the conditional, past, and future tenses and 

centering on the present verb form, Guido shows that his 

comments concerning the state of Christianity are not meant 

to be warnings about what might happen to faith but are what 

the present condition is. Also, his assertion that the 

devil could prompt a saintly act has a personal application, 

for in line 555 Guido refers to himself as the devil whom he 

challenges the Abate to exorcize. In line 608 Guido returns 

to the idea of exorcism when he refuses to renounce his com

ments on Christianity even "full i' the face o' the crucifix" 

(1. 608). With this defiance Guido shows the inefficacy of 

the Church because the crucifix, a Church symbol, is 
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powerless. When Guido repeats his argument a third time, he 

b l untl y sta tes that "though faith were fled,/ Unbelief still 

mi ght work the wires and move/ Man, the machine, to play a 

f a ithful part'' (11. 611-13). In these three lines the master 

r hetorician uses several ornamental devices to aid his argu

me nt. Faith is personified as fleeing, and its religious 

me a ning is contrasted with the meaning of "loyal" in his use 

of "faithful" to describe man as a soulless machine. The 

a lli t e r a tion of the · fricative "f's" in "faith," 11 fled," and 

"faithful" contrasts to the nasal but melodic "m's" of 

"might," "move ," "man," and "machine." The irony is that the 

words h aving to do with faith are harsh, whereas those 

d e scribing mechan ical man b e gan with soo t hing consona nts. 

Of c ourse , this contras t suits Guido's purpose ~ Also con

t rasted a r e t he words "fled" a nd "move," the f ormer p e rson

i f ying faith and the latter describing the workings of the 

wire s (allite ration) of man, the robot. What moves Man, 

t he machine (e p i theton), is unbelief, faith's opposite. 

Onc e a ga in Guido uses the word "play." Its use is particu

l a rly a pp r opriate here as he sees man as acting the same 

r egardless of f a ith, yet also acting, for the benefit of the 

cler gy, as if he believes in their dogma. Because he 

a ppear s to accept Church doctrine without thinking, he is a 

ma chine. Hence the word "part" is a pun (distinctio); for 

i t can mean the part one plays in a drama or a part of a 
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nac hine. In either case, in using the adjective "faithful" 

Guido mocks faith. 

In particular, he derides the Church for its insin

cere a nd contemptible concern for appearance. Through 

diazeugma, the Cardinal and Abate are personally maligned 

whe n Guido says that "unbelief may prompt" (1. 620) all their 

re l igious acts--whether it be to "crook," "cringe," "fast," 

"feast" (1. 618), "praise, blame, sit, stand, lie or go 11 

(1. 619). All of these actions do not result from p iety; 

they ar e ra t ionally explainable to those who ha ve " e y e s to 

s ee'' (1. 621). Guido makes this point twice --line s 610-11 

and 621--and uses the image of eyes in both plac e s. In 

line 610 he p e r s onifies the soul as h a ving eyes - -"if your 

soul have eye s .. " However, his comments immediately b e fore 

and afte r con t r adict e ach o t her; for he tells th e Car dinal 

and Aba t e to look in their hearts if they want to "se e [the] 

reason why" (1. 611) faith is dead. Later, in line 621, he 

sta tes that wit explains why unbelief is as effective as 

b e lief. Thus, reason and wit, intelle c t ual faculties, 

e xplain any my steries to those who are not blind to the 

truth. Yet Guido pref aces this assertion by referring to 

t h e heart as the source of perception. 

After personally chastising his audi t ors, Guido, 

t hrough e x empla, censures other Church officials for their 

counterfeit faith. He begins each exemplum with a repeated 
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r eference to his waving the wand to make, antithetically, 

" t he false the true" (1. 622), i.e., that "Rome believes 

i n Christianity" (1. 623). Because of Guido's magical act, 

the Pope's halberdier "Wakes from a muse and stands con

vinced of sin" (1. 629). He rushes to tell the Pope who 

"b reaks talk with ambassador,/ Bids aside bishop, [and] 

wi lls the whole world wait" (11. 634-35) as he relieves "the 

s e n t ry of his qualm'' (1~ 637). In line 638, the Pope, 

sarcastically referred to as "His Altitude the Referendary" 

(antonomasia), plans to save the world with "a master-stroke 

o f argument" (1. 641) which will "Paralyse Molinism forever

more" (1. 643). To accomplish this end, "Straight he leaves 

lobby" (1. 644); for "there's Christ to serve" (1. 647). 

The fact that the Pope views Molinism as the only serious 

threat to Christianity is used by Guido to ridicule the 

Church. Now that he has shown the religious zeal of the 

sentry and the Pope, Guido exposes their hypocrisy. First, 

he contends, in a hypothetical proposition whose main clause 

is a rhetorical question, that if the sentry suspected a 

powder-barrel and match underneath the Vatican, "Would he 

not break through courtiers, rank and file/ Bundle up, 

bear off and save body so,/ The Pope, no matter for his 

priceless soul?" (11. 653-55). Guido considers the hal

berdier's behavior praiseworthy because honest (11. 656-58). 

The next hypothetical proposition concerns the Pope's 
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behavior. "Had thought possessed the· Ref erendary" ( 1. 6 59) 

that someone was robbing his jewel case, "What would be wrong 

in running, robes awry,/ To be beforehand with the pilferer?" 

(11. 661-62). Of course, Guido intentionally presents an 

undignif ied image of the Pope, but goes on to assert that 

such "indecent haste" (1. 663) "for a comparative nothing's 

sake " (1. 665) is not wrong. 

Nothing is wrong that can "gain approval and reward" 

(1 . 666) f or oneself. Therefore, why should one do "what 

Christ says is worth the world" (1 . 667) when such deeds lead 

t o "curses , cuffs and kicks" (1. 668)? Guido then relates to 

the clergymen before him his point that self-inte rest moti

vates men's actions. He tells them that they would not warn 

a friend who is a cheat, a thief, and dissolute (1. 677) of 

his soul's danger, but they would warn him that: "He left a 

cask a-tilt, a tap unturned'' (1. 684). Such behavior shows 

the values of the clergy who "know the relative worth of 

things,/ What is permissible or inopportune'' (11. 693- 94). 

Through these exempla of the sentry and the Pope, t11e clergy 

and the friend, Guido indicates that right and wrong are 

relative and that under different circumstances he might be 

set free. 

After presenting hypothetical situations as if they 

were fact, Guido avows that he speaks ''the truth" (1. 695), 

whereupon he refers to "the Book" ( 1. 6 9 6} , i.e .. , the Bible, 
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f r om which he draws a verse to introduce his next accusation 

against the Church. He charges the Church with letting gold 

lie while picking up and prizing dross. One wonders if he 

regards himself as gold and Pompilia as dross. He then pro

c laims that though the Church's 

muster of some fifty monks 
And nuns a-maundering here and mumping there, 
Who could, and on occasion would, spurn dross, 
Clutch gold, and prove their faith a fact 

(11 .. 698-701) 

appear to be pious, the majority of those who profess faith 

"squeak/ And gibber in the madhouse" (1. 703) and then call 

11 the world outside insane" (1. 706}. In his weak concessio 

of admitting a few faithful who are over shadowed by the 

hypocrites, Guido manages to discredit those fifty by 

d escribing them as "a-maundering here and mumping there 11 

(1. 699), words that connote that these monks and nuns are 

fools without direction. Actually, they differ little from 

the hypocrites who are pictured as doing such antics as 

supporting the moon with the nose or using a straw hat to 

crown themselves as Pope (11. 704-5). These madmen--called 

"Born-baptized- and-bred Christian-atheists" (1. 709) --are 

not much worse than the "fifty miracle-mongers" (1 .. 707). 

Thus, in one swoop Guido discounts anything good resulting 

from faith. Guido then asserts that the Christian-atheists 

(an o xymoron) have as much right to judge him as the 

Cardinal, the Abate, or the Pope. However, the logic he 
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1s es to arrive at this conclusion is fallacious. He assumes 

t hat possessing the five senses and having the same number 

o f nerves in the neck give one the ability to judge. This 

r e asoning is similar to the argument that if one must fight 

f o r his country, he can vote in its elections, an argument 

t hat confuses physical prowess with mental abilitye 

Guido next argues that his doubt of an afterlife 

convinces him that to live for this life only is the only 

way to win in life's game. This argument is to justify his 

ac tions in this world as well as to support his contention 

that faith is not only non-existent but also unrewarding and 

thereby useless. Interestingly, Guido personifi e s his "worst 

fau lt '' (1. 719) which protests in a dialogismus (11. 719-27). 

Gu ido would ha ve faith22 except he doubts his belief would 

i nclude immortality. He expresses this point in the lan

guage of gambling. To gamble on immortality and then find 

the re is none exc e eds his courage (1. 723). If he plays the 

game (1. 722), he wants no risks (1. 721). It is "'Double 

or quite, I play, but, all or nought,/ Exceeds my courage'" 

(11. 722-23). Therefore, he believes in the temporal world, 

a descent 11 'To the next faith with no dubiety--/ Faith in 

the pre sent life"' (11. 724-25). As a result of this faith, 

Guido will enjoy the full pleasure of this life '''Whatever 

22Line s 719-20 read: "'The faith/ Claims all of me: 
I would g ive all she claims!'" Line 720 employs e panalepsis 
as "cla i ms" begins and ends the line. 
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pain it cause the world"' (1. 728). ·This assertion echoes 

hi s earlier statement that anyone's pleasure is someone 

el s e's pain (1. 530). By holding this view, Guido cannot 

lose . If he is proved wrong, he has had a pleasure-filled 

li fe . If he is right, he has still enjoyed living, "'the 

single good there was to gain'" (1. 729). Thus he reasons 

t ha t it does not pay to have any doubt. He will have either 

"Entire faith, or else complete unbelief" (1. 730).. Any

t h ing between has his "loathing and contempt,/ Mine and 

God's also, doubtless" (11. 731-32). To Guido the issues 

are black or white with no moderation or complexity. He 

cannot understand that faith and doubt are not mutually 

exclusive and that, in fact, doubt can strengthen faith. 23 

Yet , ironically, Guido does not doubt that his view is also 

God's, as Guido makes God into his earthly image. 

After Guido feels he has justified his materialism 

and atheism, he addresses the Cardinal. Guido states that 

the clergyman likes only a man to whom he can be superior. 

The Cardinal can like someone upon whose head he can put his 

feet or who is a "stranger in the crowd who caps to you/ 

23Alfred Lord Tennyson, Browning's contemporary, 
best s tates the union of doubt and faith when, in In 
Memoriam, he writes : "There lives more faith in honest 
doubt/ Believe me, than in half the creeds'' (XCVI , 11. 11-
12). Poem~ .o f Tennyson, ed. Jerome H. Buckley (Cambridge: 
Houghton Mifflin Co.; Riverside edition , 1958), p. 234. 
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But keeps his distance" (11. 736-37). Here Guido constructs 

a n analogy. The way the Cardinal treats man is the way 

Gu ido treats faith. He says, "Just so I capped to and kept 

of f from faith" (1. 741). Likewise, just as the Cardinal 

wants no "hanger-on and dropper-off" (1. 738) "According as 

the sky looks black or bright" (1. 740), neither does Guido 

want the Church which "promised trudge behind through fair 

and foul,/ Yet leave i' the lurch at the first spit of 

r a in" (11. 742-43). 

In this analogy Guido perfectly balances his expres

sions. By correlating the language of the Cardinal's and his 

own attitudes, Guido adds weight to the comparison. B~lance 

i s first seen in the antithesis of "hanger-on" and "dropper

off." This antithesis is inunediately followed by another: 

"Now yours, and now not yours but quite his own" (1. 739). 

Moreover, the possessive "yours" contrasts with the posses

sive "own" to indicate that the Church does not want inde

pendent members who vacillate, like Guido, according to what 

suits their self-interest. Then "black or bright" conversely 

parallels "fair and foul, 11 with their respective allitera

tion contributing even further to a sense of symmetry. It 

is significant that Guido, when referring to his attitude as 

similar to the Cardinal's, concludes with the word 11 foul 11
; 

for rain rather than a bright sky best describes his pre

dicament. Of course, in making this analogy, Guido thinks 
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he shows the flaws of faith. But his logic is weak, for he 

believes that the Church's pledge to support him means its 

c ondoning or even ignoring his actions. As usual, he fails 

t o make important distinctions. 

Nevertheless, despite his error he reiterates his 

a c cusation against the Church as being unfaithful, the word 

unfaithful meaning both unchristian and disloyal. Guido 

t hen universalizes his unbelief to include everyone as he 

r hetorically asks, "Who holds to faith whenever rain begins?" 

(1. 744). He solidifies his point by using comparatio com

b ined with rhe torical questions which he answers (antl~_y_pop

hora ). He compares his inability to endure hardships with 

t he inabilities of three other individuals. He asks: 

Wha t does the father when his son lies dead, 
The merchant when his money- b a gs take wing, 
The politician whom a rival ousts? 

(11. 745-47) 

In each of these three cases, faith prescribes a way to be 

solaced. The father should r emember that "his child is 

taken to God's bre ast'' (1. 752); the merchant, that the rich 

man has a difficult time entering heaven; the politician, 

that the meek inherit the earth. But, says Guido, none of 

these men obey their biblical teaching . Ra ther, "they laugh 

frankly in the face of f aith/ And t a k e the natural course" 

(lla 750 - 51). Their natural course parallels Guido's natural 

vengeance,. The father "rends his hair" (1. 751); the 
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m0 rchant "gnashes teeth and raves at loss of trash/ which 

r u s t corrupts and thieves break through and steal"24 

(11 .. 753-54); and the politician "curses till your blood runs 

c old " (1. 756). Obviously, the precepts of Christianity are 

not conducive to man's nature which is, according to Guido, 

a " low level" (1. 757) but one suited for the creature who 

was born depraved (1. 763). For one to "attempt the alti

tudes " (One is reminded of the Pope's epithet, 11 His Altitude 

the Referendary" on 1. 638) Christianity requires that he 

"play " the "pr odigal son" (11. 759-60). 

In the remainder of the explicatio, once again Guido 

deni e s his free will, holding the Church directly responsible 

for his values. After arguing that living for worldly 

pleasures is all that should matter, he blames the Church 

(.traiectio in alium ) for teaching him this creed to which 

they "Cried amen " (1. 767). According to this creed, quoted 

in a dialogis:21us (11. 769-72) of the clergy, one should live 

for the imme diate good by pursuing pleasure and avoiding 

Pain (11. 768-69). Such a lifestyle is advocated, for death 

ends everything , the good and the ill (1. 770). The last 

two lines of the dialogismus (11. 771-72) contain a syllogism 
~ 

in which Guido uses conduplicatio (the repetition of 

24The biblical allusion is "Lay not up for yourselves 
treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and 
Where thieves break through and steal" (Matthew 6:19). 
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'~g ained"), polyptoton ("gained," "gains,"), alliteration 

{
11 f's" and "g's"), assonance ("a's") and anaphora ("what's")--

al l of which give the lines a pleasing auditory effect: 

I« wwhat IS got is gained, what's gained soon is gained twice, I 

And,--inasmuch as faith gains most,--feign faith! '" The 

syllogism derived from this quote is: 

MAJOR PREMISE: A) 'What's got is gained, 
MINOR PREMISE: B) Faith gains [the ] most, 
CONCLUSION C) [~r9-o], feign faith [to gain the 

most] • ' 
In this syllogism Guido is faithful to his use of material

istic-monetary language ("gain," "most") in describing spirit

ua l concerns. Arguing that faith brings monetary rewards is 

puritanical in its belief that we alth is a sign of God's 

favor and divine election. However, the Puritans would dis

tinguish between real and superficial faith. Premise Bis 

not necessarily fallacious, f or "most" does not have to per

tain to quantity. The fallacy is that Guido supposes the 

appearance o f something to be the same as the real thing. 

However, his reasoning is consistent with his v iew that 

neither belief nor unbelief changes man's behavior. What he 

fails to believe is that feigning faith gains the least in 

the hereafter. 

Such is the creed that he was taught, that the 

clergy, "brother- like" (1. 773), passed around. In referring 

to "brother-like" Guido does not mean Christian brotherhood. 
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His meaning is closer to the camaradarie of fraternity 

b rothers, a fraternity being a group whose elitism resembles 

t hat of the nobility. This meaning of "brother-like" is 

s upported by Guido's comment that he was encouraged "to join 

[their ] companionship" (1. 794). He continues to blame the 

c lergy for his actions ff He reproachfully asks (epiplexis), 

"Who called me, who crooked fingers till I came?" (1. 793). 

I n t his question, the word "crooked" is intentionally and 

ef fectively ambiguous, for it realistically describes the 

f inger's beckoning and denotes the deviousness of the 

Church's calling him. Again, Guido has the Church speak in 

a dialogi.:_~mus (11. 799-805) as he shows how the clergy 

enticed him into relinquishing his "own mind" (1. 795). If 

he joins the order, he can follow "'The regular irre gular 

way 11125 (1. 802). In this o xymoron, "regular" means "the 

usual" or "customary" so that the usual path of the clergy 

is the irregular way, If he follows this "'way i' the 

wood'" (1. 802), he will "'miss no game through riding breast 

25Gordon Wendell 1rhompson, in "Regular a nd Irregular 
Deeds in The Ring and the Book, 11 Papers on Language and 
Literature 3 (Winter 1967) :80 - 85, discusses Browning's use 
of~"r.:egular" and "irregular" and their synonyms. He notes 
that "irre gular" is used nineteen times; "regular," forty
two times. Usually the irregular acts are praised because 
"regular" is associated with musty, unthinking institu
t ionalism. Thus, in this particular reference in Book XI, 
Guido speaks, says Thompson, with some justification in con
demning the Church. However, "irregula r" does not have a 
positive meaning in Guido's reference to murder as "the 
irregular deed 11 (V, 1. 99) • 
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b y breast,/ In this preserve, the Church's park and pale'" 

(11. 803-4). The metaphor of hunting is appropriate for 

s everal reasons. First, it contrasts with Guido's comment 

i n the exordium of Book V that while others followed the 

hunt, he became the ox who plodded the treadmill in service 

t o the Church, a service which is now contradictorily 

d escribed as a carefree hunt where one pursues his own self

i nterest. Second, this metaphor echoes Guido's earlier 

narration (Book XI) of his grandsire's hunting expedition. 

Like the clergy, his grandsire expected license. This second 

reason for the hunting metaphor is closely allied with the 

third in that hunting is a nobleman's sport and is therefore 

reserved for the few. Through this metaphor Guido r ei terates 

the 11 brother-like" ("breast by breast") and elitist nature of 

the clergy who isolate themselves from the outside 1''where 

the world lies waste '" (1. 805). 

The point of Guido's accusations is that because of 

its deception, the Church should be held responsible--not 

Guido (metal~psis). The Church should have warned him (as 

they did not warn their friend, 11~ 680-81), that to enjoy 

living "'begins in death and ends in hell 111 (1. 808). After 

all, priests should not assist one's sins but 1''hurry sin 

and sinners [.polypt.:..oton] from the earth' n ( 1. 810) • Guido 

repeats his point, saying that a warning might have "Silenc:'".< 
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t he squabble between soul and sense" (1. 816) and forced him 

t o choose "wrong or right" (1. 818). In short, the clergy 

s hould have "forced" (1. 820) him to indulge or renounce his 

i nstincts, to "play wolf/ Or find my way submissive to your 

f old'' (11. 821-22). Again Guido polarizes and oversimplifies 

li fe's choice. Of course, in using this line of reasoning, 

Guido denies free will, contending that one should be coerced 

onto the right path. 

Thus, in the ~xp~icatio Guido shifts the blame to the 

Church as he professes atheism. He feels he has been driven 

to deny Christianity because the Cardinal and Abate have 

requested him to repent. In refusing to do so, he admits 

t hat he is a wolf who has disguised himself in sheep's cloth

ing and that he is a swine who wallows in his base passions. 

But, he maintains, he is n6 hypocrite as are the so-called 

Christians before him. He is, therefore, to be praised for 

his enlightened self-interest. 

Immediately following, in the P~Etitio (11~ 849-919), 

Guido does an about-face by flattering the clergy, and he 

repeatedly misses the point of why he has been condemned. 

In the opening lines of the part.itio Guido candidly (parr

hesia) admits that "One must try ea.ch expedient to save life 11 

(1. 852). It is appropriate that this Machiavellian uses 

the word "expe dient." Guido also says, "All's but a 

flourish, figure of rhetoric" (1. 851), a comment which gives 
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the appearance of forthrightness and which reveals his defi

ni t ion of "rhetoric~' to include fallacious logic and exces

siv e pathos. Moreover, all he has said, especially his 

a ttack on Christianity, will hardly be taken as a mere 

fl ourish of rhetoric. Guido probably realizes that his 

tirade has not helped his cause. So, hereafter he resolves 

to be more cautious. 

He begins his new approach by arguing on the basis 

tha t his defense has been plausible, though fools reject its 

plausibility. The way in which Guido shows the plausibility 

o f his defense is a ppropriately through a religious analogy. 

The faithful believe that a saint can raise the dead; and 

when que stioned on the validity of such b e lief, they say, 

"'The story's plausible,/ Avouched for by a martyrologist'" 

(11. 868-69). Yet, these faithful, now called fools, cannot 

accept his story as plausible. Guido proves these people to 

be fools by arguing from degree. First, Guido plants doubts 

that saints e x ist, much less perform miracles. He estab

lishes doubt through a rhetorical question in which he asks 

why men should fast on a saint's day (1. 870) "if there were 

no saint?'' (1. 871). Despite the like lihood that saints do 

not exist, p eople insist on believing in them. Conversely, 

adultery is, has been, and will be committed as count.less 

cases prove. Yet, the people who judge him, the fools, do 

not accept Guido's story, the more likely t o occur, as plausible. 
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The fallacy of Guido's argument is that he is digres

sing from and thus evading the main issue (apoplanesis), i.e., 

h i s murder of Pompilia and the Comparini. In narrating 

Pompi lia and Caponsacchi's adultery and his cuckoldry, Guido 

thinks he is supplying a justifiable motive, jealousy, for 

hi s actions. He moves from the general truth that "Jealousy 

maddens people" (1. 885) to the point that jealousy maddened 

him . Then he jumps to the conclusion "he was maddened, so 

forg ivable'' (1. 886) because his reason for jealousy was 

justified . Guido commits the fallacy of ig.E:_oratio elenchi, 

for the conclu s ion is irrelevant to the argument. Recogniz

ing that jealousy can so anger people that they conuni t rash 

acts does not mean one must forgive those acts. Guido pre

s ents two true premises but arrives at a false conclusion. 

Nevertheless, he believes his jealousy is justified 

because of his wife's adultery, the story the fools will not 

accept as plaus i ble. Guido superficially and temporarily 

concedes that even if his wife's and the priest's accounts 

were truthful, he thought otherwise: "'rhere's that i' the 

tale might seem like truth at least/ To the unlucky hus

band" (11. 883-84). Such an argument epitomizes the motif 

of appearances and also reveals Guido's concept that truth 

is relative. Also, in pursuing this argument, Guido a.gain 

shifts the atte ntion from his crime, caused by jealousy, to 

his wife's adultery. In the process he attempts to elicit 
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E? thos for himself in what is really a digression. More

over, any argument based on his wife's adultery fails to 

provide a motive for the murder of her parents, the 

Comparini. He is thus begging the question. Ironically, 

Guido, the atheist, hypocritically concludes the partitio 

wi th a refernce to God's omnipotence. 

Thoughts on God coupled with the realization of his 

imminent death cause Guido, in the opening lines of the 

amplificatio, to ask, "What shall I say to God?" (1. 935). 

In his response (anthy:,eopho_E_~.) he concedes that he is "' one 

huge and sheer mistake'" (1. 939), but he attributes the 

mis take to God .. He asks, "'whose fault?/ Not mine at least, 

who did not make myself'" (11. 939-40). His logic is similar 

to that used by the child who yells at his parents that he 

did not ask to be born~ Also, as usual, Guido interprets 

predes tination to mean that he has no free will. He sup

ports this contention by asserting that even his wife, who 

"knew what argument to use" (1. 942) excused him so (1. 941). 

Having Pompilia defend him parallels his having the Roman 

judges def e nd the Aretine judges' verdict of his innocence 

in the end of Book v. If his opponent defends him, the 

Court should find it difficult to condemn him. It is 

especially effective because of Pompilia's ethos; she would 

know how to address God. Besides, what other argument can 

he use before God since he is "Unable to repent one particle/ 
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O ' the past?" (11. 944-45). Guido does not seem to compre

hend that holding God responsible will not aid his cause in 

the heavenly tribunal. But he is desperate and distraught, 

so much so that he reiterates a point made so many times 

that it has become ineffective. Again, he blames the Church 

whose members "taught the dog that trick" (1. 951) for which 

the y now hang him. 

Apparently, the Church's condemnation does not 

terrorize him as does God's; for after blaming the Church, 

h e resumes his rhetorical stance. He insists that what the 

Church and Court call a crime is merely "a blunder" (1. 954). 

This is the third time Guido uses ~eoi~j.E_ in referring to the 

act of murder. The worst that can be said of him, he main

tai ns, is that he "stood in doubt/ On cross-road, took one 

path of many paths'' (11. 954-55). Again, he blames the 

Church for leading him down the wrong path as he asks for a 

second chance: "let me prove!/ Put me back to the cross

road, start afresh!/ Advise me when I take the first false 

step" (11. 959-61). The image is one of a child learning to 

walk; and according to his logic, he who has lived in a 

Christian society and who was once a clergyman has absolutely 

no concept of right or wrong. He is so ignorant that he must 

ask the Church how "to use my wife,/ Love her or hate her?" 

(11. 962-63). Obviously, for Guido to contend that he has 
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no moral sense, even if it is only a superficial knowledge 

o f the pieties, is absurd. 

Thoughts of his wife trigger Guido's hate toward 

her, and he embarks on a lengthy harangue against her as he 

recalls their first meeting at the marriage altar. He no 

longer seems to have any difficulty in knowing whether or 

not to love o r hate her. Pompilia was repelled by his old 

and ugly appearance: "Therefore 'tis she begins with 

wronging me,/ Who cannot but begin with hating her" 

(11 . 1033-34). In this balanced conclusion, "wronging" and 

"hating " complement one another in form, both being gerunds, 

but their pronominal objects indicate that the husband and 

wife are not one in spirit. And although Guido accuses 

Pornpi l.ia of wronging him, his hating her is the real wrong 

which prov es that given a second chance, he would act no 

differently, despite protestations he makes to the contraiy. 

Also important is that the word "therefore" precedes his 

accusation that Pompilia caus ed him to hate her. "Therefore" 

gives the impression that one has gone through a reasoning 

process. Guido has not. What precedes his conclusion is an 

attack on her character . 

In narrating his first impression of his wife, Guido 

resorts to ~r~~~entum ad absurdum and contradicts one of his 

major contentions in Book V~ He attacks Pompilia's obedi

ence, the very quality he said she lacked to be a good wife. 
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Guido thus makes a virtuous quality reprehensible and conse

quently attacks the assumed moral superiority of his 

accuser. Guido makes obedience blameworthy when he lists 

(diazeugma) her actions at the altar. She "Comes and kneels, 

ri ses, speaks, is silent,--goes'' (1. 1044). She is compared 

t o a horse, a dumb animal, who stands "stock-still and 

f r ont[s] the fire he dreads" (L. 1046). It is natural, 

a vers Guido, to resent such obedience. 

The judges ask, in a se.011ocinatio, why Guido should 

re sent obedience when he gains from it (1. 1048). He admits 

his gain, that he has his will, but "Thanks to whom?" 

(1 .. 1050). Only "Whe n the mother speaks the word" (1. 1050) 

does she obey. Guido does not receive the satisfaction of 

giving the orders. The daughter has been trained to obey 

her mother, even if it means enduring Guido. If he cannot 

have complete authority, he would rather have revolt so that 

he could display his power in quelling it (11. 1052-53). 

Guido next defends his insistence that the marriage 

be consummated, a consummation Pompilia resisted. Because 

of his a9e, Guido imagines the populace to sympathize with 

his wife. He therefore presents the argument that he sus

pects others vmuld use (P._£9S::a t 9 lepsis) and then refutes it. 

The "Good folk" (1. 1059) advise Guido to n•make her love'" 

(1. 1061), for tt•na ture helps the woman in such strait,/ 

Makes passiv·eness her pleasure'" (11. 1065-66). These folk 
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c ontend that eventually Pompilia will return his love. If 

s he does not, however, they suggest friendship as a substi

t ute for passion, rationalizing that "'boys and girls kiss 

t hemselves cold'" (1. 1069) and then resort "'To friendship, 

a s they name satiety'" (1 .. 1071) ~ Thus they argue that 

Guido has a head start in arriving at the end relationship 

s oonero The inference is that friendship is better than 

passion. Guido replies with the argument that if friendship 

is p r eferable, it is only so after one has had the youthful 

pleasures. He contends that it is unfair to him to attain 

" rrhis blessed goal" (1 .. 1076) but "miss the daisied mile / 

The course begins with'' (11. 1077-78). In a rhetorical ques

tion, Guido asks why he must eat "the dust/ Of the end 

p r ecisely at the starting-point?'' (lle 1078-79) .. True to 

his character, Guido interprets everything as a game. Here 

he uses the language of a horse race, a n appropriate metaphor 

considering his earlier reference to Pompilia as a horse who 

stands "stock-·st.ill" (1. 1046). With an ironic .~ucharisti ,~ 

Guido thanks (1. 1072) but rejects the suggestion of such 

"Considerate advisers" (1. 1073), insisting on "fair play" 

(1. 1073). He reiterates his point (co~:mor~tio), using the 

language of drinking .. He too should enjoy "The bright red 

froth" (1. 1081) in his beard as well as "the black o' the 

wine'' (1. 1082) in his mouth. That Guido disdains the advice 

is exhibited in his conunent that he will prove "Like you, 
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b efore like you [conduplicatio] I puff things clear" 

(1. 1084). Then he mocks the idea that he should be content 

wi th "a sober glow" rather than "love's first glory" 

(1. 1086) and that even the glow can be attained only by 

" patience, care and toil" (1. 1088). If this sober glow is 

s o worthy, says Guido, preach its virtues to young nephews 

(1. 1090). Otherwise, what his friends call a virtue Guido 

calls rationalization. 

Guido proceeds to persuade by path? . .§., elaborating 

upon how he had been mistreated by Pompilia and her parents. 

After a lengthy harangue of the Comparini, he refers to his 

stabbing them as a "trifle" (1. 1165), an example of 

meiosis,26 and then d ef ends his treatment of them prior to 

their deaths .. Guido begins by remindinq his auditors that 

the Comparini "Meant to fool" him (1 .. 1170) but that he 

"fooled them" (1. 1170) first; they tried to buy and sell 

and were bought and sold (11. 1171-72). The use of 

12olyptoton--- 11 fool, 11 "fooled"; "buy," "bought"; "sell," 

"sold" --emphasizes the point that Guido did unto them as they 

inte nded to do unto him. He concludes that because he beat 

them at their own game, he has "the proved rule of right" 

26 This marks Guido's sixth use of meoisis in refer
ring to the murders. In Book V, line 99 murder is "the 
irregular deed." In Book XI murder is called "a prank" 
(1. 120), "folly" (1. 163), "mere reprisal" (1. 533), a 
,iblunder" (1. 954), and a "trifle" (1. 1165). 
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(1. 1173). His conclusion is fallacious on several accounts. 

His version of the golden rule does not naturally lead to the 

conclusion he draws. Asserting that something is proved does 

not make it so. Besides, winning a case does not mean that 

o ne is right. Moreover, the facts are that the Comparini 

h ad fooled Guido, for in Book V he states that he lost all 

three of the suits: "'Are the three suits decided in a 

tr ice?/ Against me,--there's no question'' (11. 1442-43). 

Guido, however, denies this fact as he, using again 

t he shee p-wolf metaphor, further prove-s that "Miscalculation 

ha s its consequence" (1. 1175). He asks, if a shepherd 

catches a nsheep- like thing" (1. 1176) and di s overs he has 

really captured a wolf, would it be wise to pluck the wolf's 

whiskers as a substitute for the sheep's fleece (11. 1176-

1181)? The answer is obviously no. The politic act would 

be to "grow in .a trice all gratitude 11 (1. 1182), to kill a 

sheep and "share board and bed" (1. 1185) with the wolf. 

Such is how he would "treat the adventure" (1. 1188), but 

not how the Comparini treated Guido. They "Tried whisker

plucking'' (1. 1189), and then were surprised t hey - found 

"two rows of teeth" (1. 1190). In short, Guido says that 

shrewdness and self-interest should motivate one's behav

ior. It is not his fault that the Comparini acted 

otherwise. 
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After presenting his argument in his favorite meta-

phor--11(How that staunch image serves at every turn!)" 

(1. 1179)--Guido makes his point more bluntly. If "fools 

t ransgress 11 (1. 1192), they should "Forthwith receive appro

priate punishment" (1. 1193). The Comparini's transgression 

wa s to insult Guido (1. 1194), and their appropriate punish

ment is their deaths by his hand. Guido merely returne d the 

blow (lo 1194). However, he does not apply this "eye for an 

eye" Old Testament law to himself; for though he transgressed 

t he law, he seeks the forgiveness preached in the gospel. 

In order to raise the argument that the Comparini 

received their due deserts, Guido must prove that he was 

insulted , that they besmirched his honor. For the first time 

in Book XI Guido uses causa honoris. He narrates how the 

Comparini whined while at Arez zo and gloated at Rome. Their 

complaining had turned into triumph (1. 1208) when they pro

claimed Pompilia was not their d aughter. As a result, Guido 

"was defrauded of all bargained for" (1. 1213); his "dowry 

wa s derision, [his] gain--muck'' (lo 1215). Moreover, his 

old name was ruined when he wed a "nameless bastard" 

(1. 1217). 

In defending the importance of his honor, Guido makes 

an analogy in which he compares his situation to one of his 

auditor's. Panciatichi's relative, a Cardinal, built 11 that 

barrack-bulk,/ The palace in Via Larga'' (11. 1246-47). 
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Someone from the street, meant to parallel the Comparini in 

Guido's case 1 ridiculed the monstrous building in a signed 

sonnet which was "forthwith pinned on post" (1. 1253) .. Now, 

11 jus t because/ Panciatic and lymphatic rhymed so pat" 

(11. 1255-56), the sonneteer is "at the galleys, raving now/ 

Up to his waist in water" (11. 1254-55). Cardinal Panciatichi 

was insulted, as was Guido; and the sonneteer was duly 

punished. In a rhetorical question with a direct address 

Guido states that he hopes, 11 Sir, [ that] those who passed 

t his joke on me/ Were not unduly punished?" (11. 1257-58)~ 

In a second rhetorical quest.ion which immediately follows, 

Guido asks, "What say you,/ Prince of the Church, my patron?" 

(11. 1258~-59). Through these two questions, Guido indicates 

that if he is condemned for doing what a clergyman did with 

impunity, then the double standard is unfair. 27 Calling the 

Cardinal "Prince" and "patron" is not flattery but a reminder 

that he is the model whom Guido emulates. Thus, this analogy 

is based on the idea of a priviledged class. 

The analogy, however, is not accurate. The immediate 

rebuttal is that the Cardinal's unjustly sending a man to the 

galleys does not give Guido the freedom to perpetrate his own 

injustice. Also, sending a man to the galleys is not equiva

lent to killing him. Finally, Guido refers to the sonneteer 1 s 

-------------
27see Chapter V, pages 343-4 7 of this paper. 
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a nd the Comparini's behavior as jokes, yet the Count does not 

s ee death as too harsh a penalty to pay. Despite these weak

n e sses, to Guido, the analogy is exact. He therefore con

c l udes that he will not insult his auditors "As think this 

problem difficult to solve" (1. 1261). It should be clear, 

he argues, that Pietro and Violante deserved their fate. He, 

Guido, "stopped the nuisance: there's my crime" (1. 1271), 

a crime which, of course, is no more a crime than the 

Cardinal's punishment of the sonneteer. 

Guido begins his defense of killing the Comparini by 

asserting _that they were fools whom he fooled. They thus 

ma ligned Guido who, in turn, killed them. He concludes his 

tit-for-tat defense by erroneously stating that strength, 

"being provoked by weakness, fought/ And conquered" 

(11. 1283-~84). This argumentum ad baculum (appeal to force) 

parallels the one which says that might is right. Winning 

rather than justice .is the criterion in deciding cases of 

conscience. 

Guido next defends his murder of Pompilia. He 

anticipates his auditorsi objection (procatalepsis) and 

expresses it in a question which he intends to answer 

(anthypophora). He imagines his auditors asking why Pompilia 

should be murdered if : it is the Comparini whom he meant to 

punish, especially considering the fact that she was "of 

a .1. : 1. blood" ( 1. 12 9 0) to them. Guido no longer argut:s that 
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her adultery justified his mode of vengeance. Now he claims 

t hat her inordinate submissiveness motivated his aggression. 

I n arguing thusly, he employs peristrophe as he turns 

Pompilia's virtue against her. Pompilia too strictly fol

l owed the command to be ruled by her husband. Guido informs 

h is listeners that she became even more passive after her 

parents fled to Rome. Before they deserted her, says Guido, 

Pompi lia "could play off her sex's armoury,/ Entreat, 

r eproach, be female to my male" (11. 1328-29). 

His account of Pompilia's behavior contradicts his 

e arl ier v e rsions. In Book V he complained bec a use she was 

no t submissive enough. In the ex_pl_-icati<2. to Book XI Guido 

indicates that Pompilia nev e r had the liveliness he now 

attributes to her. Once, avows Guido, Pompilia performed 

"all the shrieking doubles of the hare 11 (1 .. 1330) when she 

pleaded to the Governor and Archbishop to help her. Before 

f leeing with Caponsacchi , Pompilia had sought help from the 

Archbishop and the Governor of Arezzo. Because she did not 

feel spiritually wedded, Pompilia did not want the marriage 

consummated. She hoped that the Archbishop would support 

her resistance because the Church always praised virgin

i t y. But the Archbi s hop smiled condescendingly and chastised 

her for not imitating Eve. Pompilia then sought aid from the 

Governor~ He too merely smiled and reminded her of the 

husband's right and the wife's duty. Guido now claims that 
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h e enjoyed the game, though he censured her seeking aid in 

Book V. Now he dislikes the hare standing "stock-still to 

e nrage the hound" (1. 1334). One naturally compares this 

me taphor to that which likens Pompilia to a horse who also 

s tands "s t ock-still" (1. 1046). The horse metaphor is 

a l luded to in line 1364 when Guido says, "As if one killed 

t he horse one could not ride!" 

In another procatalepsis Guido answers the claim that 

Pompilia 's submiss ivenes s simply proves 111 She did not love 

you'" (1. 1382) .. Love, say the clergy, is "the true key" 

(1. 1384) that will open "the dead lock" (1. 1384). But 

Gu ido denies the truth of this assertion , for his key "sticks 

fa st" (1. 1385) and leaveE, him "fumbling still" (1. 1385). 

Love is not the point at issue; obedience is. When Guido 

quotes scripture , he selects those verses having to do with 

the duty of the bride, never those pertaining to the Command

ment of love. This argument parallels his contention in 

Book V that love was not part of the marriage contract and 

contradicts his eliciting sympathy in the ~-xplica tio to 

Book XI because Pompilia would not love him. Despite this 

contradiction, Guido elaborates on the unimpo rtance of love. 

As usual, Guido argues by using an analogy personally appli

cable t o his listeners. The Cardinal has fifty servants, 

none of whom love their master. But they are still officious. 

Guido thus concludes that to sham love produces the same 
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r esults as feeling true love. The end, not the means, is 

t he important point; and appearances are all that count. 

Ironically, Guido earlier attacked Christianity for being a 

s h am. But even then he espoused that unbelief produced the 

same results as belief, and he makes the same point about 

love. 

The way to achieve desired results is to use force, 

such as using the switch so that the horse will run faster 

(11. 1397- 1401) ~ The similtude is especially apt because 

Pompilia has been repeatedly referred to as a horse. The 

analogy of the horse is further developed as Guido reasons 

that no bond 11 obliges horse to man/ Like that which binds 

f as t wife to hu s band'' (11; 1402-3). In this simile as well 

as in the ana logy of the Cardinal's servant, Guido errs by 

a ssuming t h a t a marital relationship is like that between 

a man and his horse or a master and his servant~ The horse 

a na logy is the more ridiculous of the two, for ownership 

does not constitute a relationship, though it is apparent 

tha t Guido is unable to make the distinction. After advo

cating switching the horse, i.e., his wife, Guido d e fends 

brute force on religious grounds. He argues that God "gave 

man the brawny arm/ And ball of fist--woman the bear dless 

cheek / And proper place to suffer in the side 1
' (11... 1404-6). 

With this use of arg~mentum ad eaculurn, Guido audaciously 

concludes that since min is physically stronger 
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tha n woman, she should obey him (1. !"407) • 28 Guido seems to 

hav e forgotten that Pompilia's obedience repulsed him. What 

he really wants is groveling, which he interprets as a sign 

of love; for he states that if Pompilia can "feel no love" 

(1. 1408), she should sham the emotion (1. 1408). The 

appearance of it is all he requires; and if needed, he will 

strike her to have the result he wants. 

Through another analogy Guido reiterates that 

Pompilia should have feigned love for him. He fallaciously 

compares his wife to a male soprano who "dressed up like 

Armida" (1. 1413) and "made love so that the ladies swooned" 

(1. 1415). This singer exuded love without feeling the real 

emotion. He did so for "Two gold zecchines" (1. 1420). 

Yet , Pompilia, "my slave,/ Whose body and soul depend upon 

my nod,/ Can't falter out the first note in the scale/ For 

her life'' (11. 1420-23). He then asks why he is blamed for 

taking a life she obviously did not care to preserve. 

According to Guido, obedience, not flight, was the only way 

to save herself. 

28cf. Caponsacchi's account of what Pompilia told him 
during their coach ride. She asks Caponsacchi, 

"'Tell me, are men unhappy, in some kind 
Of mere unhappiness at being men, 
As women suffer, being womanish? 
Have you, now, some unhappiness, I mean, 
Born of what may be man's strength overmuch, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ? 
And strength may have its drawback weakness 'scraps."' 

(VI, 11. 1235-39, 1248) 
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To further this idea, Guido uses yet another analogy. 

He shouts that "All women cannot give men love, forsooth" 

(1. 1424) just as not "all pullets lay the henwife eggs-- 11 

(1. 1425). And the remedy for the chicken should be the same 

f or Pompilia. One should make the pullet "Brood on a chalk

b al l" (1. 1427); and if the nest is still not stocked, then 

" t o the plucking and the spit" (1. 1428). Needless to say, 

producing eggs and feeling love are hardly equivalent. Again 

Guido s a ys his wife should have feigned love as he absurdly 

a nd paradoxically r e asons that a lie can become the truth 

(1. 1430), that feigned love "brings real love about" 

(1. 1431). Pomp.ilia ma.de no such effort. "Wherefore," con

cludes Guido in line 1432, he " judged, sentenced and pun

ished h e r" (d.i.azeugma ) • 

Thus, through four consecutive and fallacious anal

ogies , Guido defends "the deed" (1. 1433).. Then he discounts 

all he has said, admitting that he hated Pompilia simply for 

his pleasure. In frustration , Guido resorts to the childish 

argument that others are guilty of the same fault, tha t no 

one is better than he. He points his finger and says so 

"acts the world,/ All of you" (11. 1436-37). Why should 

eve ryone else be able to act capriciously and not he, 

especially when acting so is natural (1. 1439)? This refer

ence to "natural caprice" (1. 1439) introduces his next 

analogy in which he compares hating, a natural emotion, to 
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a n tipathy in nature. Through a rhetorical question, Guido 

a s serts that an elm and ash -tree, ·planted in a file, 11 ought 

t o overlean each other, pair/ At top, and arch across the 

a venue" (11. 1442-43). The fact that they "lie off abhor

r e nt each from each'' (1. 1445)29 proves that antipathy needs 

no cause; it is natural. Therefore, he reasons, his hatred 

t oward Pompilia need not be explained or justified; and 

s ince hating is natural and often without cause, no one, 

including Guido, is at fault. 

He fails, however, to distinguish between trees' grow

ing together and peoples' loving one another~ This analogy 

based on nature directly contradicts Guido's other and earlier 

professions. He argues that hate is natural, and therefore 

acceptable; yet he ins ists that Pompilia pretend to love him. 

Her abhorrence toward him is not pe rmissible.. Also, he does 

not censure the male soprano for his unnatural performance~ 

Guido's argument that s omething true to nature is permissible 

applies only to himself. Thus, for him to hate is acceptable 

and revenge, also natural to man, is allowable. 

In condemning Guido to death, the Church shows that 

it does not accept Guido's logic. If Guido wants any chance 

to live, he must admit his cruelty toward his wife. Guido 

therefore requests, for the third time in Book XI, a second 

chance. Thoughts of "the red thing" (1. 1458) cause his 

29According to Cook (pp. 247-48) no such antipathy 
exists between the elm and ash. Browning must have taken 
their supposed natural aversion from either literary or 
legendary sources. 
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c hange of heart. He claims that given the "same marriage 

a nd no other wife" (1. 1460), he would act differently. He 

bases his argument on the maxim that practice makes perfect. 

Bu t this aphorism usually pertains to skills. Also, one 

wonders how many wives Guido thinks he is permitted . before 

he learns. Nevertheless, he believes that his one experi

ence with marriage qualifies him to be a "fit guide for 

Guido's self" (1. 1462). 30 

Guido takes this opportunity to lambast the clergy 

who "proffered guidance" (1. 1463) which was unwanted, and 

Browning takes the opportunity to criticize a facet of 

Catholic theology31 which prefers reliance on Church author

ity and the Church Fathers rather than on individual inter

pretation of scripture. Guido sees the Church's position 

30Thus, the use of 11 guide 11 and "Guidon is a pun, par
ticularly agnominatio, a repetition of a word with a change 
in letter or sound. ·rn this case, both letters "e 11 and "o" 
are changed, and consequently the diphthong "ui" is pro
nounced differently. The "ui" of "guide" is pronounced like 
a long ''i"; the "ui" of "Guido" is pronounced like "we." 
With this pun, one is reminded of the legal adage that only 
a fool defends himself and of the biblical proverb that when 
the blind lead the blind both fall into the pit. 

31Boyd Litzinger, in Robert Browning and the Baby
l_onia.n Woman, Baylor Browning Interests of the Armstrong 
Lib r ary-,-~o. 19, ed. Jack W$ Herring (Waco, Tx.: Baylor 
University, 1962), states that Browning attacks Catholicism 
~irectly and indirectly. According to Litzinger, Browning's 
intuitive, personal religion could hardly have dealt other
wise with an authori tarian church. As a result, the Pope is 
"pr otestantized" (p. 33). Raymond, in "Browning's Casuists," 
Inf inite Moment , believes Browning is critical of Catholicism 
but- not-necessarily bigoted. 
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a s giving only the clergy privileges and power. They claim 

t hat they want to save Guido "the personal search and pains 

s o" (1. 1467) and make their "great experience" (1. 1466) 

h is . He is supposed to take their "opinion of the modes of 

l ife, / The aims of life ••• / How to feel, how to scheme, 

and how to do/ Or else leave undone" (11. 1475-78). The 

repetition of "how to" (~aph~) emphasizes the idea that 

the Church mechanically instructs, and the objects of the 

"how to" phrases reveal that the layman is to be the ox who 

instinctively treads the path without feeling or thinking. 

In addition , man should not undertake to do or leave undone 

(polyptoton with antithes is) any act without instruction. 

Guido refuses to accept the Church's "doctrine u pon trust" 

(1. 1479), just as he refuses to repent. 

After this criticism, Guido uses his favorite argu-

ment, traiectio in alium. He tells the clergymen before him 

to blame themselves "For this eruption o f the pent-up soul/ 

You prisoned first and played with afterward" (11. 1496-97). 

He considers it unfair that he had to deny himself, suppress 

his passions, and submit to them. All he really suppressed 

was his anger, which finally " sought its own relief/ With 

more of fire and brimstone'' (11. 1517- 18) than they wished. 

All is their doing. Guido ends this section of his argument 

shouting, "preachers, blame yourselves" (1. 1519). 
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In narrating the remainder of the story--the meeting 

a t Castlenuovo, his stabbing the three, his escape, his 

t rial, his appeal to the Pope, and his son's place in his 

life--Guido interprets his failure as incomplete artistry.3 2 

I n Book V Guido argues that his bungles prove that the 

murders were not premeditated. Now he contends that the 

bungles show that fate was against him. He is a victim of 

i ll luck. 

First, Guido failed at Castlenuovo because he fol

lowed the l e tte r ra t her than the spirit of the law 

(1 . 1531) . 33 He "Was politic, played the game you warrant 

wins'' (1. 1526) by plucking at law's robe (1. 1527) and 

kis sing "divinity's buckled shoe" (1. 1528). Bowing to 

these pe rsonified institutions were "Proce dure s to no pur

pose'' (1. 1530). The nods and winks : of law and gospel meant 

tha t though the y could provide some things, such as money, 

ev erybody must find his own "solace for the t r oubled nose" 

(1. 1537). Guido then asks the Cardinal and Abate to be 

candid with him as he asks them what they would have said 

ha d he done differently. Because he is supposing what he 

32 s e e Le slie M. rrhompson, "Browning's Theory of 
Su ccess a nd Failure as Reve aled i n rrhe Ring and the Book" 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Texas Technological College, 1965). 

33God "hath made us able ministers of the new testa
ment; not of the letter, but of the spirit: for the letter 
killeth, but the spirit giveth li f e'' . (II Corinthians 3:6). 
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might have done and what they might have said, he places his 

question in the main clause of a hypothetical proposition. 

Appropriately employing a hunting metaphor, he asks,in an 

a nacoenosis, 34 "had I surprised asleep/ The runaways, as 

wa s s o probable [italics mine],/ And pinned them each to 

other patridge-wise'' (11. 1540-42), would the law have 

11 i nte rposed" (1. 1546) for being "loaded with unlawful 

game'' (1. 1545)? Or, would they have applauded the husb a nd 

a nd u s ed his b e havior as a warning to others to '''be hence

for th chaste, ye wives,/ Nor stray beyond your proper pre

cinct, priests'" (11. 1549-50)? If, he continues, they had 

congrat ulated his killing the couple, then all their ser

monizing is insincere . His accusation is especiallyineffective, 

f or he adopts a biblical pas s age to suit his particular pur

pose. He says that if they had condone d his taking v e g e ance 

at Castleneuvo, their "house against itself/ Divides, nor 

35 sta nds" their kingdon (11. 1551-~ 52). Nevertheless, he 

wishes he had killed the couple; then his act would have been 

sanctioned. 

34oefined as a sking the opinion of one's r e aders or 
hearers. 

3511 And Jesus knew their thought s , and said unto them, 
Eve ry kingdom divided a gains t itse lf i s brought to desola
tion; and every city or house divided against itself shall 
not stand" (Matthew 12:25). 
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Guido interepts his failure to act as the devil's 

work. Such a viewpoint directly contrasts with his claim 

in Book V that God encouraged his actions. Here Guido 

b elieves that fate is against him: "Oh why, why was it not 

o rdained just so?" ( 1. 1553) • His use of a rhetorical ques

t ion which repeats "why" (epi~euxis) and contains the word 

"ordained" shows Guido's confusion over the turn of events. 

He cannot understand why his plans went astray and his 

privileges were denied. His question is really a supplica

tion to that supernatural power which has thwarted his goals. 

He attributes the turn of events to "that particular devil 

whose task it is/ To trip the all-but-at perfection" 

(11. 1555-56). 

"Perfection," to Guido, is defined as a completed 

act. Such perfection is regarded as success; therefore, a 

failure is an incompleted act which is not finished because 

of "the luck that lies beyond a man" (1. 1567). Such a view

point based on these definitions leads to the conclusion that 

the end, the completed act, is what counts. How one achieves 

the end is unimportant. Guido has used this argument before, 

but his assumption that achieving the end is perfection is a 

unique twist which gives the act of murder a new status. 

With this argument Guido interprets his inability to kill 

Pompilia and Caponsacchi at Castlenuovo as not a blunder or 
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a s cowardice, but as an artistic failure. In an extended 

a nalogy he compares himself to the painter and the poet who, 

l acking inspiration from above, cannot complete their master

p ieces. Fate slurs "The line of the painter just where paint 

l eaves off/ And life begins,--put ice into the ode/ O' the 

poet while he cries 'Next stanza--fire'" (11. 1157-59). This 

f ailure of human effort is "Artistry's haunting curse, the 

I ncomplete" (1. 1561). Guido then fallaciously compares his 

f ailure to kill to an incompleted painting or poem, confus

i ng, in the process, destruction with creation. Neverthe

l ess, he proceeds with the analogy as he refers to himself 

as "the poor obstructed" artist (1 .. 1571) whose act, "a 

masterpiece" (1 .. 1566), "esca ped success" (1 .. 1562). 

Because he failed, those with hindsight can "blame 

now" (1. 1563). But he is no more responsible for his 

failure than is the person who loses the caught fish because 

of a hole in the net (11, 1563-64) ~ The analogy is apt as 

Guido caught the pair and even netted them, but the law's 

releasing them was his unexpected hole. Guido has had bad 

luck; that is, his precautionary efforts to ascertain posi

tive guilt caused the fish to slip the net. 

Yet he maintains that his hesitancy was reasonable 

and justified. Now he knows that his "way with the woman" 

(1. 1568), i.e., his sparing her life, was "proved grossly 
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wrong" (1. 1568). Killing her would have been "grandly 

r ight" (1. 1569), and he reprimands himself for just missing 

t he mark. Of course, Guido's definitions of ·wrong and 

r ight are perversions based on his thesis that incomple

t ion is a wrong.36 He calls his inaction the "spoiled work" 

a nd asks his audience to hear again how it all happened so 

that they might see where he went wrong, where success 

became fai lure. 

In recalling (~namnesis) his thoughts of the murder 

before the door of the Comparini, Guido applies his theory 

on his success and failure to his particular situation. He 

u ses several arguments to establish the single point 

(diallage ) that fate caused his failure. According to the 

law of p r obability, he has had "too much success" (1. 1579) 

thus far. Failure is natural (1. 1580) to all enterprises; 

so he expects his plans to go amiss at th.is point. He postu

lates that "'Of three that are to catch, two should go free, / 

One must: all three surprised,--impossible''' (11. 1584-85). 

Hence, he does not expect complete success, for the odds are 

that two will probably escape his sword. Besides, he 

reasons, though he hopes that only the three will be in the 

room, he "'may chance on six,--/ This neighbor, t' other 

36 Guido's relativism is evidenced by his use of the 
words right and wrong~ He twists their meanings until 
they are- meaningless .. --
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gossip,--the babe's birth/ Brings such to fireside'" 

(11. 1586-88). Of course, the reference to "the babe's 

b irth" is ambiguous, for either Gaetano's or Christ's birth 

c ould be the occasion for visitors and celebration. As 

Gu ido continues his imaginings of what could have happened 

o n that fatal night, he supposes one of the neighbors'' 'will 

b e found outlingering the rest'" (1. 1590) and will warn the 

r es t with a shout that "'Would raise the dead down in the 

ca tacombs''' (1. 1592)--an appropriate image cons idering the 

Cornpar ini's approaching death$ He then compares the likeli

hood of his failure to turning over a brick in the soil and 

crushing, with one blow, "all three scorpions there" 

(1. 1596). Never has he had s uch luck and cons equently 

expects Pietro or Viola nte to shamble off (1. 1597): "'If 

only she [Pompilia] is stopped and stampe d on, good!/ That 

shall suffice: more is improbable'" (11. 15 99-1600). 

Believing his chances for success are slim, he ends his 

soliloquy to himself and knocks on the door~ 

Of course , this account blatantly contradicts the 

one give n in Book V. First, though Guido says that he had 

had complete success up to his entry into the Comparini 

villa, such was not the case. He himself has complained 

that all three of his court suits failed and that the 

Comparini had kept not only their money but also their 
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daughter. Second, according to the ~ccount in Book XI, 

neither doubt nor hesitancy prevents the killings. The only 

doubt is whether or not he can successfully kill all three. 

This doubt is inconsistent with his avowal in Book V that 

God controlled Guido's actions. With God at the helm, how 

can Guido doubt complete success? Obviously, Guido has 

replaced God, as is evidenced by the murderer talking to 

himself rather than hearing God's commands. Finally, Guido 

now states that Pompilia was his main object of hate. This 

as sertion contradicts his account in Book V that Violante 

was the most vile. In Book V, he claims that if his dear 

wife had opened the door, he might have re·turned to Arezzo 

unavenged. But his hate of Violante changed the course of 

his supposedly unplanned actions. However, Guido's rendi

tion in Book XI indicates that his actions were s o planned 

that he weighed all the options. 

Despite these inconsistencies Guido continues his 

narration. To his surprise, "The impossible was effected" 

(1. 1602); only the three were present, and all three were 

stabbed .. Moreove r, though his testimony is inconsistent., 

his metaphors are not, as he describes his luck as the kind 

one has in a poker ga me: "I called king,/ Queen and knave 

in a sequence, and cards came'' (11. 1602-3). 

But this unexpected success so "flustered" him 

(1~ 1614) that he failed to take precautionary measures for 
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escape. Thinking that the killing was the most difficult 

part of his plan, he foolishly thought "The rest o' the 

scheme37 would care for itself: escape,/ Easy enough were 

that" (11. 1618-19). In accomplishing the murders, Guido 

thought success improbable~ Conversely, he thought failure 

improbable in effecting the escape. Once again, he refers 

to numerical odds. Anyone "with his senses at command" 

(1. 1622) could have eas ily escaped with "half the chances 11 

(1. 1621) and "From thrice the danger" (1. 1624). He partly 

attributes his failure to his being so "drunk,/ Redundantly 

triumphant,-·- [that] r~ome rever~:;e / Was :::-;ure t.o follow" 

(11,. 1623-25). No other reason "Accounts for such prompt 

perfect failure then / And there on the instant" (11. 1626-·27). 

Guido certainly does not attribute hi~-=.; failure to his 

own naivete in believing that his noble sta t us gives him 

extra-legal privileges. Guido relates how he was unable to 

secure horses because he lacked the propf.:?r papers , "the 

wretched rag/ With the due seal and sign of Rome's Police" 

(LL. 1645-46)'" His bribery (11. 1628-36) and lying (1. 1636) 

are wasted on "the one scrupulous fellow in all Rome" 

(1. 1639). Because this fellow refuses the fold and "Stands 

on the st:cictness of the rule" (1 . 1644), Guido and his 

37cf. Book V where Guido, attempting to prove that 
the murders were not premeditated: emphasizes that he did 
not II scheme ." 
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cohorts must march "twenty miles of miry road" ( 1. 1651) • 

If they had had steeds, they would have successfully fled 

from "this irrational Rome" (1. 1657) and safely arrived at 

11 blessed Tuscany,/ Where laws make wise allowance, under-

stand / Civilized life and do its champions right'' (11. 1660-

62). In this prejudiced account, Guido discloses that 

"civilized" does not mean laws forbidding murder; it means 

special privileges for noblE:!men who cornmi t murder,. Not to 

grant privileges is irrational. Guido's reference to Tuscany 

reminds him of the verdict of the Rota at Ar ezz o~ Both towns 

are personified: Rome lacks reaso n but Tuscany is wise 

(1. 1661 ). In a brief digression (11~ 1164-70 ) he makes the 

poi11t that the Aretine Court sentenced Guillichini 38 to the 

galleys ( 1. 16 6 6 ) and Pornpilia II Seclu~, ion at the St:.inche for 

her life 11 (1 .. 1669) ,. Guido, in killing his wife, was merely 

a cting on the Court 1 s hint, and he might have succeeded if 

it had not. been for "just a scrupulous knave " (1~ 1671). 

This one man is responsible for what could have been a 

38cregorio Guillichini, a relative of Guido, per
suaded Pompilia to flee with Ca ponsacchi, assuring her that 
s he would be quite safe with the Cano n9 In a letter to the 
Compa rini, dated May 3, 1697, Pompilia says Guillichini was 
to have accompanied her and Caponsacchi in the flight but 
that sickness prevented his doing so. Guillichini was 
accused before the Court of Arezzo of 11 'dishones t a:mours i" 
with Pompilia, of encouraging her to flee her husband, and 
of having taken part in the theft of Guido's property . On 
these charges he was condemned to the galleys for five 
years, but the sentence was modified by the Florence Court. 
Cook, p. 46. 
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successful escape. In a rhetorical question which contains 

a pathetic appeal, Guido asks, "What say you to the spite 

of fortune?" (1. 1674). 

Fortune thwarted him at Castlenuovo and in his 

attempt to escape. She also intervened when Pompilia did 

not die immediately. After being caught and returned to 

Rome, he finds "The worst's in store" (1. 1675); for 

Pompilia , "Riddled with wounds" (1. 1678), identifies her 

husband as the murderer, with God striking Guido dumb ''and 

helping her to speak'' (1 ~ 1687). Pompilia's story diminishes 

his "plausibility to nothingness 11 
( 1. 16 89) . In other words , 

his version of the events is exposed as lies; he cannot "turn 

her truth into a lie" (1 .. 1684). But she lived nFour whole 

ex travagant impossible days'' (le 1694). The multiple adjec

tives (~gertes ) to de s cribe Pompilia's last days emphasize 

a miraculous, and to Guido, an incredibly unfortunate turn 

of events .. Again using the me taphor of a card game, he 

asks, "When destiny intends you cards like these,/ What good 

of skill and preconcerted play?" (11. 1702-.. 03). 

In line 1704 Guido then relates what story he could 

h ave told "Had she been found dead, as I left her dead" 

(~ntistrophe ) • 39 No one could have refuted the plausible 

39oefined as the repetition of closing word(s ) at 
the end of several successive clauses~ The repetition of 
"dead" stresses his thwarted intention. 
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tale which he narrates in lines 1706-1724. He imagines the 

Court asking him why he was in Rome (1. 1707), whereupon he 

answers (sermocinatio) it was "'to claim and take my wife'" 

(1. 1708). On second thought, he decides it would be even 

better to add that he came to claim his "'new-born babe'" 

(1709). In this story he explains that traveling at night 

and with companions was his precaution, ''' Knowing the machi

nations of my foe''' (1. 1712). Upon reaching the Comparini 

villa, he finds his wife "'in the embraces of that priest/ 

Who caused her to elope from me'" (11. 1715~~16). When Guido 

appears , his wife, the priest, and the Comparini spring on 

him "'like so many tiger-cats,/ Glad of the chance to end 

the intruder'" (11. 1718-19). With this simile Guido shows 

himself on the defensive. Forced to fight for his life, he 

kills the Comparini and Pomp.ilia; but ''' the coward priest 

escapes '" (1. 1722). Guido also flees "'in fear of evil 

tongues '" (1. 1723); however, his concern for the rumors 

spread by II evil tongues 11 
( synecdoch_~) is no just.if iable 

defense for fleeing. Despite his protestations to the con

trary, Guido is not so concerned with his honor as for his 

lifeo Nevertheless, such is the tale he could have told had 

Pompilia died immediately; and with al l the witnesses dead, 

no one could have disputed or refuted him (1. 1725). But 

Pompilia lived and thereby fixed his head beneath the knife 

(1. 1732). Thus, Guido, refusing to accept responsibility 
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for his actions and denying his free will, blames Pompilia 

for his fate. And "'Tis fate not fortune" (1. 1733), 

avers Guido, with "fate" having a pejorative connotation. 

Indeed, Guido's ventures are plagued by failure. 

Fate has prevented success at Castlenuovo, in his escape 

attempt , and in Pompilia's living long enough to tell her 

story. Again fate intervenes and thwarts success when Guido 

discovers that his country swains planned to kill him and 

take the money he had promised. Their confession under 

torture revealed their intention as Guido says it was 

"chance" (XI, 1. 1734) informed him of his youths' plans. 

With this knowledge, Guido realizes that even had he been 

successful at Castlenuovo he still would have suffered death. 

In addition, bad luck now plagues Guido at his trial, a trial 

"that bites/ Like a corrosive [simile], so the cards are 

packed, / Dice loaded, and my life-·stake tricked away" 

(11. 1754-56). His lawyers prove worthless (11. 1757-60), 

and his flattering the judge is for nought (11 ~ 1761-63). 

Even bribes do not help (11. 1763-68). 

Guido's final failure is his reliance upon clerical 

privilege .. In line 1770 he states that "after this long

drawn range/ Of affront and failure, failure and affront" 

(antimetabole), 40 he saw "A cranny of escape" ( 1 0 1774) 

40Defined as inverting the order of repeated words 
to sharpen their sense (AB:BA). Also called chi~~ to 
imply a more precise balance and reversal. 
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f rom "the old man," "the father," "the Pope" (1. 1775). 

Although these references to the spiritual leader are placed 

i n climactic order (auxesis), the first two explanatory nouns 

(epergesis or appositio) indicate the age and hence mortality 

of the fallible Pope. Also in calling the Pope "father," 

Guido implies that a father should protect, not destroy, his 

s on. However, the Pope sentences him to die and advises 

Guido to "'Confess and be absolved' 11 (1. 1787) • Thus, Guido's 

argument has come full circle. In the process of explaining 

t he reasons for his failure, he returns to his refusal to 

repent. The fact that he has failed confirms his refusal as 

he sees no benefit accruing with repentance. According to 

Guido , "this t enacious hate of fortune" (1. 1798) ruined him; 

but he will not succumb to defeat .. Being a brave fighter" 

(1 .. 1802), he wi.11 "turn defeat to victory" (1.. 1803). 

Guido then reverses his position, for in the remainder 

of the amplificatio (11. 1813-1910), he gives three reasons 

why h e will not beg for his life but die the martyr. His 

question "Why is it that I make such suit to live?" (1. 1812) 

is really addressed to himself (ratiocinatio) . In the answer 

that follows Guido predicts what he would incur (di abole) if 

pardoned. Since "Rome approves my act" (lo 1804), Guido 

knows that if pardoned, the sympathy he now receives would 

be given to Pompilia, the "poor young good beauteous murdered 

wife" (1 .. 1826). Using numerous and highly connotative 
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adjectives (congeries) to describe Pompilia, he actually 

r idicules anyone who believes Pompilia is so saintly. The 

excessiveness of the description is a subtle and sarcastic 

way to disparage any sympathy for the "dead Pompilia gracing 

b a llad-sheet" (1. 1830) and thus to maintain Rome's accolades 

f or himself. Another reason Guido no longer makes suit to 

live is that both family and friends would reject him. His 

brothers would take command of the hous e hold (11. 1834-37), 

arguing that Guido poorly managed "the affairs of old" 

(1. 1838). Even his mother would not defend him. Guido 

attributes this f amilial rejection to "unsucce ss" (1. 1841) 

which "Disqua lifies you, makes you doubt yourself" (1. 1842). 

Failure also caus es friends to doubt as they too renounce 

Guido. The third r eason Guido rejects life is his belief 

t hat his son, his heir , would be no comfort to him in his 

old age. In lines 1851-1910, he paints a picture d epicting 

a disobedient and profligate son. "Therefore no sort of use 

for son" has Guido (1. 1902). He concludes the a mplific~_tio 

rejecting "life's feast" (1. 1903) if partaking of it means 

climbing many steps (1. 1903), facing sleet, or padding 

through snow (1. 1909). He tells his auditors to "make the 

end attainable/ Without the means'' (11. 1905-6); otherwise 

the end is not worth attaining. It is appropriate that 

Guido prese nts his belief that the end justifies the means 
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i n a metaphor whose image concerns food, for his concern is 

wi th fulfilling his worldly appetites. 

Thus far, Guido has refused to acknowledge any guilt. 

He blames the Church, the Comparini, Pompilia, and fate for 

a ny irregular deed he committed. Because he is not guilty 

of any crime or sin or responsible for his actions, he will 

no t repent. Having begun this monologue by calling Christians 

hypocrites, and turning now to the ~xplicatio, he elaborates 

upon what Christianity should be, on how love and mercy, its 

basic tenets, have been replaced by law and justice. He 

pleads for his life , arguing that the Pope, Christ's Vicar, 

should forgive Guido without his having to repent. Guido 

does not wa nt absolution but freedom. Near the end of this 

section, he realizes that his pleadings are in vain. He 

therefore plays the brave man who says he prefers death to a 

wretched life. Although he still refu~ e s to repent, he no 

longer pretends to base his defense on Christian grounds. 

Thus, having renounced his Christianity, Guido 

refutes Christianity completely in the refutati£; for his 

mock submission to its doctrines has not brought him freedom. 

Believing he has nothing more to lose, he drops his mask 

entirely. He appropriately begins his r e futation of 

Christianity by comparing his resolve to die with the Roman's 

resolve to fall on his sword. His analogy is fallacious, 
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however, because Guido's dying is not voluntary. Not only 

i s it not suicide; it is not done for a noble purpose. 

Unlike Brutus who recognized his error, Guido dies with no 

acknowledgement · of guilt. Nevertheless, Guido views his 

d eath as "Roman-like" (1. 1912). Then, remembering that 

Rome is the city of Catholic Christianity and that Tuscany 

i s older than Rome, he prefers to say he falls on his sword 

11 Tuscan-like " (1. 1914). His suicide is his way of telling 

t he Cardinal and Abate that he "never was at any time/ A 

Christian '' (11. 1916-17) and that he suspects he is merely 

one of many who made "truce to nonsense 1
' (1. 1918) in hopes 

of gaining favor with the Church, a powerful social and 

political institution. 

As Guido admits this truce, he also acknowle dges a 

truce with paganism in order to justify his right to revenge. 

He calls himself "a primitive religionist" (1. 1919) who 

believes in "a visible divinity" (1. 1924). rro him, Jove, 

who can be "Descried 'mid clouds, lightning and thunder" 

(1. 1926), replaced God. Actually, in lines 1934-2003 Guido 

maintains that his faith and that of his so-called Christian 

visitors are really the same, but he sees paganism supple

menting Christianity; for the Roman gods serve as inter

mediaries "To make communication possible" (1 .. 1940). "The 

real thing" being 11 too lofty" and man being "too low" 

(1. 1941), these pagan gods hang midway, "linking height 
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t o depth" (1. 1943). Guido asserts that such a faith is 

s impler than Christian theology or ritual (1. 1938). Man 

d oes not have to wait for an uncertain judgment; he receives 

warnings and rewards throughout his life: 11 When the sky 

d arkens, Jove is wroth,--say prayer!/ When the sun shines 

a nd Jove is glad,--sing psalm'' (11. 1952-53) • 41 Thus, Guido 

c ontends that because it is natural paganism is preferable 

t o Christianity. Pag~nism requires no man-made rites and 

demands no "duty past the need" (1. 1951). Man need not 

create a theology which encourages man to love~ No one need 

teach "What Venus means" (1. 1958). That such knowl edge does 

not need to be taught is emphasized in Guido's repetition of 

"know" (?iaC:~pe ) when he tells his visitors that they know 

him, he knows them , "and both know that" (1 .. 1960). Further, 

the Christian precept to love thine enemy is absurd. Venus 

does not "order we stop sense" (1. 1962), and "where's the 

word / Explicit in the book debars revenge? '' (11. 1965-66). 

On the other hand, Christianity denies pleasure and 

justifies this denial by preaching that life is a pilgrimage. 

If one pays the toll here, he may pursue 1'pleasure free" 

( 1. 19 6 8) in t.he Af terwo:r:ld. According to Guido I s theoloq-y, 

Jove, who is "all-good, all-wise, and all-potent 11 (1. 1972), 

created sin, 11 life's necessity" (1. 1974), when he created 

4lcf. earlier reference to Sol in XI, 11. 95, 102. 
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man. Therefore, sin is natural to man--as much a part of 

hi s makeup as are the bolts and screws of a robot. Moreover, 

sin is a pleasure. Consequently, Christianity preaches 

agains t it. The logic of the syllogism inherent in this 

argument is absurd. 

MAJOR PREMISE: 

MINOR PREMISE: 
CONCLUSION: 

A) What Jove, the all-wise, creates 
is good. 

B) Jove created sin. 
C) Ergo_, sin .is good .. 

Because Christians, "irrational bunglers" (1. 1975), have 

failed to accept sin's virtues, t heir religion is no longer 

viable. Christianity "Prays leave to hold its own and live 

good days'' (1. 1977). Paganism may reign as long as it is 

"called / Christian not Pagan" (11. 1978-79). 

Guido mistakenly interprets paganism as Epicurianism 

as he elaborates upon how Christianity suppresses the pas

sions which are his source of life. Guido employs numerous 

devices to refute the Christian view. He metaphorically 

describes, in parentheses, the unpleasant Christian belief 

that though the body, here referred to as the grain, dies, 

the soul lives: 

The inexorable n eed in man for life--
(Life, you may mulct and minish to a grain 
Out of the lump, so that the grain but live) 
Laughed at your substituting death for life. 

(11. 1982-85) 

Guido does not believe the soul's salvation to be life. 

Rather, it is to wallow in the base passions which 
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Christianity "mulcts" and "minishes." In omitting the 

s yllable "di" before "minish" (aphaeresis), Guido not only 

makes "minish" alliterative with "may mulct" but also sug

gests an association of "minish" with "mince" and thereby 

creates an onomatopoetic effect. Placing the Christian doc

tr ine in parentheses further diminishes its importance. 

Conversely, his concept of life is emphasized through his 

repetition and personification of Life. Line 1982 ends with 

the word "life" which is also the first word of the next 

line , 1983, (anadiplosis) whose sense ends with line 1985 

and with the word "life" (epanaleps.is ). Guido first defines 

life (1. 1982) as "The inexorable need in man" to satiate 

his passions. Thus, Life (1 . 1983) appropriately laughs at 

Chris tians' "substituting death for life" (1 .. 1985). Here 

Guido ironically reverses the meaning of "death." Sacrifice 

and suffering in this world are death; moreover, no hereafter 

follows one's physical death. Therefore, when Christians 

preach denial now for eternal life later, they merely make 

this life dead and promise a future reward which does not 

exist. 

Guido's personified Life invites the clergy to "do 

your worst : which worst was done" (1. 1986) when saints 

suffered for Christianity. His use of antimetabole, invert

ing the order of repeated words ("worst" ), coupled with 

polyptoton ("do," "done"), linguistically parallels his 
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s uffering with that of "Saint this, Saint that, [who] duti

f ully starved,/ Froze, fought with beasts, was beaten and 

a bused [diazeugma] / And finally ridded of his flesh by fire" 

(11. 19.88-90). The "worst was done" to the saints for the 

Church, but the Church will do its worst to Guido. The 

sa int's voluntarily enduring pain for his faith contrasts 

with Guido's involuntary suffering because he rejects faith. 

Unlike a saint whom Guido sees as suffering without cause, 

Gu ido refuses to d e ny pleasure and, therefore, refuses to 

play "the game" (1. 1992) perpetuated by the Church of 

emulating the saints' lives (1. 1993). He suspects he is not 

alo n e in his rej ecting pain as men "enjoy old liberty 11 

(1. 1996) though they profess the Christian doctrine. The 

r esult is that me n "sin o' the sly" (1. 1998). But their 

hypocrisy is condoned by the Omniscience which "sees" 

(1. 2001); for though "Omnipotence could stop,/ Omnibenevo-

l e nce pardons" (11. 2001-2). Omniscience and Omnipotence 

uphold the letter of the law which kills (1 .. 1999) .. How

eve r, the all-knowing and all - powerful is also the all-good 

whose mercy is the spirit which saves (1. 2000), the wink 

that overrides the fiercest frown of law (1. 2003). Thus, 

suffering is not necessary; for God, knowing and understand

ing man, does not expect man to deny himself pleasure. 42 

42cf. Caponsacchi's comment on the need for 
passion: 
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Of course, the supernatural power that winks may not 

b e God, for in line 1972, Jove is described as ''all-good, 

a ll-wise and all-potent," descriptions which correlate to 

Omnibenevolence, Omniscience, and Omnipotence, respectively. 

But Guido, not noted for his consistency, also refers to 

God's all-seeing eye in line 919. This image parallels the 

"Omniscience sees" of line 2001. That Guido is most likely 

r e ferring to the Judea-Christian God in lines 2001-2 is sup

ported on several counts. Denying and then appealing to God 

is a common procedure that Guido employs throughout Books V 

a nd XI. Guido has repeatedly used Christianity to suit his 

i mmediate needs and has not yet experienced any qualms in 

c e nsuring and flattering the Church in one breath. There

fore, despite the fact that Guido has renounced Christianity 

and replaced it with an errone ous view of paganism, he 

"proves" that his pleasure principle is right by asserting 

that God, not being hypocritical, approves, even if the 

Church does not. Also, Guido repeatedly refers to the dif

ferences between the letter and spirit of the law with the 

latter referring to Christ's com.rnandment t o love and, there

fore, forgive. In lines 2000-3, the letter of the law is 

" 0 • priests 
Should study passion; how else cure mankind, 
Who come for help in passionate extremes?" 

( VI , 11. 2 0 7 8- 8 0) 
This assertion is in the peroratio and is in respon se to the 
personified Church's teaching t o '''Leave that live passion, 
come be dead with me'" (VI, 1. 1001). 
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i nstitutionalized Christianity; the spirit, God, whose wink 

i n line 2003 corresponds to the nods and winks mentioned 

i n line 1532, where Guido's point about law is stated in 

a l most identical words: in both law and gospel, 11 The letter 

k il ls, the spirit keeps alive'' (1. 1531). However, Guido 

usually interprets "spirit" to mean a mental vigor or 

v ivaci ty which gives him the courage to refute Christian 

doctrines. Hs is 11 spirited 11 as he asserts the primacy of 

pleasure. Guido argues that the Pope would have pardoned 

him had he urge d that his crime had a religious motive, but 

Guido avows that he will not be a hypocrite like the clergy

men before him. He acknowledges that at one time he "like 

the rest" (1. 2005) wr ote "poison" on the bread but ate it 

(1 . 2006) and quoted scripture about not using the sword 

"then stabbed my foe" (1. 2007). He justifies the eating 

and stabbing with the assertion that 0 I stand on solid earth, 

not empty air'' (1. 2008), indicating that belief in the 

unseeable and temporarily nonprofitable is like standing on 

air. Rather, Guido believes that his renunciation of Chris

tian precepts prompts the Pope to condemn him to death. 

Guido thinks he proves this accusation in a dialogisrnus 

(11. 2012-2044) of the clergy. Guido has the holy men assert 

that Guido's best defense had been contrition and submission. 

But he repudiates such a defense as he shouts "let death 

atone" (1. 2045). 
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Guido's next tactic is to contrast his desire for 

l ife to Pornpilia 's passiveness. She is "a puny stream" 

(1 .. 2054 ), whereas he is "the strangled thread of flame" 

( le 2066 ). His fiery nature is evidenced by his repeated 

admi ss ion that he is a wolf (1. 2053) who desires to "Glut 

t he wolf-nature'' (1. 2060). He contends that in wallowing 

i n h is wolfishness (1. 2056), he discards the societal facade 

o f humanity which men assume and reveals man's true self. 

Yet t he Church suppresses "The honest instinct" (1. 2064) 

by making it "Deformed, transformed, reformed, informed , 

conformed" (1. 2063). By using ~grnoioteleuton43 (each past 

part iciple has the root " form" ), Guido emphasizes how the 

Church molds men's minds so that they exhibit acceptable 

social b e havior . Guido, however, completely relies on his 

instinct and consequently becomes "all man" (1 .• 2062). With 

this argument Guido cormn.its the material fallacy of speech, 

or s e cundum quid , which "rests on the false assumption that 

what is true in a qualified sense is true absolutely. 1144 

Guido takes the part for the whole in arguing that man's 

base passions completely define him. This view denies the 

intellect and the wil l. Thirty-five lines later Guido 

explicitly discla ims free will by saying, "So am I made 11 

43oefined as similar terminations of several words 
or clauses. 

44 Jos e ph, p. 3 70. 
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{l . 2100). He quickly reminds the clergymen that even 

Pompilia noted that he lf'dtd not make'" himself (1. 2100). 

Then , in line 2103, he curses his dead wife, maintaining that 

she "brought me to this pass" (traiectio in alium but also 

rne talepsis ) • 

Thoughts of Pompilia's forgiving nature merely 

strengthen his belief that revenge is natural and therefore 

good . However, though he loathes Pompilia, his wife's good

nes s is the basis for his illogical and theologically unsound 

argument expounded in lines 2089-2095: 

••• There was no touch in her of hate: 
And it would prove her hell, if I reached mine! 
To know I suffered, would still sadden her, 
Do what the angels might to make a.mends ! 
There fore there's either no such place as hell, 
Or thence shall I be thrust forth, for her sake . 

(11. 2089-94) 

1rhe pos t ulate for the entire argument is that "There was no 

t ouch in her [Pompilia] of hate'' (1. 2089). The colon indi

cates that the argument that follows depends upon the 

acceptance of the postulate. This universally recognized 

statement concerning Pompilia's etho~ is followed by a 

hypothetical proposition in which Guido supposes tha t his 

going to hell "would prove her hell" (1 . 2090), that his 

suffering "would still sadden her" (1.. 2091) no matter what 

"the angels might [do] t o make a mends" (1. 2092). Yet how 

can Pompilia be in her own hell with heavenly angels to 

comfort her? How can she be sad and in heaven, heaven being 
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a place of happiness? And yet how can one of her virtue be 

a nywhere else? Guido intentionally establishes these con

t r adictions from which he concludes hell does not exist. 

Pompilia cannot be in both heaven and hell: "'11 heref ore 

t here's ••• no such place as hell" (1. 2093). Obviously 

this conclusion is a non sequitur. He purposely chooses to 

e l iminate hell rather than heaven because hell is where he 

i s most likely to go. If he is sent to hell, he argues, he 

wi ll not r emain there long. He shall "be thrust forth, for 

he r sake" ( 1. 209 4) • The prepositional phrase "for her 

s ake" is the crux of his argument. However, his supposition 

that Pompilia will suffer and be saddened by his damnation 

is theologically false. It is true tha t Pompilia c annot be 

in both heave n a nd hell, but the fallacy is Guido's presump

tion that she is or will be in hell as a result of her 

mourning for his soul. According to Christian theology, 

those in heaven do not grieve for the lost souls who have 

b een punished by a just God.45 Guido is correct in saying 

45virgil makes this point to Dante in Hell: 
"I wept. I leaned against the jagged face 

of a rock and wept so that my Guide said: 
I Still" 
Still like the other fools? There is no place 

for pity here. Who is more arrogant 
within his soul, who is more impious 
than one who dares to s orrow at God's 

judgment?" 
(Canto XX, Circle 8, 11~ 25-30) 

Dante Alighieri, The Inferno, trans. John Ciardi (New York: 
New American Library; A Mentor Book, 1954), p. 175. 
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Pompilia could not hate, but not hating Guido does not neces

s a rily mean that she will repine for his soul. Her forgiving 

her husband does mean she will enter heaven. Heaven is a 

p l ace of happiness. Pompilia is in heaven. Ergo, Pompilia 

i s happy. God does not, therefore, need to save Guido's 

s ou l to keep her from grieving, for she will not grieve. 

She does not make her own hell; no angels need comfort her. 

The contradictions Guido constructs are simply nonexistent. 

Once they are refuted, he has no basis for an argument. 

In the next section (11. 2139-2227) Guido returns to 

a point repeatedly made in Book V but now only briefly men

tioned for the purpose of denigratin~ Pompilia and eliciting 

sympathy for himself. Nevertheless, his a nalogy based on a 

probable tale concerning his ancestor involves logos a s he 

states that Pompilia did not fulfill her part of the bargain; 

she broke the contract by not giving him a dowry. 

Guido recalls (anamnesis) , a tale "that's apposite-;-- / 

Po s sibly true, probably false" (11. 2139- 40). Thus, even if 

the tale is fictitious, it is an appropriate exemplu~; more

over, his statement in lines 2140-41 about the tale's prob

able falseness is overshadowed by his placing the word 

"false" in the midst of "true," 11 truth, 11 and "truths" (poly

ptoton). In fact, Guido completely perverts the meaning of 

the juxtaposed antonyms "false" and "truth" (1. 21.40); for 

after conceding the likelihood of falseness, he irrunediately 
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c l aims that the false is "a truth/ Such as are all truths 

we live by" (11. 2140-41). With this statement Guido again 

r e veals his relativistic epistemology. 

Guido then proceeds to describe how his family 

r e ceived their land and title and how they lost the former. 

Because one of Guido's ancestors saved the life of the then

r uling potentate, this Emporor awarded Guido's forefather 

enough land '''for fit demesne,/ The whole to be thy chil

dren's heritage'" (11. 2158-59) .. But Guido points out in 

lines 2169-75 that this heritage was lost as he recalls 

(~~'.:1:-~~~:?_is_) his father's words (~1ia~og~~~) that the castle 

"'took wings a nd flew'" (1. 2169), and the once" 'broad 

lands' 11 (1. 2170) can be so easily traversed that the walk 

"'Scarce tasks my [ t he father's] gouty feet' 11 (1. 2171). 

Guido then asks what lesson he is to learn from this tale. 

His cynical a nswer (an thypopl~<2_ra ) is that a title without 

property is not satis fac tory. Also unsatisfactory is a wife 

"'Without some better dowry,-- - gold will do'" (1 .. 2181). 

Instead, he received "sordid muck" (1. 2182). 

Guido concludes the refutatio and his use of l-ogos 

with a plea for mercy, simultaneously denouncing those from 

whom he expec ts clemency. He thus ends the monolog ue the 

same way he began it. As Guido concludes his second dis

course, he recognizes that his death is imminent and that 

though he may "Rave/ Another twelve hours, every word were 
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waste" (11. 2229-30). He reveals that his candor about his 

impenitence should have engendered respect and consequently 

l ed to a change in the Pope's verdict. He finds, however, 

t hat his "honesty" is unrewarded and that even if one is 

c ontrite , he is slain (1. 2232). The clergy tease their 

v ictims into contrition, implying that repentance will save 

t hem. Guido then accuses the clergy of possessing no con

s cience (1. 2233), for neither his contrition nor impenitence 

wi ll alter his fate. He reasons that if neither affects his 

death sentence, he might as well not repent. The fallacy of 

Guido 's argument lies in his misunderstanding of theology. 

He cannot understand or accept anything which involves the 

nonvisible . As a result, he cannot, or will not, believe 

that repentance saves the soul. Only that which preserves 

his mortal life is acknowledged~ He reasons: 

MAJOR PREMISE: 
MINOR PREMISE: 

CONCLUSION: 

A) To repent is to save one's soul 
B) But I, Guido, do not believe in 

the soul. 
C) Ergo , There is no need to repent. 

Yet , though he rejects the tenets of religion, he uses its 

language. He ironically accuses the clergy of not having a 

conscience. They should feel guilty for slaying him just 

because he refused to play their game. Not only has Guido 

perverted the meaning of "conscience, 11 but he has also dis

torted the reason he has been condemned. The crime for 
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wh ich he will be punished is a tripl~ slaying, not a refusal 

to repent. 

In desperation, Guido finally reverts to an earlier 

argument, one that lays the responsibility for Guido's soul 

o n the Pope. Guido commands the Cardinal and Abate to plead 

wi th the Pope "for God's sake" (1. 2285). His oath (orcos) 

doe s more than show his emotional state. It is, ironically, 

for Guido's sake that he urges his clerical auditors to 

r emind the Pope that Guido dies an avowed atheist. The Pope 

i s therefore sending "A soul straight to perdition" (1. 2284). 

Tha t Guido sends himself there never occurs to him. 

Guido does, however, realize that all his arguments 

will not save him from mannaia. Neither he nor the clergy 

will "persuade" (11. 2287--88) .. the other. But in the opening 

lines of the p er~:=-ati<?_, Gui.do states that God, who "takes 

his own part in each thing He made;/ • conserves His 

work,/ Gives e ach his proper instinct of d2fence 1
' (11. 2301-

3). Guido's defense is hardly instinctual, though it is 

unquestionably sophistical; and according to his statement, 

God gave him, "for a reason" (1, 2302) unknown to man, his 

mode of persuasion. The inference is that though he may not 

persuade the clergy from their stand (1. 2287) and vice 

versa, his rhetoric is God's gift. Yet, his realization that 

his arguments are futile renews his strength as he defiantly 
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ab andons life and imagines himself dying "a man, ••• / 

Ho nest and bold: [to whom] right will be done" ( 11. 2412-13); 

Gu ido is more accurate than he realizes; for inunediately 

fo llowing this declaration, his executioners enter his cell. 

Wi th his execution "right will done." 

In line 2004 in Book XI Guido states, "Such was the 

l ogic in this head of mine;" but a close analysis of Guido's 

use of los.:Ios in Books V and XI reveals his logic to be one 

o f the most "consummate rationalization of villainy. 11 46 

Guido makes it appear as if knavery is the fruit of intelli

g e nce.47 In both books he concedes guilt, rationalizes his 

acts , then denies guilt so often, so quickly, and occ a sion

ally so subtly that his inconsistencies--the best indicators 

that his te~timony is false and his morality relativistic-

are sometimes lost in the melange. However, though his 

testimony and moral stance are inconsistent, Guido con

sistently blames others for his predicament and philosophy. 

In Book v Guido-- r e lying heavily on such inartificial proofs 

as contracts, letters, and law--blames Pompilia and her 

46 Crowell, p. 194. 

47 . Crowell, p. 195. 
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parents in an attempt to exonerate his act of murder. In 

Book XI, Guido moves from legal to theological arguments as 

he shifts his plea from noble impunity to clerical privilege. 

I n Book XI he emphasizes the Church's responsibility in order 

t o defend his atheism. Throughout both monologues, Guido 

continually shifts the blame--accusing God, the Church, 

Pompilia, and the Comparini. He never sees himself as guilty 

or as responsible. ~ He even blames his environment and fate, 

both of which are interpreted as naturalistic forces deter

mined to lead him to destr~ction. It is not, however, 

self- destruction.48 

In denying his free will by blaming others, Guido 

argues from circumstances, define d by Maxine Hairston as "a 

special kind of cause and effect argument in which the 

s pea ker or writer seeks to persuade his audience to approve 

o r at least accept a certain course of action on the grounds 

that no o ther coursE.~ is practical or possible .. " 49 Guido 

uses this argument in Book V when he says he, the eldest 

brother, had to pre serve the family line by marrying. Also, 

because of his poverty he had to marry for wealth. Guido 

48For a further discussion o f the role of free will 
s ee Hess's article and Helen M,. Loschky, "Free Will vs. 
Determinism in 11he Ring and the Book, 11 Vic t o r i a n Poetry 6 
(Autumn-Winter 1968) :333-52. 

4 9Maxine Hairston, A Conternporar_y Rhetoric (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1974), p. 157. 
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c ontends that his cruelty toward and eventual killing of 

Pompil ia were necessary acts if he were to preserve his 

honor. In Book XI Guido contends that if he is doomed to 

die , no earthly motive can move him to repentance. Before 

hi s death, he feels compelled to unmask the flaws and errors 

of Christian doctrine and the hypocrisy of professed 

Chr istians. He believes that because he exposes the 

sham of Christianity, the clergy condemn him . He forgets 

tha t his death sentence preceded his censure of the Church. 

Nevertheless , Guido sees himself as a victim of an uncommonly 

scrupulous Pope. Hairston points out that 

The weakness of the a rgumen t from circumstance is 
that ofte n it is distorted into a justification 
f or immoral o r self-serving acts. The pers on who 
is going to do something une thical, something 
that he is ashamed of, usually wants to divert 
blame from himself~ Thus, he may try to a void 
t aking the responsibi lity for his acts by plead
ing that he is the victim of forces over which he 
has n o control. • • • 'I'he argument from circum
sta nce can easily degenerate into the argument 
from expediency.50 

She concludes that careful distinctions need to be made 

"be tween the inevitable and the merely probable, b etween 

consequ ences that are disastrous and those that are only 

inconv enient or unpleasant. 1151 Guido's marriage was merely 

unpleasant and unprofitable, but not disas trous~ Moreover, 

SOHairston, p. 159. 

51H . t airs · on, p. 159. 
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he chose to marry and to kill and to reject faith. He is 

not, therefore,a victim of circumstances. 

In using the argument from circumstances, Guido con

t ends that all values are relative. Thus, the Christian 

precept of one God and absolute truth are openly rejected 

i n Book XI where he presents some strong arguments against 

r e ligion. Guido is no longer the Church's son; hence, he 

completely abandons diplomacy. In Book V, Guido professes 

horror that the Molinists exist ; in Book XI, he ridicules 

the people ' s and the Church's horror over the heretics. 52 

In Book XI, Guido also reveals that contrary to his claims 

in Book V, his motive f o r the murders was not injured honor 

but sheer hatred ; and because Guido "cannot find release in 

the normal ethical solution, 1153 he finds relief in laying 

bare his love of evil. He cannot repent, so he rationalizes 

his execution , pretending it is a form of suicide. But as 

William David Shaw points out, Guido's atheism leads to a 

limited view, for if all values are relative, "how can Guido 

proclaim the value of anything? 1154 

52cf. the lengthy description of the murder 
(11. 1582 -~ 1669 ) in Book V to the much shorter account 
(11. 1275-87) in Book XI. 

53wm. D. Shaw, p. 264. 

54wm. D. Shaw, p. 266. 
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To Guido, the only thing of value is his mortal life; 

and even it is worthless if he is prevented from pursuing 

his pleasures, whatever they may be, in whatever manner he 

chooses. Because he has failed to save his mortal life, 

Guido conclude s that his rhetoric has been to no avail. Con

vinced that the Church condemns him for failing to apply 

proper rhetoric, Guido, ironically, thinks his only fault 

has b een his chief attainment, i.e., "his power to debase 

the rhetorician's art. 11 55 In Book V, Guido, according to 

Michae l G. Yetman, creates a "patterned, organized, sus-

ta ined-- in a word, artful,--syste m of deception 11 56 as he 

"weav es the Car lylean ve r bal clot hing of the self which, 

Demon / Job-·like, he will rend in hi s second monologue. 11 57 

Yet _ in the opening lines of Book XI Guido realizes t hat his 

strat e gic rhetoric of the first monologue of fer s only an 

illusory escape, so h e concludes that he is cond emne d for 

not u sing r hetoric effectively. As a result, throughout 

Book XI he overtly refers to his verbal artifice. Eleven 

times 5 8 he alludes to the rhetorician's art, and Book XI is 

55 Wm. D. Shaw, p. 265. 

56"'Count Guido Franceschini': The Villain as Artist 
in The Ring and the Book," PMLA 87 (October 1972) :1094. 

57 Yetman , "Vi 11 a in as Artist , " p • 10 9 3 • 

58L. 1 ·14 J_n e s , , 851-942, 1179, 1293, 2004, 2287-88, 
2303, 2318, 2320. 
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framed with these allusions. In the ·exordium he says, "This 

voluble rhetoric'' (1. 174); and in the pero~atio, he asserts 

that God "Gives each its proper instinct of defence" (1. 2303). 

Midway in Book XI, Guido apologizes for going too fast, 

asserting that "the orator's at fault" (1. 1293). Four times 

throughout the monologue, the master rhetorician refers to 

his conscious use of language. In line 851, he mentions the 

use of figures when he says, "All's but a flourish, figure 

of rhetoric .. 11 He openly avows that his "fight is figurative" 

(1. 2320) as he tells his audience not to "mistake my trope 11 

(1. 2318) 0 The fourth reference (1~ 1179) to his conscious 

use of language is the famous" (How that staunch image serves 

at every turn) ,~ 11 But Guido does not limit his rhetorical 

a llusions to the ornaments. In line 942 he decides that 

Pompilia would know "what argument to use" in defending her 

husband before God~ Periodically Guido refers to his prob

ability and plausibility, and he concludes the Eef~!_atio 

resignedly asserting that he has failed to pe r suade or be 

persuaded (11~ 2287-88). All of these references contrast 

to the ones covertly made in the .~xordiu~ to Book V where 

Guido ambiguously states that he wants his head if he is 

to save his life (11. 7-8). The only other reference to 

rhetoric in Book Vis also in the exordium where Guido says 

he wil l "curtail the catalogue" (1. 77) of his family's 
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misfortunes--"a rhetorician's trick" ·c1. 77)--until the 

c limax (1. 81). But even though Guido acknowledges his 

r hetorical art, his utterances in Book XI are really a 

s eries of improvisations, .for "The narrative-fictional 

method of Book Vis replaced by a lyrical self-probing1159 

i n Book XI. Because Guido's purpose changes from Book V 

t o XI, so does his rhetoric. But in the end, for all his 

c raft, Guido's escape proves illusory. 

5 9 Yetman , 11 Vi 11 ai n as Artist , n p • 110 0 • 



CHAPTER IV 

"A RHETORICIAN'S TRICK".: GUIDO'S 

USE OF PATHOS 

In the chapter on pathos, Sister Miriam Joseph says, 

" The orator must accordingly know how to appeal to the emo

t ions, which so change men as to affect their judgments. He 

must know how to arouse or quiet them according to his pur

pose, for the emotions or passions come and go, and therein 

lies his opportunity.," 1 Guido is well awa:-ce of the truth of 

this statement~ His paramount purpose in each monologue is 

t o save his life. But because he has taken three people's 

lives, legal justice demands his life in return. Guido must, 

therefore, affect his auditors' judgments; and being a skill

ful rhetorician, he realizes that _logos alone will not per

suade, especially since he is guilty of all the charges made 

against him. In his use of pathos Guido demonstrates the 

persuasive potential of language with its infinite possi

bilities for bias, ambiguity, and appeal to emotion. 

In each monologue, Guido uses two major pathetic 

appeals--argumentum §1-d misericordium (appeal to pity) and 

argume_!!tum ad ho~ine~ (disparaging the character of the 

1 Joseph, p .. 386. 

209 
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opponent rather than refuting his ar~uments). In soliciting 

pity for himself, Guido extensively uses mempsis, defined as 

complaining against injuries and pleading for help. Subsumed 

under this fallacious argument are Guido's references to his 

age; his rejection by his wife, son, family, friends, and 

the Church; his cuckoldry; his poverty; his torture and 

imminent death; and his reliance on law. 'l1hroughout all his 

complaining and pleading, Guido sees himself as the victim 

of a conniving wife, a profligate priest, 11 back·-sta.bbing 11 

in-laws, and a corrupt Church. 2 Thus, his second major 

pathetic appeal is argumentum ad ~9_nd~~ because Guido, 

unable to refute the arguments, slanders his opponents at 

all opportune moments. Both of these pathetic, and there

fore fallacious, arguments undoubtedly aid Guido in his 

cause; for unless one carefully analyzes Guido's art or reads 

the other characters' monologues, he is likely to sympathize 

with the Count .. 

Though Guido's appeals remain the same in Books V and 

XI, his tones differ. In Book V Guido's arguments are 

2Yetman, "Villain as Artist," (p" 1094) states that 
Guido's speech "in Book V represents a melange of the litera
ture of amour courtois, the classical erotic, and the vulgar 
Comedy or· medieval f abliaU and SeCUlar drama tradi tiODS e II 

Thus, Guido's use of the conventional Renaissance and medieval 
themes--the deceit of wives, the gullibility of husbands, the 
greed of relativesr the cyncism toward women, the anticler
cism, and the cuckoldry-vengeance-plot--shows Guido's art 
to be unoriginal but t e chnically brilliant. 
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replete with a mocking cynicism, an affected carelessness, 

and a would-be heroism. The Court argues from a sense of 

injured honor which the ecclesiastical Court fails to 

satisfy. However, claiming to be the Church's son, Guido 

must be diplomatic. In Book XI Guido abandons diplomacy as 

he defiantly attacks Christendom. Sheer hatred, not injured 

honor, led to the murders. In his second monologue, Guido 

undergoes an emotional crisis which begins as a frantic 

appeal for life and deteriorates into the merest whine. 

Nevertheless, at the beginning of his defense in 

Book V, Guido employs pathos to gain the court's sympathy. 

He immediately whines about his recent torture by the rack. 

In allying his references to his pain with the idea that a 

nobleman should be exempt from such t r eatment, Guido aug

ments the sympathy he hopes to secure. He also takes the 

opportunity to sarcastically malign the Court for ordering 

the torture. He thus simultaneously seeks sympathy and 

censures those from whom he expects benevolence. Guido 

tries to make his auditors regret their torture of him with

out offending them~ In order to accomplish this feat, Guido 

employs parrhesia. Henry Peacham, in The Garden ?f~ Elo~nce 

(London, 1593), defines parrhesia (p .. 113) as "a forme of 

speech by which the Orator speaking before those whom he 

feareth, or ought to reverence, having somewhat to say that 

may either touch themselves, or those whom they favour, 
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preventeth the displeasure and offence _that might be taken, 

a. s by ••• some other like forme of humble submission and 

modest insinuation." 3 Cook believes that Guido's exclesiasti

c a l attitude is so unimpeachable that the Count "compels us 

t o admit that his wrongs are not unreal. 114 

Most of Guido's references to his torture occur in 

t he exordium to Book V, though he periodically refers to his 

t reatment throughout his defense~ Of the thirty-seven direct 

a ddresse s to the judges in Book v, 5 seven occur in the 

d . 6 exor 1.um. Guido begins his monologue sarcastically thanking 

"the reverend Court" (V, L. 1) for giving hiH1 some wine and 

al lowing him to sit .. He says he "can stand somehow, half 

sit down/ Without h e lp, make shift to even speak, you see" 

(V, 11. 2-3 ) • That he can II somehow" stand, "half sit," and 

strugg le to speak s hows his feeble condition. The a tten

dant's offering the Count wine shocks Guido who expected 

vine gar and gall (V, 11. 4-5), the customary refreshment for 

the criminal. Because of such benignity Guido says, "Thanks, 

kind Sir'' (V, 1. 6). Of course, Guido emphasizes the Court's 

3Joseph, p. 397. 

4 Cook, p. 23.5. 

5s ee lines 1, 6, 10, 17, 94 ~~9 6, 105, 109, 165, 181, 
285, 317, 430, 467, 511, 556, 852, 879, 895, 907, 917, 987, 
968, 1036, 1041, 1092, 1117, 1226, 1695, 1748, 1852, 1865, 
1866, 1883, 1940, 1983, 2004, 2028. 

6see lines 1, 6, 10, 17, 94-96, 105, 109. 
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present treatment in order to contrast it to the torture 

he has already suffered. Also, though he thanks the atten

d ant for the wine, Guido implies that the Court's motive 

f or offering it may not be to make him more comfortable but 

t o intoxicate him so that he cannot cogently defend himself. 

':J.1hu s, Guido says, "Oh, but one sip' s enough! I want my head / 

'110 save my neck" (V, 11. 7-8) • Yet, Guido still feigns 

grat itude--"How cautious and considerate" (V, 1.9)--and even 

as sures the Court it is not to blame--"Not your fault, sweet 

Sir " (V, 1. 10). Guido then imagines that the Court must 

regre t its crue l treatment of him, and so he consoles the 

judges,. He ironically consoles them (paramythia ) by saying 

that they "take to heart /, An ordinary matter" (V, 11 .. 10-11). 

Besides , "all's over now, / And neither wrist-.....;what men 

style, out of joint" (V, 11 .. 14-15) • 1rrue, the left [-5houlder 

blade II seems wrong i' the socket" (V, 1. l 7) ; but "I was 

quick to faint,/ Being past my prime of life, and out of 

health" (V, 11. 18-19). fainting kept him from feeling 

much pain. In this passage, Guido does more than console; 

he forgives and thereby employs syngn5~m1e, "a form of speech," 

says Peacham (1593, p. 98), "by which the ••• speaker being 

a pacient [sic] of many and great injuries, or of fJome one 

great and greevous [sic ] wrong, pronounceth pardom and 

forgivenesse to his adversary, who was the worker of all 
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h is miserie " 7 Actually Guido goes a step beyond 

f orgiveness as he again thanks the Court for the torture. 

Realizing that such thanks are unusual, Guido assures the 

Court of his sincerity when he says, "I thank you,--yes, and 

mean the word" (V, 1. 20). Thus, in the first twenty lines 

Guido thanks the Court three times: once for allowing him 

t o sit, once for the wine, and once for the torture itself. 

This use of ironic eucharistia (giving thanks) is combined 

with comproba 1:_i:_~ (complimenting judges)--"reverend Court" 

(V, 1. 1), "kind Sir" (V, 1.6), "sweet Sir" (V, 1. 10)--to 

make the Guido of Book V "as humble as Uriah Heep."8 

As Guido continues to elaborate upon his to r ture, he 

continues his use of dry mockery. He thanks the Court for 

torturing h i m because he wants to compare their physical 

mal treatment of him to the mental torture he suffered while 

being married to Pompilia. His purpose is twofold. First, 

he shows he has suffered in both body and mind and conse

quently elicits more sympathy. Second, he indirectly dis

parages his wife for her cruelty. The similarity between 

his physical and mental suffering is semantically evidenced. 

In Book V, line six, Guido, after seeing it is wine and not 

vinegar he is offered, sarcastically states, "So changed 

7 Joseph, p. 39 7. 

8Gridley, "Browning's Two Guidos," p. 52. 
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and good the times grow." Eighteen lines later, in line 

t.wenty-·four, he asserts that "This getting tortured merely 

in the flesh, / Amounts to almost an agreeable change 

[assonance]." In both instances, he contrasts his former 

treatment with his current one and concludes that his ill 

for tune may be changing. With the aid of hype~baton, Guido 

imagines the judges to be dumbfounded at his thanking them: 

"Needs must the Court be slow to understand" 9 (V, 1. 21). 

Because his gratitude seems misplaced , Guido elabo

r ates upon the suffering he has endured. During the last 

four years Guido became "used (forgive the joke) / To the 

rasp-tooth toying with this brain of mine,/ And, in and 

out my heart, the play o ' the probe" (V, 11. 26-28). In 

these lines Guido subtly moves from physical torture on the 

rack to mental and emotional torture by Pompi lia. Yet both 

torments are d escribed ana ton1ically through a II joke, 11 as 

Guido acknowledges in parentheses. The rasp u sed on the 

rack becomes the metaphorical rasp of Pompilia ·who toys with 

his brain. In making this subtle shift, Guido emp loys 

charientismus. Lanham (p. 22) defines the term as a type 

of irony which turns aside antagonism with a joke, and 

9 Hyperbaton is departure from normal word order. 
In line 2T the verb begins the sentence, with the main 
verb preceding its auxiliaries . In normal word order the 
line reads: The Court must be slow to understand. 
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Sis ter Miriam Joseph (p. 331) states that charientismus 

31mi.tigate s with pleasant words or mocks under smooth and 

l owly words •••• "Guido insists that the pain of the rack 

is less than the pain of the last four years; yet he uses 

the language of the Court's method of torture to describe 

Pompi lia's. He does not want to offend the judges, so he 

c laims his artful language is a joke for which he asks for

g i veness~ Not only has his brain been rasped, but his heart 

h a s suffered from the "play o' the probe" (V, 1, 28), a 

"probe " being a slender surgical instrument for examining a 

cavity. Guido quickly moves from mental and emotional pain 

to spiritual pain: "Four years have I been operated. on/ 

I' the soul , do you see--its tense or tremulous part'' (V, 

11 . 29-3 0). Through the surgical metaphor, Guido enable s 

the judges and the reader to visualize the spiri tual pain 

d h th . . th l . l O an per .aps to empa· ize wi- 1irn. The medical language 

also stresses that experts , who seem to be coroners rather 

than physicians , have dissected rather than mended him. 

The surgeons who operate are contrasted to God, "That great 

Physician'' (V, 1. 1705), who saved Guido's soul by 

lOThough Guido lived in the seventeenth century , 
!pe Ring and the Book was published in the nineteenth, a 
cen·tur-y-in which· iienof letters, including Browning, grappled 
with science. One could, therefore, interpret Guido 1 s using 
medica l language to make concrete the spiritual concerns as 
Browning's n e g a tive comment on those pragmatists and scien
tists, represented by Guido, who could not comprehend the 
nonvisible. 
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e ncouraging him to seek vengeance and thereby abate his 

r age . Because of God's cure, "I am myself and whole now" 

(V, 1. 1707) instead of cut to pieces. In lines 31-32, 

Guido enumerates the tremulous part which has been 

r emoved--"My self-respect, my care for a good name,/ Pride 

i n an old one, love of kindred." Though Guido gives the 

impression that he has lost many of his former glories, his 

use of the singular "part" (V, 1. 30) clues the reader that 

he merely repeats the same idea, loss of self-respect, in 

dif ferent words (t~utologia). Thus, u s ing m~rismus (dis

tributing the whole into its parts), Guido lists who 

constitutes his kindred·--" just / A mother, brothers, s isters, 

and the like '' (V, 11. 32-33) and thereby continues the sur-

gical metaphor by indicating prying. This u se of meri smus 

also amplifies in orde r to intensify the emotion~ Despite 

Guido 's use of "just, 11 his kindred .include a slew of people 

who "lookE-~d up to my face when days were dim, / And fancied 

they found a light there--no one spot,/ Foppishly sensitive, 

but has paid its pang'' (V, 11. 35 - 36). The last line of this 

slight digression returns to the main point, his pain. 

Thus, in the first seventy-six lines of Book V, 

Guido contrasts his bodily pain with his spiritual pain three 

times. His use of ~nap~hora in two of these instances empha-

sizes the contrast: "This quite novel form of taking pain,/ 
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This getting tortured merely in the flesh" (V, 11. 22-23) 

i s "an agreeable change" (V, 1. 24) from one "plied too much/ 

Wi th opposite treatment" (V, 11. 25-26). Ten lines later 

Guido states, 11 That, and not this you now oblige me with,/ 

That was the Vigil-torment, if you please" (V, 11. 37-38). 

Th e use of demonstrative pronouns ("that," "this") stresses 

the two types of suffering, and by using "oblige," Guido 

also indicates that he is grateful for torture on the rack. 

Gu ido 's final contrast is the most d ramatic as he again 

implies that living with Pompilia was destructive to his 

s oul: 

A trifle of torture to the flesh, like yours, 
While soul is spared such foretaste of hell~-f ire, 
Is naught. (V, 119 75-77) 

Of course, no torture is really a "trifle," and Guido make s 

s ure to mention "like yours." In making this contrast, how-

e ver , Guido uses the topoi of more or less. Pompilia ' s mode 

of torture was more painful because it lasted longer, fo ur 

years , and because pain to the soul is more intense as the 

soul is greater tha n the body. 

Nevertheless , Guido continues to dwell on the physi-

cal pain that the Court has made him suffer9 In Book V, 

line 95, he again addresse s "the rever e nd Court," a religi

ous ass emblage which orders bodily pain to be administered. 

Also in line 95 Guido plays on the two meanings of the word 

1'pains" (distinctio). The Court "has been in all this 
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pains," i.e., effort to make Guido feel pain. The allitera

t ion, which is used with almost every reference to the rack, 

s upplements the idea of pain. Thus, the "r," "p," and "t" 

g ive the effect of grating and pounding. The machine for 

t orture will "rack and wrench/ And rend a man to pieces" 

(V, 11. 96-97). The use of "and" between each verb (poly-

~yndeton) emphasizes each action by setting it apart. That 

a machine stretches a man "to pieces 11 thematically and 

a lli terati.vely parallels "the play o' the probe" (V, 1. 2 7) • 

The plosive 11 p" is further us ed in "plied" (V, 1. 25) and 

"paid its pang" (V, 1. 36). "'To the rasp-tooth toying" 

(V, 1. 26) combines alliteration and onomatopoeia ("rasp") 

to elic it sympathy for anyone who undergoes such pain. Guido 

concludes the exordium contra cting his earlier statement that 

he is not in too much pain. In Book V, lines 117-120, he 

says that 

•.• d espite my boast, 
There is an ailing in this omoplat 
May clip my speech all too abruptly short, 
Whatever the good-will in me. 

In short, weak as he is, he will try to defend himself. One 

would think that considering his feeble condition, Guido 

would keep his monologue brief. Such is not the case, for 

Book Vis the s econd longest monologue in The Ring and the 

~' surpassed only by Guido's other monologue, Book XI. 
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Guido, however, intersperses ·references to his 

t orture throughout Book V, and he always allies these 

references with a conciliatory yet sarcastic attitude toward 

h is judges. In the opening lines of the narratio, Guido 

sees himself as the beast of burden who forsook the secular 

l ife, the field of clover, for the spiritual but whose conse

quent reward is that he is "wheal.ed, one wide wound all of 

me" (V, 1. 135). The meaning here is intentionally ambigu

ous. He is battered not only because of his life of hard 

labor but also because of his recent torture by the rack. 

In either case, the Church is responsible. Guido again 

blames the Church when he says, "Humbly I helped the Church 

till here I stand,--/ Or would stand but for the omoplat, 

you see? (V, 11. 247-48). His reward for humble piety is a 

beaten body. 

Guido mentions his being tortured a third time as he 

compares it to Pompilia's drugging him the night she escaped. 

He minutely describes the effect of her poison: 

I started alone, head of me, heart of me 
Fire, each limb as languid ••• ah, sweet lords, 
Bethink you!--poison-torture, try persuade 
The next r efractory Molinist with that! ••• 
Floundered thro' day and night, another day 
And yet another night, and so at last, 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • 8 

Tumbled into the court-yard of an inn 
At the end, and fell on whom I thought to find. 

(V, 11. 1040-48) 
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I n describing his condition, Guido is unable to complete his 

s imi le (1. 1041). He stops in midcourse (aposiopesis), 

r epresented by the ellipsis, and realizes that his best comp

parison is to his present languid condition, a condition 

c aused by his recent torture. The alliteration of the liquid 

11 l's" of "limb as languid" increases the feeling of lethargy. 

Guido's associating his being drugged and being tortured 

causes him to interrupt himself. He insincerely flatters 

t he judges (" sweet lords") and sugge.sts they try poison as 

a means of torture when they want "The next refactory 

Molinist" to confess his heresy. Guido then resumes his 

description of his condition. He floundered, tumbled, and 

finally fell; and all of this was after h e had been "Doc

tored and drenched, somewhat unpoisoned so 11 (V, 1. 1038). 

With these lines Guido implies that he accidentally fell at 

"an inn" and accidentally found those for whom he was 

searching. 

Guido allies his next reference to his torture with 

his public humiliation upon returning to Arezzo without his 

wife. His family 

••. stiffened me 
Straight out from head to foot as dead man does, 
And, thus prepared for life as he for hell, 
Marched to the public square and met the world. 

(V, 11, 1271-74) 
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The two similes should arouse sympathy,_expecially when one 

notes that Guido is playing the bravo. Rather than be 

i nunune to all feelings, Guido prefers physical pain. The 

j udges should not "Apologize for the pincers, palliate 

s crews" (V, 1. 1275). Instead, he insists that they "Ply 

me with such toy-triffles, I entreat" (V, 1. 1276). Thus 

Guido states that his torture by the rack is preferable to 

being poisoned and humiliated by his wife. 

The penultimate reference to torture occurs after 

the Court informs Guido that Pompilia has been released from 

pr ison and returned to her parents. Guido says, "Now,--I 

see my lords/ Shift in their seat,--would I could do the 

s ame " (V, 11. 1374-:-·75). For some reason, Guido thinks the 

judges should f e el guilty for allowing Pompilia to lea ve the 

Convent. The ir shifting in their seats is s uppos e d to indi

cate their guilt r ather than mer e discomf ort from prolonged 

sitting. The reference to the torture r e minds Guido's 

auditors of their position, i~e., above law's punishment. 

Guido's final reference to his being tortured occurs 

in the closing lines of the peroratio. Thus, the monologue 

begins and e nds with the same reference. Guido prophesies 

his acquittal and the resultant benef it to society. He 

imagines telling his story of his trial to his son, Gaetano, 

who ''shall stoop to kiss/ My hand, and peradventure start 
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thereat" (V, 11. 2053--54) upon seeing the scars left from 

the torture irons. In this imaginary scene, Guido graciously 

smile s and forgives (syngnome) as he tells his son that such 

treatment 

~ • was a n accident 
I ' the necessary process,--just a trip 
O' the torture- irons in their search for truth,-
Hardly misfo rtune , and no fault at all.r 

(V, 11. 2055-58) 

Guido appear s as the merciful scapegoat who does no t censure 

those who have unjustly abused h im . Interestingly, here he 

sees using the torture- irons as part of the necessary proces s 

in the search for trutho This viewpoint contrasts to his 

assertion in the exordium that tor ture is not needed for a 

man to speak in his own defense. It is p a rticularly unne ces

sary f or Guido , who concludes the ey:ordium with, "Now f o r the 

truth'' (V, lo 120 ) . To Guido , that truth .is his innocence 

of any wrong--do in9. He nce, the r efere nce to II no f a ult 11 

(V, 1 .. 20 58) in the last line of the r~rorat.io refers to 

himself as we l l as to his not bl ami n9 the j udges for the 

misfortune that befe ll him. 

The mot if of the torture is a ma jor pathetic appeal 

of Book v . In using it, Guid o questions its use f or noble

men and t hereby argues from privilege. He also compares 

its pain to that of poison and humiliation, accu ses the 

Church of irreligious treatment, and sees himself as the 
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martyr. In these ways Guido hopes to gain sympathy. Yet, 

wi th all his concern for pain, Guido never doubts the just

ness of his treatment of Pompilia. His threatening her-

wi th sword and poison--is for her benefit as he attempts to 

keep her on the rbad of righteousness. But Pompilia testi

fie s (Book VIII) that she feld Arezzo to save her life, for 

in saving herself she saved her child as well. Guido denies 

tha t her life was endangered, though he admits that he 

ki ll ed her. Despite his apparent double standard, Guido 

ins ists that torturing him is unnecessary and cruel. 

He also thinks his execution is unnecessary, and 

h is r eferenc e s to his d e ath by the guillotine constitute a 

ma jor pa the t i c a ppea l. The motif of the guillotine, or 

mannaia, in Book XI parallels Guido's u se of to r ture in 

Book V, with t he Pope replacing the role of the judges in 

t he scheme. The d i fference is that t he ref e rences to 

torture are part of a planned rhetorical strategy , whereas 

the r e f e rence s to the guillotine result from Guido's being 

unable to push the thought of it from h i s mind. Perhaps 

for this reason, as well as because dea th is more severe 

than torture, allusions to the guillotine are more likely 

to stir one to pity Guido. 

Guido begins Book XI unable to believe that he is 

condemned to die and still claims innocent. He therefore 
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l ambasts the Pope's verdict and sentence. Guido drops the 

mock submission employed for the judges' benefit in Book V. 

Guido's shock and disbelief that he is going to die are seen 

i n the incomplete hypothetical proposition of lines 20-25: 

If there be any vile experiment 
In the air,--if this your visit simply prove, 
When all's done, just a well-intentioned trick 
That tries for truth truer than truth itself, 
By startling up a man, ere break of day, 
To tell him he must die at sunset,--pshaw!ll 

Guido's omitting the consequent, or main clause, an example 

of ana podoton, and his replacing it with an interjection 

show that he has not yet fully accepted his imminent death. 

It is especially incomprehensible to him because he avers 

innocence, "As innocent [as] my Pope and murderer" (XI, 

1. 29). The obvious irony of his simile is accomplished 

through a pun on the word "innocent." Pope Innocent XII, 

in administering justice, is accused of murder; whereas 

Guido, who committed three murders, claims innocence. He 

11cf. Caponsacchi's address to the Court: 
"You tell me she is dying now, or dead; .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
What if this your intelligence were just 
A subtlety, an honest wile to work 
On a man at unawares? 

(VI, 11. 1593, 1596-98) 
Come, I see through it, you find--
Know the manoeuvre." 

(VI, 11. 1605-06) 
Neither Caponsacchi nor Guido wants to believe the news he 
has been given, and therefore . they suspect and hope that 
the men of the Court are playing a trick in order to make 
Caponsacchi retale his tale and to make Guido confess. 
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f ur ther compares his innocence to that of "a babe, as Mary's 

own, I As Mary's self'' (XI, 11. 30-31). His arranging this 

l is t in climactic order (auxesis) reveals that Mary is seen 

a s being more innocent than her son. Following this four

f old comparison with the Pope, a babe, Christ, and the 

Virgin Mary, Guido reiterates his profession of innocence by 

u sing a string of synonymous expressions (sees~ onomaton) 

"I said, say and repeat" (XI, 1. 31). Convinced he is 

innocent, Guido asks, "why, then, should I die twelve hours 

hence? '' (XI, 1. 32). Apparently Guido confuses intensity 

with proof, for repeating claims of innocence is no argument. 

But Guido continue s to censure the Pope (argumen~um · 

ad b:.~rninern) for condemning him. Guido refers to 11 this old 

Innocent" (XI, 1 . 55), who is s upposed to be "meek and mild 

a nd merciful 11 (XI, 1 .. 56) • The use of "and" (polysynd eton) 

stres s es eac h pleasant qua lity, made more pleasant by the 

alliteration of the melodic "rn. 11 Guido further describes 

the Pope's good traits: "So fond o' the poor and so fatigued 

o f earth,/ So ••• fifty thousand devils in deepest hell 11 

(XI, 11. 57-58). such goodness so repulses Guido that he 

stops in midcourse (a posiopesis) and finishes with a curse 

(~) in which devils are numerous and deep in hell. In 

lines 61-62 Guido chides the Pope through questions 

)\He help?/ He pardon?" Not likely, thinks 

Guido, who hardly needs someone who favors the poor and 
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denies the worldly to judge him. Guido thanks (ironic 

-~uchar is tia) "the good Pope" (XI, 1. 6 3) , who sets Guido' s 

he ad "rolling all the same" (XI, 1. 78) and who, "sick of 

h i s life's supper,--swallowed lies" (XI, 1. 84), performs 

hi s one conscientious act with Guido's life. Thus, Guido 

"must ease his [the Pope's] maw" (XI, 1 .. 85}. 

Guido's references to "rolling" and "eating" remind 

one that Guido attacks the Pope for ordering the death sen

tence. Thus, though the guillotine is not directly me ntioned, 

thoughts of it cause his disparaging remarks about the "Dis

interested Vicar of our Lord'' (XI, 1. 79}. The cause a nd 

ef fect are e vident when Guido, after describing (through a 

hunt ing metaphor ) the nobleman's former impunity from law 

regardless o f his d eeds, says , "I lie trapped,/ Writhe in 

a certain novel springe just set/ By the good old Pop e : I~ 

firs t prize'' ( XI , 11. 113-15}. In these lines Guido joins 

"good" and "old ," his favorite adjectives to describe the 

Pope , and por trays himself as a hunted animal. He therefore 

combines argumentum ad homin~ and a~ rnisericordium. Guido 

then directly refers to the guillotine. In twelve hours he 

must "essay upon my body and soul/ The virtue o f his brand

new engine" (XI, 11. 124- 25}. He sarcastically thanks all 

those who let him be first prize, that is , the first to try 

the new machine. He asks his auditors if t hey "know what 

teeth you mean to try/ The sharpness of, on this soft neck 
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a nd throat?" (XI, 11. 127-28). He answers his own question 

(anthypophora), replying "I know it,--I ha.ve seen and hate 

i t,--ay, / As you shall, while I tell you" (XI, 11. 129-30). 

However, thoughts of the guillotine lead him to 

d eliver an encomium to Life and again belittle the Pope who, 

near death from old age, does not value living for others. 

Guido's exuberance for life is infectious, and his juxta

posing his vitality with references to his forthcoming death 

i mpels one to sympathize with him. 11 Life" is the single 

word on line 143, and its solitariness effectively intro

duces this section. The continual repetition of "how" 

c l a us e s (ana phora) provides a crescendo of emotion: 

How I could spill this overplus of mine 
.. . . . . . . . . . . ... 

How the life I could ·shed yet never shrink 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . 
How I live, how I see! so, - -how I speak 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 
How I see all my folly at a glance. 

(XI, 11. 144-61) 

Guido again uses ~ -~Pl':~ in the closing lines of this 

section: 

This careless courage as to consequence 
This instantaneous sight through things and through, 
This voluble rhetoric. 

(XI, 11. 172-73) 

In their references to seeing and speaking, the third and 

fourth "how" clauses are echoed in the second and third 

"this" clauses. Both prove the truth of the cliche that 
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d eath makes one appreciate life, for Guido believes that he 

gains new insight: he decides that slaying Pornpilia was 

f olly (XI, 1. 176). Moreover, "Lucidity of soul unlocks the 

l ips:/ I never had the words at will before" (XI, 11. 159-

60 ). Guido's rhetorical question, directly addressed to the 

Cardina l and Abate, best summarizes Guido's feelings: 

Is it not terrible, I entreat you, Sirs? 
. . . . 
Terrible so to be alive yet die? 

(XI, 11. 153, 157) 

The repetition of terrible (diacope)
12 

and the antithesis of 

"alive" and 11 die" make an effective emotional appeal. 

Also effe ctive is Guid o's contra.sting his "manifold 

a nd plenitudinous life" (XI, 1. 154) with t he Pope's 11 hoar

haired , shrunk- shanked odds and ends/ Of body and soul old 

age is chewing dry'' (XI , 11. 145-46) ~ Guido cannot under

stand why Death "Mows here, mows there, makes h a y of juicy 

me" (XI, 1. 148) but mis ses the Pope, "the bunch of withered 

weed" (XI, 1. 149). Guido says he could "spill this overp l us 

of mine" (XI, 1. 144) and, in a simile, 11 drench their stalks 

with sap like grass in May" (XI, 1. 152) .. In all of these 

l ines blood replaces water as the s ource for life, and the 

Pope and those like him are dried vegetation in need of a 

restorative. Later in Book XI Guido reasserts the p rimacy 

12Defined as repetition of a word with only a few 
words in between. 
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o f life as he again compares youth and age. Guido states 

t hat he wishes "To live my life out, to the last I'd live/ 

And die conceding age no right of youth" (XI, 11. 1898-99). 

Unable to believe that others feel different than he, Guido 

imagines the Pope to say, 

'Count Guido, who reveal our mystery, 
And trace all issues to the love of life: 
We having life to love and guard, like you, 
Why did you put us upon self-defence?' 

(XI, llv 2012-15) 

When the executioners come to take Guido to his death, he 

s houts , " Life is all " (XI, 1. 2421). Unfortunately, Guido's 

life , not others, is all that concerns hima His placing 

s uch value on earthly life explains why he asks for a s econd 

h th t t
. 13 c ance · ree separa e · 1mes. 

His d e sire for life also explains his earlier appeal 

to "blood-sympathy" in line 19 of the e xordium to Book XI. 

Here, Guido tells the Cardinal and Abate that his blood 

Come s from as far a source: ought it to end 
This way, by leakage through their scaffold-planks 
Into Rome's sink where her red refuse runs? 

(XI, 11. 16-18) 

This rhetorical question implies a strong denial as an answer 

and is therefore an example of erote0s. Guido does not want 

his "blueblood" to run red into the Tiber, metaphorically 

13The three instances are "Put me back to the cross
road , start afresh" ( 1 .. 9 6 0 ) ; 11 Give again / The chance , - -
same marriage and no other wife,/ Be sure I'll edify you" 
(11. 1459-61); "Where's my second chance?" (1. 1846). 
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called "Rome's sink." Though Guido has a surplusage of 

b lood which can serve the function of water in restoring 

d ried vegetation, he does not want his blood to mingle with 

the water of Rome's river. 

In the na~tati~, after forty-eight lines of digres-· 

sion (reditus. ~i 12.EOJ?Ositurn) ,14 Guido relates how he first 

came to know rnannaia. Guido tells the Cardinal and Abate 

t hat he first me t "the hateful thing" (XI, 1. 180), "your 

f ine a x e in a frame, that falls/ And so cuts off a man's 

head underne ath" (XI, 11 .. 184 -"85), "At the Mouth-of-~Truth 

o ' the river-side" (XI, 1. 188). According to Gridley, 

Guido's me e ting mannaia on a "war m Sp r ing eve" (XI, 1 .. 182), 

"At the Mout.h -·of- T1r uth, 11 is ironic .15 

Afte r b r iefly relating the story of Felice and the 

Duke , Guido give s an ela borate d e scription (effigura t.ion) 

o f t he guillo tine: "There the rnan--mutilat.ing engine stood / 

At ease , both gay and grim, like a Swiss guard" (XI, 11 .. 208-· 

9). The simile is espe cially appropriate, for t he Swiss 

g uard protects the Pope who will not prote ct Guido from the 

guillotine. This twelve-foot scaffold is railed 

Considerately round to elbow-height, 
For fear an officer should tumble thence 
And sprain his ankle and be lame a month 
Through starting when the axe fell and head too. 

(XI, 11. 215-18) 

1 4Defined as returning to a subject after a digr ession. 

15 11 Browning 1 s Two Guidos," p .. 61 .. The irony is that 
his second meeti.ng will be on a cold, wi n ter day and that 
Guido is hardly one who tell.s the truth. 
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Sarcasm permeates these four lines. The guillotine is per

s onified as being considerate for providing a protective 

r ail for the executioner who might fall twelve feet if 

s t artled by the axe's falling. Of course, if someone fell 

twelve feet, he would be lucky if he received no more than 

a sprained ankle. Guido intentionally minimizes the injury 

to contrast the officer's lameness to Guido's decapitation. 

Ye t Guido receives no such consideration. Guido again con

trasts his predicament with the officer's when the condemned 

Count says "the axe fell and head too .. 11 Contrary to the 

syntax, the actions are not simultaneous but seque ntial, the 

f ormer causing the latter to occur. 

In lines 220-230 Guido vividly describes the "two 

na rrow tall bearns 11 (XI, 1. 221), the iron pl.ate "with the 

s harp s h e aring edge 11 (XI, L. 223), "rrhe wooden half-moon 

collar" (XI, l. 226) , "the under half-moon board" (XI, 

L. 228) which "completes a neck's embrace" (XI, 1 .. 229), and 

the "sort of desk that wheels aside/ Out of the way when 

done with" (XI, 11. 230-31). The half-moons of the guillo~ 

tine a.re contrasted to "May's crescent [that] is no half

moon of red plank'' (XI, 1. 251). Instead, the heavenly 

moon of that lovely May, Guido recalls, shone against a 

backdr op of "one greenish-golden sea" (XI, 1~ 253) of sky 

and " 'twixt those bars / Of the eng ine 11 (XI, 11.. 25 3-54) . 

This latter image completely destroys the beauty and 
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peacefulness of the former. Guido ends his description of 

t he guillotine by saying that the entire structure was 

" painted red: red" (XI, 1. 220), "red, red" (XI, 1. 236). 

The repetition of "red" with no other words between is an 

example of epizeuxis, and this use stresses the color. 

I oan Me Williams states that Guido unconsciously brings 

t ogether his crime and its punishment as sharing a common 

nature and thus suggest a terrifying poetic justice. 11 16 

Guido stres se s that the scaffold is red from paint, not 

blood; whereupon, he narrates how 

•• a decent pitcher stood at hand, 
A broad dish to hold sawdust, and a broom 
By some unnamed utensil,--scraper-rake,-
Each with a conscious air of duty done. 

(XI, 11. 238-41) 

Personifying the utens ils as decent and dutiful reduces the 

ex ecutioners to instruments~ Human indifference is f urther 

evidenced by the lounger s underneath the s caf fold who 

Discoursed this platter, n amed the other tool, 
J ust as, when grooms tie up and dress a steed, 
Boys lounge a nd look on, and elucubrate 
What the round brush is used for, what the square. 

(XI, 11 .. 242 - 46) 

Guido's speculations about himself on the scaffold remind 

us that for the one who loses his h ead, execution is more 

than a mech anical process. When Gu i do imagines his head in 

the ma chine's grip, he creates sympathy f or himself. In 

16 Robert Browning (New York: Arco Publishing Co., 
1970), p. 144.~ 
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l ine 224, he cannot recollect if the sharp edge "Had slammed, 

j erked, shot, [or] slid" (diazeugma); but he knows he "shall 

s oon find which" (XI, 1. 224). After describing the behead

i ng process (XI, 11. 231-34), Guido rhetorically asks, "And 

where's your soul gone? That, too, I shall find 11 (XI, 1. 235). 

With this question and answer, Guido further humanizes the 

o therwise mechanical "kneeling-place" (XI, 1. 236) as "down 

you knee l" (XI, 1. 231) to be groomed "for the next world" 

(XI, 1. 248). He realizes that "Twelve hours hence, I may 

know more, [but could] not hate [it] worse" (XI, 1 .. 258). 

Guido's graphic description of the guillotine's structure and 

process , his own horror of it, and the reader's knowledge 

that Guido will be executed on this machine crea te pa thos. 

Guido's next reference to the guillotine is e spe

cial ly sardonic; he plays on the words "lose 11 and "loose" in 

describing t he severance of the head . Guido employs 

agnominatio when he uses 11 lose 11 and "loose," two words of 

different meanings but similar sound. Considering his 

present circumstances, Guido dislikes the phrase "'I lose 

my head'" (XI, 1. 279). To describe d e capitation in such a 

ma nner is not only euphemi stic (XI, 1. 280) but also 

inaccurate. One can lose, i.e., misplace or never find, a 

ring, "a snuff-box, tablets, kerchief!--but your head?" 

(XI, 1. 281). When placed between the half-moons, the head 

is not lost as much as "loosed" from the rest of the body. 
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But though "loosed" is more precise, ·Guido does not like 

the process any better. He prefers "Mother Nature's mode" 

(XI, 1. 299) of dying in one's sleep after reaching ''three

score years and ten" (XI, 1. 301). 

Guido continues to distinguish- between Nature and 

Ar t in an effort to gain sympathy. His use of alliteration 

and connotation subtly biases his distinction. 'The "m's" 

and "n" of "Mother Nature's mode" is more soothing than the 

"rts" and "p" of "Art's process." Similarly, "mode," a way 

o f doing something, has a more positive connotation than 

"process," a word that reminds one of manufacturing and, 

h e nce, sterility. That Nature's manner is more humane is 

b es t accomplished though the personification of Nature as 

"Mother," the parent who is traditionally associated with 

comforting. Convers e ly, Art's process is "Brute force" 

(XI, 1. 316) which crushes (XI, 1~ 310), bares and bruises 

(XI, 1. 311). Using ~omp~ratio, Guido explains how Art's 

p roces s nee d not be so harsh. The "lithe snake thrids the 

hedge, makes throb no leaf" (XI, 1. 319), but the "heavy ox 

sets chest to brier and branch,/ Bursts somehow through, 

and leaves one hideous hole/ Behind him'' (XI, 11. 320-22). 

Art's process imitates the action of the ox, whereas Nature's 

mode imitates the movement of the snake. Guido makes the 

snake lithe and the ox heavy as well as the hole through 
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wh ich he bursts hideous. The very arbitrariness of the 

c omparatio causes its absurdity. 

In Book XI, Guido thinks associationally; and his 

thoughts on losing his head remind him of his knowledge of 

a na tomy, a knowledge learned in order to be an expert 

swordsman. Immediately following his query about the 

e x actness of the phrase about losing one's head, Guido says, 

11 I learnt the process at an early age; / ''r was useful 

knowl edge , in those same old days,/ To know the way a head 

is set o n neck" (XI, 11 . 282-84). Guido then gives the 

Cardinal an anatomy lesson on the neck: " Here go the verte--

brae, here's ~_!}31s , h ere / A~ .. ~..§.. , and here the r:)yrnphyses stop 

short" (XI, LL. 291-·92). Guido s eems caught up i n his 

specializ e d knowl edge as he e xcitedly exclaims, "Oh Car dinal, 

those lithe live n e cks of ours" (XI, 1. 290) 8 The u se of 

the adjestive "lithe" parallels i ts use in "li the snake ," 

and the tub,1lar form of the neck and snake furthers their 

simi larity . The inference is that the neck should be treated 

as gently as the snake t reats the hedge. Guido's know ledge 

of a natomy ma kes him aware of the pain to the body whenever 

it is stabbed or sliced. He thus rejects, rather humorou~ly, 

the comment by the "sage" who b e lieves that when one is 

beheaded by the guillotine, there is '''not much pain i' the 

process'" (XI, 1. 297). Guido wonders, "Who told him? Not 
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Felice's ghost, I think" (XI, 1. 29 8) • The man may be a 

s age, but his wisdom is no substitute for experience in this 

c ase. Guido knows his anatomy and has seen Felice beheaded, 

and this knowledge and experience (apodixis) 17 lead him to 

conclude that death by such a means is gruesome, unnatural, 

and painful. Thus, the pun of "lose" and "loose" is entirely 

black humor. 

Guido alludes to the guillotine only three more 

t imes in Book XI, and in each case the Pope is criticized. 

Af ter Guido narrates his experience with mannaia and his 

knowledge of its machinations, he compares what Saint Peter 

would do if he were in the Pope's place. Naturally, Pope 

Innocent is considered unmerciful "Since close on death comes 

judgment and comes doom'' (XI, 1. 343). Guido sees himself 

as "a s heep / Destined ere dewfall to be butcher 1 s -~meat" 

(XI, 11. 344-45). His sheep metaphor is for emotional 

effect, for the sheep is regarded as a timid, defenseless 

creature that harms no one. Also, Christ is the Lamb of 

Innocence who was crucified. Guido infers that if God did 

not save His Son, the Pope will certainly not save Guido. 

In referring to himself as butcher's-meat, Guido stresses 

his pitiable situation. The reference reminds one of Guido's 

earlier comments about food. The Pope, "sick of his life's 

17Defined as confirming a statement by experience. 
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s upper" (XI, 1. 84), eases "his maw" (XI, 1. 85) with Guido, 

a nd Guido states that after his execution, the Pope and all 

the clergy will "At pleasant supper time" (XI, 1. 139), 

11 'have the Abate's story'" (XI, 1. 142) about how Guido died. 

Before one sympathizes with Guido, however, he must remember 

t ha t th.is narration .is what Guido imagines will happen, not 

what does occur. The eating image recurs when Guido shouts, 

"Tender for souls are you, Pope Innocent" (XI, 1. 358). 

"Tender " has two meanings (distinctiC?) both of which Guido 

intends. First, Guido can be tender, that is, not tough 

me at. He will be such meat because the Pope is not kind

h e arted, i.e~ , tender. Thus , in one brief line Guido com

bines argume nturn ad mi:?er.icordiurn and ad _bominem. 

The third reference to the guillotine is not a 

pla nned one. In the midst o:E his harangu e against the cler gy, 

Guido suddenly remembers "this Mannai~-machine, each minute's 

talk/ Helps push an inch the nearer me" (XI, 11. 847 - 48). 

The thought of mannaia cause s him to change his tone, if 

only for a brief time. He asks for forg-iveness for all that 

has been said heretofore and calls the Cardinal and Abate 

" s weet Sirs" (XI, 1. 849) • This reference to mannaia shows 

that his irmninent death is never really far from his con

sciousness , and such references, by their nature, elicit 

more sympathy than the artful ones. 
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For this reason, the closing lines (XI, 11. 2414-27) 

o f Book XI are the most emotionally charged of any lines in 

! he Ring and the Book. Throughout Book XI Guido has been 

s elf-righteous in attacking Christianity and individual 

Chris tians. He sees his death as a noble suicide, that is, 

until the executioners come for him: 

Who are these you have let descend my stair? 
Ha, their accursed psalm! Lights at the sill! 
Is it 'Open' they dare bid you? Treachery! 
Sirs, have I spoken one word all this while 
Out of the world of words I had to say? 
Not one word! All was folly--I · laughed and mocked! 
Sirs, my first true word, all truth and no lie, 
Is- - save me notwithsta nding! Life is all! 
Pressed by as many chains as you please pile! 
Don't open! Hold me from them! I am yours, 
I am the Granduke's--no, I am the Pope's! 
Abate,--Cardinal,--Christ,--Maria,--God, ••• 
Pompilia, will you let them murder me? 

Reading these lines should convince one of their emotional 

impact. The opening rhetorical question is an eff e ctive way 

to reveal that the executioners have arrived, and the phrase 

"Lights at the sill" indicate that it is time for the execu

t ion. In a rush of words Guido insists that he has more to 

say, that though he has talked twelve hours he has spoken 

only "one word." He then recants everything he has said, 

once again hoping submission to authority will save his 

life .. He is not concerned with his soul .. The "truth and 

no lie" (synae_~~osis) of line 2420 is that he wants to live, 

and he will even undergo torture (1. 2425) in exchange for 
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life. In a last effort (1. 2422), Guido explains that his 

earlier ranting is proof that he is "just stark raad,--let 

t he madman live" (polyptoton). In short, he is not respon

s ible for what he has said. He therefore cannot believe 

what is about to happen. His disbelief is evidenced by his 

a sking if the executioners have bid the Cardinal and Abate 

t o open the door of the cell (1. 2416). His death is immedi

a te to him as he shouts "Don't open" (1. 2424). His expres

s ion "I am yours" ( 1. 2424) contradicts his repeated 

a ssertions elsewhere that he needs neither Church authority 

nor precept. The Church does not own him; his mind is inde

pendent. In the last two lines, Guido begs for help, from 

anyone. The list of people to whom he appeals is arranged 

in climatic order (~~si"§) • Finally, and ironically, Guido 

appeals to his dea d wife, asking her not to n1et them rnurder 11 

him. Cook's analysis of these closing lines explains their 

fervor: "Guido's second monologue, like Iago's speeches in 

OthelJ:2_, attracts chiefly by repulsion; there is indeed 

nothing in the poem, nothing in Browning, nothing perhaps in 

all literature more attractively, or at any rate more arrest

ingly, repulsive than the sudden change from bravado to 

· · f' 1 r 18 craven terror in its ·1na_ paragrap 1. The ter r ified Guido 

at the end of Book XL is diametrically opposite to the 

18cook, p .. 236. 
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s elf-assured yet obsequious rhetor at the beginning of 

Book V. And approaching death by the guillotine has wrought 

t he change. 

Both the references to his torture by the rack and 

t o his imminent death by the guillotine determine Guido's 

a ttitude toward the clergymen he addresses, and this ever

changing attitude is his third major pathetic appeal •. When 

Guido appeals to the Abate, Cardinal, and the Pope in 

line 2426, he is no longer flattering or bribing the clergy. 

He is begging for his life at any price. Manipulating his 

a udience is no longer Guido's concern as he relaxes his 

rhetorical posture. This unconcern, however, occurs only 

moments before his death, for throughout both monologues 

Guido i s the arch rhetorician who knows his audience. In 

Book V he addresses his arguments to an eccles iastical court; 

in Book XI, to an Abate and a Cardinal. Both Court and prin

cipates are clerical, and both are allied with torturing and 

t he g uillotine. The major role played by the clergy explains 

why Guido devotes so much time to them~ He vacillate s between 

servilely yet sarcastically flattering the judges and overtly 

criticizing the prelates in his cell~ In Book V Guido 

believes he has a chance to win his cas e. He therefore com

pliments (comprobatio) his auditors. Though he occasionally 

r eproaches them for their administering physical and emo

tional abuse to him, he is always careful to regain their 
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approval afterwards. In Book XI the trial is over and Guido 

is condemned. Having nothing to gain by flattery and feel

i ng anger at the Pope's verdict, Guido attacks the Abate and 

Cardinal. He particularly accuses them of hypocrisy and 

i nconsistency (inter se pu5Lnantia), an ironic accusation in 

tha t he exhibits these reproachable traits. This irony is 

exceeded by his naive and absurd belief that his candid abuse 

will gain him respect and consequently save his life. Only 

three times in Book XI--in the opening lines of the ~xord_ium, 

i n the partitio , and in the closing lines of the pe~~atiC?_-

does Guido placate the Abate and Cardinal. But no matter 

what his stance toward the clergy, Guido uses Pathos. in 

referring to them. 

Guido frequ e ntly employs comprobatio, defined as 

c omplimenting one's judges. This pathetic appeal is espe

cially prevalent throughout Book Vandis seen in the nature 

of his direct addresses to the men of the Court. Four times 

Guido uses the adjective "sweet" before the noun of address: 

"sweet Sir" (V, 1. 10), "sweet lords" (V, 1. 1041), "Sweet, 

my lords" (V, 1. 1092), and "sweet lords" (V, 1. 1940).. He 

addresses them as merely "sir" or "sirs" eleven times (V, 

11. 1, 17, 109, 165, 285, 317, 430, 907, 1036, 1117, 2004) 

and as "lords" fifteen times (V, 11. 181, 467, 511, 556, 852, 

879, 895, 917, 937, 968, 1.226, 1695, 1865, 1983, 2028). In 

calling them "lords" and "my masters" (V, 1087) Guido implies 
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t heir social superiority. The use of "lords" also empha

sizes their divinity as is best seen in the address "lords, 

in the plenitude of their light" (V, 1. 122). Calling them 

l ords allies him, a Count and therefore a noble, with those 

he flatters. 

That Guido acknowledges the clergy's superior social 

s tation is seen in his mock modesty. In Book V, line 54, he 

refers to himself as "your humble servant," and in lines 240-

241 Guido sta tes that when he served the Church he dared not 

mount "platform like my lords/ Who judge the world, bear 

brain I dare not brag." Of course, neither of the se refer

e nc e s is sincere. Guido calls himself a humble servant 

b ecause he h a s been castigating the clergy for their torture 

of him. His humble submission is a means to mitigate any 

a ng e r he may have aroused and is thus an example of philo

phr~_sis. This d evice is again used when Guido s ays, 

"Humbly I h e lped the Church" 

own intellect, Guido employs 

(V, 1. 247). 

sarcasrnus .. 

In degra ding his 

His mocking tone is 

evide nc ed again in line 413 where, after severely censuring 

the Church, Guido says, "priests should know." 'I1hey should 

have a divine ins ight which Guido, b e ing me rely a Count, 

doe s not possess. He is a noble, but he recognizes 11 my 

nobler still,/ The Church, my suzerain" (V, 116 128-29). 

The poly ptoton of 11 noble" and "nobler 11 is, appropriately, 

formed with the comparat i ve inflection "er." A final example 
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o f Guido's conceding the social supe~iority of his priestly 

a uditors is his assertion that he would never dare wed the 

ni ece of one of the judges. Such a proposal would have met 

r ebuff "Though courtesy, your Lordship cannot else" 

( V , 1. 468). 

Guido's religious allusions are another means of 

f lattery. Molinism is a weapon ready to his h and and, in 

t his sense, serves as a type of conunonplace. Whenever Guido 

wants to ally himself with the Church, he maligns the here~ 

tica l group. His slanders, or name-calling, are emotional 

devices by which he hopes to arouse the prejudices and sur

face sympathies of his audience. According to Coyle, 

Mo linism becomes "a calumnious epithet, used in a generic 

rather than in a specific sense. 1119 Guido's almost innumer

able biblical allusions should impress his ecclesiastical 

auditors and demonstrate his knowledge of that holy book. 

Thus, his argument that the Church failed to teach him right 

from wrong, that he did not know how to treat a wife, is 

considerably weakened when one realizes he knows the Bible 

quite well and can twist its scriptures to suit his ends. 

An example of such manipulation and of his obsequiousness 

is his distortion of "render therefore unto Caesar the 

things which are Caesar's" (Matthew 22:21). After capturing 

19 Coyle, p. 314. 
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the couple at Castlenuovo, Guido avo~s that he voluntarily 

c hose Rome over Arezzo, arguing that "Caesar's at Rome: to 

Rome a ccordingly'' (V, 1. 1176). Caesar, whom Guido meta

p horical ly seeks, represents Roman law and presumably 

j ustice~ But Guido r e nders the a lleged lovers unto Caesar 

and wants, in return, a judgment favorable to him. 

This instance s hows that Guido also appeals t o civil 

l aw , particularly to the unwr itten law which, says Aristotle, 

s uppl i es defic i encies of the written law by l egi slators seek

i ng equity through merci f ul consideration of circurnst.ances. 2 0 

Guido's aud itors in Book V are civil judges a s well as 

p ri e sts ; t hu[,, the "re v erend Court" (V, 11. 1, 95) is also 

"my judg e s and last hope!/ You are the l aw: 'tis t o the 

law I look" (V, 11 .. 1748--49). Guido flatters law when he 

explains why he did not kill the couple, especially his wife, 

whi l e at Castl enuovo. He states that he was "brough t up at 

t he very feet of law" (V, 1. 1106) and thus "laid [hi s case] 

a t the fee t of law" (V, 1. 1165) . He a lso says that "I 

called in law to act and help'' (V, 1. 1088) because law pro

fess es it "shall not fail a friend" (V, 1. 1080). Though 

humiliated by his wife, he "kept still, said to myself, 

'There's law"' (V, J.. 1132) • In short, Guido's r espect for 

law explains his bringing the couple to Rome to be punished: 

2 0Rhetoric 1.13. 1374ao 
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I still could recognize no time mature 
Unsanctioned by a move o' the judgment-seat, 
So, mute in misery, eyed my masters here 
Motionless till the authoritative word 
Pronounced amercemento There 's the riddle solved: 
This is just why I slew nor her nor him, 
But called in law, law's delegate in the place, 
And bade arrest the gu ilty couple, Sirs. 

(V, 11, 1110-1117) 

Ironical ly, after the trial, Guido criticizes his lawyers: 

"They feign, they :EJ..atter; . I • deal each judge/ 

His dole of flattery and feign ing" (XI,. 11 .. 1761-63). Yet 

Guido's flatt e ry is not without its sword, for interspersed 

with hi s compliments is a reference to his torture, a torture 

admini s tered by the law.. While h e lay at law's feet, "there 

sat my lords,/ Here sit they now, s o may they ever sit/ In 

easie r att.itud E~ than suits my haunch" (V, 11. 1165-67). HE-~ 

now bares his sores "O' the soul and not the body" (V, 

L . . 1169) and tells them to shrink not from "probing of the 

ulce rous part" (V, 1 ... 1170) • Guido's compliments are not 

usually free of hooks; if flattery is given, pity is gained. 

After he is conde mned to die, Guido no longe r employs 

~ompr~obatio. Only once does he say "sweet Sir" in Book XI, 

and t hat addre~-:,s immediately follows thoughts of 11 this 

Mannaia-machine'' (XI, 1 . 847) * For a brief moment, Guido 

attempts to regain a rhetorical posture as he asks for for

giveness from 11 sweet Sirs" (XI, 849). The address 11 lords" 

is n e ver used in Book XI.. And though '1Sirs" is used twelve 

times ( x I , 11 • 15 , 19 , 15 3 , 3 4 6 , 4 15 , 4 5 5 , 7 6 4 , 9 5 3 , 12 5 7 , 
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1 485, 1539, 2182), and "Sir Abate" once (XI, l. 86), their 

u se is basically functional, that is, they remind us of the 

a uditors' presence~ Moreover, these addresses are often 

a ccompanied by ~a.rcas~us.. Sarca~:;m is definitely present 

i n the one time Guido refers to "My masters" (XI, 1. 1274). 

'I'his address is followed by the word "no," for Guido .insists 

tha t sparing the Comparini was not the way to solve the prob

lem , though the Court thinks otherwise (XI, 1. 1261). Guido 

clearly denies the superiority of his auditors in the sar-

cas t.ic rhetorical que :.::t.ion addressed to the Abate: llWhat say 

you, / Prince of the Church, my patron?" (XI, 11., 1258-59). 

Gu ido then provides his own answer, assuming it to be the 

Cardinal 's also. 

Moreover, the Cardinal and Abate are not Guido's 

superiors; they are, at best, his equals. Their equality is 

seen in the address "friends" (XI, 11. 87, 88, 93, 1292, ·-

1455, 2265). Their supposed equality is the basis for 

Gu ido' ~3 appeal in the opening lines to the exo,.rdj;21m of 

Book XI. He b e gins by directly address ing ''the Cardinal 

Accia iuoli, and you, Aba te Panciatichi--two good 'l1uscan 

names" (XI, 11. 1-2). He has not yet fully accepted that 

his death sentence is imminent. Moreover, he hopes two 

such eminent Church officials will persuade the Pope to 

reverse his v e rdict. That this is his motive is seen in 
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his emotional exclamation (ecphonesis), "I do adjure you, 

he lp me, Sirs" (XI, . 1. 15) Guido also uses comprobatio 

when he describes "the huge battlemented convent-block/ 

Over the little forky flashing Greve" (XI, 11. 4-5), a 

build ing erected by the Cardinal's ancestor (X, 1. 3). This 

description (XI, 11. 6-13) is an example of topographia, 

and the minute detail shows how Guido raves over the struc

ture. Guido's familial tone further shows that he is equal 

to those he addresses. He talks of "oh those days 11 (XI, 

1. 7) when they "used to frisk" (XI, 1. 87). He fondly 

r e calls "That Senescal (We styled him) of your [Cardinal's] 

House " (XI, 1 . 14). His auditors ma y bt~ a Cardinal and an 

Abate , but he is "A Franceschini" (XI, 1.. 26) • All three 

are "nobles born and bred" (XI, L. 92) who once enjoyed "good 

companionship'' (XI, 1. 89). Thus, the prelates should feel 

"blood-~ sympathy" (XI,. 1. 19) for their peer. 

However, once Guido realizes that flattery and 

familiarity are for naught, he claims superiority. He 

proudly announces his atheism and accuses the Cardinal and 

Abate of hyprocrisy, for they are Christia ns no more than he. 

Their subservie nce to the Church is a guise, a mask that is 

assumed so that they may receive the power and privileges 

accorded to the clergy. In accusing his opponents of 

hypocrisy, Guic1 : ·· employs inte~ se pugnantia, and his 
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addressing them as Cardinal and Abate emphasizes their 

hypocritically allying themselves with a defunct religion. 

Hi s question of reproach (ep.iplexis)--"You, Christians 

bot h?" (XI, 1. 551)--surns up his attitude, and his statement 

that "Rome manufactures saints" (XI, 1. 1668) shows his 

belief that the se Christians perpetuate their theology for 

themselves. 

Guido states that it is IIA creature's duty" (XI, 

L. 716), his "obligation" (XI, 1. 718) to '1The Maker" (XI, 

1. 715) to "spend my last breath" (XI, 1., 716) revealing 

the clergy's hypocrisy~ Because he will not play the 

Chri stian's game, that is, be contrite, he is condemned to 

die. Guido refuses to accept the "my s tery" (XI, l,. 2012) , 

to worship '''the Unknown God/ Or else the Genius of the 

Vatic a n'" (XI, 11 . 2029-30). The epithet substituted for 

the Pope, an example of antC?no~~sia, reveals Guido's contempt 

of those who pretend to believe in the unseeable and there

fore unknowable. The fact t hat the Pope thinks he is God 

proves, t o Guido, that God is man- made and in man's image. 

The clergy' s falsity is emphasized when Guido repeats various 

forms of the word "lie" (polyptoton) between lines 409 and 

432. The clergy, especially the Pope, lie when they say 

Guido is guilty. Moreover, they want Guido to admit his 

guilt by lying for them so that they may "Kee p up the jest, 

lie on, lie ever, lie" (XI, 1. 414). Guido accuses the 
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Cardinal and Abate of selfish motives. Their visit is "but 

my lure to talk" (XI, 1. 132) • For that reason, . "You two 

c ome here, entreat I tell you lies" (XI, 1. 432). The 

"naked truth" (XI, 1. 83) is that though he may be a wolf, 

they are thieves. Why, he asks, should he compliment them 

with a "shepherd's title" or bark thanks (XI, 1 .. 440)? 

Using agnominatio (two words of similar sound ), Guido plays 

on the words "spits" and "spiteless 11 when he asks why he 

should be " spiteless " and "lick the prong that spits him,-

eh , / Cardinal?" (XI, 11. 441-42). 

Guido sp~cifically addresses the Cardinal seven 

times (XI, 11. 442, 733, 11.39, 1386, 1611, 1818, 2141 ) .. But 

these addresse s are to remind the reader of the Cardinal 's 

presence~ The other thirteen referenc es to both the 

Card inal and the Abate have derogatory .intentions. Guido 

mocks the Church hierarchy when he refers to Innocent as 

"Pope the Five Hundredth " (XI , 1. 121) and to his clerical 

auditors as "your Eminency and Abateship" (XI, 1. 122) .. 

Twice, and in almost identical words, Guido disparages the 

Abate: My Abate, scarce ly thus" of line 442 becomes "Abate, 

scarcely thus" i n line 548. Shortly thereafter Guido scolds 

the two before him: "Don't fidget , Cardinal!/ Abate, cross 

your breast and count your beads" (XI, 11. 553-54). The 

same reprimanding tone is seen in the lines "Cardinal, take 

away your crucifi~! / Abate, leave my lips alone,--they 
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b ite" (XI, 11. 2221-22). Guido reserits their rites. He 

b e comes very haughty when he orders the Cardinal to "Preside 

your college, ••• in your cape'' (XI, 1. 614) and the Abate 

t o "grid your loins and wash my feet" (XI, 1. 616). Later 

h e says, "Grind your teeth, Cardinal: Abate, writhe" (XI, 

1 . 943). Guido sarcastically ridicules their positions of 

a uthority when he calls them 11 rnanagers o' the multitude" 

(XI , 1 .. 836) .. ?\rgumentum ad ]:1orninem is then obviously used 

when Guido reminds the Abate that his last name, Panciatichi, 

emphas iz ed by its being the only word in line 1243, h ad been 

satir iz e d by a s onneteer who rhymed "Pancia tic" and "lym

phatic " (XI, 11,. 1243-56). When Guido calls them 11 p reache rs" 

(XI, 1. 1 519), he holds them responsible for his b ehavior, 

for they preach self-interest and t hen punish him for pursu

ing his own. Guido also ridicules the Abate who corrects 

Guido a llu sion to Virgil's Aeneid. Guido has been extolling 

the virtues o f paganism and makes a reference to ''the Seventh 

Aeneid'' (XI, 1. 1928) .. Apparently, the Abate corrects Guido; 

the proper reference is the Eighth book .. Guido says, 

"Right,-- tha nks, Abate,--though the Christian's dumb,/ The 

Latinist's vivacious in you yet 11 (XI, 11. 1929- 30). A few 

lines later, Guido calls him the "Learned Abate" (XI, 

1. 1957), who does not have to be taught "What Venus means" 

(XI, 1. 1958) .. Guido then says, "I spare you, Cardinal" 

(XI, 1. 1959) .. 
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But he does not spare the Cardinal long. In 

lines 2233-57, Guido indicates that the Cardinal used vicious 

tactics to achieve his position. Guido also hints that the 

Cardinal had his bride put out of the way. Thus, an analogy 

is made b e tween the Cardinal's behavior and Guido's. When 

the Cardinal first 11 showed us scarlet on your back" (XI, 

1. 2236), he, unlike Guido, did not have to undergo 1'this 

strict inquisition made for blood" (XI, 1 .. 2235). Guido 

never received the s c arlet coat, the color given a Cardinal; 

but he will most certainly be bloodied~ Guido then relates 

tha t the Cardinal rec e ived his red cloak "Over a scantling 

o f heads b ra ined , heartr:., broke, / Lives trodden into dust" 

(XI , 11. 2239-40 ) .. One such life was "tha t damsel-fly / 

Which buzzed s o near your mouth and flapped y our face?/ 

You blotted it from being at a blow '' (XI, 11. 2247-4 9). The 

alliteration of "b" in these l ines sounds like a pop. Guido 

a sk s the Cardinal if 11 memory haunt your pillow?" (XI, 

1 . 224 2) ; Guido answers ( ant~ypophDra) , "Not a whit" (XI, 

1. 2242). Moreover, the damsel-fly is apparently not the 

only casualty in the Cardinal's vocational ambitions. The 

prelate never walks in his garden "One appetizing hour ere 

dinner-time, / Bu t your intrusion there treads out of life / 

A universe o f happy innocent things" (XI, 11. 2244-46). What 

Guido wonders is why, when he blots ou t his damsel-fly, 

Pompilia, he is punished. Guido reasons that "It was a fly, 
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you were a man, and more,/ Lord of created things" (XI, 

1 1 . 2250-51). He now justifies the Cardinal's act, an 

abrupt change, in an effort to justify his own act: "Man-

l i ness, mind," not soul, is the thing "fit to save, / Fit to 

b r ush fly from" (XI, 11. 2252-53). 

Through this analogy, Guido defends his murder of 

Pompilia and yet denigrates the Cardinal. In doing the 

latter , he as sumes a tone of moral superiority. At the 

s ame time, he envies the Cardinal for being able to do such 

deeds with impunity and even receive rewards for them. It 

is ther e fore ironic that Guido, the captured and condemned 

crirninal, b e lieves his death ends the Cardina.l 1 s chance to 

be Pope~ Gu i do assumes that he possesses s uperior politica l 

pull a nd that his death will "kill" the Car dinal's chances. 

If Guido di es , the Cardinal thus throws away ''this instru

ment" (XI, 1 .. 2255 ) which can " serv e a master, and were 

yours [Cardinal's] / To have and hold and get much good from 

out" (XI, 11. 2256-57).. The repetition of "and " (polx:syn'."'" 

~eton) gives the impression that Guido can do many things 

for the Pope. How Guido can ha ve the power to make the 

Cardinal Pope yet insist that the Cardinal is his master 

is unexplainable. But such is Guido's argumen t, an argume nt 

bas e d on both Guido's and the Cardinal's self-interest~ 

Perhaps Guido vacillates between humility and 

audacity because he wants to live, so he grasps a t one last 
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c hance, yet despises those who have the power to grant him 

t hat chance. Guido hopes to win the Cardinal by informing 

h im that he is seventh in line to receive the Popedom. 

Guido says, "Seventh on the list you come, unless ••• ha, 

ha,/ How can a dead hand give a friend a lift?'' (XI, 

11 . 2264-65) • Guido's stopping in midcourse (apo.siopesis) , 

r epresented by the ellipsis, and finishing his thought with 

a rhetorical question is an effective way to make his point. 

Also effective is his use of ~YE:ecdoche in referring to his 

powers of influence as a "dead hand." Guido anatomizes his 

body, and again uses §.Y:Qecdoc=:h~, two lines later when, in 

another rhetorical question, he asks if he is ''the person 

to despise the help/ 0 1 the head shall drop in pannier 

presently?'' (XI, 11. 2266 - 67). This intentional and rather 

subtle allusion to his decapitation reminds the Cardinal of 

the fate Guido will suffer if not allowed to help$ The 

Cardinal is then compared to a child who 11 kicks away / 1rhe 

fulcrum-stone that's all the sage requires/ To fit his 

lever to and move the world" (XI, 11. 2268-70). Guido, of 

course, is the sage. Yet, after indicating that he has the 

power to move the world, he asks the Cardinal to move the 

Pope, i .. e., persuade the old man that "'Count Guido must 

not die, is innocent'" (XI, 1. 2276). Finally, Guido 

regains his senses and loses his hope. He recants every

thing for which he previously begged: " --Why you don't think 
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I hope you'll say one word?" (XI, 1. · 2227). For the second 

t ime he shouts, "take / Your crucifix away 11 (XI, 11. 2228-89). 

Guido then resumes his attack with renewed zeal. He 

calls himself a wolf who enjoys fighting, working his jaws 

t hrough his ''foe's flesh" (XI, 1. 2317). He assures the 

Cardinal, his "Eminence" (XI, 1. 2319), that his "fight i.s 

fi gurative, blows i' the air,/ Brain-war with powers and 

principalities" (XI, 11. 2320-21). Guido's "Brain-war" is 

one of verbal abuse. He taunts the Abate, who will not "live 

a year more wi t h that hacking cough" (XI, L 2335); and the 

Cardinal, who will "never be a Popen (XI, 1. 2340) .. Guido 

tel ls the Cardinal to "Go eat your hear t" (XI, 1. 2340), 

then asks him if he deserted hi s "affianced bride" (XI, 

1 .. 2344), Plautilla Pucci, "for promotion in the Church?" 

(XI, L. 2342).. Actually, 11 She's more than in the Church,-

[s he's] in the churchyard" (XI, 1. 2343) with dust "in the 

eyes that held the love 11 (XI, 1. 2345). This reference is 

Guido's second one to the girl whom the Cardinal supposedly 

killed, and again Guido states that she was murdered so that 

the Cardinal could wear scarlet on his back, a ''legitimate 

end'' (XI, 1. 2238). Guido repeats this point in order to 

stress that the Cardinal is no better than he. Repeating 

t he story also shows Guido has used all his argume nts. 

Guido's vituperation seems to have no end as he 

resorts to name- calling. Because the Cardinal and Abate 
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"Move not a muscle that shows mercy" (XI, 1 .. 2229), they 

a re "petrifactions" (XI, 1. 2228) with "two hearts [of] 

s tone" (XI, 1. 135). Using a simile, Guido says, "Be [as] 

t ac it as your bench, then" (XI, 1. 137). The Cardinal and 

Abate are also called swine. They tell Guido to deny his 

passions; yet they, "whose stupidity and insolence/ I must 

defer to" (XI, 11, _1soo ~o1), exhibit "swine-~like snuffling 

greed and grunting lust" (XI, 1. 1502). Earlier Cuido admits 

h e is a swine with "born depravity of taste" (XI, 1 .. 763), 

and he resents the clergy pretending to be otherwise: 

"Enough of the hypocrites " (XI, 1. 764), 11 Who never budged 

from litter where I lay,/ And buried snout i' the draff 

box while I f e d" (XI, 11 .. 765 -·66) . They are also "bloody 

drunkards " (XI, 1. 774) who are going to make him "blood 

for wine'' (XI, 1 ~ 784). In this reference to the eucharist, 

Guido imp.lies that the priests are drunk from communion, 

having satiated their passions in what should have been a 

so lemn rite .. Also implied is that they relish executing 

Guido who thinks he is a Christ-figure. I~ke Christ, Guido 

regards himself as the arbitrarily selected scapegoat~ He 

emphasizes this point with the rhetorical question, "Why my 

sin, drunkards?" (XI, 1. 791) • 

Guido's final tactic is to instill fear in the 

clergymen. As he nears his death, he reminds those of the 

Church hierarchy that they will die someday. In comparing 
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h is death to theirs, he uses an extended metaphor. They are 

a ll waves reeling toward the rock, the symbol for death. 

Using anaphora, Guido details their fates: 

Some forthright, some describe a sinuous track, 
Some, crested brilliantly, with heads above, 
Some in a strangled swirl sunk who knows how, 
But all bound whither the main-current sets, 
Rockward, an end in foam for all of you. 

(XI, 11. 2349-53) 

Guido recognizes that he will reach "a minute sooner " (XI, 

1 . 2 356) "The boundary wherein I break to mist" (XI, 1.. 2 35 7), 

but they "Wil l presently begin to feel the prick/ At lazy 

heart, the push at torpid brain,/ Will rock vertiginously 

i n turn, and reel, / And , · emulative , rush to death like me" 

(XI, 11., 2363-66 ).. rrhe references to tirne-- 11 rninute 11 (XI, 

1 .. 2356) , ·· "pre sently" (XI, 1 .. 1363), "Later or sooner by a 

minute" (XI , 1 .. 2367)--cont.rast with the "untimeliness of 

d eath" (XI , 1 .. 2368 ). Because the clergy have had lives "of 

l a psing peace/ Where broods the halcyon and the fish leaps" 

( XI , 11 • 2 3 6 1-· 6 2 ) , they w i 11 st i 11 die • Thus , Guido states 

that the manner of death is unimportant, that he actually 

hopes that his death will be "harsh and quick" (XI, 1. 2371), 

"rude and rough" (XI, 1. 2370). 

Though Guido disparages the clergymen (~rg~me ntum 

ad hom~m ) - - accusing them of hypocrisy and c alling them 

names--he is not really concerned with their character. His 

complaint is that he has not had similar success. Unlike 
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the lives of the Cardinal and Abate, Guido's brief clerical 

life consisted of doing menial chores with no prospects of 

advancement. By marrying Pompilia, he took measures to 

improve his worldly position; but eventually even that 

method failed to produce benefits. The Pope, Cardinal, 

Abate, and members of the Court have all had good fortune; 

yet Guido has been pl~gued with defeat. A man of his posi

t ion who has suffered so much for so many for so little 

s hould receive better treatment, especially from the clergy 

as they preach th~t kindness and mercy are virtues. 

Besides censuring the clergymen, Guido seeks sympa

thy for himself and thereby employs argurnen~1:_u~ ~~ mi?eri

cordium. He believes . that the Church is responsible for hi's 

v a lues and behavior; moreover, the Church has repeatedly 

mistreated him .. In the n~a tio of Book V, Guido pleads his 

service to the Church in an effort to secure pity. He appro

priately begins this unit with a supplication to God (9,ee~i~) 

III' the name of the indivisible Trinity" (V, 1. 121). He 

compares himself to a beast of burden who, unlike his friends, 

forsook clover for the spiritual life. He did not, however, 

expect the sacrifice to be permanent. Guido reminds the 

clergymen of his limited vocational alteinatives (11. 165-

234) and that they are ultimately to blame for the choice 

he made. Because his poverty prevented his living the life 

of a wealthy noble, he first considered "soldiership" 
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(XI, 1. 211). But his unidentified friend told Guido that 

h is "'duty' ·" as "'eldest son and heir and prop o' the house' *t 

(V, 1. 212) was"'by the hearth and altar'" (V, 1. 214). Guido 

s aw the error of his thinking and next chose the Church, the 

obvious referent of "altar" (~ynecdoche) .. But this vocation 

was a lso forbidden; for his brothers, Paul and Girolamo, 

were already priests, As the eldest and as an heir, Guido 

s hou ld marry ; something he cannot do as a priest. One 

Franceschini should be saved for the age (V, lo 230) o Thus, 

Guido should 11 Be not the vine but dig and dung its root,/ 

Be not a priest but gi rd up priesthood's loins'' (V, 11~ 231-

32). The effect of ar.-1ap~ora in t hese two lines is twofold. 

First, the emphas is i s significantly on the word "be." Guido 

has been try i ng to decide what he wil l be. Second, t he next 

line explains the v egeta tive metaphor of the first line . 

That both lines make the same point but are repeated for 

emphas is ( comrnora tio) is made clearer by the _0._naphora~.. Being 

a priest is equivalent to being the vine, and marrying for 

heirs is like being the root . The vine i s pretty, less 

dirty , above ground, and always climbing .. Likewise, even 

the parish priest is high on the social ladder and advance

ment is possible.. Because of 1
• :_ s pos i tion , he does not 

usually do manual labor. But t.~1.e man who marries is the 

foundation of society , and procreation is essential for 
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society's existence. So Guido resolves to go to Rome to be 

guided (V, 1. 234) • . 

Guido's metaphor of the vine and the root prepares 

t he reader for the Count's eventual decision to marry. But 

h e did not take that course immediately. He entered cleri

c al life and fetched and carried (V, 1. 243). He led ''the 

life prescribed / Close to the Church, though clean of it, 

I assumed/ Three or four orders of no consequence'' (V, 

1 1. 2 6 8- 7 O ). .. His .e.olyp ·~oton--" service," " serving , " "serve" 

(V, 1. 2 8 . )-·-sums up his clerical life. He hope d that II in 

due time" (V, 1 .. 289) "recognition of my service" (V, 1. 290) 

would come ,. At the age of six teen he decided, 11 'I . can 

wait'" (V, 1~ 291). 

years" (V, 1 .. 292) o 

"waited." 'The ef feet 

no tangible results. 

He +:he n tells us, "I waited thirty 

l-\ga.:Ln he uses po.J.yptoton--"wait, " 

is that Guido served and waited with 

As usual, Guido compar es his situation to that of 

those around him and complains that others, no more quali

fied and usually less so, have better fortune than he does. 

During that thirty years, "many a denizen of the dung" 

(V, 1. 293), a subtle use of ad hominem, received prefer

ment, but not Guido. 'These p eople "Hop, skip, jump o 'er my 

shoulder" (V, 1. 294) • 1I1hrough this diazeugrna Guido pre

sents the image of a game of leap frog, and he never gets 
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a turn to hop, skip, or jump. He remains in a crouched posi

t ion while others surpass him. In case his auditors miss his 

meaning , Guid6 uses epexegesis, defined as adding a phrase to 

f urther clarify. The people who leap over Guido "succeed, in 

t he usual phrase'' (V, 1. 295). And some do more than merely 

move forward in the line. Some make wings "And fly aloft" 

(V, 1 .. 295). Guido then specifies who has surpassed him. 

For instance, Guido's ''father's lacquey's son [whom] we sent 

t o school" (V 1 1. 299) became a physician, who "Doctored and 

do sed this Eminence and that,/ Salved the last Pope his 

certain obstinate sore" (V, 11 . ., 300-1) and thus became 

prosperous enough to purchase land (V, 1. 302). The physi

c ian is so p r osperous that he names his land,. has "griffin

guarded gate" (V, 1. 303), and a half-mile avenue with "a 

t I A d t tue three and t ,1 ....... ree" -erm , cypress, an a s _a - , .. L (V' 

11. 304-5) .. Guido , who delivers to the physician a message 

from a Monsignor, is barred from the vestibule because of 

the mud upon his shoe (V, 11. 306-7) • . Also, Guido's 

"father's chaplain's nephew" (V, 1. 309) is now a Charnber

lain, who "does not see me though I wait an hour" (V, 1. 311). 

The Chamberlain's wealth is described as extravagant. 

Finally, the official "Who drew the warrant for my transfer 

late" (V, 1. 324) from Tordinona to the New Prisons (V, 

1. 325) gratefully remembered Guido's father , who paid the 

guard 1"a dozen florins above the fee/ For drawing deftly 
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u p a deed of sale'" (V, 11. 327-28). Because of his grati

t ude, the official signed Guido's release papers "with 

tr iple flourish" (V, 1. 334). Guido concludes: "These were 

my fellows, such their fortunes now,/ While I" (V, 11. 335-

3 6 ) humbly did menial work and was rewarded with 11 a place at 

t he table-foot" (V, l. 340) .. Even · that. position was lost 

"when some l\Inbassador, or such like, / Brought his own 

people" (V, 11. 341·-42). All these :3tories are related in 

order to secure sympathy for Guido. 

One should feel pleased when Guido resolves t o quit 

t he Church and r eturn home. He began his cle rical life at 

sixteen and is now "Hard upon, if not over, the middle 

life " (V, lo 346). He must "be content / Wi t h living and 

dying only a nobleman,/ Who merely had a father great and 

r ich,/ Who simply had one greater and richer yet? (V, 

11. 350-53) ~ The climactic effect is achieved through the 

adverbs "only," "merely, 11 "simply," and through the v,ords 

11 noblernan"; "great, rich"; "greater, richer." Fur the r 2at~s 

is achieved when he says he will no longer 11 'bat-like, 

'bide/ ' r:r:wixt flesh and fowl with neither privilege'" 

(V, 11. 360-61.). He is tired and the refore bids "hope good

bye 11 (V, 1. 3 6 6) • 

After presenting himself as completely defeated, 

Guido shows the Church to be glad he is leav ing. Self-pity 

now turn s to slander; the Church is a Casino and Guido "A 
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gamester [who] says at last, 'I play no more,/ Forego gain, 

acquiesce in loss, withdraw/ Anyhow'" (V, 11. 371-73). The 

o ther players, relieved, "venture polite advice" (V,. L . .. 376). 

IJ~hey bemoan the fact that Guido has no " 'pile from play'" 

(V, 1. 378) and hint that his luck might turn with one fine 

t hrow. Guido tells the judqes that such "goodwill meant" 

(V, 1. 382) that the Church did not want him to leave empty

handed; for people, seeing him reel "'down the steps of our 

es tablishment'" (V, 1. 387) with nothing more than "'shag

r ag beard and doleful doublet'" (V, 1. 389), will conclude 

there .is no "'prof.it'" in a "'trip upstairs'" (V, 1. 391). 

The Church does not want such an image. Thus, they want to 

give Guido '''Some palpable sort of kind of good to set/ Over 

a nd against the grievance'" (V, 11. 396-97) .. Once again 

Guido uses inty,r _se pu,gnantia as he accuses the clergy of 

hypocrisy. 

Paul, a priest himself, defends his brother Guido 

and thereby sanctions the Count's resolution to leave the 

clerical life. In addition, Paul's support supposedly 

verifies Guido's accusations against the churchmeno Paul 

tells his fellow clergymen to "'Go hang yourselves'" (V, 

1. 398). Paul calls Church, Court, and Camp (a type of 

visual alliteration) "'ingrates' 11 (V, 1. 405) , and in so 

doing employs on~?ismus. Paul then addresses Guido, say

ing "'Count you are counted' 11 (V, 1 .. 406) . This P,olyptoton 
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(!' c ount, 11 "counted 11
) is combined with a pun (distinctio) on 

the word "count." The result is an oratorically effective 

sentence which means that as a nobleman (a Count) Guido 

should be esteemed (counted). Moreover, this Count wants 

to count his winnings. So far he has none. But he does 

have a coat-of -·arms which should entitle him to "carry 

home a wife / With the proper dowry" (V, 11. 410-11). 'rhus, 

Gu ido gives up one hope, the Church, and turns to another, 

ma rriage . His turning from one hope to another is an example 

o f apocarter~s.i$ . 

Howeve r his hopes from marriage are also dashed, not 

b e cause his wife comrnits adultery but because he loses her 

d owry. Hence, Guido criticizes the court's l eniency toward 

Pompilia,, He asks those who "judge me now 11 to " ad judge 

again" (V, 1. 778). Again he uses analogy, this time to s how 

the too mild and therefore unjust sentences for Pompilia and 

Caponsacchi. Usually the Church severely punishes those who 

break the civil or moral law. The Church chops "a man's 

right-hand off at the wrist" (V, J.. 1229) for mocking the 

conununion rite in a tavern and brands 11 a woman black between 

the breasts/ For sinning by connection with a Jew:/ While 

for the Jew's self---·pudency be dumb" (V, 11,. 12 33 - 35) • The 

punishme nt rne e ted out to the Jew is so horr id that Guido 

cannot say it; he stops in midcourse (~PE.E_i o pesis). Yet, 

when a wife and priest break one of the ten commandments, 
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they are mildly punished. Guido warns the clergymen that 

s u ch discrepancies in justice may give fuel to the Molinist's 

fi r e (V, 1. 1238). With this allusion to Molinism, Guido 

threatens misfortune or disaster and thereby uses cataplexis 

to show the court the error of its judgment and sentences. 

Guid o also employs cataple~is when he refers to the ecclesi

ast ical court's treatment of him. In lines 436-45, he warns 

tha t if 1'Honour of birth" (V, 1. 439) loses its value, i.e .. , 

i t s privileges, then the entire social fabric will be 

d es troyed. Guido returns to this theme in the closing lines 

o f the peroratio of Book V~ He envisions himself as God's 

" s oldier-bee" (V, 1. 2009) who "saves the hi ve 11 (V, L. 2011) , 

society, by destroying sin, that is, Pompilia and the 

Compar.ini. If the Court acquits Guido, its "brave / Decision 

now" (V, lL. 2037-38) can lead to a "Utopia" (V, 1. 2038), 

with "Rome r ife with honest women and strong men,/ Manners 

reformed 1
' (V, 11. 2039 - 40). Thus, their decision affects 

more than Guido; it could determine whether Rome will rise 

or fall. But the judges do not acquit him, and Guido's head 

is all that will fall. 

He proceeds to narrate the sequence of events that 

led to his loss of all three court suits. At first, Guido 

says he kept "faith in law" (V, 1. 1305). Then he receives 

an epistle from Rome which refuses to grant him a divorce 

and which informs hi~ that his ·brother Paul, Guido's 
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H~single prop and stay'" {V, l. 1346) has deserted him. 

Pau l "'flies the field,/ And with him vanish help and hope 

of help'" {V, 11. 1407- 8) • Rome is personified as speak

ing , and the city taunts Guido, glad that the Count is 

defeated at every turn. As a result, Guido is revealed as 

pitiable. Guido insists that he "can bear your [the judges'] 

blow" (V, 1. 1433). But in "morose December" (V, 1. 1436), 

he "broke seal to read / rrhe new epistle from Rome" (V, 

11. 1437-38) informing him that Pietro Comparini can reta in 

Pompilia 's dowryo Moreover , Guido's name is besmirched as 

Pompilia is still his wife. Consequently , the Comparini 

'''ha ve the wealth again / They hazarded awhile to hook me 

wi th , / Have caught the fish and f i nd the bait ei1tire'" 

(V, 11. 1401- 3 ) .. . Comparing himself t o a caught fish who 

did not even get the worm should cause one to sympathize 

with Guido. 1rhough he has been 11 1 beaten and baffled '" 

(V, 1. 1417), he bows his "'brui s ed head'" (V, l .~ 1418) 

and acquiesces. 

His only re lief is that he is childless: "And, thank 

God most for this, no child leave I--/ None after me t o bear 

till his heart break/ The being a Franceschini and my son" 

(V, 11. 1464-66). His last hope is shattered , however, when 

the letter, as if responding to his words, says, "'Nay, • 

but you hav e just that'" (V, 1. 1467). Guido can bear no 
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mor e and describes his pain as a nerve laid bare "'To nip 

a ·: . .,. new and nice, with finger nail'" (V, 1. 1482). His 

troubles are like 

The worm which wormed [polyptoton] its way 
from skin through flesh 

To the bone and there .lay biting, did its best,-
What , it goes on to scrape at the bone's self, 
Will wind to inmost marrow and madden me? 

(V, 11. 1485-88) 

In these lines Guido is seen as a living body which is being 

eaten away as if he were a corpse. Hence, the worm can be 

interpreted as a literal one. It can also be regarded as 

the serpent symbol. Thus, Guido implies that those who are 

cruel to him are also evil.. The word "madden" i r1 intention-

ally ambiguous . He is angry at the news: "Then I rose up 

like fire, and fire-like roared" (V, 1 .. 1483) .. 21 Also, he 

has gone mad from the pain; and because he is insane , he is 

not responsible for his actions. 

Throughout his adult life, Guido asserts that the 

Church has mistreated him; and in the re,E°utatio of Book V 

'21This line is an example of antimetabole which is 
" inverting the order of repeated words t o sharpen their 
s ense '' (Lanham , pQ 10). Ano t her name for this figure is 
counterchange . Cf. this line to the one in Book XI: 
°Angry! And-how could I be otherwise? 11 .(1 .. 1168). rrhis 
outburst follows his recollection of how the Comparini 
outwitted him. Aristotle says the following about anger: 
"Anger may be defined as an impulse attended by pain, to 
~ ~venge [i talics mine] that ~hall ~e evident, and caused 
by an obvious, unjustified, slight with respect to the 
individual or his fr iends." Rhetoric 2.2. 1378b. 
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· -
he sununarizes his grievances. He gave the Church "all my 

labour in body and soul/ Till these broke down i' the 

service'' (V, 11. 1793-94). After Guido is cheated in mar

riage, the Church refuses to grant a divorce, saying that 

''' Though ring about your neck be brass not gold,/ Needs 

mus t it clasp, gangrene you all the same'" (V, 11. 1814-15). 

In addition, Guido receives no satisfaction from his wife's 

mild punishment, Why must he be the only one who suffers? 

The Aretine Court granted Guido what he asked~ ~heir ver

d i ct, he believes, proves his innocence. Does the Roman 

Court dislike him for being popular with the people, or is 

Guido the scapegoat for the clergy? Guido shouts, "Lords, 

any lie will serve" (V, 1. 1865). But, insists Guido, they 

k now the truth and must "Reconcile to your conscience as you 

may'' (V, 1. 1928). When they consult their conscience, they 

should remember that he was their "own defender" (V, 1 .. 2004), 

"law's mere executant" (V, 1 .. 2003). 

In Book v Guido feigns admiration for the law; in 

Book XI he maligns law. Moreover, b e cause the men who con

vict him are clergymen as well as judges, Guido also cen

sures the teachings in the gospel. Guido claims that law, 

which did not acquit him, gave the Pope the chance "to let 

my life alone'' (XI, 1. 69). Law dropped Guido's life into 

the Pope's palm (XI, 1. 71); but he "sighs, shakes head, 
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refuses to shut hand,/ Motions away .the gift they bid him 

grasp" (XI, 11. 74-75). The Pope 11 abrogates and disallows,/ 

Nul lifies and ignores,--rever is in fine/ To the good and 

right, in detriment of me" (X I: " 11. 80-82). The multiple 

verbs describing the Pope's action (~iazeugma) appropriately 

g i v e the effect of rushing and falling down as well as indi

cating the quickness of the actions. The sense of speed 

give s the impression that Guido's case did not rece ive care

f u l consideration. To Guido, the irony of the situation is 

t hat he s ought clerical privilege as a last resort. This 

privilege was his "One gr-appling-iron" (XI, 15 50) to which 

h e could hook his cause, "Even should the middle mud let 

anchor go" (XI, 1. 51) .. He was mistaken. 

Therefore, in Book XI Guido ope nly acknowledges that 

t h e Church is his "foe" (XI, 1. 833). Their mutual animosity 

i s expres sed through the metaphor of a fencing match which 

Guid o loses: "And in goes the cold iron at my b r e ast,/ Out 

my b a ck, and e nd is made of me'' (XI, 11 ~ 486-87). Because 

of the way he has been treated, the clergy deserve "a grmvl 

through the whi t e fangs'' (XI, 1. 834). The mere r epetition 

of "wronged" in close succession (9-iacope) is supposed to 

convince t he Car dinal that Guido has s uffered gross injustice 

at the expense of the clergy. In the closing lines of the 

E!:: fu t atio of Book XI, Guido makes a desperate emotional 
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a ppeal. He has walked the path "barefoot, bloodied bymy 

palms" {XI, 1. 1772). He thought he saw a light ahead, 11 A 

cra nny of escape" (V, 1. 1774), in clerical privilege. So, 

he appeals to the Pope 

For a little life--from orte whose life is spent, 
A little pity--from pity's source. and seat, 
A little indulgence to rank, privilege. 

( XI , 11 • 1 7 7 6 - 7 8) 

Ins tead, he has b een "thrust to wall,/ Succe ssively wrenched 

from pillar and from post'' (XI, 11. 1796-97). Throughout all 

his dealings with the clergy, he has been victimized like 

Chr ist. But he is careful to add that he should not be 

c r ucified like Christ. 

Renouncing his faith in law, Guido argues that major

i ty opinion favors him, and thLs appeal to popular opinion 

i s his fifth major pathetic appeal. One of the reasons he 

is so startled at the Pope's verdict is that "All hon(~st Rome 

approved my part;/ Whoever owned wife, sister, daughter,-

nay / Mistress" (XI, 11. 39-40). Guido's estimate is some

what accurate, for Half-Rome (Book II), whose wife is cheat

ing on him, defends Guido, who reveals his charac ter when he 

makes no distinction among female relationships and who says 

that men "own" women. All men who share his viewpoint are 

II 1 many men" (XI, 1. 4 3) • One is reminded that the Cardinal 

who swatted the damsel-fly (XI, 1. 2247) exhibited "manli

ness" (XI, 1. 2252). Using anadiplosis (repetition of last 
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word of one clause to begin the next), Guido avers, "I being 

f or Rome, Rome was for me" (XI, 1. 44}. This hyperbole and 

metonymy is repeated near the end of Book XI when Guido says, 

"Rome approves my act:/ Applauds the blow which costs me 

life but keeps/ My honour spotless" (XI, 11. 1804-6). 

After all, his friends, who constitute part of the populace, 

encouraged his taking vengeance at Castlenuovo. However, 

Guido's certainty that all Rome approves sometimes seems 

more of a probability than a fact. Guido accuses the 

Cardinal and Abate of wanting him to confess so that Guido 

wi l l lose the support of popular opinion. He believes that 

• _. • if I stick 
Still to the truth, declare with my last breath, 
I die a n innocent and murdered man,--
Why, there's the tongue of Rome will wag apace 
This time to-morrow. 

(XI, 11. 417-21) 

Here Guido combines metonymy (Rome) with syn!_:_:::doche (the 

tongue) as he prepares to present Rome's dialogi s mu~ (XI, 

11. 422-30). The populace, according to Guido, will inter

pret impenitence as martrydom (XI, 11. 422-23). Once he is 

dead, people are more inclined tb pity and doubt: '''what 

if there have been a spice,/ A touch of •.• 2h? 111 (XI, 

114 427-28). The aposiopesis, repre sented by the ellipsis 

between 11 of" and "eh," allows one to fill in the blank. 

Possible al terna ti ves could be II doubt/ II II spite f II I I v engeance I 11 

or even "envy." The Pope envies Guido for his youth: 11 'You 
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see, the Pope's so old,/ Some of us add, obtuse: age never 

s lips/ The chance of shoving youth to face death first!" 

(XI , 11. 428-30). Though this statement is an unfounded 

generalization about the aged, Guido irisists that the clergy 

want his confession in order "To suppress such talk 11 (XI, 

l o 431) • 

Much later, in the peroratio of Book XI, Guido com

bines his argument from popular opinion with 31r9umentum ad 

bacu lum, an appeal to force. Guido hopes to frighten the 

Pope into a rev ersal~ The Court very cleverly allows the 

Ca rd inal, in a dialogisnrns (XI, 11. 2276-85), to persuade 

the Pope. This method places the Cardinal on the side of 

the populace .22 According to Guido's Cardinal, the Pope 

shou ld " 'Spare one whos·e death i.nsul ts the Emperor'" (XI, 

l . .2 279) and 11 'outrages the Louis' 11 (XI, L 2280), whom the 

Pope loves. This appeal is a subtle threa t to the Pope. A 

more direct intimidation is the Cardinal's comment that 

Guido'' 'ha s friends who will avenge him; [and ] enemies / Who 

will hate God now with impunity,/ Missing the old coer

cive'" (XI, 11 •. 2281-82 ). The second part of this state

ment appeals to the Pope's spiritual, rather than political, _______ , - --~-
22cardinals and Emperors are not the only ones who 

side with Guido. In Book V Guido tells the Court that his 
"own s erving-people (1 . 1551) were "judges" (1 . 1553) who, 
upon hearing only part of Guido's ta le, "got done with 
judgment quick/ And clamoured to go execute her [Pompilia]" 
(11. 1553-54). Presumably both the great and the lowly 
support Guido's cause. 
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concerns. Inherent in this emotional appeal are two 

syl logisms, both based on false premises: 

MAJOR PREMISE: A) By threatening punishment the 
Church forces people to love God. 

MINOR PREMISE: B) Guido loves God but is punished 
anyway. 

CONCLUSION: C) Therefore, loving God does not 
prevent punishment. 

The conclusion for this syllogism becomes ·the major premise 

for the next one: 

f,;lAJOR PREMISE : 

MINOR PREMISE: 
CONCLUSION: 

A) Loving God does not prevent 
punishment. 

B) Guido's enemies hate God. 
C) Therefore, Guido's enemies can hate 

God with impunity. 

First, the major premise of the former syllogism is theologi

cally incorrect. At most, the Church warns that hating God 

will lead to eternal damnation. Damnation, moreover, is 

God 's punishment to be effected on Judgment Day. Each per

son possesses free will; knowing the punishment, a man can 

still choose to ha te God. He will, however, s uffer ·the 

consequences. The minor premise is also fa1.lacious. By his 

own admission, Guido does not believe in God. Occasionally, 

he doubts his atheism, but then he expresses fear of, not 

love for, the Omnipotent. Guido's punishment, death by 

guillotine, is not administ~red because of his lac k of faith, 

though this l ack may be indirectly responsible for his being 

able to commit three murders, the crime for which he is 

going to die. But this worldy method of retribution is not 
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God's punishment. Thus, "punishment" in the major premise 

i s not the same as the one meant in the minor premise. As 

a. result, the so-called common factor of -the two premises--a 

f ac tor which should, according to syllogistic form, be 

present--is .not actually common. Consequently, the conclu

s i on is invalid, though it is ironically a true statement; 

fo r the state does punish people without regard for their 

religious professions. This conclusion becomes the major 

premise of the second syllogism. According to the minor 

p r emise of this syllogism, Guido's enemies believe contrarily 

to Guidoo So, if Guido loves God, then_his enemies must hate 

God. The false generalization ~pon which this point is based 

is t hat enemies think oppositely on al l ma t ters. Neverthe

less , Guido concludes that b e cause he is punished for loving 

God, his enemies joyfully realize that they will not be 

punished for hating God. Thus, the Pope, in sentencing Guido 

to die, encourages athei sm. Such is the highly complicated 

and subtle way in which Guido threatens the Pope. If Guido 

dies, all the world, iQe., Gtiido 1 s friends and e nemi e s, will 

renounce Christianity; and the Pope is responsible. 

Ju s t as Guido's arguments are inconsistent in his 

use of log os, so are they in his pa thetic appeals~ One of 

his major arguments, esnecially in Book V ,· is causa honor is .. 
~ -~--

Conjoined with this argument is public humiliation9 But 

when Guido elaborates on this aspect of his suffering, he 
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i mp lies that the populace, who was against him, favored 

Pompilia. The "All . Rome" which had approved of his taking 

v e ngeance is also the Rome which "manufactures saints" 

(XI, 1. 1668), and believes in saints (XI, 11. 866-91), and 

ye t refuses to believe Guido's story about Pompilia and 

Ca ponsacchi (XI, 11. 860-81). These Romans are "fools" 

(XI, 11. 853, 862, 872) whose "wisdom" (XI, 1 .. 872) he 

s a rcastically praises. In placing contradictory words-

" f ool" and "wisdorn 11 -~-in a single phrase (XI, 1 . 872), Guido 

emp loys ~;yna e c_eo_§Js , an effective figure for anti thesis .. 

But any popular sympathy which Guido had received because 

o f his cuckoldry is lost with Pompilia's death. Here Guido 

c onuTten ts on the power of pa ~hos.. . Only "a year ago 11 (XI , 

1. 1698 ), when Pompilia 11 wrung her hands,/ Reddened her 

e ye s and beat her b r easts'' (XI, 11. 1698- 99), s he moved not 

"one heart." (XI, 1. 1701). Perhaps no one aided her because 

all her antics v,1ere "rehearsed" (XI , 1. 1699) o Through this 

dialogismus, Guido disal lows any pity for his wife; for the 
------1,:·-····- ·-·-

list of connotatively sympathetic verbs - -"wrung," 11 redden," 

and "beat"--is climaxed with the verb 11 rehearse,"a word that 

shows the insincereity of Pompi.lia's actions. However, the 

fact that Pompi lia miraculously lived 11 Four r.vho J..e days" 

(XI , 1. 1690) causes "Every man, every woman, every child/ 

In Rome" (XI, 11. 1696-97) to pity her. 11 All Rome" which 

once approved Guido's murders is not divided, The use of 
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mer ismus, or distribution, coupled with diacope (the repeti

tion of "every" with only one word in between) effectively 

shows that "All Rome" disapproves of Guido. Again, later in 

Book XI Guido contends that while he is alive, he h~s popular 

support, but with his death "The popular sympathy that's 

round me now/ Would break like bubble that o'er-domes a 

fly " (XI, 11. 1813-14). He even wonders if once out of 

pri son, he could. return "safe to my place again" (XI, 1. 1821). 

In both instances, popular opinion turns against him because 

of Pompilia's death. The "dead Pompilia gracing ballad

sheet11 (XI, 1. 1830) is pitied now; but if she had been 

" u nmurdered" (XI, 1 .. 1831), she would be "unsung" (XI, 

1 ~ 1831). All her rehearsed antics would have been ignored 

"though she paced street as bare/ As the mad penitent 

l a dies do in France" (XI, 11. 1832-33). Guido now calls the 

popular group the "mob" who is "in love, I'll wager, to a 

man,/ With my poor young good beauteous murdered wife" 

(XI, 11. 1825--26) • 

Yet Guido still wants the mob's approval, and he 

hopes to secure it by proving that Pompilia corrunitted "a 

formidable wrong" (XI, 1. 892) . 

That gets called easily by some one name 
Not applicable to the single parts, 
And so draws down a general revenge, 
Excessive if you take crime, fault by fault. 

(XI, 11. 893 ~·~96) 
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Gu ido's use of "single parts" and "general revenge" appro

priately, though probably unintentionally, echoes the use 

o f mer ismus mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Guido 

intend s to prove that the "general revenge" felt against 

h im is misplaced. He will sh6w that Pompilia's wrong is 

r ea lly many wrongs. In enumerating her wrongs "fault by 

faul t" instead of "step by step," Guido emphasizes her flaws. 

The ac cumulated wrongs ("excessive 11
) against him should con

v ince people, especially Guido's auditors, that he has 

unjus tifiably s uffered. 

Throughout both monologues, Guido portrays himself 

as the wronged husband. To accomplish this purpose, he com

b ines arqurnenturn ad misericordium and ad horninern, the former __ ., ---- ---
to secure sympathy, the l a tter to revile the character of 

the Comparini, Caponsacchi, and Pompilia. Guido reviles 

the Compar ini public~lly because they ridiculed his poverty 

and informed the world that Pompilia was not really their 

d augh ter in order t.o reclaim her dowry. Because of their 

actions , Guido suffered humiliation and financial loss. But 

his disgrace was surpassed by his wife's adulterous r e l a tion

ship with the priest Caponsacchi. As Guido describes the 

details o f the scandal, he repeatedly ernphsizes that the 

"love rs" are a wife and priest. 

Because their acquaintance began in a theatre, Guido 

likens t heir relationship to a public drama put on at his 
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expe nse. Like most people who have attended the theatre, 

Guid o has viewed countless plays where the husband is the 

only one who does not know of his wife's adultery. Until 

hi s own experience, Guido always laughed (XI, lli 897-98) at 

t he husband's cuckoldry. The staged theme is accurately 

d ep i cted in a painting hanging in Vallombrosa convent. In 

t his picture, the "wife kissed both eyes blind,/ Explained 

away a mbiguous circumstance'' (XI, 11. 902-03). Yet, while 

t he wife held her husband ''captive by the hand" (XI, 1. 904), 

s h e "Crowne d his head" (XI, 1. 905) with mockery; for "half 

he r body [was] b e hind the curtain" (XI, 1~ 906). According 

to Guido, this p a inting of a scene . . cormnonly enacted in 

c ome d i e s "was/ made expressly to teach men what marriage 

was 11 (XI, 1. 909) . That such a painting would be in a con

vent is unlikely. Its presence there implies that the nuns 

b e lie ve woman is morally frail. Perhaps the painting's anti

marri a ge theme is intended to encourage a nun to be celibant. 

Whatever the reason, Guido compares his situation to 

the one portraye d in the painting and to those staged in a 

" s core of plays" (XI, 1. 897). Though he finds it hard to 

a c t P · 1 · has " ' d ec e i' v ed· me to n1y f. ace ' 11 

c e p , ompJ. ia (XI, 1. 911). 

Like the husband in the plays, Guido was "mad as a March 

hare 11 (XI 1 900) Suspecting "all the world contrived his 
- , .. 1 

s h ame'' (XI, 1, 901). But, also like the husband in the 
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p l a ys , Guido was made ''horn-blind" (XI, 1. 916). Now he is 

l aughed at for failing to see what Pompilia was doing. 

Using the vision motif, Guido defends himself with 

t h e a rgument that one can never see when it happens to hima 

Guido is no lynx (XI, 1. 917) who can "look the heart, that 

stone-wall, through and through" (XI, 1. 918). With the 

metaphor of the heart-wall, Guido indirectly maligns 

Pompiliaa He goes on to insist that given the same situation, 

no man could have perceived the truth: "Such an eye, God's 

may be ,- - not yours nor mine" (XI, 1. 919). In stressing the 

image of the e ye, Guido centers on the r ole of the audience 

in t he theatre: "All those eyes of all husbands in all 

plays ,/ At stare like one expanded pe acock-tail'' {XI, 

11. 913-14 ). The repetition of "al l 11 (diac_C?J? e) and t he 

simile o f the peacock's tail accentuate the number of people 

who know about his cuc koldry. The reference to the peacock's 

tail is especially appropriate. According to Greek mythology, 

a j ea lous Hera appoints Argus, the giant of a hundred eyes , 

to watch Io, the favorite of Zeus who sends Hermes to her 

rescue. Hermes lulls all of the giant.'s eyes to s l eep with 

music and then cuts off the giant's head. This act para lle~ 

the cuckolded husband who, d e spite his _suspicions, is horn

blind, crowned on the head with mockery. In the myth , Hera 

transplants the eyes of Argus onto the peacock's tail, and 

all t hose hundre d eyes witness Guido's humiliation. 
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With this image of the eyes, Guido continues his 

t hea tre metaphor, for these "foes called friends of me" 

(XI, 1. 1234) who ridicule his cuckoldry are like the 

a ud ience in a play. He addresses them by city,"You Rome, 

Are zz o" (XI, 1. 1234) as he states that they should "Defray 

your s hare o' the cost , since you partook/ The entertain-

ment" (XI, 11. 1236-37).. According to Yetman, "part of the 

pric e the audience 011ght to be willing to pay for the enter

t ai nment rendered is the simple recognition of the wronged 

husband's right t:o r edeem his honor." 2 3 Guido takes that 

right wh e n he stabs his victims. Each stab fulfilled a ''two

fold service'' (XI, 1. 1240); for besides ridding himself of 

the Comparini and Pompilia, Guido vica riously stabbed those 

who laughed at him .. He found "A friend ' s face at the bottom 

o f each wound" (XI, 1 . 1241); and with each slash of the 

knife , h f-'; " scratch[ed] its smirk a little" (XI, 1. 1242). 

Not only were the people of Arezzo and audience 

watching a love tryst between Pompilia and Caponsacchi, but 

ma ny young men of the town were players in the drama. 

According to Guido, "many in Arezzo " (V, 1. 878) .- knew Pornpilia 

"was young a nd fair" (V, 1. 877), and she encouraged men's 

a.tb:mtion by launching 11 her looks forth, letting looks 

reply / As arrows to a challenge" (V, 11. 900-1). Moveover, 

2 3 "Villain as Artist ," p. 109 9 .. 
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she entices men "in the house from -the window, at the church/ 

From the hassock,--where the theatre lent its lodge,/ Or 

sta ging for public show left space" (V, 11. 89 6--9 8) • 

Thus, through this extended theatre metaphor, Guido 

shows his cuckoldry; and his public humiliation, the pathetic 

a ppeal that conjoins with his argument from causa ~011:_oris, is 

in tended to make him pitiable. 

But in the process of soliciting pity for himself, 

Gu ido inevitably maligns his wife's lover, Guiseppe Capon

s a c chi, one of the active players. Guido repeatedly resorts 

to a:rgurnentum a d h;?ntlnem against Caponsacchi to gain sym

pathy for his wounded pride. His use of two extended ffi(~ta

phors effectively demonstrates the emotional pain he has 

suffered because of Caponsacchi. First, Guido compares his 

sorrows to a "cup of bitterness" (V, 1. 879) which "Had to 

b egin go filling, drop by drop,/ Its measure up of full 

disgust for me" (V, 11. 880-81).. This full cup "knocks at 

my cl e nche d teeth" (V, 1. 903); "And I must needs drink, 

drink this gallant's praise,/ That minion's prayer, the 

other fop's reproach" (V, 11. 905-6). From these lines 

Guido indicates his unwillingness to believe his wife's infi

delity. He can drink no more as he reaches 11 the dregs," 

Caponsacchi (V, 1. 907). In the second metaphor, this priest 

is the "new gad-fly" (V, 1. 912) who bites Guido's face, "the 

sole unstrangled part of me" (V, L. 911) as he is "chin--deep 
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i n a marsh of misery" (V, 1. 908). Caponsacchi is singled 

ou t because he is "the attacking lover" (V, 1. 913) blatantly 

wooing Pompilia so that all can see. With these two meta

phors Guido hopes to arouse sympathy for his predicament, 

and admittedly, a sympathetic audience is more likely to 

condone his actions. 

Guido continues to narrate "This story of my Wrongs" 

(V, 1. 924) and disparage those who wronged him. Pompilia's 

"whore's - tricks" (V, 1. 930) culminate in her running away 

with Caponsacchi and having a child. Thus, the "pair of 

cheats" (V, 1. 1500) and " pair of liars" (XI , 1~ 888) humili

ate him even further. The "surplusage of disgrace, the 

spilth / Over and above the measure of infamy 11 (V, 11. 1514-

15) is increased with news of Pompilia's pregnancyQ Though 

he is a lready " saturate with shame" (V, 1. 1517), he would 

r ather suffer "the town talk" and the "street' s jeer " (V, 

1. 1529) than accept "the priest's bastard" (V, 1. 1531) as 

his own. Guido resolves not to let "the filthy pest [the 

child] buzz , flap and sting" (V, 1. 1539) .at his "vitals" 

(V, 1. 1540). 

News of the child is especially painful to Guido; 

for as he tells us, he yearned for his own son: 

The child I had died to see though in a dream, 
1rhe child I was bid strike out for, · beat the wave 
And baffle the tide o~ troubles where I swam , 
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So I might touch shore, lay down life at last 
At the feet so dim and distant and divine 
Of the apparition, as 't were Mary's Babe. 

(V, 11. 1521-25) 

Guido sentimentally avows that he could suffer death for 

his own child. Thus, the sea metaphor is especially appro

priate because in the peroratio to Book XI Guido describes 

h i s death by the guillotine as if he were a wave beating 

against a rock. In saying he would sacrifice his life for 

his son as if it were Mary's babe, Guido compares his son 

to Christ. This parallel is also seen in the reference to 

"apparition" and feet that are divine. The inference is 

that Guido is like God~ That Guido views himself and his 

son in this light is seen in the perorat.io to Book V when 

he says he will "set my son at my right-hand / .And tell his 

father's story'' (11. 2048-49). However, such a son and such 

a scene will never be but a dream, and Pompilia's son is a 

"brand" (V, 1. 1527) on Guido's forehead for all the world 

to see. 

But Guido wants the world alsb to sympathize. For 

a third time, he uses an .insect metaphor .. The injuries 

against him are compared to a "thousand gnats" (XI, 1 .. 890), 

whose mere numbers "make up a serpent's sting" (XI, 1. 890). 

Moreover, his pain was actually physical wheti his wife 

drugged him on the night of her escape. He awoke at noon to 

find "a crowd in my room,/ Fumes in my brain, [and) fire in 
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ny throat" (V, 11. 990-91). This crowd, "the admiring ·neigh

borhood,/ Joined chorus round me while T rubbed my eyes" 

(V , 11. 998-99). Again, the metaphor of the theatre is used 

whe n Guido describes his cuckoldry as "'A comedy the town 

wa s privy to"' (V, 1. 1001). His "friends," in a dialogismus 

(V , 11. 1000-29), avidly relate what they know and are 

as t ounded that Guido was ignorant of the situation since 

"' We all knew, you see'" (V, 1. 1008). With the n eighbor's 

he lp , "Bit by bit" (V, 1. 1030), Guido pieces togeth(;-;;r the 

story of how his wife and the priest Caponsacchi conducted 

an affair in Guido's home. Guido bewails that "devils should 

foot / And frolic" (V, 11 ... 10 32-33) on his "desecrated 

h e a rth" (V, 1. 1034). 

Despite his weak condition, Guido pursues the couple 

to Ca s tlenuovo where h~ insinuates that the pair have had 

sexual relations. He questions why Caponsacchi cast away 

"the cassock-rags" (V, 1. 1050) and wore instead the cape 

and sword of a "cavalier" 24 (V, 1. 1051). When Guido 

arrived, Pompilia, tired, was still in her chamber, adjust

ing the limp hair and ridding herself of any stray blush 

(V, 11. 1058- 60). Guido believes that the couple's behavior 

is not sufficiently censured and that the Court's decision 

aga inst him is unjust. Bctt he ~cquiesces to the verdict. 

24rnte resting, both Caponsacchi and Guido point out 
the other's attempt at disguise. 
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Gu ido feigns humility (V, 1. 1255) arid returns to Arezzo. 

But it is a sad journey as he passes by all those places 

where the couple recently were. Guido retraces his steps, 

and the people of the countryside say, "'Ha! You're he,/ 

The .. much commiserated husband'" (V; 11. 1264-65) o The 

aposiopesis of the second line indicates that the people 

laugh at Guido. They hesitate to call him "commiserated 

husband " when they really think he is a fool. 

Once in .Arezzo , Guido "underwent the archway's grin,/ 

Tr aversed the length of sarcasm in the street'' (V, 11. 1267-

6 8), and "Marched to the public Square and met the world" 

(V, l o 1274). Guido's fee lings of shame and d espair so 

overwhe lm him that he is not able t o f inish a sentence. This 

use of apo~topesisJ represented by an ellipsis, is followed 

by II no word assis ts" (V, l, 12 70) • Despite his humiliation , 

h e "played the man as I best might" (V, 1. 1278). 

The populace were not the only one s who laughe d at 

him. Even the judges of the Roman Court thought his suffer

ings were humorous. In his first epistle from Rome , the 

judges refer to Guido as '' 1 the old outwitted hus band, wronged 

and wroth,/ Pitted against a brace of juveniles' 11 (V, 

11 . 1355-56). The metaphor of the theatre again appears as 

the people involved are described as acting in various 

scenes. The '''divers scenes / Of the Are zz o palace, tickle 

rib/ And tease eye till the tears come, so we laugh'" 
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(V, 11. 1361-63). The judges also laugh, according to Guido, 

at the Count's shock at Castlenuovo, another scene of 

nicomic force'" (V, 1. 1364). What the reader must remember 

is that the judges did not really laugh at him, that these 

judges are Guido's creation. Although he quotes the epistle, 

Gu ido does not provide a verbatim account. But this method 

serves his purpose; for once again Guido has others speak 

his thoughts, thereby giving the impression that his per

s onal opinions are universally acknowledged judgments. Thus, 

Guido has the ·judges express his opinion o f Caponsacchi and 

Pompilia. 

These judges describe Caponsacchi as a priest 

"' versed in Ovid's art / More than his Summa'" (V, 11. 1.35 7-

58 ). Guido must emphasize that the "courtly Caponsacchi 

(V, lo 1208) writes poetry, for such an image makes more 

feasible the priest 's running away with Pompilia. Early in 

Book V, Guido states that his defense will be pl a inly pre

sented with "no quavering tuneful trills" (V, 1. 919 ) .. This 

presentation should contrast with Caponsacchi's v e rsion of 

events , a rendition of "florid prose / As smooth as mine is 

rough" (V, 11. 1694-95 ). Guido combines this 9-_~gu~t~ a d 

hominem with ad misericordium when he imagines the e x iled 

Caponsacchi "'with nobody to court beside,/ Courte d the 

Muse'" (V, 11. 1450-51) 0 Guido imagines that Caponsacchi 

writes"' ballad-rhyme'" (V, 1. 1455) about the Count's 
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troubles, and this rhyme is "'bawled/ At tavern-doors'" 

(V , 11. 1452-53). The songster is accompanied by bagpipes 

(V , 1. 1455); the song '''helps cheap wine down throat this 

Christmas time'" (V, 1. 1454). The fact that the wine is 

c heap and that the bawdy song is sung during a holy season 

augments the vulgarity of the situation. 

Because his auditors are priests, Guido must be care

fu l in his criticism of the Canon Caponsacchi. But, as 

Yetman points out, Guido's apparent hatred for Caponsacchi 

i s really part of the Count's rhetorical machinery, as 

Pompilia and the Comparini are the real objects of his 

ha tred. 25 Guido uses the Canon by contrasting his failure 

to Ca ponsacchi's success in order to gain sympathy~ Whereas 

Caponsa cchi exploited the opportunities that fate provided, 

Guido acquiesced to a providence which now rebuffs him. 

Yetman explains the effect of using Caponsacchi as a foil: 

"Cleverly, Guido attacks, then, not the priesthood itself, 

but Caponsacchi's alleged perversion of it. What makes the 

a ttack rhetorically effective is the tone of moral disdain 

with which he is able to discuss Caponsacchi's moral 

perversity 1126 

25"Villain as Artist," pp. 1095-96. 

26"Villain as Artist," p. 1096. 
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Guido adopts no such rhetorical stance when he uses 

a r gumentum ad hominen against Pompilia. The judges portray 

h e r as "'a gamesome wife/ Able to act Corinna without 

book '" (V, 11. 1358-59). She is, says Guido, a "paramour" 

(V, 1. 1280), "a plague-prodigy to God and man" (V, 1. 664). 

He repeatedly emphasizes that her adultery is a sin and that 

in killing her, he "trampled out sin's life at last" (V, 

1 . 1989). Guido cannot understand why people think Pompilia 

" a Rafael " (XI, lo 2117), 27 that he, not properly appreciat

i ng "'kicked to rags' 11 (XI, 1. 2117). Though Guido prefers 

Ti tian 's Virgin, perhaps Monk Angelico's " timid chalky 

ghost / That turns the church into a charnel'' (XI, 11. 2121-

22) does "depict my wife" (XI, 1. 2124). 

Guido depicts both wife and priest unfavorab ly in 

order to discredit their testimony and t o solic it sympathyo 

The latter should be accomplished when one realizes that 

these two people caused Guido much humiliation: "'The y have 

caught me [Guido] in the cavern where I fell,/ Cover ed my 

loudest c ry for huma n aid/ With this enormous paving-stone 

of shame'" (V, 11 .. 1409-11) • His e r:_;timate of them and his 

use of r?_at,0os are seen again in the pero rati~ of Book V. 

Here the woman he calls Pompil.ia, Gaeatano "calls •.. sacred 

27c aponsacchi compares Pompilia to a 
Virgin by Rafael. See Book VI, lines 4 00 - -6, 
15, 1272-73. This image shows the spiritual 
Pompilia has for the priest. 

picture of the 
667 -· 76, 911-

inf l u ence that 
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name,/ Be unpronounced, be unpolluted here" (V, 11. 1976-

77 ). The word Guido cannot say or apply to Pompilia is 

"mother." Rather, she is "thief, poisoner, and adulteress" 

(V , 1. 1975). Guido again uses an ellipsis when he hesitates 

to define Gaetano's relationship to Caponsacchi: Gaeatano 

is "led up to the glory and prize of hate/ By his • 

fo ster-father " (V, 11. 1978-79). Caponsacchi is "The per

jured priest, pink of conspirators,/ Tricksters and knaves, 

yet polished, superfine'' (V, 11. 1980- 81). Traditiona lly, 

the word 11 pink" connotes femininity. Guido intentionally 

uses this word as he also suggests that writing poetry is 

feminine. Therefore, Caponsacchi is no model for "Manhood" 

(V, 1. 1982). Using Gaetano as a pivot is effective& The 

allegedly bastard child has iniquitous parents who have 

humiliated Guido, the wr o nged husband. 

On more than one occasion Gaeatano b ecomes Guido's 

tool. Throughout both monologues, Guido both claims and 

disclaims his son Gaetano. When Guido wants to appear merci

ful, he accepts the boy who is still Guido's key to the 

Cornparini safe. I n Book XI Guido r efer s to Gaetano as "my 

son and heir'' (XI, 1. 1858) . More accurately, Guido is 

Gaetano's heir. But s uch a view does not suit the poor 

Count's purposes. 

Guido also uses Gaetano to secure sympathy~ Here is 

a boy who will be able to enjoy life's pleasure s fr om infancy 
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to adulthood. Unfortunately, his father, Guido, has been 

continuously denied life's pleasures. The antitheses of 

"old" and "youth" (XI, p. 1851); "poor" and "treasure 1
' (XI, 

11 . 1851-52); "lean" and "plump" (XI, 1. 1857); and "dwarf" 

and "giant" (XI, 1. 1875) reflect the different fortunes of 

father and son. That each contrasting word appears on the 

same line (synaecoeC?,.:3i s) emphasizes the antithesis. Age, 

poverty, leanness, and smallness describe Guido. One should 

pity the father who sacrifices for his son,, Supposedly, 

rearing his son is one way Guido can show the Court that 

given a second chance, he will act betterG But as he 

imagines the future for his son, Guido resents Gaetano's 

ha ving all of life's advantages,, He therefore concludes 

"no sort of use for son have I" (XI, 1. 1902). ~1 Use" is an 

appropriate word choice, for monetary l anguage reflects 

Guido's profit- loss view of life. Guido is poor, but he 

does not possess a treasure in his son. To exchange his 

life for Gaetano's would be "a costly piece of work" (XI, 

1. 1872) from which v ery little grace would "accrue" (XI, 

1. 1874). Moreover, 11 what profit in your son/ Beyond the 

drudges you might subsidize,/ Have the same work from, at 

a paul the head?" (XI, 11 .. 1885-87). Guido's four servants 

did his bidding "At promise of a dollar" (XI, 1.. 189 4) • A 

son would not obey as quickly or as cheaply. Therefore, 

"nothing repays youth expended so 11 (XI, 1. 1896). 
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The language of food is also ·used to explain why 

Gu ido will not sacrifice "life's feast" (XI, 1. 1903) so 

that h i s son can enjoy it. Guido will not "nourish" (XI, 

1 .. 1854) his son with "blood of life" (XI, 1. 1855) • · Why, 

Gu ido asks , should he grow lean while the son, "the wen" 

(XI , 1. 1857), grows plump? Again Guido compares having a 

so n to having servants. The servants are metaphorically 

described as "olive-plants" (XI, 1. 1888) reared on "but 

black bread and sour wine" (XI, l * 1890) 9 Yet, they readily 

obey their master. Therefore, Guido decides that having a 

s on is not worth the sacrifice .. Guido, with " an appetite 

e nough" (XI, 1. 1907) "relishes" (XI, 1. 1906) "a whole dish 

of r obins ready cooked" (XI, 1 .. 1908). But this "supper" 

(XI, 1. 1910), in "the house where life prepares her feast" 

(XI, 1. 1904), is not worth facing sleet and padding snow 

(XI , 1. 1909). Thus in prophesying the fu t ure, Gu ido, who 

ima9ines Gaetano to be an ingrate,, shows that all his sacri-

fices would go unappreciated. Living for his son would no t 

improve Guido's life, a life which has been, is, and appar

ently will be miserable. Guido has already suffered from 

the actions of the son's mother; he will not suffer from the 

son as well. As a result, Guido rejects Gaetano. 

Thus far, Guido's wife, her lover, and their bastard 

child are the ones responsible for Guido's public shame and 

private mi s ery. But the Comparini are also major characters 
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in the drama whose plot is Guido's humiliation. In the 

epi stle from Rome, the judges depict the Comparini as '''the 

waggish parents who played dupes/ To dupe the duper'" 

(V , 11. 1360-61). This use of polyptoton emphasizes the 

deceit of both the Comparini and Guido. Indeed, neither 

party was honest with the other. Guido presented himself 

as a rich nobleman possessing a large and warm palace with 

ma ny servants , and Violante did not mention that Pompilia 

was not really her daughter, a revelation that shocked even 

Pompilia who, Guido says, suddenly realized that her parents' 

"trick / Had tricked me whom she thought sole trickster" 

(XI , 1. 1336-37). The E._?lyptoton of the word "trick" themat

ically parallels the polyptoton of "dupe." Of course, 

although Guido also tricked and duped, he intentionally 

dwe lls on his being duped and tricked in order to gain 

sympathy for himself as the wronged and tricked party. 

In particular, Guido feels he has been wronged 

because the Comparini did not fulfill their part of the 

marriage contract. In Book V Guido states that his brother 

Paul arrange d the terms of the marriage. Pietro and Violante 

are, ironically, "the easy pair" (V, i. 415) • Both Paul and 

Guido think to take advantage of the gullible parents. Paul 

"proposed all, I accepted all,/ And we performed all" (V, 

11. 421-22). The antistrophe (repetition of closing word 

at the end of successive clauses) is more than an oratorical 
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d e v ice, for the word repeated is "all." In context, the 

1val l " refers to the . proposals for the marriage contract, but 

Gu i d o suggests that he gave all he had and therefore had all 

t o lose. After the news of his wife's true parentage, Guido 

ask s , "Did I not pay my name and style, my hope/ And trust, 

my al l?" (V, 11. 711-12) • Here Guido explains what the "all 11 

is that he lost. His dividing the whole into its parts 

(merismus ) and his repeating "and" (po lysyndeton ) make his 

los s appear substantial. 

On the other hand, it would appear that the Comparini 

a l s o suffered when they lived with Pompilia and Guido at 

Arezz o~ The rich es tate was no more than a cold, empty 

palace . The food was scanty, the wine bitter, and the ser

v a nts few. However , Guido twi sts h is account so that the 

Comparini are portrayed as ungrateful. He pretends to be 

like the banished prince who can endure humble fare just a c .._) 

a salamander can endure fire, but who is sorely tried by the 

v u lgar company he will have to keep. Though the metaphor 

establishes a disdainful tone, it is actually inaccurate; 

f o r, as Cook notes, the Compar in i had to endure the humble 

fare.28 

28cook, p. 99. 
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They did not, however, endur~ it silently, or for 

long. Pietro 

Summoned the neighborhood to attest the wrong, 
Made noisy protest he was murdered,--stoned 
And burned and drowned and hanged,--then broke away, 
He and his wife, to tell their Rome the rest. 

(V, 11. 552-55) 

The polysyndeton emphasizes each action~ Guido stresses each 

d eed because the excessiveness, a type of hyperbole, miti

gates Pietro's complaints~ Obviously, Pietro was not dead; 

therefore, he could not have been murdered, drowned, or 

hanged. But even if Pietro's accusations were hyperbolic, 

which Guido interprets to mean false, Guido still s uffe red 

publ ic humiliation. He states that "In four months' time, 

the time o' the parents' stay,/ Arezzo was a- ringing, bells 

in a blaze" (V, 11 .. 617- 18) of "My misdemeanour" (V, 1. 621). 

First the Cornpari n i to ld everyone how poor the Franceschini 

were . This proclamation was "the lighter side" (V, L. 621). 

The "more hate fu l aspect" (V, l. 626) was t heir relation that 

Guido "With cruelty beyond Caligula's/ Had stripped and 

beat e n, r obbed and murdered them 11 (V, 11 . 627-28) as well 

as "de coyed, i:1bused, / Plundered and then cast out" (V, 

11~ 629-30). Whether the Comparini escaped (V, 1. 554) or 

were cast out is an immaterial point to· Guido, who was merely 

rel ieve d that they could no longer publish their lies in his 

own town. 
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Furthermore, Pompilia "Made common cause" (V, 1. 614) 

with her parents. She also humiliated him by telling "all 

the world" (V, 1. 610) that she refused to consummate the 

marriage. She accused Guido of being a devil and refused to 

nco-embrace with sulphur, snake and toad" (V, 1. 636). Guido 

c laims that Pompilia called upon "the stones/ o' the common 

s treet to save her" (V, 11 .. 637-38). Of course, Guido, by 

d enying the charge of cruelty, indicates that his wife's 

public accusations against him are unfounded. He is thus 

being unjustly maligned; he is the victim of rumor. Pompilia 

further humiliates her husband when she accuses Girolamo, 

Guido's younger brother, of seducing her (V, 11. 639-44). 

Guido never directly denies the charge, but he implies that 

if it is not false, then Pompilia encouraged Girolamo, "the 

young priest,/ Too long enforced to lenten fare' ' (V, 

11. 641--42 ). Guido's use of a.pos~opesis (s topping suddenly 

in midcourse ) with a rhetorical question effectively, though 

fallaciously , implies that Pompilia's accusation is pre

posterous. Guido asks, "but • • • must I burn my L i :_) S / 

with the blister of the lie?" (V, 11. 639-40). 

Guido and his family suffered the ultimate ·, ·· rnilia

tion when the Comparini, once in Rome, made it publically 

known that Pompilia, not their real child, was the daughter 

of a whore. Their complaint turned to triumph as Guido wa s 

"defrauded of all bargained for" (XI, 1. 1213) . Moreover, 
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hi s "old name" (XI, 1. 1218) now belonged to "The nameless 

ba stard of a common . whore" (XI, 1. 1217). Pompilia is "A 

Franceschini and my very wife" (V, 1. 775). With this news, 

Guido 11 'received the ordure in his face 111 (XI, 1. 1219). 

And "they who planned this wrong, performed this wrong,/ 

And then revealed this wrong to the wide world'' (XI, 11. 1220-

21 ) were the Comparini, who had the nerve to box Guido ''in 

the ears with my own wrong'' (XI, 1. 1222). In closing each 

c lause with the word "wrong" (antistrophe ), Guido emphasizes 

h is pathetic situation, for he is accused of wrong-doing by 

those who have wronged him. Guido makes this same point 

earl ier in Book V: 

The couple, fa ther and mother of my wife, 
Returne d to Rome , publi s hed b efore my lords, 
Put into p r int, made circulate far and wide 
Tha t they had chea ted me who cheated them. 

(V, 11. 764-67) 

Because the Comparini renou nced Pornpilia as the ir d a ughter, 

Guido ironically refers to them as father and mother. Call

ing Pompilia "my wife" stresses the fact that marriage to her 

besmirchE:.'d his name. The phrase "circulate far and wide" 

shows the extent of his humiliation. In contex t, "cheated " 

and "wronged" are synonymous, and Guido tells the judges to 

judge again. The charge made against him should be cla ssed 

"with the cheats or with the lies,/ By which category I 

suffer most 11 
( V , 11 • 7 7 9 - 8 0 ) • 
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Nevertheless, Guido knows how to turn to his advan

t ag e the hwniliation suffered at the discovery of Pompilia's 

r eal parentage. She may be a "by-blow bastard-babe/ Of a 

na meless strumpet" (V, 11. 770-771) , 29 but the "daughter 

with the dowry" (V, 1. 772) is "Dirt / 0' the kennel" (V, 

L l . 772-73); her dowry is "Dust o' the street" (V, 1. 773). 

Th ough she is "Nought more,/ Nought less" (V, 11. 773-74), 

s he is "nought else" (V, 1. 774) but his wife. The repeti

t i on of "nought" (diacope ) underscores Pompilia's nothing

ne ss . Yet Gu i do married "the mongrel of a drab" (V, 1. 88) 

and is bound "to grant that mongrel-brat" (V, 1 .. 89 ) as his 

wife. Guido stresses again his nature whe n he puns on the 

word "slee p": "Let her sleep undi s turbed, i' the family 
I 

style, / Her sleep out in the embraces of a pri e st" (V, 

11. 91-92 ). Because her mother was a whore, Pompilia, 11 i' 

the family style ," is also one, a c• ,::> she slep t with a priest . 

Thus, sleep means promiscuous. It can also mean death. In 

this latter instance, the Comparini are the 11 fami.ly," and 

Guido will "lay her .. by them/ As she was laid at San 

Lorenzo late " (XI , 11. 1294-95). Indeed, in the Church of 

San Lorenzo, the dead Pompilia was laid next to the dead 

Comparini, but when Guido says he will lay her next to them, 

he actually means he will show how she was as _ guilty of 

29cook (p. 81) defines "by-blow·-ba.stard-babe " as an 
illegi tirnate child who "comes into the world by a side-stoke. " 
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wronging him as they. In either instance, Guido asserts 

tha t Pompilia comes by her nature naturally, whether it be 

from her mother or from her foster parents. In either 

instance, Guido proclaims that marriage to Pompilia 

be smirches his reputation and his social position. 

Although Guido stands to gain public sympathy because 

of his wife's nature, he at one point drops his argument ad 

homine~ against Pompilia and almost seems to solicit sympathy 

for her. However, he really wants pity for himself, and he 

denigrates Pompilia. Sullivan points out that ''the second 

Gu ido never uses long direct quotations from Pompilia as all 

the other speakers do; this serves to make her very spirit 

absent f rom the monologue and gives a terrible poignancy to 

his l ast anguished utterance o f her na.rne. 1130 Pompi1ia is 

al lowed t o speak in Book V. But she s peaks only once, and 

Guido i ntentionally distorts his wife's chara cter. Thus, 

even in Book V Pompilia's spirit is ab sent. In a dialogismus, 

the Pomp ilia who s peaks in Book V la shes out at the Compar ini 

for deserting, then renouncing her. She calls them 

11 'fiends'" (V, 1. 7 88) • They might 11 'hate my husband to 

your hearts' content'" (V, 1. 795) without destroying her 

also. She te lls them that" 1 Whe ther true or false, your tale 

now damns'" (V, 1. 792) her. Pompilia's vindictiveness 

against them and her hatred of the man who is trying to save 

30sullivan, p. 163. 
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her name and fortune are not virtuoui character traits. 

Though she portrays herself as an innocent sheep who has been 

thrown to the lion and though she has been humiliated by 

Violante's confession, Guido manages to assuage any pity 

f or her: 

'I [Pompilia] spoil and prey of you from first to last, 
I who have done you the blind service, lured 
The lion to your pitfall,--!, thus left 
To answer for my ignorant bleating there, 
I should have been remembered and withdrawn 
From the first o' the natural fury, not flung loose 
A proverb and a by-word men will mouth 
At the cross-way in the corner, up and down 
Rome and Arezzo. 

(V, 11. 796-804) 

In these lines Pompilia appears self-centered. She is con

cerned with her plight and her reputation. Her egotism is 

seen in her use of "I," a first person pronoun repeated four 

times. In addition , this Pompilia acknowledges her com

plicity in the Comparini plot. She admits that she lured 

the lion to their pitfall. And now she is deserted and 

humiliated by those for .whom she performed 11 blind service." 

Later in Book v Pomp.ilia is again portrayed as a temptress 

when Guido compares her luring him, the lion, to ''tthe 

feigning of a girl'" (V, L 1421) whom Guido's ancestor 

"'rushed to free from ravisher, and found (she] / Lay safe 

enough with friends in ambuscade / Who flayed him while she 

clapped her hands and laughed'" (V, 11. 1422-24) .. In this 

analogy , the Comparini are the ravishers, and Guido is the 
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c hivalrous rescuer who is flayed for his troubles. Guido 

f ee l s that because· of her self-centeredness and deceit, 

Pompi lia deserves her fate, whether that fate be parental 

d esertion or death; and Guido does not pity her. He cannot 

pity anyone; for, according to l\ristotle, "pity will not be 

f elt by those who are utterly lost and ruined, since they 

t hink they can suffer nothing more--they have done their 

suff ering. 31 Again, in Book XI, lines 970-984, Guido 

fulfi lls Aristotle's dictum. He describes Pompilia as a 

fr i ghtened heifer and then asks the Cardinal and Abate, "You 

are touched? So am I, quite otherwise,/ ·rf 'tis with pity~ 

I resent my wrong" (XI, 11. 985-86). 

Certainly Guido feels anger, not pity, toward 

Pompilia and the Comparini, and he tries to persuade his 

a uditors that this emotiona l state was justified: he argues 

that h e had a right to be angry and a right to take any means 

to relie ve himself of his anger. Before the murders, Guido 

describes himself as full of rage .. He was , among other 

things, "fire-like" and "mad .. " In Book V he says tha t af t er 

the stabbings his anger abated, that he felt serene once 

more. He argues that killing tho se who i ngered him saved 

his soul, for only after the murders did "Peace on Earth 11 

have meaning to him. Aristotle s tates that men become angry 
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with "those who laugh at them, or sneer at them, or make 

s cor nful jests about them; for suc·h persons insult them. 1132 

The Comparini do these things to Guido and cause others to 

d o them . Thus, Guido imagines that the Court taunts him 

about Pompilia's release from the convent. The epistle from 

Rome which informs Guido of this event mocks the already 

humiliated husband: . "' But parentage again [is] confessed 

i n full ,/ When such confession pr icks and plagues you 

[Guido] more'" (V, 11 .. 1330-31). Hence, Guido is angry with 

Pompilia and the Comparini; and, says Aristotle, "the aim o f 

a nger is to giie pain •••• The angry man wishes the object 

o f his anger to suffer in . return •••• 1133 Moreover, "anger 

is always attended by a certain pleasure arising from the 

e xpectation of revenge .. 11 34 'Therefore, Guido stabbs his wife 

and her foster parents. 

Us ually, the angry man calumniates t hose with whom 

h e is angry. Guido is no exception as he profusely uses 

argumentum ad hominem when referring to the Comparini. In 
.... ___ "" --
Book XI, Guido says he should not waste his breath on them 

(XI , 1. 1285); nevertheless, he expends much energy d e nigrat

ing his wife 's parents. In Book V Guido calls th em '' sobered 

32 Rhetoric 2 .. 2. 1379a. 

33Rhe toric 2. 4. 1382a. 
------

34 Rhetoric 2 c,2 .. b 1378 • 
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sots" (V, 1. 538), "serpents" (V, 1. 1678), and "cits enough, 

with stomach to be more" (V, 1. 416). Violante is a "mock

mother" (V, 1. 1651), and both Comparini are so greedy that 

"d og-like" (V, 1. 565) they grasp at shadows and howl when 

t he ir bone, i.e., money, is lost. They dropped their bone 

b e cause they were "too stupid 11 (XI, 1. 1228). When Guido 

c a ll s them "two ambiguous insects" (XI, 1. 1263), he goes on 

t o ga in sympathy for himself. Caponsacchi is the "gad-fly" 

and Gaetano "the filthy pest" who fly in his face. Those 

who laugh at Guido are "a thousand gnats" stinging his 

visage. The Comparini are "grubbing to iling moiling ants 11 

(XI , 1. 1265) who "Circled me, buzzed me deaf, and stung me 

blind ,/ And stunk me dead with fetor in the face'' (XI, 

11. 1269-70). Apparently Guido believes that annoyance 

j ustifies homicide. The Comparini are a lso c a lled gee se who 

turned roosters. Guido, tired of their whining (XI, 

1 .. 1206 ) , opene d the "wicket wide". (XI , 11. 1119) and swep t 

l'out the couple to go whine elsewhere" (XI, 1 . 1200). Once 

in Rome, "The creatures, I turned forth, clapped wing and 

crew / Fighting-cock-fashion" (XI , 11 . 1210-11) .. These "two 

abominable nondescripts" (XI, 1. 1116) . are compared t o "the 

three-headed thing~/ Bellerophon's foe 1
' (XI, 11. 1119-20). 

In slaying the Comparini, Guido slew "Chimaera" (XI, 1. 1127). 

This "pair of plagues" (XI, 1. 1130) and their daughter are 

"' all three scorpions'" (XI, 1. 1596) who are 11 'embe dded in 
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t he soil'" (XI, 1. 1595). Guido exposes their true natures 

when he turns "'adroitly up/ To sun some brick'" (XI, 

l l o 1594-95) under which crawl the poisonous insects. Though 

t his name-calling list is incomplete, it should be repre

s entative of Guido's technique. He must revile his opponents 

because he cannot answer their arguments. In the process, he 

portrays himself as the abused victim who heroically fights 

evi l and exposes corruption. 

Guido not only reviles the Comparini but also cen

sures the judges by rigging the questions he asks them and by 

comparing his pitiable situations to theirs~ In employing 

these devices, Guido hopes his judges will feel guilty and 

consequently release him. 

Twice, once in Book V and once in Book XI, Guido 

incriminates his auditors for even s e riously cons i dering the 

testimony of the Comparini .. In Book V, having d escribed how 

the Comparini humiliated him in Arezzo, Guido asks, "you 

men o' the world, my lords" (V, 1 .. 556), if "this you 

admire," if "This moves compassion, makes you doubt my 

faith?'' (V, 11. 556-57). Guido intentionally and paradoxi

cally appeals to the worldy sympathies of the "lords." He 

ironically wants these lords of the world not to doubt his 

" f aith." rrhe use of anaphora ("this") shows Guido's incre

dulity that such men could believe the Comparini's tales 

about him. Guido employs this technique again in Book XI 
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when he asks the principates who sympathize with Pietro, 

"Have you stooped/ For your own ends to bestialize your

s elf / By flattery of a fellow of this stamp?" (XI, 

11~ 1159-61). This question follows a lengthy invective 

agai nst Pietro, who committed the "unforgivable" (XI, 

1 . 1 158) act of wearing gaudy pantaloons on "Ash-Wednesday 

[as if it.] were mid-Carnival" (XI, 1. 11.58). Through these 

r i gged questions, Guido directly involves his audience, a 

c l ever rhetorical ploy. He uses this technique when he 

compares his wedding contract--rank for wealth--to one the 

judge might arrange for his own niece (V, 11. 466-72). Guido 

also compares the Comparini's d e ceiving him to a painter's 

deceiving one of the judges$ Because the judge had been 

duped into buying a forgery, he can sympathize with Guido 

(V, 11$ 485-92). Guido involves his audience again when he 

compares his public humiliation by the Comparini to the 

Abate's embarrassme nt at the hands of a sonneteer who tra-

vestied the n ame 11 Panciatiachi" (XI, 11 .. 1243-59) and when 

he reminds the Cardinal of his treatment of his aff ianced 

bride (XI, 11. 2247 - 53; 2341-45). With this method the 

Count hopes his noblemen auditors will fee l 11 blood-syi.11pathy, 11 

for, as Aristotle points out, "We pity those who are like 

us in age, or character, or habits of mind, or ~~_cial:_ stand

ing, or birth and blood [italics mine]; for in any of these 
--=<., 
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points, we have the deeper impression that it may likewise 

happen to us."35 

Because his judges are also noblemen, Guido hopes 

they will identify with him. Throughout both monologues, 

the Count attempts to gain sympathy by portraying his situa

t i on as pitiable. He was an impoverished aristocrat whose 

nob le family suffered extreme hardships. Through his 

marriage, he attempted to extricate his. mother, brothers, 

and sisters from their poverty. But marriage to Pompilia 

me rely brought shame to the Franceschini name and sorrow to 

Guido because his youthful wife was, he said, repulsed by 

his age. 

Guido's major ploy to gain pity is to emphasize his 

noble name and ancestors. 'I'he Franceschini name is all he 

has left, for Guido has inherited a title only. He has 

never known wealth and should, therefore, be pitied. The 

reason he has no money is that his ancestors did nothing but 

"give, give, give/ In blood and brain, in house and land 

and cash" (V, 11. 161-62). The repetition o f "give" with no 

other word in between (epiz euxis ) and the use of poly s_ync}eton 

in enumerating what was given stress the Franceschini gene

rosity Guido resents. His family's giving contrasts to the 

"get and garner" (V, L. 163) of the vulgar who now laugh at 

35Rhet.oric 2.8. 
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the cuckolded Guido. Because the Fra·nceschini gave so much, 

t hey "became poor as Francis or our Lord" (V, 1. 164). In 

t h i s simile, Guido cleverly plays on two proper names. 

Gu i do Franceschini, a lord, associates his family's surname 

with Saint Francis, who was "very like our Lord" (V, 1. 156). 

Fr a ncis of Assissi, noted for his voluntary poverty, is like 

Christ the Lord. Francis is also the patron saint of the 

Franceschini household. Like Sa int Francis, the Franceschini 

g a ve up (actually lost) all their worldly goods until they 

b ec ame as poor as their patron, an economic situation that 

Guido now laments ( thr~.~..:~) • 

Because " penury makes wit premature" (V, 1. 16 7) , 

Guido, at an early age, p e rceived that he "was poor who 

should be rich" (V, 1. 16 8) ¢ . The anti thesis o f " poor" and 

" rich" in the sanie line ( synaeceosis) structurally parallels 

the antithes is of "youth" and "old" in the line "The e nvi a ble 

youth with the old name" (V, 1. 176). However, this line 

describe s how it should be, not how it is. Guido metaphori

cally compares his situation to ~ha t o f a fish out of water . 

He was ."born fish with g i 11 and fin / Fit for the dee p s e a , 

now left flap bare- backed/ In slush and sand, a show to 

craw 1 er vi 1 e" ( V , 11 • l 7 2 - 7 4 ) .. Us i ng ~2= f i ct i o_ (d e s c rip ti on 

of a person), Guido presents his youthful self as having 

"Wide chest, stout arms, sound brow and pricking veins,/ A 

heartful of desire, man's natural load,/ A brainful of 
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o f be lief, the noble's lot" (V, 11. 177-79).. Yet "All this 

l i:'= e" (V, l. 180) was left on the sand "high and dry / I' 

t he wave' s retreat" (V, 11. 180-81). This extended sea 

metaphor follows a shorter one, a metaphor expressed in a 

? ententia put in antithetical (~popho~) and alliterative 

f o rm .. The world cares not "When lineage lacks the flag yet 

l ifts the pole" (V, 1. 170). Guido has the pole, a noble 

t itle, but not the flag, wealth .. He soon learns "So good a 

pedagogue is penury'' (V, 1. 287) . that rank without wealth 

i s useless. 

In three rhetorical questions, all of which make the 

s ame point in different words (tautologia), Guido asks why 

he, the son of Countess Beatrice, suffers deprivation while 

11 'Jack, the suttler's child'" (V, 1. 194), "Was adding to 

his purchased pile a fourth/ Tall tower'' (V o 11. 186-87). 

Why must his mother cower in the winter time and spin flax 

"Instead of jaunting forth in coach and six/ Like such-

another widow who n' er was wed? 11 (V, 11. 191-9 2) .. With this 

alliterative si~ile, Guido disparages his mother's social 

rival, for a real "widow" must have been wed at one time. 

Thus, if this "widow" was never (n'er ) 36 wed, she is not a 

widow. Obviously, "'She of the coach and six'" (V, 1, 197) 

says she is a widow as she is now a member of "polite" 

36 "N'er" is an example of synaeresis; the two sylla
bles of "never" are shortened to one- for the sake of the 
meter. 
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s o c i ety. A hypothetical friend answers Guido's questions. 

J ack "'recoiled from muck, liked Latin more'" (V, 1. 200) 

a nd became a priest who wrote a tract against Molinas. The 

o ld , absent minded Cardinal "'Licensed the thing, allowed it 

f or his own;/ Quick came promotion'" (V, 11. 206-07). So 

J ack , the real author, was financially rewarded. With these 

questions and answers Guido is able to secure sympathy for 

h imself and to c r iticize those more prosperous than he by 

s howing that their wealth was acquired immorally or 

d ishonestly. 

Nevertheless, Guido had hoped to succeed in the same 

:manner. He "se ttled home-a ccounts with speed" (V, 1. 251) 

and went to Rome .. He had just e no ugh money "To hold the 

villa's h e ad above the ·waves" (V, 1 . 253) and "shared the 

r 1::s i d ue / Be tween my mother and brothers and . sisters there" 

(V, 11. 259-60) who were " near to s tarving as might decently 

be" (V, 1. 262). He left himself a "change of suit" (V, 

1. 263) and then entered the Church where he did without for 

thirty years. Relinquishing hop e for advancement, Guido 

finally returned to Arezzo, where he . planned to live off 

his "'spare revenue'" (V, 1. 362) and manage with a "'leath~

ren coat [which] costs little and lasts long''' (V, 1. 365). 

In the e x ordium to Book V Guido describes his irnpov-

erished household, his second ploy for sympathy. 11 The poor 

old noble House" (V, 1. 39) of the France schini "drew the 
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rag s / o' the Franceschini's once sup~rb array/ Close round 

her " (V, 11. 39-41). 1I'he numerous adjectives (congeries) 

u sed to describe the personified house are important; for 

t h o ugh in poverty, the ancient Franceschini possess a noble 

b earing as well as a noble name. The way his "old mother" 

(V s 1. 67) manages is miraculous. She can save enough bro

c a d e strips from a wedding gown to "buy raiment for a year" 

(V, 1. 69). She "can dress a dish up--lordly dish/ Fit for 

a d uke '' (V, 11. 70 - 71) that will feed the household a week. 

The pun (distinctio ) on "lordly" is significant .. The dish 

is good enough to serve to a Duke, a lord; and the fact that 

o n e dish lasts an entire week must be a miracle of the Lord, 

a miracle equivalen t to the fish and loaves multiplication 

a t the Se rmon on the Mount. This biblical allusion is fol

lowed by one to Christ's turning the water into wine. In 

the Fra11.ceschini household, the wine is "three·-parts water" 

(V, 1. 74). 

In Book XI Guido uses a third ploy when he relates 

how his family originally acquired their title and wealth. 

A "certain ancestor" (XI, 1 .. 2142) of Guido risked his own 

life to save the Emperor's: 

Battered and bruised, the Emperor scrambled up, 
Rubs his eyes and looks round and sees my sire, 
Picks a furze-sprig from out his hauberk-joint, 
(Token how near the ground went majesty) 
And says, 'Take this, and if thou get safe home, 
Plant the same in thy garden-ground to grow: 
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Run thence an hour in a straight line, and stop. 
Describe a circle round (for central point) 
The furze aforesaid, reaching every way 
The length of that hour's run: I give it thee,-
The central point, to build a castle there, 
The space circurnjacent, for fit demesne, 
The whole to be thy children's heritage. 

(XI, 11. 2147-59) 

But Guido failed to receive his heritage. By his father's 

t ime the castle was gone (XI, 1. 2169)f and the broad lands 

s carce tasked his father's gouty feet (XI, 1. 2171). How

eve r , there was no lack of furze, which, in their coat- of

a rrns, was turned into a tree to which a greyhound was tied. 

The dog "stands upon a triple mount of gold" (V, 1. 2164); 

yet, being 11 swift and greedy 11 (XI, 1. 2163), the dog seeks 

to escape . It suddenly occurs to Guido that the greyhound, 

like himself, is "escaping from true gold/ And trying to 

arrive at empty air'' (XI, llo 2165-66). Guido realizes that 

both he and the dog should have been satisfied with what 

they had. 

After he elaborates upon his family's present poverty 

and compares it to his ancestorsr wealth, Guido augments his 

pitiable situation when he narrates how he has also suffered 

humiliation. Guido resolves he will be '''the last/ O' my 

Line'" to " .'.suffer' 11 (V, 11. 1426-2 7) .. For a brief moment, 

he claims that he prefers death to life: "'let all end 

here,/ Me and the house and grief and shame at. once'" (V, 

11. 1431-32). Returning to the flagpole metaphor, Guido 
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decides that he does not want the flag, a son, with "ordure 

o n it" (V, 11. 1491). Pompilia and the Comparini not only 

"cut my purse [but also],/ Filched my name" (V, 11. 1494-

95). He is fifty years old and can bear no more; for though 

f ifty is 11 'the average of us all'" (V, 1. 1429) , "'it seems 

l onger to the unlucky man'" (V, 1. 1430). His poverty and 

humi liation are followed by more bad luck when he is told 

t hat his brother Paul, realizing Guido's case was hopeless, 

so l d off house and goods (V, 1. 1370) and fled Rome without 

informing anyone of his whereabouts because he did not just 

take his own possessions ,. After this news, Guido "mounted 

stair" (V, 1 .. 1381) and sat in the "sombre gallery" (V, 

1. 1382).. His "old mother" bore the cold that "her daughter-· 

in-law had found intolerable'' (V, 1. 1385); his younger 

b r o t her Girolamo walked "misery away / O' the mountain-side" 

(V, 11. 1386 - 87). Guido "supped, ate the coarse bread , 

drank the wine/ Weak once now acrid with the toad's-head

s gueeze" (V, 11. 1388-89) and shouts, "'I am irremediably 

beaten'" (V, 1. 1393) ~ The "pure smooth egg" (V, 1. 655) he 

laid within his nest issued a "cockatrice" (V, 1. 657) .37 

Is it any wonder, he asks, that he stamped on it, on Pompilia 

who was supposed to be "a comfort to us all" (V, 1. 656). 

-------· 
37To call Pompilia a cockatrice perfectly suits 

Guido's purpose, for Webster's Se v e nth Nffi,l Collegiate 
Dictionary def ines a "cockatrice" as "a legendary serpent 
with deadly glance hatched from a reptile from a cock's 
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After he has destroyed the co~katrice, Guido again 

d e s ires to live. This exuberance to live is a clever ploy, 

f or to execute one who has such a gusto for life is made to 

s eem cruel . Revenge completed and the dowry still a possi

bility, Guido decides that he will "find plenty [of] use" 

[f o r life] / Though it should last five years more, aches 

a nd all" (V, lL. 2012-13). First, his mother needs him: 

" Le t her come break her heart upon my breast,/ Not on the 

b lank stone of my nameless tomb" (V, 11. 2015-16).. Later , 

in Book XI Guido relinquishes life because he thinks his 

f amily, including his mother, would reject him if he r e turned 

to Arezz o (XI, 11 .. 1839-40) .. Now, however, it suits his 

pur pose to have his aged mother love her son. Guido ' s tomb 

would not be nameless, though to say so is one way to educe 

pityo Guido also needs to live so that he can bring back 

"The fugitive brother" (V, 1. 2017) . His son, once the 

bastard-child for whom Guido wi ll have no use (XI, 1. 1902) 

will "purify my palace" 

house. 

(V, 1~ 2029), the once dilapidated 

egg on a dunghill." The "deadly glance 11 is hinte d at in the 
line which d e scribes Pompi l ia as "launching her looks forth" 
(V, 1. 900) in order to entice young men. Her illegitimate 
birth is the dunghill. Guido says that to the Comparini, 
Pompil i a is "a pearl/ From a dung heap" (XI, 11. 1211-12). 
Further

1 
the Comp a rini are "rr'he gross illiterate vulgar 

couple 11 (V, 1. 1394). Thus, this one simple metaphor 
constitutes a recurring motif for argument.um ad hominem 
aga inst four people--Pompilia , her real mother , a nd the two 
Comparini. 
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Now that Guido wants to live, fifty is not too old 

an age, especially when he sees his fortune changing if only 

he can be granted an acquittal. Throughout both monologues, 

Gu i d o vacillates between avowing his youth and complaining 

o f old age. Using his age to his advantage is another 

pathetic ploy. Whenever he pleads for his life, he is 

young, certainly too young to die .. The Pope, the one who 

condemns Guido to die, is old, a point Guido emphasizes. 

He cannot see the justice of his dying and the Pope's living. 

Also, Guido cannot understand why an eighty-three- year-old 

ma n cares if someone else lives or dies. Age is seen as 

ugly and discrediting to a man. Whenever Guido thinks of 

his own death in terms of his age, he naturally exhibits 

excessive emotion. Neither does he grow o ld gracefully as 

is seen in his re jection of a son who···-" stronger , ,,1iser, 

handsomer than I/ By fifty years'' (XI, 11~ 1859 - 60)- - would 

not appreciate his fat.hero Thus, at times, Guido claims 

youth. He, who is "young still" (XI, 1. 1897) concedes "age 

no right of youth" (XI, L 1899). However, on s ome occa

sions, Guido finds it expedient to emphasize his age. Refer

ences to his torture are inevitably linked with how he i s 

"past my prime of life, and out of health" (V, 1. 19). His 

age is again emphasi zed when he re lates how many wasted 

years he devo~ed to serving the Church8 He sacrific e d all 

pleasures of youth for an ungrateful Church ~ Pompil i a was 
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a l s o ungrateful in demanding a youthful husband. Moreover, 

she was cruel in rejecting Guido merely because he was old. 

Guido attempts to gain sympathy for himself ,when he 

desc ribes how Pompilia refused to consummate the marriage 

because of his age. In Book V, Guido argues that though he 

i s " 'forty-five years old,/ Nor very comely even for that 

age"' (11 . 586-87), he still has a soul; and "for the soul's 

s ake [Pompil ia should] understand the fault/ Of arrnoui 

fraye d by fighting' ' (V, 11. 601-2). By comparing his flesh 

to armour , Guido indicates that life h a s been a struggle for 

him. Gu ido returns to this theme in Book XI where he says , 

" I am pas t the prime" (XI , 1 . 100 1 ), 11 am old" (XI, 1 .. 998) 

and therefore doLbtful t hat marriage to Pompilia will be 

successful. But her mother--who should h a ve said ''' young 

you have been, a re not, nor will be'" (XI, 1 .. 1008)·--encour

ages him to marry her d aughter, saying '''girls incline t o 

mature worth like you' 11 (XI, 1. 101 0) .. Besides, compared 

t o Pietro, Guido is "'youngish'" (XI, 1 .. 1 0.1 4 ).. Though 

Guido's friends assert that " 'Girls must have boys'" (V, 

l o 588 ), Violante insists that '''for presence, portliness, / 

And decent gravity, you [Guido] b ea t a boy'" (XI, 11. 1016-

17). Thirteen-year -old Pompilia does not agree, for her 

"neck writhes, cords itself against your [Guido's] kiss" 

(XI , 1. 1020). Guido resents such treatment. He may be 

" the ha lf-us ed cinder" (XI, 1. 1031), but she could 11 s hoot / 
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New fire" (XI, 11. 1030-31) into the flesh. Guido then 

maintains that he is "young in soul,/ Nor old in body" (XI, 

11 . 1022-23) • The "vile surface" may not be "smooth as 

once" (XI, 1. 1024); but, with "thews and sinews" (XI, 

1 . 1023), he is "the wrought man worth then times the crude" 

(XI, 1. 1027). The mataphor of forging iron parallels the 

me taphor of armour. Through these metaphors Guido manages 

t o obtain pity by censuring Pompilia for not desiring him. 

Guido the n shows that his wife's passivity is cruel, 

and his d e v e lopment of her submissive role not only g a ins 

sympa thy for himself but also attacks his wife (a d hominem). 

Whe n Pompilia does lie with Guido, he calls her a 

stone (XI, 11. 1313-14) becaus e she pas s ive ly submits rather 

tha n ac tive ly d e s i res him. He orders her to '''desire my 

love'" (XI, 1. 1 309), but whe n she obeys he c a nnot tole rate 

her " e nduri ng me" (XI, 1 .. 1051). Being a man, not a boy, 

Gu i do says he doe s not want total submission~ He re Guido 

emph a sizes his age. "To a youth perhaps--/ Ca l f -crea ture, 

one-part b oy to three- parts girl'' (XI, 11. 989 - 90), a wife's 

mee kness is "a flattering novelty" (XI, 1. 991). Guido, who 

is " o I the wane a t 1 east" ( XI , 1 • 9 9 9 ) , pre :Ee rs " a lit t 1 e 

saucy rose- bud minx" (XI, 1. 1003) who can "play off her 

s ex's armoury'' (XI, 1. 1328). Thus, Guido beli eves he should 

be pitie d because Pompilia was exc e ssiv ely obe di e nt and 

because she did not love him willingly. 
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When friends suggest that Guido be content with 

companionship, he shouts that such denial is not fair to 

him (XI, 1. 1073). Why should he run the race and "miss 

t h e daised mile" (XI, 1. 1077)? Why should he not taste 

"The bright red froth" (XI, 1. 1081) before he gets to "the 

black o' the wine" (XI, 1. 1082)? Though "i' the midway of 

my life '' (XI , 1~ 1091), he too desires a rose; but all he 

receives is "this coarse woolly hip, worn smooth of l ea f 11 

(XI, 1. 1093). Why should he water ·it with tears and manure 

i t "with sweat and blood" (XI, 1 • .1095) for the possibility 

that on some far-off day it will "Grow big, and blow me out 

a dog·-rose bel l" (XI, 1. 1098)? Guido then concedes that 

all hi s labor might be worthwhile if his care gave him even 

a small rose: " then indeed / The prize though poor would 

pay the care and toil" (XI , 11. 1104-05) .. For though his 

three-~leaved flower (XI, 1. 1103) is no "hundre d - petalled 

Provence prodigy'' (XI, 1 . 1100), Nature often produc es 

"Marvelous in the minim" (XI, 1 .. 1107) . 38 But Guido suspects 

he would never produce even a small rose. Pompilia is 

reviled as a "bud/ Bit through and burne d black" (XI, 

11. 1107-08). She is a 11 bloom whose best grace was the slug 

outside / And the wasp inside . its bosom'' (XI, 11. 1109 - 10). 

38 11 Minim, 11 for "minimum" is an exa mple of syncope, 
defined as removing let t.ers or syllables from the midcTle 
of a word. 
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Ins tead of a rose, Pompilia is a weed (XI, 1. 1111), "a 

nullity in female shape" (XI, 1. 1113). And although Guido 

c oncedes that her mullity is "insipid" and "harmless" (XI, 

1., 1129), she cannot be dissociated from "That father and 

tha t mother'' (XI, 1. 1117) whom Guido righteously slew. 

Thus Guido quickly moves from argumentum ad miseri------=-~-~-~ -~ 

cordium to ad hominem to a syllogism based on those two 

pathetic appeals. First, he whines that even if he is old, 

h e shou ld not be deprived of love. Second, he attacks 

Pompilia for not giving love. He refutes the idea that he 

should be satisfied with companionship _ He then concludes 

that Pompilia, though harmless, is the daughter of the 

Comparini. Because the Comparini deserve d death, a biased 

and therefore fallacious premise, their daughter likewise 

deserved eath , a ccinclusion that does not logically follow. 

Guido arrives at this conclusion in the midst of a lengthy 

harangue against Violante and Pietro. He is so caught up 

in maligning Pompilia that he easily moves from disparaging 

her to disparaging her parents. 

If Pompilia did not want to be associated (and there

fore murdered) with her parents, she should have renounced 

them. In Book v, Guido imagines Pompilia reviling her par

ents and looking to Guido for succor. If he would help her 

recover her dowry, "'What grace were his, what gratitude 

were mine'" (V, 1. 831). The major semantic distinction in 
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t h i s symmetrical yet antithetical statement is the difference 

o f possessive pronouns, "his" and "mine." But because Guido 

t h i nks he owns Pompilia, whatever is hers is actually his. 

Thus, he receives grace and gratitude, which he hopes are in 

the form of money. This idea is repeated in Book XI where 

Guido wishes Pompilia had imitated Olimpia and Bianca, women 

o f Italian romance, who "brought a husband power worth Ormuz' 

we a lth!/ Cried 'Thou being mine, why, what but thine am I'" 

(XI, 11. 2185 - 86)? These women look to their husb a nds for 

l a w (XI, 1. 2187) and woi_1ld kill "father, mother, stranger, 

[or ] friend" (XI, 1. 2190) if so commanded. If a prince 

ho l ds t heir husbands' s fortunes "' in hi·s pigmy clutch'" 

(XI, 1 .. 2194) and 111 hesitates to let the trifle go'" (XI, 

lo 2196), these women would imitate Delilah by luring the 

prince, t he Samson, to sle ep while their husbands t wist his 

neck (XI, 11 .. 2197-2205) . Guido contends that "Such women 

are there'' (1. 2206); but he, unfortunately did not marry 

one. Pompilia does not renounce her parents or help Guido 

kill them. Ins tead she leaves her husband and is e ventually 

restored to her parents~ In doing this, Pompilia acts like 

a Circe who has a 11 wand 11 (XI, 1. 2212) to work wonders but 

who foolishly uses it only to "spin wool" (XI, L. 2213). 

Well, he concludes, if she would rather play Lucrezia instead 

of Olimpia, Bianca, or Delilah, he will not be "the burning 

bridegroom'' (XI, 1. 2220). Guido's complaint that P6mpilia 
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wo uld not love him seems an unjust one, as he demands love 

ye t refuses to give it. He defends his not giving her love 

o n the grounds that love was not part of the marriage con

tract. The backbone of the bargain, he says in Book V, was 

t he exchange of rank for wealth. He, however, lost the 

wealth to the Comparini~ He therefore refuses to allow 

Pompilia to remain a virgin, and he indicates that losing 

her virginity is her punishment for not helping him rega in 

her dowry by turning against her parents . 

For killing all three, Guido is sentenced to die. 

In Book XI the condemned Guido cannot pity Pornpilia because 

he is "in a condition of excess.i ve fear , 11 39 and , according 

to Aristotle , the panic-stricken do not feel pity because 

"they are ab f:iorbed in their own emot.ion .. 1140 Aristotle 

further states that our pity is increased when '' the suffer

ing [is] undeserved". 41 when , in critical moments , 11 the vie-

t · · t · bl bea.r_ i· ng. 1142 .1.ms maJ_n- .ain a no e Guido t emporarily and 

periodically exhibits such a bearing throughout both mono -

logues , and in so doing he uses his final ploy. In Book XI 

Guido laughs "in the very gripe / O' the jaws of death 's 

---· -----· -----
39 Rhetoric 2 .. 8. 1385b. --·-----
4 0Rhetoric 2. 8 • 1385b. ..--------
41 h · . . R . etori c 2 .. 8 • 13 86b. 

42 Rhetoric 2.8 . 1386b. 
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gigantic skull'' (11. 1035-36). Guido looks at death's face 

and grins back death's grin, makes sport of his own pangs 

{1 .. 1037). He knows the Cardinal and 1-\bate wonder "Why from 

each clashing of his [death'sl molars, ground/ To make the 

dev il bread from out my grist,/ Leaps out a spark of mirth?" 

(11 . 1038-40). His laughter is an attempt to unnerve those 

who are responsible for his death. According to the Cardinal 

and Abate, as well as to the law courts, Guido's n•oeath must 

atone'" (XI, 1 .. 2044) for his deeds. Guido says, "So, let 

d eath atone! / So ends mistake, s o end mistakers! -- erld / 

Pe rhaps to r ecommence" (XI, 11 .. 2045-4 7) .. Using anap~10ra 

(
11 So ," "S0 11

) and repetition, Guido concedes he made a llmis

take " and is, therefore, a "mistaker." And he accepts that 

he will e nd, i Qe., die, for this mistake$ The repetition 

o f "end " e mphasizes his imminent d eath .. The first line of 

this b alanced express ion appropriately concludes with the 

word "end." Ye t t h is "end" b egins the unified phrase, 

II d / . l ll en Per.1aps to reco:mrnence . Here "end 11 is the antithesis 

of "recommence .. " In line 2 0 47 (Book XI ), Guido is uncer t ain 

what will recommence afte r death ("how should I know?" ); but 

he is "sure 11 (XI, 1 .. 2048) he shall not be like " the weak 

soul [ t hat will] end/ In water'' (XI, 11. 2051-52 ) . Rather, 

nThe honest instinc t , pent and c r o ssed through life [will],/ 

Let surge by death into a visible flow/ Of rapture" (XI, 

11~ 2064-66). Thus, Guido laughs in death's face and fa c e s 
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dea th with fortitude. He will die lfke that "Athenian • • • / 

Drinking hot bull's blood" (XI, 11. 2410-·11) • He will emulate 

the ancient Romans who would rather fall on their swords than 

face dishonor. Guido imagines that he is "a brave fighter 

who succumbs to odds/ That turn defeat to victory" (XI, 

11. 1802-3). He instructs the Cardinal to "Stab, I fold/ 

My mantle round me" (XI, 11. 1803-4); and Rome "Applauds 

the blow which costs me life but keeps/ My honour spotless" 

(XI, 11. 1805-6). In his concern for honor, he is, iron-

ically, a male counterpart of Lucrezia. 

This noble posture recurs throughout Book XI but is 

generally absent in Book V. In the refutatio of Book XI, 

Guido says, "The time's arrived when, ancient Roman-like,/ 

I am bound to fall on my own sword" (XI, 11. 1912-13) • 1rhis 

noble fall contrasts to his whines in Book V. There he says, 

11 
••• I am fallen so low/ I scarce dare brush the fly that 

blows my face,/ And thank the man who simply spits not 

the re" (XI, 11 .. 1102-4). In Book V, the noble Roman co·n

cedes that his not killirig the couple at Castlenuovo showed 

cowardice, but "Cowardice were misfortune and no crime" 

(V, 1. 1101). Guido indirectly compares himself to ll e unuchs, 

women [and] children" (V, 1. 1099) so that men will pity his 

defenselessness. He may be "no. lion but a lamb" (V, 1. 1096), 

but should his nature be any reason to deny his rights? 

Guido metaphorically falls at the feet of the judges; he 
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t urns to them for guidance: "I fall flat,/ Play the reed, 

no t the oak, to breath of man" (XI, 11. 1092-93). In Book v, 

he is the reed rather than the oak; in Book XI, he is "A 

strong tree [that] wants no wreaths about its trunk,/ No 

cloying cups, no sickly sweet of scent,/ But sustenance at 

root , a bucketful" (XI, 11. 2 4 0 7- 9) . The change from 

humble submission in Book V to defiance in Book XI results 

fr om his loss of hope. 

In Book V Guido claims to be "law's defender" and 

God's "soldier-bee," the only man who can restore a Utopian 

Rome. Because he can perform much good, he commands the 

judges to give him his life, liberty, good name, and civic 

rights again (V, 11. 2005-6). This ordering of words from 

most to least important (c.atacosmesis) places an unexpected 

emphasis on the last item in the series, his civic rights. 

However , if one remembers that Guido pleads for life so that 

he may be society's savior just as Christ is man's spiritual 

savior, then the emphasis on civic rights is appropriatea 

Guido still hopes that he may save his life with such a 

defense. In Book XI no such hope exists; and although he 

may want his civic rights, a good name, and liberty, life is 

his irnrnediate concern~ Once he has been condemned to die, 

flattery serves no purpose. Having lost control of his 

fate, he curses those who have determined it. 
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Finally, Guido realizes that his various ploys gain 

h i m no sympathy, and an analysis of Guido's use of patho~ 

r eveals that his emotional appeals are, like his appeals 

t hrough logos,inconsistent. He vacillates between fearing 

a nd embracing death. He sees himself as the epitome of 

both Christian and pagan martyrdom. He has suffered like 

Christ but should not die like Him. Guido wants to be a 

worldly messiah. Because his imminent death is inevitable, 

he periodically resolves t6 face it in the ·manner of a 

Socrates or a Brutus. But his love of mortal life with all 

its pleasures overrides his resolve to accept death calmly. 

Guido's inconsistent stance toward death is rel~ted to his 

vacilla tion b etween claiming youth and a bjuring a ge. When 

he wants life, he s houts t hat he is still young; but when 

h e wants to appear weary o f life because of his numerous 

sufferings, he stresses his age. His attitude toward his 

auditors also wavers as he moves from humble submission to 

disdainful snobbery, fr om flattery to mockery& Guido further 

o sc illates bet ween rejecting and accepting Gaetano as his 

son. Whether or not he claims the child depends upon the 

occasion, but in either case Gaetano is used to secure sym

pathy. In denying ·that Gaetano is his child, Guido empha

sizes his cuckoldry. He is the humiliated husband of an 

adulter ous wife who has given birth to a bastard-child. 

Whenever Gu ido accepts Gaetano as his heir, the Count plays· 
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the role of the loving father who ho~es to regain his family 

honor and wealth through his son. Guido's use of majority 

opinion is another example of his inconsistency. Sometimes 

Guido "proves" his innocence by contending that he has popu

l ar support. "All Rome" espouses his cause. Guido allies 

thi s use of popular opinion with threats, saying that society 

will collapse and Christendom will be destroyed if he dies. 

The refore , the Pope should heed what the public says. In 

employing this appeal, Guido resorts to the juvenile "might 

i s right" philosophy. Unl ike the Pope, Guido fails to dis

tinguish b etween opinion and judgment, relative and absolute 

truth. At other times, Guido portrays himself as pitiable 

becau se all the world is against himo The wor ld laughs at 

his cuckoldry and sympathizes with his dead wife. Those who 

l a ugh at him a re fools; they are "the coarse rough mob" (XI, 

lo 838 ). Guido also denig rates popular opinion whenever it 

accuses him of mistreating his wife. He discredits this 

a ccusation by reducing it to ·· a rumor spread by the lower

class gossips : " ••• Oh, sure he beats her--why says John 

so else,/ Who is cousin to George who is sib to Tecla 's 

self" (V, 11. 62-63). The repetition of "who" (a na phora) · 

indicates that the heresay is far removed from its original 

source and ther~fore is even less reliable. 

Guido labels as rumor any .charges made against him 

but unflinchingly maintains as fact that his wife is an 
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ad ulteress, that the Pope is selfish and unmerciful, and that 

the Cardinal and Abate are hypocrites who seek clerical 

power. Thus, in his use of argumentum a.d hominem Guido is 

consistent. Unable to answer the charges against him, he 

resorts to attacking those who accuse him of cruelty and 

impenitence. The more serious the charge, the more vitupera

t ive are his aspersions. However, though Guido contends that 

the defamation of his family name and personal honor justi

fie s his jealousy and hatred of Pompilia and that his suffer

ings at the hands of the Church justify his atheism, his real 

concern is wealth. For this reason, he is particularly 

abusive toward the Comparini, for their actions deprived him 

of the ir money. 

Undeniably, a:i~:SI~E_l~tum ?-d horninen is one of Guido's 

ma jor pathetic appea l s ; the othe r i s a.rgumen tum a~ m~pe r~

cordium. In his attempts to arouse pity, Guido employs every 

means Aristotle mentions: 

Whatever brings pain and anguish, and is in its 
nature d e structive, is piteous ~ o o • Under the 
head of thi ngs painful and d es t r uctive come all 
forms of death [the guillotine ], bodily injuries 
and afflictions [the torture on t h e rack], old 
age , sickness [drugged by P~~pilia], lack of 
food [Francechini poverty]. 

43Rhetoric 2 ~89 1386a. See V, lines 70-74, 259 - 66 
for references-to their starvation. 
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.Ar istotle further states that "all ills of a sufficient 

magnitude that result from chance" are piteous. One such 

mi sfor tune is "an ill result coming from a source from which 

good was to be expected. 1144 This situation applies to Guido, 

f or he expected but never received Pompilia's dowry f r om the 

Comparini. With her money, Pompilia was to be 11 a comfort 

to us all 11 (V, 1 .. 656) ; that is, she was to provide Guido 

with all the comf orts. 

Pompilia not only denied Guido and his fami ly the 

comforts of life, but she also proved to be an embarrass

ment . Her illegitimacy besmirches Guido's family name ; thus 

causa honoris is Guido's justification for murdering his 

wife. In using th is defense Guido appeals to a sense of 

duty , duty to his family, his position, the Church and God. 

As the oldest brother and heir to the estate , he feels obli

gated to preserve the family treasury s o that he and his 

poor , old mother , as well as brothers and sisters, can live 

in a manner suited to their heritage~ Though he tells the 

Court (Book V) that he wanted to be a soldier or join t he 

Church, he sacrificed his personal ambitions for the family 's 

welfare. He marr i ed Pompilia to accomplish this end. No 

only did marriage to her bring no f inancial b e nefits, but it 

also led to the degradation of his fami ly name. As a 

44 . 2 8 Rhetoric .. . 
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nobleman whose honor was sullied, Guido felt duty bound to 

ki ll those responsible. Duty to his position as nobleman 

a lso explains why Guido entered the Church, which encouraged 

men of his social station to take orders; for their inclusion 

gave the Church more social, political, and economic 

leverage. Again Guido portrays himself as sacrificing 

worldly pleasures for the ascetic life. Of course, Guido, 

hoping this sacrifice will be temporary, reminds his judges 

i n Book V that the Franceschini family suffered more depriva

tion when he entered the Church. Neither the Church nor 

Pompilia brought Guido financial satisfaction. Believing 

that wealth was his due, Guido imagines divine approval of 

his actions. According to Guido, God thinks the Count's 

sufferings were unjust. As a nobleman he deserved wealth; as 

a man, he was justified in seeking vengeance. At the end of 

Book v Guido states that in killing Pompilia and the Compari~, 

he did God's bidding; Guido rid the world of sin. All of 

Guido's appeals to duty occur in Book V. Once he admits his 

self-interest and atheism in Book XI, these appeals disappeaL 

Count Guido Franceschini is an orator who seeks to 

persuade his auditors to save his life . Because his purpose 

is survival, his means are desperate. Thus, Guido supple

ments his logistic fallacies with every conceivable pathetic 
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a ppeal. But just as his intellectual arguments fail to 

pe r suade his auditors of his innocence, so also do his emo

t ional entreaties leave them unmoved. 



CHAPTER V 

"THE QUALITY OF MYSELF": GUIDO'S USE OF ETHOS 

Of the three types of artifici~l proofs, Aristotle 

po ints out that ethos .'~is perhaps the most potent of all the 

me ans of persuasion."! One reason for this power is that 

o ne 's use of et.~?s determines one's use of ,!9gos and pathos .• 

For example, Guido's appeal to causa ho_~1oris., both a logical 

and pathetic argument, receives its strength from the fact 

that Guido is a nobleman who s e prestigious name has been 

sullied by his marriage to a whore's daughter. Throughout 

Book V Guido r efers to "the quality of myself" (V, 1. 418 ). 

He describes himself as "'noble, classic, choice'" (V, L. 419 ), 

a d e scendant of 11 Guido once/ Homager to the Empire " (V, 

11 . 15 7·-·58) .. In the ~x9rdium of Book V, Guido notes that 

h e is " representative of a great line,/ One of the f irst 

of the old families/ In Arezzo, ancientest of Tuscan 

!Rhetoric lo2. 1356aq If one compare s Guido's use 
o f ! .<~:SLO~ to--fhe'"P.ope' s, he discovers that Aristotle's state
ment is accurate • . Accord i ng t o Edward Dudley Hume Johnson , 
in The~ Alie n Vi s ion o f Victorian Poetry : Sources o f Poetic 
Imagination in Tennyson , Browm.ng~ an~d""-~Arnold -- (P ri nceton: 
i5rince ton Univers ity Press, l952T, pp:- "j~;rs--26' both the 
Pope and Guido are thinker s whose minds are s harply analytic 
and capa ble of sustained intellectua l activity. Moreover, 
both are intellectually emancipated from social conven
tions . But their character differs. Guido treats the world 
as a friend in o r d e r to corrupt it; and the Pope repudiates 
the world, fsaring its power o f corruption over him. 

329 
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t owns" (V, 11. 140-42). By stressing age, "old" and 

''ancientest," Guido indicates that the Franceschini deserve 

t he prestige and privileges usually accorded noblemen. The 

antithetical words "first'' and 11 old" actually complement 

one another; his family line is so old that the Franceschini 

were one of the first families in a town even older than 

Rome (XI, 11. 1911-14). Being the first of an old family 

gives Guido status. The Count states that the Franceschini 

were courageous; all possessed "brave blood" (V, 1. 16 O) • 

Guido tells the story of how the Emperor gave the Frances

chini lands and title to one of Guido's ancestors who risked 

"much his own life" (XI, 1. 2146) to save the Emperor's from 

the Paynims. Another ancestor did give his life for someone 

else: "'One of us Franceschini fell long since/ I' the 

Holy Land'' (V, 11. 1419 - 20) while defending a girl from the 

Paynims (V, 1. 1420). 

Guido continues .to praise his family name as h e 

reminds the Court that he is the son of Countess Beatrice 

( V, 1 . 18 8 ) and the "old proud pa 1 ad in my sire" ( V , 1 ~ 2 O 3 2 ) • 

His father, in imitation of their patron Saint Francis of 

Assissi, was so generous to the poor that no0 Guido is poor 

(V, 11. 161- 70), In a dialogismus, the official at New 

Prisons, Guido's site of imprisonment, relates how Guido's 

father once '''Paid me a dozen florins above the fee ,/ For 

drawing deftly up a d eed of sale'" (V, 11. 32 8-29) • This 
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f ather was so liberal that he sent the lacquey's son to 

medical school (V, 1. 299) and gave the current chamberlain, 

11 My father's chaplain's nephew" (V, 1. 309), "A noseless 

Sylla" (V, 1. 313). Other estimable family members are 

Gu ido's two brothers, Paul and Girolamo--both priests. 

Though Guido also wishes to serve the Church, an unnamed 

fr iend reminds the Count of his familial duty: "'There must 

be Franceschini till time ends--/ 'That's your vocation'" 

(V, 11. 225-26). 

Thus, Guido relates how he married in order to pre

serve the family name; but when marriage to Pompilia proves 

unsatisfactory because it is unprofitable, Guido wants a 

divorce. Yet, Guido insists that when Pompilia deserted 

him and committed adultery with Caponsacchi, she broke the 

marriage contract long before he desired a l ega l severance. 

With this argument, Guido uses the marriage contract to 

praise himself and censure his wifew However, although the 

contract is an inartificial proof and although Pompilia 's 

desertion and alleged adultery may secure pity for Guido, 

neither his use of evidence nor path<2~ ovE.~rrides his use of 

~\J10s.. Hence, once again the power of etho5-. is shown to 

reside in its effect on the other means of artificial proof. 

According to Aristotle, one can enhance or diminish the 

value of a contract by determining the ~-thos of those making 

...... 
J. L.. Aristotle states that "the credit of a document varies 
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in accordance with the character of the persons who have 

endorsed it. • "2 Guido argues that as a nobleman and 

husband, he has the legal right to mistreat or divorce his 

wife but that she does not have the right to leave or cuckold 

him. Guido also uses ethos to defend his right to consummate 

the marriage .. When the Court and the Pope disagree with 

Guido's interpretation of his rights as a nobleman and hus

band, the Count lambasts the law to which he previously 

appealed.3 Apparently Guido believes the law should favor 

him merely because he is a nobleman, for he appeals to law 

and argues from ethos as if social categories were also 

moral ones. 

A third example of how ethos affects logos and pathos 

is seen in Guido's use of metaphors.4 These figures of 

2Rhetoric 1.15. 1376b. 

3coodwin (p. 579): "But Guido f r om the outset whines 
to the Law for aid, yet is so stupid in his wickedness that 
he continually brings the Law upon himself. .. • But unlike 
Iago and Mephistopheles Guido does his own dirty work as 
long as he dares, and having called in the Law, repeatedly 
loses patience with it, and seeks his own resources, always 
aided& And this, too, is a characteristic of the man ever 
invoking the Law." 

4cuido's metaphoric language is also a deflective 
instrument, for his choice of metaphors reveals asp ects of 
his character. Altick and Loucks (p. 226) note that Guido 
has 106 metaphorical roles; Pompilia, 113; Caponsacchi, 59. 
Thompson, in "Authorial Detachment" (pp .. 679-81), states 
that the metaphors in all the monologues of The Ring and 
Book function on two levels: the speaker's meaning and the 
truthful meaning the poet provides .. The amount of distortion 
between the two depends on the extent of the flesh's 
dominance over the soul. 
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speech are logical in that they require the reader or 

listener to perceive the similarity of the two compared 

things. Moreover, the power of metaphors resides in the 

pathetic meanings .of their connotations~ But Guido's choice 

of metaphors to describe himself and his situation combines 

his use of ethos with ~9.gos and pathosa Thus, Guido defends 

his innocence and accuses the clergymen of being the guilty 

ones when he describes himself as a pi tiabh~ "rnuzzled · ox" 

(XI, 1~ 1469), an ox whose weary shoulders are weighted 

down by a heavy yoke (V, 1~ 134). This technique is best 

exemplified by Guido's use of the sheep-shepherd-wolf meta

phor. When he calls himself a slaughtered sheep, the Pope a 

cr uel shepherd (XI , lla 400-5), and Pompilia the wolf, Guido 

attempts to rationalize his ignoble acts, seek pity for him

self, denigrate his opponents, and present himself as pure 

and innocent as Christ, the Lamb of God. When Guido event

ually discards II the sheepskin-garb" (XI, 1. 44 3) ,. boasts he 

is a wolf, and accuses the clergymen of being ''self-styled 

shepherd thieves'' (XI, 1. 434), he thinks he adequately 

defends his impenitence, err:u, ,_cously thinking that candor 

is a justification for viola · .. ·.t ig the fifth com1nandment. 

Significantly, once Guido admits his hatred of Pompilia, he 

describes himself with metaphors of volcanic fire and 

voracious animality. Guido believes that such images are 

flattering as they show his strength and thereby his 
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manliness. Thus, Pompilia is like snow (XI, 1. 2079), but 

he is like a flame that refuses to be "strangled" (XI, 

1. 2066) by her passivity. Also, his wife is a hawk whom 

he cruelly trains to obey him.5 Guido is actually proud of 

his bestiality. Once he likens himself to a dog (XI, 1. 950) 

and once to a swine (XI, 1~ 762) who "Did eat by born deprav

ity of taste" (XI, 1. 763) and 11 Who never budged from 

litter. • [but]/ .... buried snout i' the draff-box" 

(XI, 11. 765-66). Obviously, Guido's choice of metaphors to 

describe himself a.re inconsistent, for he claims both the 

innocence of a lamb and the fierceness of a wolf, both the 

passivity of an ox and the aggressiveness of a wild boar. 

But no matter what meta phor he selects , Guido's use of ethos 

provides an argument for innocence, a justification for 

impenitence, or a plea for mercy. 

Thus, metaphors are persuasive tools because of the 

combined impact of _;Logo~, p~thos, and ethos. These latter 

two kinds of artificial proof are not always clearly distin

guishable because both modes intend to arouse the emotions 

of the auditors . But Lanham, in an admitted oversimplifica

tion, pinpoints a primary difference: whereas pathos "is 

the emotion that the speaker aims to induce in his audience ," 

Swrn. D. Shaw (pa 26 0) points out that Guido's fal
conry metaphor turns on the Count; for if Pompilia is the 
hawk, then he is the hunter of innocent game. 
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ethos "is the character, or set of emotions, which a speaker 

reenacts in order to affect an audience."6 This distinction 

pinpoints another reason for the persuasive potential of 

ethos; for with its use, the speaker exhibits his awareness 

of the relationship between ethical ploys and their effect 

on the audience who must ultimately judge him, judgmen t being 

the end of rhetoric. 7 In this regard, Aristotle states that 

Now Rhetori c f inds its end in judgment--for the 
audience [of a deliberative speech] judges the 

6 J(. Lan, ;,uam, p. 7 4 • 

7In The Poetry of Experience (p. 156), Lanqbaum con
tends that the dramatic mo~ologue , lacking the conilicting 
voice of dialogue, does not present a final judgment that 
resolves the conflict. However, this observation a bout the 
monologue does not apply to The Ring and the Book. The 
r eader is told to arrive at the Truth after hearing both 
sides of the case, but the monologu es of the poet (Books I 
and XII ) and of the Pope (Book X) bias the reader's verdict . 
Thus, Browning ' s judgment as revealed through the poet a nd 
the Pope is the fina l one .. In addition, one could inter
pret the viewpo ints of Other Ha.lf-Rome,Caponsacchi , Pompilia, 
the Pope, and the poet as the conflicting voices of dialogue . 
Of course, if one reads only Guido's monologues, he must 
asswm~ that the Pope's verdict is just. A r hetorical ana l 
ys i s of Guido's use of logos , pathos, and ethos prove such 
an asswnption to be valid. Loschky correlates the structure 
of the poem to the theme of judgment. As a r esult, she sees 
four triads .. The first trilogy (Books II , III , a nd IV) 
represents opinion consulted but concludes with Tertium 
Quid's refusing to judg e ~ The second trilogy (Books v, VI, 
and VII) is testimony consulted , and Pompilia a l s o refuses 
to judge. In the third trilogy (Books VIII, IX, and X) Law 
is consulted and the Pope must judge . In the fourth trilogy 
(Books I , XI , and XII ) the theme of judgmen t dominates. In 
Book XI Guido damns himsel f and thereby vindicates the 
Pope 's judgment in X. Books I and XII , antithetically 
balanced, revea l the poet's judgment and, ins ists Loschky , 
leave final judgment up to the reader . 
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counsels that are given, and [in forensic speak
ing] the decision [of the jury] is a judgment; 
and hence the speaker must not merely see to it 
that his speech [as an argument] shall be convinc
ing and persuasive, but he must [in and by the 
speech] give the right impression of himself, and 
get his judge [audience] into the right state of 
mind. This is true above all in deliberative 
speaking , but it is true in forensic speaking also; 
for in conducing to persuasion it is highly impor
tant that the speaker should evince a certain char
acter , and that the judges should conceive him to be 
disposed towards them in a certain way. • 8 

Thomas Wilson, in ~he .Arte ~!. Rhetori c (1553), echoes 

Aris totle's advice to the orator. According to Wilson, the 

orator "needet.h much helpe and favour of the hearers [if he 

· J · h · 1 ·3 119 · d w ·1 t h h' is to win t e1r gooc w1_s; an i_ son no est at t .1s 

fa\ror is particularly essential II If the cause bee lo th some , 

or such as will not be well borne with all. 11 10 Such 

is the cause of Count Guido Franceschini, a "middle-·aged and 

impecunious, rapacious , unscrupulous fortune-seeker , 1111 who 

murdered the virtuous Pompilia. 

Wilson asserts that there are f our ways for the 

speaker to "get the good willes" 12 of his hearers; Guido 

·----·-·--··------
BRhetoric 2.1. 1378a. The interpolations in 

b rackets are tE~.)se of the translator, Lane Cooper. 

9Quotec1 in Joseph, p. 395. 

lOQuoted in Joseph, p .. 395. 

llJ ames, p. 390. 

12Quoted in ~Joseph, p. 395. 
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employs all four ethical methods. First, states Wilson, one 

can speak of himself, "modestly" setting forth any services 

rendered "without all suspition of vaunting. 1113 Guido uses 

this ploy immediately. In the narratio to Book V, he refers 

to himself as a nobleman who chose to become a yoked ox, 

that is, a servant of the Church. He reminds his auditors 

of his socia l station in order to contrast his social pres

tige with his humble service in their cause: he was, he 

~)ays, "Born to the hereditary stoop and crease 11 (V, 1. 128). 

For thirty years he performed menial tasks for fruitless 

results . Throughout his narration of this account, Guido 

uses gentle speech and appears humbly submissive. Such a 

post.ure employs the ethical device labelled philop0r~nesi~. 

Lh ter, in Book XI, Guido uses the same ox metaphor but uses 

t he device called pa~rhesia, a device by which he will feign 

submission because he has something to say that might dis

please his judges. The burdened o x of Book V who willingly 

tre ad "in the paths/ Where I was trained t o go 11 (V, 

11. 125-·26), becomes, in Book XI, the "muzzled ox" (XI, 

1~ 1469) who refuses to go blind ''in padding round and round 

one path" (XI, 1~ 1 4 70) while the clergy, who know nothing 

11_0 1 tl Jd tl1c':l.t's trodden flat / And salted sterile" .1e wor .. (XI, 

11. 1472--73), enjoy 11 the green grass in the field" (XI, 

""- ··----~----------· ~- -
13Quoted in Jo seph , p. 396. 
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1 . 1471). Therefore, with the first ox metaphor, Guido 

narrates his sacrifices for the Church, sacrifices for which 

t he ecclesiastical judges should conunend him. Likewise, and 

paradoxically, they should commend his honesty, revealed 

t hrough the second ox metaphor. He candidly admits why he 

s topped serving the Church and equally candidly points out 

h is auditors' hypocrisy. Apparently, Guido thinks that using 

the ox metaphor is his proof of modesty. 

Any modesty he possesses is not in effect, however, 

when , in the pe_E_(_)r~tio to Book V, he talks of the future 

services he can perform if he is allowed to live. First, 

Guido mentions that in stabbing his wife he acted as ''law's 

mere executant" (V, 1. 2003). Second, Guido states that his 

a ccusations against his wife and Caponsacchi show the Count 

to be God's "soldier-bee" (V, 1. 2009). As law's executant 

a nd God's bee, Guido presents himself as the future hero

preserver of golden truth and the s ocial order. He pro tects 

the societal hive from "the hands of the devil" (V, 1. 2008) 

and thus "did righteously in bringing doubts/ For the law 

to solve" (V, 11 .. 1212-13). His use of the word "righte

ously" in a clause that also refers to "the_ l aw " sanctifies 

Guido's secular utopia. Guido becomes so enraptured with 

his plans for a City of God on earth that the man envisions 

that he becomes God incarnate. If he lives, Guido says th.at 
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he will "set my son at my right-hand'i (V, 1. 2048) and 

explain how he, Guido, purged society by punishing the 

wicked lovers, Pompilia and Caponsacchi. Any modesty in 

this praise of himself is slight but present, for Guido does 

not forget his auditors' contributions to this perfected 

Rome. Guido will bring forth his kingdom by "trusting in 

God and law'' (V, 1. 2051), and the judges before whom he 

speaks represent the divine and civil authority in whom he 

e ntrusts his lifeo The judges can help Guido accomplish 

great deeds for Rome by acquitting him. 

Modesty, then, is the principal persuasive tool of 

t his fi r st ethical ploy to win the good will of one's 

a udience. Without this modesty, the orator appears to be a 

bragg a rt, and Aristotle notes that for the orator to. make 

certa in a ssertions about his moral character may excite 

others to dislike him .. 14 A humble tone and giving credit to 

one 's judges are two ways to seem modest while really p r ais

ing oneself. A third method is to use a dialo~ismus, some

t imes called pros opgraphia~ Aristotle suggests that the ___ ...... -------
speaker put. complimentary remarks about himself "into the 

mouth of a third pe rson. 11 15 Guido uses this method 

14Rhetoric 3.17. 1418b. 

15Rhetoric 3.17~ 1418b. - -----
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extensively. By using this "double ventriloquism, 11 16 Guido 

controls the arguments. He imposes his will on that person 

who is his dramatically conceived character. In Book v Guido 

has Pompilia praise him as her " 'fri· end'" (V 1 82 7) b , • ecause 

he attempted "'to save my wealth for me--or babe of mine!" 

(V, 1. 820) from the grasps of the Comparini. It was Guido, 

says this Guido-created Pompilia, who bid the Comparini to 

" 'loose grasp, give our gold again'" (V, 1. 82 2) • In this 

manner, Guido's greed is presented as a chivalrous act per

f ormed for a child abused by her parents. To have the 

virtuous Pompilia defend him is a clever way for Guido to 

e nhance his image. He receives the benefits derived from 

her cha racter. In Book XI Guido again takes advantage of 

someo ne else's reputable character. Here, Saint Peter speaks 

in Guido's behalf. Guido has been condemned, so he is more 

concerned with pre serving his life than with stealing his 

16Altick and Loucks, p. 300 Through this device, 
Guido is able to manipulate others' testimony. The best 
e xample of this manipulation is Guido's quoting the content 
of the Court's verdict: "Word for word, there's your judg
ment'' (V, 1. 1226). However, even though Guido recites the 
v e rdict (V , 11. 1214-25), the Court never accuses Pompilia 
and Caponsacch.i of 11 'carnal intercourse' 11 (V, 1 .. 1219) • 
Likewise, the epistles from Rome (V, 11" 1309-73, 1467-82) 
did not taunt G~ido when he lost his caseq A third example 
of Guido's control of others' speeches is his recounting 
how the lovers mock the Court for believing in their inno
cence (V, 11. 1150-61). Thus, R. T. Flewelling's description 
of Guido as "the man of the lying heart" is accurate. "The 
Ring and the Book: A Study of Sophism, 11 The Persona~list-· -2-
·-(october 1921 ):216~- l 7, 
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wife's money. Hence, Saint Peter, a merciful man according 

to Guido, would tell the Court and the Pope to "free the 

prisoner and forgive his fault'" (XI, 1. 328). 

The judges do not, however, set Guido free. As a 

result , Guido pleads clerical privilege and thereby appeals 

to the Pope, who ignores Guido's pleas and sentences him to 

die by the guillotine. With this final verdict, Guido 

renounces law and gospel, but continues to extol himself. 

In Book V he portrays himself as the Church's servant , law's 

defender, God's "soldier-bee ," God's Son, and God. In 

Book XI, after boasting of his atheism , Guido presents him

self as a noble pagan "bound t o fall on my own sword" (XI, 

19 1913). With this line, Guido trans f o r ms his execution 

into a voluntary suicide , one in the manner of an ancient 

Romana Complementing this interpretation is Guido's procla

mation that he is "a primitive religionist" (XI, 1. 1919), 

that is, one descended "From fauns and nymphs, trunks and 

the heart of oaks,/ With--for a visible divinity,--/ The 

portent of a Jove Aegiochus" (XI, 11. 1923-25). In these 

lines Guido is proud of his unchristian ancestry and behavior. 

Losing all hope that he will be allowed to live, he becomes 

defiant and consequently no longer feigns modesty. Yet, 

Guido hopes this very defiance might sway his judges during 

the final moments before his death as they might be impressed 
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with his "last strength" (XI, 1. 2401). Again he uses a 

metaphor to describe his stature: he is a "strong tree 

[that] wants no wreaths about its trunk" (XI, 1. 2407). He 

hopes the judges remember that he "lived and died a man" 

(XI, 1. 2412), that he was "Honest and bold" (XI, 1. 2413). 

When Guido likens himself to a noble and ancient Roman 

s oldier and to a strong tree, he is not modest. Perhaps he 

belie ves that candid aggression will prove more persuasive 

t han has his forme r humble submission. 

Be s ides modestly speaking for oneself, the speaker 

can, states Wilson, "get favour by speaking of our adver-· 

sarie s 11 so that the hearers shall hate, envy, or despise 

t h em.17 Anyone who testifies aga inst Guido is an adversary 

whom he belittles, and this denigration (a d !~omi n~m) is 

of t entime s accomplished by Guido's contra s ting h i s noble 

sta t us to his opponents' lower or mi ddle- class s tations. As 

a result, Guido's character is the basis for de termining 

theirs, and Guido always reminds the judges that he a nd they 

a re noblemen who should be united in 11 blood-sympathy 11 (XI, 

1. 19) • 'The judges, then, s hould de spise "those four young 

precious olive- plants'' (XI, 1. 1888) who meant to cut Guido's 

throa t b ecause he "forgot to clear accounts/ O' the instant" 

(XI, 11
0 

1745- 46), i.e~, pay them for their help in 

17Quoted in Joseph, p. 396. 
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cormnitting the murders. Guido does not want to die before 

they do; for he wants his eyesight free in order not to 

"mis s them dangling high on either hand,/ Like scarecrows 

in a hemp-f ield'' (XI, 11. 1752-53). This simile shows that 

Guido lives by a system of double standards: the servants 

deserv e hanging because they intended to kill Guido, but 

Guido should not be executed for murdering his wife a nd her 

parents. This double standard r esults from their class 

differences . The servants' "country homespun wit 11 (XI, 

1. 1742) is not comparable t o his noble schemes~ The judges 

should understand the distinction. 

'The judges should also support the rights of "Duke 

Some-title-or-other'' (XI, 1 .. 199 ) whose confrontation with 

"Felice Whatsoever-was-the ·-name" 
18 -(XI, l .. 195 ) led t o the 

18cf ~ Guido's reference to " Duke So-and .. ··So, the 
g-reatest ma n in Rome" (V, 1. 689).. It seerns unusual that 
Guido does not know the name of one so great, but apparently 
the Count is never concerned enough for anyone to learn 
names. Nevertheless , he uses these unnamed persons as 
exampl es to prove his points~ Also note his use of '''Saint 
E:iornebody--or·-·o t her 111 (XI, 1 . 866 ) ~ Perhaps Guido inte ntion
ally keeps his references vague so that no one can contest 
his accuracy .. When he describes how his fami ly acquired 
their lands and tit1e , he refers to Ha certain ancestor" 
(XI, 1 .. 2142 ), "whoever was the potentate" (XI , 1 .. 21 43 ), 
and " some battle" (XI, 1 . 2144 ) . When the Court asks Guido 
for a character witness , Guido says his "last patron was a 
Cardinal'' (V, 1 . 1795); but unfortunately, and one might 
add conveniently , this Cardinal is "dead, being my fr iend/ 
Who could have helped me here '' (V, 11. 1 80 2-03 ) . All of 
these examples merely make one skeptical about the accuracy 
or even the truth of what Guido says. 
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the commoner's death by guillotine. The Duke kidnapped 

Fel ice's sister; and when Felice slapped the nobleman, the 

Duke had Felice beheaded (XI, 11. 198-200). In narrating 

the incident between the Duke and Felice, Guido states that 

social station should be worth something. The night follow

ing Felice's execution, the Duke ''Received the compliments 

o' the quality" (XI, 1. 26 8) • The "quality" are fellow 

noblemen. But Guido did "the Duke's deed, [yet ] take[s] 

Felice ' s place" (XI, 1. 277),. Felice was no more than a 

buffalo herder, and Guido thinks it insulting that he be 

treated like the vulgar. The Court disdainfully notes that 

Felice " stabled buffaloes and so gained bread" (XI, 1 .. 196), 

and Guido thinks it funny that some clowns unyoke the anima ls 

and thereby cause Felice more work (XI, 1~ 197) ~ After 

Felice's execution, the guillotine stood in front of the 

poor man's house (XI, 1. 193), " ••• doing incidental good, 

'twas hoped,/ To the rough lesson-lacking populace'' (XI, 

11. 211-12). The Court sees no injustice when the poor are 

executed , Whereas the four servants and Felice deserve 

death, Guido should not even be tortured. Yet ironically, 

Guido appeals to popular opinion that even "the vulgar 

thought 11 (V, 1. 12) that "Noblemen were exempt, •• ,. / From 

racking'' (V, 11. 12-13). Again, the judges should understand 

the difference between Guido and someone like Felice, and 

Guido narrates this incident as a means of telling the judges 
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that he wants the same privileges thit were accorded to the 

unnamed Duke, that is, an acquittal. 

Guido further shows his use of social classl9 when 

he mentions the 

•• scrupulous knave 
Whose palm was horn through handling horses' hoofs 
And could not close upon my proffered gold. 

(XI, 11. 1671-73) 

Even when Guido doubles the bribe (XI, 1. 1636) and calls 

himself "Duke for Count" (XI, 1. 16 36) , the 11 post-master" 

(XI, 1. 1629) refuses to help Guido escape by supplying him 

with a horse. r11his knave is described as an II immaculate 

official" (XI, 1. 1640) who stares at Guido who is "splashed 

with other sort of wet than wine'' (XI, 1. 1642). Such a 

description departs from Guido's usual ones of the lower 

classes . He often associates the vulgar with animals and 

19cornelia Marshall Smith, "P roverb-Lore in The Ring 
and the Book ," PMLA 56 (March 1941) :227- 28, states that~--. 
Browii""ing --uses mo.re~proverbs in his epic than in any o ther 
of his poems& She counts 112 proverbso She concludes that 
the conunon folk most often use proverbs; for by the seven
teenth c entury proverbs were falling into disfavor among 
the a r is t ocracy. Thus, Browning used proverbs designedly. 
Al s o, although both Guido and Caponsacchi are Aretine noble
men who felt impelled to enter the Church, Guido fails and 
Caponsacchi succeeds in enjoying the privileges of their 
class. Unlike Caponsacchi, Guido's social status deg enerates. 
But although Guido denies that he is responsible for the 
decline, King, in The Focusing Artifice: The Poetry of 
Rob e rt Browning (A~hens: Ohio University Press , 19~8), 
p. 137, notes -that Guido is not a "cultural mannequin." 
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mud. Felice herded bufflaoes; "'Jack, the suttler's child'" 

(V, 1. 194), "'recoiled from muck'" (V, 1 .. 200); and the 

official stables horses. But the horseman, to Guido's dis

tress, is immaculate in character; whereas Guido, covered in 

blood, is a murderer. Once again Guido hopes the judges 

will be equally repulsed by such misplaced virtue. 

Of all Guido's adversaries, the Comparini are the 

most hated; and Guido tries to make the judges despise this 

middle-class couple by associating them with dirt, insects, 

and animalso The Comparini are scoripons under a brick 

"embedded in the soil" (XI, 1. 1595), and Guido is the one 

who turns the brick up to the sun (XI, 11~ 1594-95), exposing 

the vileness underneath. The Comparini were not, attests 

Guido, driven from Arezzo but voluntarily forsook the aristo

cratic life for "'The kindly warmth o' the commons" (V, 

1 .. 526). Rather than "become familiar with the Great" (V, 

1. 521), the Comparini preferred "the glad-clap/ Of the 

equal on the shoulder, the frank grin/ Of the underling " 

(V, 11. 526-27). The Comparini forsook "the coroneted coat 

of arms " (V, 1. 534) for the "pot-house" (V, 1 .. 531) .. Yet 

this vulgar couple audaciously accused the noble Guido of 

misconduct. Guido is appalled that the Pope condemns him 

to die and allows the "sneaking burgess-spirit [to] win the 

day '' (XI 1 48) Gtiido again assumes a superior position 
" ' . . . 

when he belittles Pietro's testimony by asking the Cardinal 
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and Abate if they have "stooped/ For your own ends to 

bestialize yourself _/ By flattery of a fellow of this stamp?" 

(XI, 11. 1159-61), Guido emphasizes the Comparini's social 

station in an attempt to gain sympathy from the nobleman who 

judge him. Like Guido, the judges should abhor untitled 

upstarts whose only merit is money~ 

The third ethical ploy suggested by Wilson is to 

"get. good will" by praising the "wort.hie doings" of the 

judges~20 Guido particularly employs this method throughout 

Book V where he flatters (~or~J2r?batio ) the judges. He 

repeatedly extols them as the noble embodiment of a just law 

to which he humbly subscribes .. Rather than kill his wife at 

Castlenuovo, he called in the law; and when the law did not 

adequately punish Pompilia, he again sought a legal recourse 

by seeking a divorcee When that suit failed also, Guido 

claims that his acts of murder were no more than fulfilling 

the justice of the lawo He acted as law's defender. In 

Dook XI Guido claims to be personal friends of the Abate and 

Cardinal then reminds them of his and their mutual noble 

1nerJ· ta Gui· do also compliments the deeds of their gener-. . - : . ge. 

ous ancestors . 

A more subtle means of flattery is to play upon the 

p re judices of the speakers. Guido assumes that these 

~ ... ----·-
20Quoted by Joseph, p. 396. 
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Catholic clergymen dislike Molinists ,· Jews, and Paynims. 

Thus, Guido periodically slanders each of these groups. The 

number of allusions to Molinism is significant; for, accord

ing to Loschky, ''. , •. 'Molinism' is used rhetorically, loosely, 

superstitiously, [and] inaccurately by the va r ious special 

pleaders in the murder trial .. " 21 Also malig·ned are Jews. 

Guido tell s o f a woman who was branded " black between the 

breasts / For sinning by connection with a J ew'' (V, 11. 1233-

34 ) . The Jew's punishment was so severe that Guido cannot 

mention its nature (V, 1. 1235 ) . When the Count describes 

his unsuccessful bribery of "the one scrupulous fellow in 

all Rome'' (XI , 1. 1639 ), Guido tries to persuade the official 

by telling him that "the dead man only was a Jew 11 (V, 

1. 1637). Finally, Guido hopes his audience will be impressed 

that his ancestors fought Paynims in the holy wars. 

The fourth and last way that the speaker '' s hall find 

favour [is ] by speaking of the matter " and comrnending it 

while simultaneously dispraising the attempts of the adver

saries to do the opposite~ 22 Guido's repeated use of 

concessio with its accompanying rationalization is a means 

by which he fulfills this fourth ethical ploy~ For example, 

in the exordium to Book V Gui.do admits he "killed Pompilia 

21Loschky, p. 342~ Coyle (p~ 310) notes that Guido 
refers to Molinism more than any other speaker in The Ring 
and the Book. His lawyer, Johannes Baptista Bott.inius-;-Ts 
the second character who uses the most numb.er of references . 

22Quoted in Joseph, p. 396. 
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Franceschini, Sirs:/ Killed too the Comparini'' (V, 11. 109-

110). But Guido immediately states that they deserved their 

deaths, for his "irregular deed" (V, 1. 99) was surpassed by 

"their notorious lie" (V, 1. 111). Guido uses this approach 

again when, near the end of Book V, he admits he killed 

Pompilia but insists that God condoned, even encouraged, the 

act. Always these concessions followed by rationalizations 

are accompanies by disparaging remarks about his wife 's 

adultery and the Comparini's trickery. As a result , Guido 

a pp e ars to be forthrig ht; he is a nobleman who has nothing 

to hide because he has done nothing wrong. Rather , he has 

b een wronged as his wife and her parents took advantage of 

hi s goodness by cuckolding him and duping him, respe ctively. 

Thus, ~t~~ is a persuasive mode because of its 

ef f ect on log.9._~ and p-9- th~ and b e cause of its conc e rn with 

a ffec t ing the good wills of the audienceg When Guido argues 

from c a usa honoris, appeals to law, and metaphorically 

describe s himself , 11.is use of _:2th~2 is the pivot u pon which 

the success of each approa ch restso Ethos is also the 

principal means by which he hope s to gain the favor of his 

judges~ He tries to gain this favor by modestly speaking of 

his serv ices , by denigrating his adversaries , by praising 

the judges, and by speaking forthrightly o f the contro-

versial matter . 
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But although Guido employs all of these ethical 

methods throughout both monologues, he does not establish 

the same ethos in both. In Book V Guido enacts a role to 

win the sympathy of the judges. He flatters them and com

pares his situation to theirs. He also imagines that he is 

the creator of a new social order over which he divinely 

reigns. But this rhetorical posture fails. Consequently, 

Count Guido Franceschini of Book V becomes merely Guido in 

Book XI. This Guido is an atheist, who says he no longer 

fears death. When Guido describes his execution as volun

tary suicide and, therefore, as a noble act, he says tha t 

life without death is "Lack-·lustre jewelry" (XI, 1. 2383) and 

that "the sparkle's born" (XI, lo 2385) when death l. c• 
- ,;:J the 

"foil at back" (XI, 1 .. 2385). He metaphorically sees himself 

as the gem , stating that, "From out myself how the strange 

colours come'' (XI, 1. 2386). Yet, by his own admission, his 

sparkle becomes a demon f ire (XI , 1. 2397). Thus, in Book XI 

Guido, who once claimed divinity, now maintains he is the 

devil. 23 

23critics often compar e Guido to Milton's Satan, 
Marlowe's Mephistopheles, and Shakespeare's Iago~ Henry J. 
Donaghy, in " r:I'he Ring and the I3ook: Its Conception, Current 
Reputation, and-Meaning," ?tudies i~ th E?:. !-Jiter.9-ri Im.agina
tion 1 (April 1968) :65, st.ates, "One feels a f ter reading 
Guldo tha t it would have been wonderful to see Browning give 
a monologue to Iago." Leslie Thompson,. in "A Ring of Cr: i ti
c ism: 'I1he Search for Truth in The Ring and the Book ," 
Papers in Language and Lite~__at_~ 5 (Surruner 1969) :33 3, 
likens Guido to "the Devil in a morality play, who, while 
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Furthermore, he delights in his devilry. He tells the 

Abate to "exorcize the devil, for here he stands" (XI, 

1. 555). He is so beyond salvation that even the crucifix, 

the religious symbol that is supposed to frighten the devil, 

does not affect him. Twice (XI, 1. 2221, 11. 2288-89) he 

orders the Cardinal to r e move the cross - The more ~he clerg - . L.. y 

try to "bathe my heart" (XI, 1. 2224) the "stonier" (XI, 

1. 22 25) it grows with their "saving dew 11 (XI, 1. 2225). 

Moreover , he insists that he does not fear judgment, nor does 

he care if o thers suffer damnation~ Before the ''judgment

seat" (XI, 1. 16 83), he "could twist h e r [Pompil ia 's] soul, 

as erst her flesh,/ And turn her t r uth into a lie'' (XI, 

11~ 1684-85). If he had an 

outlet for escape to heav en, [he] 
Would tarry if suc h flight ~llowed my foe 
To raise his head, relieved of that f irm foot 
Ha d pinned him to t he fiery pavement e lse. 

(XI, 11. 2096-99) • 

Accordingly , Guido gleefully sent Pietro, "the sinner" (XI, 

1. 1279), to death without benefit o f a last confession (XI, 

--·------------~---
while dancing in gl ee on the limb of a tree from which he 
has suspended a noose f or unwa ry Christi a ns, slips and hangs 
himself. " Irvine and Honan (p .. 433) state that the Guido .of 
Book XI "progressively s trips of f layers of psychic c a mou
flage " a s he p lunges into " a n immense labyrinthine Inferno 
of the mird , Dantesque in i ngenui ty as well as vividness, 
where at each turn of the de s cending passage grotesque 
effigies of fear and death flar e up. 11 Langbaum, in "Is 
Guido Saved ? The Meaning of Browning 's Conclus io n to The 
Ring and the Book," Victorian f ~oetry 10 (Winter 19 72) : 30i, 
believes that the Guido who speaks in Book XI is ain 
Browning 's purgatorial hell." 
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11. 1278-81), and he ungraciously refuses Pompilia's mercy. 

He prefers hell's pains. Guido will "undergo three hells, 

not one" (XI, 1. 2095) if God thrusts him from damnation so 

that Pompilia will not be saddened by his misery. At one 

point in Book V he inadvertently foreshadows this later 

admiss ion tha t he is a devil~ In an attempt to secure 

sympathy, Guido, in a simile, compare s himself to "Lucifer 

[who] kept falling to find hell" (V, 1. 10 46 ), i.e., his 

wife and Caponsacchi at Castlenuovo. The wronged husband 

"fell on whom I thought to find" (V , 1. 1048). The analogy 

is apt , especially as it emphasizes his fal ling. 

When one compares this d i abol ic Guido with his 

Christ-like image of himself in Book V, one realizes that 

Guido plays two characters for two diffe r ent audiences. In 

Book v Guido defends h is acts of murder before an ecclesi

astical tribunal. In Book XI he defends his values before 

an Abate and Cardinal of the Catholic church. But Guido 

unknowingly plays a thi rd role, the one perceived by the 

reader who is his audienceo 24 As Guido plays this role , he 

- ------------··----
24Altick and Louc ks (p. 31) state that lithe reader 

is as much a target o f the speaker 's rhetorical strategy 
as is the reader's imaginary surrogate, the dramat ic 
listener

0

11 Michael Mason, "Browning and the Dramatic Mono
logue," Robert Browning , pp. 231-66 , ed .. Isobel Armstrong 
(Athens : Ohio University Press, 1975), p. 266, refers to 
Browning ' s monologues as a "naturalistic genre"; and Walter 
Mayforth Kendrick, in The Vanishing Word: Anthony Trollope , 
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unwittingly reveals his true character, for what he is deter

mines what he says. 2 5 Consequently, the speaker, not the 

story, is the central concern.26 Thus, according to Lang

baum, Guido "is not just a part of the poem, he is the poem" 

[italics Langbaum's] .27 

Robert Browning, and the Sensational Novel of the 1860's," 
DA 37 (1975), p .. 333A (Yale University), states that Browning 
and the novelists propound a new relationship between the 
literary artist and his audience~ Mary Sullivan's Voices 
is an extensive study of Browning's use of audienceln-The 
Ring and the Book .. She analyzes each of the twelve mono=
logues according to first person, second person (the 
addressee ), third person (the consciousness of other indi
viduals not prese nt), the tension resulting from the rela
tioi ship between first and thi rd persons, and the expressed 
and unexpressed motive for speaking. 

25Browning's dramatic monologues bring what a man is 
and what he says into harmonyo Browning was an unsuccessful 
playwright b e c a use he could not portray c haracters in action; 
he wa0 more concerned with portraying action in cha.ractero 
He excele d at depicting the private drama of the individual 
mind. Brockington notes (po 116) that 11 This psychologizing 
is the thing he [B rowning] could do, .•• and t he dramatic 
lyric .is the form through which he could d o it." Benjamin 
Willis Fuson, in Browning and His Engl ish Predec essors in ilie -
English Monologue- (Iowa City: State Univer s ity of I owa, -
I94l3)~~p·:--9T;-:5e1ieves Browning's added p sychodrama tic ele
ment gave the monologue a mature oral realism~ Finally, 
according to Bliss Perry in A Study of Poetry (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1920), P~ 268, Browning goes beyond a 
static characte r study; he provides "a d y namic revelation of 
a soul in action." 

26Langbaum, in ~rhe Poet~ of Exp erience (p .. 223), 
states that this shift from narration of plot t o char acter 
study marks a major distinctio~ betw~e~ cl~ssical an~ modern 
drama. To Aristotle, tragedy 1s an 1m1tat1on of actions , not 
persons. In his P<;>_ettc_~, characters are agents for the moral 
idea. To Ezra Pound, moments of character revelation are the 
poetic parts of a drama. The rest is the prose part and 
uninteresting. 

27p 0 etry of Experience, p. 200. 
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Through ironic betrayal Guido reveals himself to be 

the epitome of excellence distorted. He is Satan person

ified. He is also coldly Machiavellian as he pursues any 

means to achieve his ends, and his ends concern anything 

that has to do with his own self-interest. Because he 

symbolizes evil, his flaws are intentionally magnified .. This 

exaggeration, states Langbaum, is found in the best dramatic 

monologues . Thus , Guido must excel in intellectual virtuos

ity and passion "in order to suggest that life outside the 

poem which makes him larger than the sit:.uation. 112 8 

Guido also epitomizes a corrupt aristocracy which 

disdains the lifestyle of the lower classes yet revels in its 

own worldly appetites .. He erroneously assumes tha t rank is 

a substitute for money. In arrogance, he resembles the Duke 

in Browning's poem, "My Last Duchess .. " Like the Duke, Guido 

believes his wife does not appreciate his good name. Also 

like the Duke, Guido kills his wife and believes this act is 

justified. Actually, Guido is no more than a braggart who 

demands special privileges but who is petty and hard-hearted 

toward others. 

Because of his noble status, Guido believes the world 

owes him money. With money comes power . Because he fails to 

secure Pompilia's dowry, which eventually becomes Gaetano's 

heritage, Guido remains an impoverished aristocrat who c annot 

28Poe~r~ of Experience, p. 202. 
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even afford to bribe a judge. That Guido treats people as 

commodities is evidenced by his use of monetary language. 

He refers to his "profit or loss" (V, 1. 568) in a marriage 

he calls a "bargain" (V, 1. 476). In explaining the agree

ments of the bargain, Guido uses such words or phrases as 

"trades that pay" (V, 1. 458), "worth the market- price" 

(V, lo 462), "ware" (V, L 463), "essay the market 11 (V, 

1 .. 464), "buys" (V, 1 .. 465), "purchase" (V, 1. 466), "bid" 

(V, 1. 471), "buyer" (V, 1. 477), and "deal" (V, lG 478). 

This partial list is climaxed with his c omment that he paid 

_his "pound" and therefore wants his "penny 's worth" (V, 

1 . 708). Consequently, Guido does not want his wife to be 

a Monk Ange lico Rafael dressed in rags but a Titian Virgin 

in a "gorge of colour, glut of gold" (XI, 1 .. 21.19). He asks 

why his wife could not 

0 come in some heart-shaped cloud, 
Rainbowed a bout with riches, royalty 
Rimming her round, as round the tintless lawn 
Guardingly r uns the selvage cloth of gold. 

(XI , 11. 2126-29) 

If Pompilia had so appeared, he would have 

Let her bleach unmolested in the midst, 
Chill that selected solitary spot 
Of qu i etude she pleased to think was life~ 

(XI, llQ 2132-34) 

But, asks Guido, what good is grace without meat, drink, 

clothes, and fire (XI, 11. 2137-38)? Since life should be 

both "pleasure-giving" and "profi t-bea.ring" (XI, 1. 517) , 
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Guido cannot understand why the Pope does not see that man 

needs both pleasure and profit. As a result, Guido, con

demned to die, complains that mercy would "cost" (XI, 1. 331) 

the Pope nothing. On the other hand, rearing an ungrateful 

son would be "a costly piece of work" (XI, L. 1872) with no 

"profit" (XI, 1. 1885) accruing. Who will 11 subsidize" (XI, 

1 .. 1886) the father for the son's "expenditure" (XI, 1. 1863)? 

Who "r.epays" (XI, 1. 1896) the parent for the 11 dollar 11 (XI, 

1. 1894 ) spent on the child? Always Gaetano is viewed as an 

heir, but the Pope states that Guido claims Gaetano because 

"' the gold is in his curls' 11 (X, 1 .. 771).. Greed, insists 

the Pope, motivates all of Guido's actions: 

All is the lust for money: to get gold,-
Why, lie, rob, if it must be, murder! Make 
Body and soul wring gold out~ • 9 • 

( X, 11~ 543 - 45) 

Obviously, if this picture is the reader's assessment 

of Guido's character, then Count Guido has not used ethos 

successfully; for despite his efforts to present himself 

favorably, Guido's character is not laudatory. The question 

t.hat remains and on which critics disagree concerns the state 

of Guido's soul after his death, 
29 Is Guido saved? When, at 

29Interestingly, Canon Caponsacchi thinks not. 
Caponsacchi damns Guido to Judas's fatea According to 
Caponsacchi, Guido and Judas are "at one nowll (VI, 1. 1938), 
and each [should] tear each in devil' s-·fun" (VI, 1. 19 41) • 
"Bo th teach, both learn detestabili ty 11 (VI, 1 .. 194 3) • Just 
as Judas betrayed Christ with a kiss, so did Guido betray 
Pomp.i lia by forging love letters: 
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"Kiss him the kiss, Iscariot! Pay that back, 
That smatch o' the slaver blistering on your lip, 
By the better trick, the insult he spared Christ-
Lure him the lure o' the letters, Aretine! 
Lick him o'er slimy-smooth with jelly-filth 
-0' the verse-and-prose pollution in love's guise! 
The cockatrice is with the basilisk! 
There let them grapple, denizens o' the dark, 
Foes or friends, but indissolubly bound, 
In their one spot out of the ken of God 
Or care of man, for ever and ever more." 

(VI, 11. 1944-54) 

This vivid description seems to support Henry M. Batten
house's contention in Poets of Christian Thought: Evalua
tions £rorn Dante to T~ .. Eliot (New York: Ronald Press-;~ 
1947), p9 109, that if Browning is the poet of the soul he 
sees the soul in the lowest type of h0rnan b eing . In his 
conde mnation of Guido, Caponsacchi employs exusc it.atio, 
defined as ". . • the stirring up of others- to ··-Iik~to dis
like, through the vehement affection of t he speaker himself" 
(Joseph, p. 389) e These lines are also an example of 
bdelygrnia , '''a forme of speech which the speaker useth to 
signifie how much he hateth and aborreth some person • .. 111 

(Peacham , P~ 82, quoted in Joseph, P~ 393). I n these lines, 
Caponsacchi reveals his own character as well~ Cf . his 
damnation of Guido to Pompilia' s attitude towa r d her husband: 

"Let him make God amends,--none, none to me 
Who thank him rather that, whereas strange fate 
Mockingly styled him husband and me wife, 
Himself this way at least pronounced divorce, 
Blotted the marriage-bond: this blood of mine 
Flies forth Exultingly at any door, 
washes the parchment white , and t hanks the blow. 
we shall not meet in this world no r the next, 
But where will God be absent? In His face 
Is lig ht, but in His shadow healing too: 
Let Guido touch the shadow and be healed! 
As my presence was importunate,--
My e~rthly good, temptation and a snare,-
Nothing about me but drew somehow down 
His hate upon me,--somewhat so e x cused 
Therefore, since hate was t hus the truth of him, 
May my evanishment for evermore 
Help further to relieve the heart that cast 
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the end of Book XI, Guido calls out to Pompilia to help him, 

some readers interpret his supplication to his wife as 

repentance. Guido is thus "saved" in those moments before 

death. Those who _hold this viewpoint argue that both 

Pompilia's and the Pope's monologues (Books VIII and X) pre

pare one for Guido's conversion. Langbaum believes that 

Browning plants signposts of hope in Books VIII and X~as well 

as in Guido's second monologue, Book xr. 30 If Guido does 

not change, then the Pope's theological disquisition serves 

no the matic purpose. Langbaum asserts that the Pope shows 

mercy in conde mning Guido because only impe nding death can 

br i ng s e lf-understa nding~ Both the Pope and Guido realize 

t hat if Guido were let loose , he would bec ome e ven more 

deg e n e rate Uwn he already is. Dea th, therefore, is his 

salvat. ion. 31 
_ _ w _____ ..,.,. ____ _ _ _ ___ _ 

Such obj e ct of its na tural loa thing forth! 
So he was made ; h e nowise made himself: 
I could not l ove him, but his mo t h e r did. 
His soul has n ever la i n be s ide my soul: 
But for the unre s isting body ,-- thanks! 
He burned that garment spott ed by the fl e sh. 
What ever he touche d is rightly ruine d; plague 
It caught, and disinfection it had craved 
Still but for Guido; I am sav ed thr ough him 
so as by fire; to him-·-thanks and farewell. 11 

(VIII, 11. 1712-39) 

30"Is Guido Saved?" p .. 289. 

31 11 rs Guido Saved?" p .. 296. 
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Such an interpretation, however, relies upon the 

judgments of Pornpilia and the Pope rather than on the char

acter Guido reveals in this monologues. Guido never achieves 

complete self-realization, and his appeal to his dead wife 

proves the point. Guido asks, "Pompilia, will you let them 

mu rder me ?" (XI, L. 2427) o The word "mur der " is the clue. 

This word indicates that Guido s ees his e xecution as unjusti

fied ~ He does not believe he d eserves to die. As a noble

man, he should have certain privileges, one of which is to 

kill with impunity. When he asks the Cardin al and Abate to 

"save me notwiths tanding" (XI, 1 .. 2421), he wants them to 

preserve his li fe, n o t save his s oul; for his request is 

immediate l y follow e d by the s hout "Life .i.s all" (XI, 

1. 2421). 

Guido's d e sire for life motivate s his arg u.ments ; a nd 

his arguments are inc onsistent because he pursues any means 

for an ever- changing immediate end, He -flatters and conde mns 

his judges_ Sometimes he is God's instrument and s omet i me s 

Satan's cohort. He claims a noble, human lineage and claims 

that he sprang from fauns and nymphs~ He is a Christian, 

then a pagan. He complains that his wife is not obedient 

enough a nd that s he is too obedient& He rejects, accep ts, 

and again r ej e cts his son. He insists he is certain of his 

wife's adultery, yet he also asserts he could not ki ll her 

until he administered a test proving her guilt .. He refuses 
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to love his wife, but he seeks sympathy for himself by tell

ing the Court that his wife did not love him because of his 

age. He maintains that he killed his wife to preserve his 

honor, but then admits his motive was pure hate. It is 

folly that he slew his wife and folly that no one believes 

his concocted story. But when he calls himself a fool, he 

means that he was not clever enough to fool the judges~ He 

fluctuates between pleading for life and insisting he does 

not want it. Just before his execution, he sees his death 

as a noble suicide; but when the j ailers prepare him for 

dea th, he says they murder himo These few examples of 

Guido ' s inconsistencies lead one to question the sincerity 

of Guido's supplication to his wife~ He wants to live, and 

he calls for anyone ~~-the Abate, Cardinal, Christ, Mary, God, 

Pompilia- -to help him~ Expediency, not repentance, moti

vates Guido 1 s closing con@ento To interpret this line other

wise would be inconsistent with all that Guido reveals 

himself to be. 

According to Aristotle, "The people who think they, 

personally, can do no wrong with the greatest impunity are 

able speakers ., an d ·the r·ich." 32 Because Guido is not 

rich , he must try to be an able speaker. Certainly Guido 

is a masterful rhetorician, but his skillful use of language 

32 · Rhetoric 1 .. 12. -----
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does not prevent his death. Guido can speak deftly, but he 

is not a good man • . As a result, all of Guido's ethical ploys 

are ineffective; he discovers that he cannot break the law 

with impunity. Moreover, the characters he plays for his 

respective audiences cannot overcome the revealed chara cter 

whic h is incidental to his purpose. Therefore, Guido is the 

victim as well as the creator of his fictional world; for, 

according to Yetman, "the mode of fiction which Guido 

chooses to tell his story proves to be nearly as important 

a.s the story itself: importa nt in that it expresses the 

nature of the speaker 's personality as wel l as of his arto 11 33 

3J"Vil l ain as Artist," p,, 1094. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION: GUIDO'S RING OF RHETORIC 

In 1rhe ~ing ~nd the Book, the reader examines ten 

accounts of the same event, the murders of Pompilia, Pietro, 

and Violante Comparini. Each monologuist claims he presents 

the truth as each one pronounces judgment on Guido. But the 

biases of each speaker often camouflage rather than reveal 

the truth. Guido, in an effort to save his life, actually 

disto rts the truth; but b e cause of the nature of the mono

loque and because of Guido' s rhetorical skill, the r eader 

feels sympathy for the villain while he simultaneously 

realizes the need for moral judgment. Nevertheless, the 

reader , who is a n audience once removed from Guido's rhetoric, 

must ultimately judge the Count; and this judgment mus t be 

based on one's perception of Truth 11 beyond the facts 11 (XII, 

1. 866), the r_rruth that will 11 save the soul beside 11 (XII, 

1. 867). 

As a special--pleader, Guido almost persuades us that 

truth comes from fals e hood. Thus , many c r itics accuse 

Browning of moral perversity. Crowell, in partic ular, asks 

why Browning 11 allowed scoundrels to confuse the true and the 

false with such slick urbanity that the reader feels unable 

362 
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to separate true from false values."l Guido uses his rhe

torical skills to obfuscate what should be a clear distinc

tion between right and wrong. As a result, the reader 

leaves Guido's monologues doubting ''the ability of the mind 

t o make a v alid moral choice;" 2 for Guido's "intellectual 

perversion" has led to "a view of moral chaos."3 

Critics usually attribute this moral confusion to a 

conflict between Browning's intellectual abilities and his 

espousal of the supremacy of the emotions. Altick states 

t hat Browning was an extraordinary logician who could not 

protect himself from reason. Altick ascribes the problem 

to Browning's ins ecurity, cl a iming that Browning u sed the 

monolo gue out of fear , as a mask to hide behind ~ According 

to Altick, Browning wanted to be a seer-poet but lacked the 

ability; he wanted to reveal himself in Shelleyean manner 

bu t was too reticent. 4 Raymond credits the times as t he 

reason for Browning's conflict between the head and heart. 

t n an effort to d efend his faith against Higher Criticism, 

Browning was driven to exalt emotion over reason. 5 Finally, 

1crowell, p. 194. 

2crowell, p. 196. 

3crowell, p. 196. 

4 "':l1he Private Life of Browning," in Litzinger and 
Knicke rbocker , p. 263. 

511 Browning's Casuists," Infi~2:te ~ornent, p. 130. 
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Fairchild explains the conflict as one of naive didacticism 

against psychological sophistication. Fairchild asserts 

that Browning's ''simple heart could not extract sufficiently 

clear didactic principles from the complexities in which his 

dd b · a J · ht a 11 6 su '°' en rain .e._ig .. -e • Like Altick, Fairchild maintains 

that Browning "spoke through the lips of others" so that he 

could present casuistical rationalizations while also insist

ing on the need for intuitive faith. 7 

These analyses, however, do not accurately reflect 

Browning's presentation of the casuist.ical Guido, and for 

t hree reasonsa First, to interpret Guido's rhetoric as a 

manifestation of Browning 1 s frustrations is to deny the 

poet's craft. Guido's artful arguments and f igurat ive lan

guage are a testament of Browning's rhetorical skill. This 

skill is best suited for the dramatic monologue as this 

genre employs a definite speaker, occasion, and audience. 

One must also remember that the monologue is a character 

study of the person speaking and that person's views are not 

to be confused with those of his creator .. In The Ring and 

the ~gok, Guido is actually Browning's foil. 

Second, Guido's monologues should be read as part of 

a whole work, a work which is the epitome of Browning's 

6Fairchild, Po 227. 

7Fairchild, p. 2280 
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poetic, social, and religious views. Through Guido's con

demnation and through the monologues of Pornpilia and the 

Pope, Browning shows the reader the futility of argument 

which changes no minds and adds no wisdom but merely 

embitters and estranges .. The Pope, in particular, saves 

Truth from the sophistries of evil~ By means of the convex 

glass me taphor, the Pope, states c. Willard Smith, positively 

asserts that man's intellect is capable of reducing the 

"scattered points" of immensity to a clear vision where God 

reveals himself to man.8 However, the Pope also realizes 

that intellect alone cannot discover universal Truth, that 

though he l earns about God's nature through theological dis

quisition, Pornpilia knows God intuitively. With God's 

guidance, the Pope judges Guido; Pompilia, unable to judge 

Guido, forgives himo Through Pompilia Browning shows what 

h appens when one relies totally on the emotions .. Though she 

is closer to God than any other character in The Rin~ and 

the ~~ok, Pomp.ilia is victimized a nd eventually killed. 

She is completely dependent on either her p arents , her hus

band, caponsacchi, or the Church . Guido, her antithesis, 

---- ·---·-,.,..---... -----· 
8Browning' s Star-Imagery: A Study in P~ic Design 

(Princeton:-·-Princeton Univers ity Press, 1941), p. 213. 
The Pope states: "Man 's mind, what is it but a convex glass 

Wherein are gathered all the scattered points 
Picked out of the immensity of sky, 
To re- unite there, be our heaven for earth, 
our known unknown , our God reveal e d to man?" 

(X, 11. 1311-15) 
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shows that reliance on intellect alone not only fails to 

save one's mortal life but also corrupts the soul. What 

Guido claims is a healthy independence is actually no more 

than tyranny over others resulting from his hatred of 

authority and his love for himself. The Pope represents the 

moderate position between intuition and intellect. A man 

must make a commitment; h e must judge. And his judgrnent, 

if it is to be a just decision, must be the result of reason 

·t.:ernpered with mercy. By contr asting reason and emotion and 

by using the Pope as his spokesman, Browning presents the 

central theme of rJ:he Ring a nd the Book----that 'Truth is abso

lute and is perceived by both the intellect and the emo tions. 

Therefore, to interpre t Guido's rhetori c as Browning's u ncon

sc ious preference for an intelle ct he thematically re j ected 

is to make the poet a servant to r ather than a master of his 

poetry. 

The third, final,, and perhaps best refutation of 

those who contend that Browning, because of a subc onscious 

conflict between reason and emotion, l eaves the reader 

mo r ally confu s ed is a n analysis of Guido's use of I,:?_g o s_ and 

path<2s. A careful study shows that Guido's logic is 

specious, that his emotions are insincere, and that both 

abound with inconsistencies~ His ethical ploys pervert the 

mind and the heart. 
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In his use of logos, Guido appeals to secular and 

spiritual law as he pleads before a civil and ecclesiastical 

court. Hence, he dwells on Pompilia's alleged adultery as 

it is a violation of the penal code as well as a sin. 

Forged love letters and a marriage contract that is some

times accepted and sometimes rejected are the non- artistic 

proofs which he uses to verify his wife's misconduct and to 

justify his maltreatment and eventual murder of h e r. By 

e mphasizing her adultery, Guido tries to deflect the charge 

of murder by redirecting the guilt. In doing this, he 

employs the fallacy tu 9uo~JUE:_. But this method is only one 

of his many material fallacies .. Others he us es include the 

fallacies of def ini ti.on, false cause (met.alepsis), secundum 

~i~_, post hoc propter hoc, and ignor a tio e l ~ nchi ... In addi -

tion, Guido commits formal fallacies when he draws conclu-

sions that do not follow the premises and establishes 

syllogisms based on false premises. He controls his argu

ments by anticipating objections (p~l)ca talepsis) , conceding 

guilt (conce~sio), answering his own rhetorical questions 

(ant12_ypophora), and using hypo t hetical propositions in which 

the main clause is either in the form of a question, incom

plete, or not a val id consequent. By using these devices, 

Guido is able to concede fraud, forgery, cruelty, and even 

murder yet still profess innocence of any wrong-doing. But 
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despite Guido's clever and twisting arguments, the careful 

reader will perceive the fallacies and be able to judge 

Guido accordingly. The Count will be found guilty of not 

only murder but also irrational thought. 

Guido's pathetic appeals fare no better, although 

he begs and belittles. He attempts to show that his situa

tion is pitiable (arg-umentym ad rnisericordiurn) when he refers 

to his o ld age, loss of marital love, and public humil iation. 

In c laiming that his actions were a result of his sense of 

duty to his family, his noble position, t.he Church, and God, 

he presents himself as a martyr for the welfare of other 

persons and f or God and country .. When not securing sympathy 

for himself, C:u.ido disparages the .:-:_thos of all those who 

attack him (argymentum ad hom~nem) • He even prophes ies 

social and spiritual disaster (cataplexis ) in an effort to 

frighten the authorities into releasing him~ But Guido's 

use of P~.!:ho_s is ineffective because his emotions a re 

affec ted and many times histrionic. As a result, they are 

hollow. Guido abuses the emotions as well as the intellect. 

Guido uses analogy often beca use this mode of per

suasion the seventh of Cicero's sixteen topics (Topica), , -~----
is best suited for either rational or emotional proof. Many 

times l~sros and pathos are used simultaneously in a single 

analogy, thereby increasing the impact of the comparison. 
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Analogy is based on a logical proces~ which attempts to 

persuade by suggesting that things that are alike in some 

respects are probably alike in other respects. In practice, 

most analogies have more emotional than rational force. 

1.I'hus, according to Hairston, 

The prudent writer seldom uses analogy as his main 
rhetori c al device because, although a good analogy 
can clarify and reinforce an a rgument, it cannot 
actually furnish proof . . And most analogies break 
down i f pu f_; hed too far. 9 

Guido then must be imprujent becau se, of all the ways to 

persuade, he uses analogy the most. He compares his actions 

to those of his judges, the Church, Christ's disciples, 

Christ, and even God~ Guido likens himself to the lamb, 

the wolf, swine, and an ox. Using the tc~E?S o f more ·or 

less, he j ustifies his murder by comparing it to Pornpilia's 

adultery and the Comparini 's fraud ; and he conc ludes that 

because their actions were wrong, his were right.. Gt1ido' s 

ana logies are numerous and clever, but they are also faulty 

as not o ne can stand as valid under scrutiny. 

In fact, none of Guido's arguments are valid. 

Neither his intellect nor his emotions pe r suade because of 

his character. An analysis of Guido's use of _lo_~?S and 

p...;at_lws shows that despite his efforts to establish a 

1 h r actua 1 ly prese.nt-.s hi' r·"t ,_-~· e .1 .. f f-a_,1orably. positive et0-_~..§., . e neve. . -~ - ll~ - • 

9Hairston, p. 224. 
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By the end of Book XI, he admits his Satanic character and 

revels in his evil. Anyone who feels moral confusion after 

completing Books V and XI has not read them carefully 

enough, and he has been duped by the arch-deceiver. 

This deceiver reveals himself to be a sophist of 

consrnnmate skill who uses his rhetorical abilities to per

vert the Truth and to subver t justice. He is the kind of 

rhetorician whom Socrates condemns in Corgi~, a Platonic 

dialogue who s e partia l purpose is to prove that the aim of 

tiue rhetoric is to make us better menG Socrates discusses 

the proper use of persuasion, and he defines the 11 true 

o r ator " as a "moral artist 11 whose aim is enge ndering justice, 

planting self-control, and encouraging virtue. 10 According 

to Socrates, the truly "law-abiding" man is one who pursues 

justice , 11 not one who,. like Guido, uses the law to save hi s 

mortal life.. Socrates does not regard this moti~ve as a 

proper one for rhetoric. He tells Callicles that "The object 

f ·1· f · not to live as long as p o ssible .. 1112 If this wer e O .. l e lS 

the principal reason for exis·tence, then one would need to 

''la vish all our care upon the cultivation of those arts which 

lOp la to, Gorgias, trans .. W" G .. Helmbold ( Indiana-. 
polis: Bobbs-·MerrIIT cornpany, Inc .. , 1952 ), p ,, 79. 

llp1ato, p. 79. 

12plato, p. 88. 
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may save us from danger." 1 3 Then a man :,:-night "cultivate 

the rhetoric" that would keep him II safe in the law courts.~' 14 

But Socrates denies that mere existence preferable to 

virtue, that safety is better than justice~ If a man 

believes in such irljustice, then he suffers "depravity of 

soul. 11 1 5 Socrates tells Pol us that men 11 \·lho try to escape 

justice" 16 merely 

• ~ perceive its painful end, but are blind to 
its utility and ignorant of how mu ch more wretched 
it is to associate with an unhealthy sou l than 
with an unsound body·--a ~:;oul I moreover , \'lhich is 
corrupt and unjus t and impiousu To tbis end they 
provide th ern::.-; elve s with friends and l earn to speak 
as persuasi.v2 ly as possible, E:i train.ing evc?.r y nerve 
to avoid being brou9ht to j ustice and rid of the 
greatest of e vils.17 . 

Guido does strain ever y nerve and argument to save himself 

from the guillotine. He appeals to his clerical 11 friends 11 

'dho are nob l e like hims e lf, a nd h e attempts to persuade them 

that:: he shou ld be set free. 

In Gorqia.s, Socrates condemns rhf~ tor ic because he 

knm·rs it c a n be US l~d for improper pur poses.. Guido's use of 

rhetoric confirms Socrates 's fears. Ea r ly in the dialogue, 

---- ·--~--
13plato, p. 88'.·· 

14Plato, p"' 88. 

15Plato, p. 43. 

16plato, p$ 46. 

17plato, p. 46. 
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Socrates tells Gorgias, "If you are going to make a man a 

rhetorician, he must know justice and injustice. 11 18 Guido 

knows neither. To him, justice is privileges for noblemen; 

and injustice is condemning him to die. Guido confuses 

justice and mercy, failing to realize that the two are not 

mutually exclus ive. He thinks tha t mercy is freedom from 

prison , and to secure that end he debases language~ In 

Book V his defense rests on .ca~sa hon2.E..:1"s , but he does not 

real ly u nderstand what honor is. Neither can he distinguish 

God from Nature , wrong from right, or the truth f rom a lie. 

He u ses "these f il thy rags of speech" (X, 1. 373) to "con

taminate" (X, L. 375) " the 1Truth" ( X , lo 376) which is also 

He who is "The Word" (X, 1 .. 377). The poet conclu des 

Ll1at our human speech is naught , 
our human testimony false , · our fame 
And human estir:lation words and wi nd. 

(XII , 11. 838-4 0) 

This "le sson" (XII, L. 8 36) most especially applies to 

Guido's use of words. And the reader who has studied those 

words mus t accept as just and as merciful the verdict of the 

court, the Pope, and the poet; f or, a s Socrates tells Polus, 

a man who punishes rightly punishes j ustly19 and that "to 

do wrong and not to be brought to justice is the first and 

l · 1 1120 greatest of al evi s. 

18plato, p .. 19 .. 1 9Plato, p. 42 .. 20 J P _ato, p. 47. 
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